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A flower grows
Soft
Lovely
Daring
In the middle of a battle zone
Harmless in its tenacity
Ruthless in its compassion . . .
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Chapter 1

Kidnapped

Saturday
“Where in the blazes am I?” Phoebe mumbled under her breath, afraid someone
might be listening. “And how in the world did I get here?”
She crept along the cold stone wall, carefully placing one foot in front of the
other. The last thing she remembered was saying goodnight to Lunah outside
the club. Her head was splitting. The pain dulled her normally sharp mind.
Dazed and confused, she dropped to her hands and knees and crawled in
pitch-black darkness.
Shivering in the damp cold, she waved her hand in front of her eyes but
couldn’t see a thing. She felt drugged, hung over, and everything in her wanted
to lie down. Fear growled in her belly, threatening to explode into unbridled
terror. But Phoebe wasn’t the type to cave in the face of danger. If she were ever
again to see the light of day, she knew she had to pick up the pace.
“Get up, you fool!” she whispered emphatically. “You’ve no idea what might
be lurking in this damned snake pit.”
She tried to ignore the throbbing in her head. She tried to shrug off feeling
she was captive in the lair of some hungry beast. She forced herself to stand,
despite feeling lightheaded and dizzy. Guiding herself with one hand pressed
against the wall, she walked slowly and paid close attention to every step. She
didn’t want to make a sound.
Just when she started to rebound, something damp prickled her fingers
from between the stones.
“Damn!” Startled by the sound of her own voice, she cupped her hand over
her mouth as she lurched backward. The jolt cleared her mind. She was in a
cave or underground tunnel.
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“I’ve got to find a way out of this hellhole!” she murmured, too frazzled to
whisper. She couldn’t help giving voice to the menacing panic.
Frantically trying to figure out what to do next, thoughts raced through her
mind too quickly for her to comprehend. Then the pause button clicked and a
thought settled. The little flashlight! She grabbed at her hip, relieved to find her
purse still strapped across her shoulders. She groped around inside until her
fingers felt the cold metal of the slender tube. Pulling it out in a rush, she
almost dropped it.
“Get a grip, Pheebs,” she whispered.
Her trembling fingers promised to let go of the object if she didn’t steady
herself while turning it on.
“Holy crap!” slipped unthinkingly from her mouth when she saw what lay
before her.
The crevices between the wall’s large gray stones were filled with wet black
moss. It glared at her, winking sinisterly as the light reflected off its surface.
She couldn’t stop shaking but knew she had to keep moving. Taking in a deep
breath, she straightened her back and bolstered her determination.
She continued on, slowly and cautiously, until she heard a squishing
sound. Shining the flashlight downward, she saw a grey stone floor, damp and
peppered with algae.
“Yuck!”
She was careful to whisper this time, unwilling to let fear get the better of
her. Yet the air seemed to get thinner with each step. She wondered if the
tunnel might be getting smaller. Looking toward the ceiling, she gasped when it
loomed and retreated, loomed and retreated right before her eyes.
Claustrophobia took hold, crushing her very breath. The panic was suffocating.
“Noooo . . . Noo . . . NO . . . I’ll . . . have . . . none . . . of . . . THIS!”
Petrified and breathless, each word forced its way out in a squeaky
whisper.
She forced herself to keep going, in a futile attempt to keep the phobia at
bay. But it resolved to have her in its greedy clutches. Barely able to breathe,
her mind flooded with profanities, and escalating terror insisted on having a
voice.
“Dammit!” squeezed its way out as she panted and broke into a sweat.
She couldn’t help repeating the obscenity until it echoed down the corridor,
eerily and with telltale foreboding. Unnerved and confused, she didn’t
understand why sound would reverberate under such a low ceiling. Somewhere
up ahead, the ceiling must be higher or the tunnel must be wider or . . .
Her head was pounding. She felt as if she were spinning round and round
on some horrific amusement park ride. Yet she knew she hadn’t drunk enough
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alcohol to cause such nauseating vertigo. She lost her balance and fell back
against the wall, gasping for air and fighting to stay conscious. Her body slid
down until she sat with her hands braced flat on the ground. The feel of the
cold stone against her skin helped her catch her breath.
“Snap out of it, Pheebs; you’re stronger than this,” she whispered, mindful
the darkness might be concealing something deadly. She repeated the reproach
until she finally heard herself.
When the panic lifted, she grasped the flashlight with her teeth, leaned
back against the wall, and slowly pushed her body upward until she stood.
Although trembling and lightheaded, she managed to maintain her balance.
She brushed her hands together to remove the grit, but instead of falling to
the ground, it rolled across her wet palms and stuck to her fingers. Aiming the
flashlight downward, she saw something red covering her hands. Frantic to get
rid of the nasty stuff, she rubbed her palms across the wall until they were
chafed. But the red slime seemed to penetrate her skin. When she realized
what it was, a sickening horror struck and dared her to regain composure.
“Oh my god, it’s blood!”
Shrieking, the flashlight dropped from between her lips and broke as it hit
the ground. But Phoebe was too spent and disoriented to notice.
“Pull it together, Pheebs. C’mon. You’re not a wimp, for god’s sake. You’re a
warrior.”
Hearing the word “warrior” calmed her down and steadied her breathing.
She leaned back against the wall, closed her eyes, and recalled a simple
relaxation technique her friend Fei had taught her.
Taking in three deep breaths, she imagined herself lying in a verdant
landscape, cradled by nurturing trees. The scent of fragrant flowers soothed
her. A warm breeze caressed her skin, siphoning away the panic. The chirping
of nesting birds replaced the pounding heartbeat shelling her eardrums.
Sunlight imbued her entire body and instilled its vibrant energy. Her life force
began to surge. She took in three more deep breaths and came to her senses in
a rush of power. When she opened her eyes, she felt relaxed and refreshed.
Something brushed against her arm but didn’t unsettle her. Instead, she
wondered if a nurturing presence had come to her rescue. The fluttering wings
of an angel, perhaps? She didn’t embrace a religious practice yet couldn’t help
musing. She managed to find the packet of wipes in her purse and cleaned her
hands as best she could in the darkness.
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Chapter 2

Antiquity Exhumed
Phoebe had no sooner regained composure when an arm whisked across her
shoulders and a hand covered her mouth. Alarmed, she grabbed the wrist and
wrenched her body as she tried to pull away. But the arm held her firmly in
place. She tried to kick but couldn’t move her legs. She felt paralyzed from the
waist down. She tried to scream, but the hand over her mouth pressed with
such force that she almost asphyxiated herself trying.
As she wiggled and squirmed in a vain attempt to free herself, a masterful
yet genteel voice whispered, “Be very still. We must let them pass in quiet, lest
we be discovered.”
Lest we be? Who talks like that in this day and age? Terror had nothing on
Phoebe’s sharp, critical mind. As her curiosity piqued, she began to calm down.
The voice was male, and the person restraining her, a gentleman. In any
other situation, she would have considered his presence ominous. Instead, her
panic subsided. For some strange reason she felt safe, protected. Yet her keen
intellect warned against taking anything at face value.
Was she deluding herself, disregarding her inherent good sense? Always
ready to fight rather than flee, she thought it odd she had no inclination to
ignore this man’s warning and further resist his hold. Ordinarily, her instinct
would compel her to thrust an elbow into the solar plexus while ramming a
heel into the foot. But this man’s voice was soothing, and she was too
exhausted to put up a fight. She found herself atypically willing to heed his
advice.
As he held her tight against his chest, she could tell he was about a head taller
than her five feet ten. His sleeve was made of a silken fabric, and she thought
she detected the scent of roses. Wondering if he could feel the pronounced
pounding of her heart, she noticed she didn’t feel his. Nor could she hear his
breathing. She wondered if he was alive. She wondered if he was even real.
Yet she felt eerily attracted to him. He exuded a magnetism that defied her
sensibilities. She concluded either she subconsciously was longing for an
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intimate relationship or he was an evil sorcerer who had just cast a spell on
her. Whatever the reason, she knew she wouldn’t move even if he released his
hold. And that surprised her.
All was quiet for several minutes. Her curiosity waned in the stillness as he
relaxed his hold. Then a foul odor crept into the air and his grip tightened. A
few yards up ahead, shadowy figures carrying torches glided across the
corridor in total silence. Her gasp would have betrayed their presence if his
hand hadn’t been covering her mouth. As the last figure melted into the
darkness, she relaxed a little and leaned back into the body supporting her.
But her repose was short-lived.
“We must leave by a different passage,” the voice whispered. “I will guide
you.”
Maintaining his tight grip, he swung her around and pulled her with him as
he hurried in the opposite direction. Since the ambient light from the torches
no longer shone, it once again was pitch black. She had no choice but to go
with him.
“How do you know where you’re going?” she asked in her quiet voice. “Can
you see in the dark?”
“I can,” he replied. “Now no more conversation until we reach our
destination.”
“Our destination?” she blurted out in her not-so-quiet voice. “Look, mister,
I’m sure my destination is not the same as yours. I appreciate your help, but
I’m . . .”
Their swift pace made her so lightheaded that Phoebe the self-professed
warrior passed out.
*************
She struggled to open her eyes against a light that glared with penetrating
force. When she realized she was in a strange environment, she bolted from the
sofa on which she was lying and ran across the room, knocking into several
pieces of furniture along the way. She found the nearest wall, glued her back to
it and pressed her hands flat against the surface, ready to spring on a
moment’s notice.
“Where in the hell am I?” she shouted to whoever might be listening.
“You are in The Haven,” a voice answered from across the room.
She spun her head in its direction and squinted to adjust her vision. A
lean-figured man was sitting in a chair with a book on his lap. He appeared to
be in his early forties, with chestnut hair greying at the temples and parted to
one side.
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“Well how in the hell did I get here?”
“You fainted. I carried you.”
“Fainted? I don’t faint. I’m not the fainting type. And what’s The Haven?
Where is it? And who in the hell are you?”
The synapses in her brain fired so quickly that she barely kept pace with
her thoughts.
“Forgive my lack of etiquette, madam. I am Sir Michael Allan David. I found
you lost in the catacombs and brought you to my dwelling. It is called The
Haven, for it is the refuge of The Vampyrie.”
“Vampyrie? What in the hell is a vampyrie?’
“I will tell you all you need to know when I return.” He stood and placed his
book and reading glasses on the small table next to his chair. “Now excuse me
for a moment while I leave to prepare us some libation.”
Phoebe opened her mouth to respond, but before she could utter a word, he
quickly added, “And I would be greatly obliged if you would cease using the
word ‘hell’ in every other sentence. Cursing does not become you.”
Then he disappeared out of sight.
Not to be outwitted, Phoebe shouted, “And I would be greatly obliged if you
would cease calling me madam. ‘Ms.’ is the correct form of address nowadays.”
She shook her head hard from side to side, attempting to clear her mind.
Libation, cease, obliged, dwelling – who talks like that nowadays? And
catacombs . . . in North America? The more she questioned the legitimacy of
this man, the more she questioned the reality of her situation. As her thoughts
collided with one another, she teetered on the brink of overload.
In an effort to wake up from what she hoped was a nightmare, she shook
her head hard several more times. It didn’t work. She closed her eyes and
repeated the action; but when she opened them again, the scenery hadn’t
changed. This was no dream. She was where she was and had better get a grip.
Within that moment of decided resignation, it dawned on her it would be
wise to orient to her surroundings in case she needed to make a quick exit. Her
eyes darted around the room, looking for doors and windows. It seemed as
though she’d entered a time warp.
The furniture was beyond antique, with frayed upholstery and wood that
was scratched and worn. Wall hangings were faded black-and-white or sepia
prints. A large threadbare tapestry hung over the fireplace. Lamps were cast
iron with sickly yellow shades. The wallpaper peeled at the corners and along
several of the seams. All windows were covered by heavy drapes drawn from
one side to the other, making them appear like oppressive shrouds rather than
potential exits.
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Had she stepped into a Charles Dickens novel? And where were the doors?
Were there any aside from the one through which her captor had departed?
And then, of course, there was Sir Michael. He spoke with a British accent,
but Vampyrie sounded Norse. Not only did his home look like a bedraggled
portrait of antiquity, he himself looked like a relic. His grey suit bordered on
threadbare, and he wore an ascot. His cheeks were a little sunken and very
pale. He had an odd odor about him; not repulsive, just unrecognizable, almost
mysterious. She wasn’t afraid of him, yet she thought she should be.
The pitch-black, moss-filled tunnels were bad enough, but this place was
downright creepy; the kind of creepy that makes the hairs on the back of your
neck stand up and run for cover. What on earth had she gotten herself into?
This couldn’t possibly be the home of the gentleman who’d rescued her. Yet she
knew he and the ash-white token of a man she just met in this room were one
and the same.
Her knight in shining armor was at best a vestigial man, a remnant of the
past.
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Chapter 3

An Incredulous Truth

Having surveyed the room, Phoebe was a little more at ease but continued
standing with her back against the wall. As she tried to reconcile the man who
had rescued her with the man she had just met, Michael returned without her
noticing. He didn’t make a sound. Her attention was focused on the far end of
the room when a voice cut sharp across her ear.
“Your tea, Ms. Delaney,” Michael said, offering her a cup and saucer.
She quickly turned her head in his direction and clenched both hands into
a fist. He was standing right in front of her. His presence overpowered and
rendered her speechless. He looked strikingly paler up close. His crystal-clear
amber eyes penetrated so deeply, she felt a sharp pain in the back of her head.
Glued to the wall with her eyes and mouth wide open, she couldn’t move a
muscle.
Accustomed to this type of reaction, Michael quickly made an effort to put
her at ease. He gently took hold of her arm and attempted to lead her back to
the sofa. She resisted. She pursed her lips and tightened her muscles with
such force that it felt as if she might push herself backward through the wall.
The sudden jolt caused Michael to nearly drop the teacup.
“Please be assured I mean you no harm,” he said, releasing his grasp and
stepping back a foot or two.
His voice was eerily soothing. She slowly relaxed and followed his lead,
wondering what possibly could persuade Phoebe the Warrior to let down her
guard at the hands of a stranger. Maybe it was his courtly demeanor, selfpossessed and evocative. As he motioned for her to sit down, she noticed an
intriguing tattoo on his left inner wrist.
“Now drink this,” he said, placing the cup and saucer on the coffee table. “It
is an herbal tea blend that is calming as well as refreshing.”
She sat down and began drinking as instructed. The tea tasted sweet and
felt nourishing. She was both amazed and confused by her unquestioning
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compliance. Although her body had relaxed, her mind remained on high alert.
She intensely followed Michael’s every movement as he walked across the room
and sat down in his chair.
Feeling somewhat revived, her investigative mind began to churn.
“I need to know what happened to me. How did I get in those tunnels?
What are they? You refer to them as catacombs but are they really tombs? How
did you find me? Why did you come to my rescue? And how in the world do you
know my name?”
Her questions stopped as abruptly as they’d started, demanding answers in
the subsequent silence. But no answers were forthcoming. She watched as Sir
Michael sipped his tea, returned the cup to its saucer, put on his reading
glasses, and picked up his book. Indignant at his seeming disregard, she
noisily placed her drink on the coffee table and raised her voice.
“What in the h . . .”
She stopped herself when his eyes peered at her sternly over his glasses.
Since he was thoughtful enough to address her as “Ms.,” she decided to return
the favor by not using the “H” word in every other sentence.
“What in the blazes happened to me? You said you’d tell me all I need to
know when you returned.”
He ignored her question and again looked down at his book.
Infuriated, she defied convention and shouted, “Answer me, damn it! Do
you know what happened to me?”
Without raising his head, Michael replied, “I assure you, the use of
profanities will not expedite a response.”
Phoebe wanted to scream. But seeing that swearing and demanding weren’t
getting her anywhere, she decided to try a different tactic.
“Oh, I see. Sir Michael Allan David’s puritanical sense of etiquette has been
ruffled.”
Heaving a deep sigh, he rested his book on his lap and looked at her.
“I am neither ruffled nor puritanical. But I do adhere to an established
etiquette.”
“Then why won’t you answer my questions?”
With this, Michael closed his book and placed it on the table. He then
removed his reading glasses and placed them on top of the book.
“I hesitate to answer your questions because I am uncertain as to whether
you are prepared to hear the truth of your situation.”
“Oh, believe me, I’m prepared,” said an as-sure-as-I-know-my-own-name
Phoebe. “I couldn’t be more prepared. Given all I’ve been through tonight, I
doubt anything would surprise me. It is still tonight, isn’t it?”
“Yes, but we have crossed over into the morning hours.”
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“Okay then, Sir Michael; lay it on me.”
Michael leaned back in his chair, changed the leg he was crossing, and
folded his hands on his lap. Phoebe felt encouraged by what appeared to be his
settling in for a decent conversation.
“Your father is the proprietor and chief executive officer of the Embarcadero
Blood Bank, is he not?”
“So that’s how you know my name. Yeah, he owns the dam . . . the blasted
place. What’s that got to do with anything?”
“It has everything to do with why you were in the underground, how you
came to be there, and why you have no memory of the hour preceding those
events.”
As he spoke, his eyes blazed bright red for a split second. Or at least
Phoebe thought they did. An irrefutable chill ran its icy fingers up and down
her spine. She couldn’t stop the spell of shivering that overcame her. Hoping
Michael hadn’t noticed, she leaned back and pulled her legs onto the couch,
tucking them under her.
“There are those who would hold you for ransom in exchange for the blood,”
he continued.
Having regained her composure, Phoebe’s thoughts began running a
marathon.
“Wait a minute. I don’t understand. Who are these people? Why would they
kidnap me to get blood from my dad’s blood bank? And if in fact I was
kidnapped, why was I alone in the tunnels?”
“There are beings – creatures of the night – that need blood to exist. Your
father’s establishment has grown exponentially over the last several years,
making it a coveted enterprise. You should take care not to travel by night,
especially unaccompanied.”
“Well what’s wrong with these people? Can’t they just go to the blood bank
with a doctor’s order and get a transfusion?”
“The medical establishment does not know of their existence. Yet if it did, it
would recognize their condition as legitimate. And there are many of these
creatures, each needing substantial amounts of blood on a daily basis.”
Phoebe started to feel drowsy. She sat quietly for a few minutes, trying to
get a handle on what Michael had just told her and on which of her questions
he still hadn’t answered. Her mind was fogging over, but she pressed on.
“What’s their condition, their diagnosis? And why did they let me go after
kidnapping me?”
“The creature who accosted you sensed my presence and fled.”
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Phoebe struggled to hold on to her thoughts but was losing the battle. The
drowsiness was inescapable. Even an intrepid warrior is no match for a potent
sedative. She just had to lie down and close her eyes.
What was in that tea?
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Chapter 4

Muddled Maze

Sunday
Phoebe rubbed her eyes and stretched her muscles as she awoke. The sun
pampered as it warmed and soothed. She dozed off and on for almost an hour,
savoring every moment of the pleasant sensations filling her body. She didn’t
want to get up. After all, it was the weekend.
Just when she decided to allow herself the luxury of a morning in bed, she
heard a voice whisper:
Ride the wind, Little Flame. Ride the wind.
“Master Po?” The sound of her own voice felt like ice water splashing her
face.
She sat bolt upright, vaguely remembering the trepidation she felt the night
before. Her eyes darted around the room, resting on familiar surroundings.
Relieved to find she was home and in her own bed, she relaxed and leaned
back against the pillows.
“Must’ve been a dream,” she chuckled, hoping to make it so.
But her stomach tightened when she looked down and saw she was lying
on top of the quilt, still dressed in street clothes. Her thoughts whirled in a
storm of panic and disbelief as she tried to recall her evening out with the girls.
But the more she tried to remember, the more elusive the details became.
Frustrated and impatient, she let go a blood-curdling scream, attempting to
knock the cobwebs out of her mind. Then, as if someone turned on the TV, she
vividly saw herself sitting with her friends in the club.
“Lunah!” she shouted. “Lunah can tell me what happened.”
Lunah Acqua was Phoebe’s best friend. She grabbed the phone and called,
tapping her fingers louder with each ring.
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“C’mon, Lunah, pick up.”
“Hello?”
“Hey, Lune; Phoebe here.”
“Hey, Pheebs. Did you have fun last night?”
“Yeah, but I can’t remember how I got home.”
“Didn’t you go off with that guy you were talking to?”
“What guy?”
“You know; the one standing by your car. I hung around for a minute to
make sure everything was okay, but when you started laughing, I thought you
knew each other. So I got in my car and drove off. Didn’t you know him? Oh my
god! Did something happen?”
“Well that’s just it; I don’t know. The last thing I remember is saying
goodnight to you. And then the next thing I know, I’m waking up in bed on top
of the covers, still dressed. Lune, I didn’t drink enough to make me black out.”
“No, you didn’t. You only had a couple of drinks early on, and then you
switched to coffee – a lot of coffee, if I recall correctly. So if anything, you
should’ve been buzzed. Why can’t you remember getting home?”
“I don’t know. But the strangest thing happened . . .”
In that moment of pause, Phoebe’s memory recharged. In between Lunah’s
astonished interjections – What? You’re not serious. Oh my god! – Phoebe told
her about the tunnels and Sir Michael Allan David.
“You must’ve been dreaming, Pheebs. Are you sure it wasn’t just a bad
dream?”
“It was no dream, my friend. It was all too real. I don’t ever remember being
that terrified. And I’m worried. I mean, if whoever kidnapped me did it once,
maybe they’ll try it again.”
“Well for sure, you can’t go out again at night by yourself.”
“But, Lune, I don’t even feel safe in my own home. Someone brought me
here, which means they had access.”
“Look, Pheebs; from what you’ve told me, it sounds like Michael brought
you home. And he probably used your key. If the guy wanted to hurt you, he
had plenty of opportunity when you were with him. He rescued you, for bleep’s
sake.”
“Well that’s true; but what about the ones who kidnapped me? Who’s to say
they won’t try it in daylight? I don’t know who they are or how to avoid them.
And I definitely don’t know how to fight them. I’m scared, Lune. Phoebe the
Warrior is scared out of her wits. And you know how I get when I’m scared.”
“Yeah, I know. You rush head on into your fear without thinking. So maybe
it’s time to brush up on your martial arts. You used to go to the Kwoon and
21
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practice almost every day. Maybe you need to get back in touch with your old
Shifu and really apply yourself.”
“That’s what I was thinking. I heard his voice when I woke up this morning.
I’m going to call him right now. Thanks, Lune.”
“Wait! Before you hang up . . .”
Phoebe had a habit of abruptly hanging up once resolved to do something.
“Michael’s the one who knows about those creeps, so why not ask him what
you should do.”
“I intended to; but before I knew what was happening, I was out cold.
Besides, I don’t know how to get in touch with him.”
“You don’t know where he lives?”
“Not a clue. That was on my long list of questions, but as I said . . .”
“Oh, honey, I wish I knew what more to tell you.”
“You’ve been a big help already. I’m going to call Master Po right now.
Thanks, Lune. Love you.”
“Love you, too.”
Lunah had a gentle way of calming people down and always offered good
advice. Phoebe felt as if a huge weight had been lifted. Her muddled mind had
cleared. And she was grateful for the dear friend who knew her so well.
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Chapter 5

Ominous Encounter

Phoebe decided to walk to the Kwoon instead of calling. But first she took a
lengthy shower. She needed to scrub off every remnant of the prior night’s
gruesomeness. Having slept in so late, it was 2:00 p.m. before she left the
house.
Energized and uplifted by her chat with Lunah, she hummed “We Shall
Overcome” while sliding down the railing along the front steps. Then she put
her hands in her pockets and whistled the tune as she walked. The air smelled
deliciously sweet. So did the aroma of coffee wafting from Luli’s café. While
savoring its tantalizing bouquet, it dawned on her it was Sunday and the
Kwoon would be closed. Her reunion with Master Po would have to wait until
tomorrow.
The sun was out and a soft breeze carried the squeals of young children, so
she bought a latté and walked to the park nearby. She knew at least one or two
of her favorite tots would be there. Phoebe knew all of the children in her
neighborhood and was friends with several of their parents.
From the direction she came, the play area was obscured by a stand of
redwood trees graced at its edge by a voluptuous willow. Her favorite bench
was on the other side. Instead of circling around, she ducked under and
through the willow’s supple branches. She enjoyed the sensation of its leaves
brushing against her skin. A sudden gust of wind came up and one of the
branches caught her hair, forcing her to turn in order to free herself. Exiting
the maze backwards, she bumped into the bench and spilled coffee on her
jeans.
“Dang it, Pheebs, watch where you’re going.”
She was always careful not to swear around young children.
She plunked onto the bench, snatched a wipe from her purse, and set to
the task of cleaning the coffee off her pants. She didn’t notice the obvious lack
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of squealy voices. When she finally looked up, it stunned her to see the park
was empty – not a person in sight.
But there are always people here on Sundays, she thought. Families with
kids; where are they? She scrutinized the area, hoping someone would appear.
And someone did.
Standing next to the jungle gym was a young woman. She looked to be
seventeen or eighteen with long dark hair, pale skin, and wearing a silken
dress that flowed to her ankles. Her translucent-like appearance was alluring.
She looked familiar but Phoebe couldn’t place her. She knew most of her
neighbors and hadn’t heard of anyone new moving in. Then suddenly, without
any apparent movement, the young woman stood in front of her.
“Come with me,” she beckoned softly.
Although Phoebe heard the woman’s voice, she knew her lips hadn’t moved.
She began to feel taken in, as if captivated by an intriguing movie. She shook
her head several times in an effort to clear it.
“Who are you?” she asked emphatically.
“I am the one you have been waiting for,” echoed the whispered reply.
Struggling to remain alert, Phoebe straightened her back and shouted, “I
haven’t been waiting for you. I don’t even know you!”
The amplitude of her voice caused the movie reels to switch, and there
before her streamed the customary scene of little children playing. The faint
remnants of a foul odor lingered in the air. What in the hell just happened? she
wondered.
“Hi, Pheebs!”
Her musings were interrupted by little Becca, smiling impishly, her hands
resting on Phoebe’s knees.
“Hi, sweetie.”
Phoebe gently stroked the little one’s face. And with that, Becca was off
again, squeaking and squealing with the other children.
By the time Phoebe refocused, her latté had gotten cold. She decided to call
it a day. On the walk home, thoughts of the eerie encounter haunted her. She
couldn’t shake them. It felt as if she were being followed. She kept turning
around and stopping short, hoping to catch the stalker. But no one was there.
As soon as she’d closed and bolted her front door, she called Lunah and
told her what had happened.
“Holy crap, Pheebs; what’s going on with you?”
“I don’t know, Lune. I feel like I’m in a Wes Craven movie, costarring with
Bela Lugosi!”
“It’s funny you should say that, because I saw that man again.”
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“You mean the one by my car outside the club?”
“Yeah, that one. I rode down to Pier 39 today with Fei and Cho, and I saw
him standing outside of your father’s blood bank.”
“Wait a minute. You went to Pier 39 and back again in this short amount of
time?”
“What are you talking about? It’s 5:30 p.m.”
“5:30!”
Phoebe’s eyes darted to the wall clock. 5:31 p.m.
“Damn it, Lune, I’ve lost time again. Three hours, to be exact. Who are
these people? What do they want of me?”
“I don’t know, Pheebs. Hopefully you can meet up with Michael again and
pin him down to answer all of your questions.”
“Yeah, like when hell freezes over. He’s so damned elusive. I’d have to carry
a net with me at all times, in the off chance I’d run into him. But never mind
that. Go on about the guy outside the blood bank.”
“Well, it looked like he was waiting for something or someone. I mentioned
it to the girls, but when they turned to look, he was gone. Poof! – just like that.”
“Sounds like my young lady in the park – there one minute, gone the next.”
“And this guy’s skin was pale, just like Michael’s. I didn’t notice it last night
because it was dark. But in daylight, it was really evident. What are you going
to do?”
“I’m going to tell Master Po about it tomorrow and see what he has to say. I
forgot the Kwoon is closed on Sundays.”
“Chances are there’s nothing much to all of this. But be careful anyway.
Are all your doors and windows locked?”
“Indeed they are. And the alarm . . . the alarm!”
“What about the alarm?”
“If Michael brought me home last night, how did we get in the house
without it going off? Or if it did engage, how did he turn it off? There’s no way
he could know the code.”
“Are you sure you didn’t mention it to him?”
“Oh, I don’t know. I’m sure I don’t know anything about any of this.”
“Listen hun, before I forget . . . What’s that building behind the blood bank?
I never noticed it before. With all the overgrown trees and shrubbery, I always
thought it was an old cemetery or something left to ruin. But today, the sun hit
the glass of a window at just the right angle, and I realized a building was
hidden in there. “
“Oh, it’s just an old museum and arboretum. The blood bank acquired the
property years ago when the city auctioned it off. They use one of the front
rooms for storage.”
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“What do they use the rest of it for?”
“Nothing; it pretty much has gone to the birds, literally. I found out the
hard way. Shortly after we lost my mum, my dad took me to work with him one
Saturday. He didn’t have it together enough to hire a baby sitter. Or at least
that’s what he said. I think he just wanted to keep me close. It was before my
aunt and uncle came to live with us. Anyway, about the rest of the building . . .
“We were in the storage room and I was playing with my toy soldiers. I
noticed the door to the next room was ajar and thought it would be a great
place to strategically mount my cannon. But as soon as I went in, I heard this
loud flapping noise and felt something land on my head. I didn’t know it was a
bird, and I was terrified! When its sharp talons pricked my scalp, I screamed at
the top of my lungs. My dad flew in, whisked me up in his arms, then hurried
back through the door and locked it. I thought he’d be angry with me, but he
wasn’t. He just dried my tears and told me he’d never let me be scared like that
again. He said, “You see? I locked the door and the key is in my pocket.”
“I’m surprised you didn’t ask him about the place when you got older.”
“To tell you the truth, I never thought of it again. Guess the scare made me
repress the memory. But now I’m wondering if . . . Oh, I can’t think about that
right now. I’m going to take a nice long bath, have a warm glass of mijiu, and
go to bed. Maybe when I wake up tomorrow, I’ll find this has all been a bad
dream. It’s time to kick the bejeebies in the ass!”
“That’s my girl! Sleep well, hun.”
“You, too, luv. Later.”
But when the sound of Lunah’s voice faded into the distance, so did
Phoebe’s nerve. She skipped the nice long bath, had two glasses of mijiu, and
kept the light on all night.
The little sleep she managed to get was fitful and nightmarish. Hideous
specters followed her everywhere. They taunted and terrorized and chased her
through the tunnels. No one else could see them. Everyone thought she was
losing her mind. And in the light of day, so did she.
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Chapter 6

The New Guy

Monday
Phoebe didn’t fall asleep until the wee hours of the morning. The alarm went off
sounding like a gong. She grabbed and hurled it across the room. The clangor
of it smashing to the floor caused all the strange events of the weekend to flash
before her like a slide show.
Trembling and freezing cold, she pulled up the covers and wrapped them
around her neck. The horrific exhibition seemed to go on forever. Her stomach
felt like it was clamped in a vise. The gripping spasm made her nauseous. As
she heaved and swallowed hard, trying to keep from throwing up, the smiling
face of Master Po burst into sight and whispered:
Ride the wind, Little Flame. Ride the wind.
Her muscles relaxed. Her body warmed. The trembling stopped. Careful not
to jostle her stomach, she sat on the edge of the bed for a few minutes before
getting into the shower. The warm water was soothing. After finishing her
morning coffee, she felt ready to face the day.
*************
Orca Studios was filled with the usual sounds of instruments being tuned and
voices warming up.
“Good morning, Tameca.”
“Good morning, Phoebe.”
Tameca was Orca’s receptionist, filling in as runner and cleaner when
needed. Phoebe envied her radiant smile and glistening curly black hair. Her
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own bright red hair shocked her every time she caught a glimpse of herself in
the mirror.
“¿Qué pasa, Julio?”
“Nada mucho, Phoebe. Boring weekend.”
Julio’s quick mind and sharp people skills made him an invaluable
assistant studio manager. Phoebe thought his talents were wasted at Orca. She
saw him arguing cases in court or chairing a thriving non-profit.
“Mornin’ Freddy.”
Not much for conversation, Freddy responded with his usual nod. His dark
eyes and brown skin accentuated his long grey hair, pulled back into a
ponytail. Tall and lean, he most often wore turtle necks and jeans. And
regardless of the weather, he always wore sandals – with socks in cold months,
without socks in warm months.
Freddy had been the studio’s recording and mixing engineer for twentyeight years. Meticulous, efficient, and exacting at times, he was the reason
most new artists vied for time at Orca. They knew they’d leave with a demo
worthy of air time. He also was the reason many famous artists were regulars
at the studio. No one in the industry could match his precision.
Kneeling next to Freddy, who was fiddling with a line of cable, was an
attractive but somewhat odd-looking young man. Staff was told Oliver had
been hired to replace Ariel, their indispensable runner and cleaner.
Ariel felt no job was beneath her. “Chop wood, carry water” she often was
heard saying. She believed it isn’t what we do in life that matters, but rather
how we do it. Phoebe adored her, and the two became good friends.
When Ariel didn’t show up for work one day without calling in sick or
letting them know she’d be late, everyone was duly concerned. Their phone
calls went unanswered. They eventually got in touch with her partner and
learned a missing person report had been filed with local police. That was two
weeks ago. She still hadn’t been found.
Murray, Orca’s studio and booking manager, hired Oliver to fill her
position. The job requirements were easily met by at least three-quarters of the
population, but the character requirements were another story. Even though
everyone felt no one could fill Ariel’s shoes, Murray took a liking to Oliver and
hoped he’d fit in. This was his first day.
Phoebe tossed her pack into her locker and headed straight for the coffee
pot. After the usual morning chit-chat, everyone gathered in Murray’s office to
plan the day’s work. An eminent local band was expected at 10:00 a.m. to lay
down tracks for their new album. Phoebe and Teddy would be backup
vocalists.
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Teddy was Freddy’s domestic partner. Slender but not frail, her brown skin
and dark eyes complemented the lustrous black hair that fell in waves down to
her waist. She always wore long, brightly colored skirts or dresses with equally
colorful huaraches. She and Freddy never married. They said they didn’t need
the government’s permission to sanctify their union. To add to their avantgarde way of life, Freddy took Teddy’s last name. The dynamic duo professed to
be each other’s soul mate.
When the band arrived, everyone took their places. A lively guitar and fiddle
duet introduced the vocals. Teddy was the soprano to Phoebe’s alto. The song’s
refrain included a bar of vocal staccato that had to be timed perfectly. Just as
they sang the first note, the mixer screeched and a piercing howl forced
everyone to smack their hands over their ears.
“What in the hell . . . ?” Phoebe yelled amid the cacophony of moaning and
groaning.
“Sorry about that,” Freddy uttered apologetically. “Who put that monitor
behind you guys?”
Both women turned on their heels. Approximately three-feet behind and
between them sat a medium-sized wedge monitor.
“Holy crap!” shrieked Phoebe and Teddy in harmony.
“Geez, you guys sound good together even when you’re shouting,” Freddy
chuckled.
“I’ll get it,” Julio piped up.
“No!” Freddy extended his arm out and put his hand up in front of Julio.
“Our new guy needs to earn his keep. Oliver, you get it.”
Watching Oliver remove the monitor allowed Phoebe to figure out what was
odd-looking about him. His arms appeared too long for his body. She nudged
Teddy and leaned over to whisper in her ear.
“Look at how long his arms are. They’re way too long for his body.”
“They’re a little long, Pheebs, but not way long,” Teddy whispered back,
wearing her endearing playful grin.
As Oliver passed by them, he looked directly at Phoebe. His eyes cut to her
very soul. A cold chill made her shudder.
“Did you see that?” she whispered a little louder as she grabbed Teddy’s
arm.
“See what?” Teddy looked puzzled.
“He glared at me. And his eyes glowed red.” When Teddy lifted her eyebrow
in disbelief, Phoebe quickly added, “I swear!”
“Phoebe, dear, were you out clubbing this weekend?” Teddy chuckled.
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Teddy’s reaction felt like a slap across the face. Phoebe stomped her foot,
placed her hands on her hips, furrowed her eyebrows, and stared straight into
Teddy’s eyes.
“On Saturday; but this is Monday. So what does that have to do with
anything? His eyes glowed red. I didn’t imagine it. And I’m not hung over.”
Regretting she’d laughed, Teddy gently rubbed Phoebe’s upper arm.
“I believe you, Pheebs.”
Her sweet voice usually elicited Phoebe’s trust; but not today. Phoebe knew
seeing glowing red eyes sounded crazy. She wasn’t even sure she trusted
herself.
“Okay!” Freddy bellowed. “Let’s try that again.”
When Freddy spoke, everyone listened. And everyone obeyed.
By four-thirty, all tracks were laid down and everyone prepared to leave for
the day. Phoebe went to the staff lounge and got her pack from her locker.
When she turned around, she gasped at seeing Oliver standing in the doorway,
glowering.
“What are you looking at?”
She slammed the locker door shut, all the while glaring back at him. She
had no patience for such behavior and still smarted from his earlier scorching
glance.
Oliver didn’t answer.
“How rude! First you stare at me then you ignore me. Look, you little twerp,
either answer me or get out of my way.”
As Phoebe started toward the door, Oliver lowered his head and shuffled off.
“Oh, great, now I’ve done it.”
Phoebe wondered if she hadn’t judged a little too quickly. But on second
thought, she knew what she’d seen. His eyes definitely glowed red and his
expression was sinister. She didn’t imagine it. Yet, since only she saw it and
Teddy was dubious, she doubted she could convince anyone else.
It was nearing five o’clock and she wanted to miss the cross-town traffic.
After saying goodnight to everyone, she hurried to her car. As she turned the
key in the ignition, Oliver’s blistering glare flashed through her mind.
One more thing to ask Master Po about, she thought.
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Chapter 7

Snake Eyes

Phoebe parked in the lot adjacent to the Kwoon and then walked across the
street. For several minutes, she stood staring at the magnificent red and purple
dragon painted on the sign above the door. She hadn’t parted on the best of
terms with Master Po and didn’t know how he’d react to seeing her again.
Quick to anger and relatively devoid of tact, she often landed herself in
trouble. She chalked this up to the inordinate amount of fire in her astrological
chart. Thoughts formed quickly and tended to exit her mouth void of
censorship. She seldom met a thought she didn’t share. Nowhere near skilled
in accepting constructive criticism, she also had a quick wit and love of the
absurd. Combined in a single reaction, these ingredients were sure to be
deadly. Thus, lessons often were learned the hard way.
She deeply loved and respected her Shifu. So she surprised even herself
when she became violently angry with him and stormed out of the Kwoon
several months ago.
Master Po privately but sternly reprimanded her for an altercation she had
with another student. He said he expected more from her because her destiny
was formidable. When she asked him to explain, he snapped his arm and
pointed to the front room, ordering her to class. She obeyed but was seething
from his offensive response to her very reasonable question.
The more she bristled, the more her focus obscured. When a move she’d
previously mastered became difficult, Master Po was tolerant; but he had little
patience with lack of insight. He watched her blunder several times before
intervening. With his hands behind his back, he ambled toward her casually
and whispered in her ear: “Ride the wind, Little Flame. Ride the wind.”
He hoped a show of concern would calm and give her mind a chance to
clear, her heart a chance to open. But this served only to stoke her anger. She
wasn’t ready to forgive him. She wanted nothing to do with what she misread
as cajoling.
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When the classmate she’d had the altercation with lost his footing during a
difficult move, she burst into laughter. Master Po approached her impassively
and then slapped her sharp across the face. She readied herself to kick him in
the groin but stopped short. Fuming and insulted, she grabbed her pack and
bolted out the door. That was nine months ago.
She now wondered if he’d speak to her or even acknowledge her presence,
much less accept her back. She took in a deep breath, crossed the street, and
walked through the door with head held high.
The place was empty; not a soul in sight. Having timed it to get there
roughly ten minutes before the start of a class, she expected the room to be
filled with students. Because Master Po was a creature of habit – disciplined,
as he referred to it – she hadn’t anticipated a change in the schedule of classes.
She took in another deep breath, adjusted her pack on her shoulder, and
headed toward the office in the rear of the building. As she crossed the hallway
between the classroom and office, an unwholesome voice startled her.
“Looking for Mister Po, Phoebe?”
Ever vigilant, Phoebe spun to her left prepared to fight; but she was taken
aback by what she saw. A ghostly figure stood dressed in a black robe that
appeared to be blowing in a nonexistent wind. Like the young woman in the
park, his skin was translucent. He was eerily familiar, and he was glaring at
her.
“Who in the hell are you?” she snapped, undaunted by his glowering.
“I am called Oliver,” announced the voice with an air of entitlement.
Oliver! Stunned but highly focused, Phoebe realized this unearthly creature
and the new guy at work were one and the same. No wonder he knew her
name. Her suspicions were confirmed when his eyes, fixed on her, suddenly
glowed red.
Afraid her Shifu might have been harmed – or worse yet, dead – she
stomped her foot, demanding an answer.
“Where’s Master Po?”
“Why do you seek Mister Po?”
Again the fiend referred to her Shifu as “Mister” rather than “Master.” Aside
from being blatantly disrespectful, the miscreant sounded maniacal and
malevolent. Seeming to glide on air, he slowly moved toward her. Phoebe
wasted no time. She spat at him and flew into the office.
“Master Po, you’re here!” she uttered breathlessly.
“And where else would I be?”
Sitting at his desk, Master Po didn’t look up from his paperwork. He was a
formidable fellow. He stood only five and a half feet tall but was a commanding
presence. He didn’t suffer fools and had no time for trivialities.
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“It’s just that . . . Well . . .”
She kept looking over her shoulder to see if the fiend had followed her.
“No one’s here,” she continued. “And when that nasty man accosted me in
the hallway, I thought something awful had happened to you.”
“I am quite unharmed, there is no nasty man in the hallway, and no
students are here because I have changed the schedule of classes.”
Master Po lifted his head for the first time. He stroked his long white wispy
beard. His dark penetrating eyes seemed to look right into her soul.
“I have been waiting for you. It is time for you to return to us.”
“M’Po,” Phoebe said humbly, addressing him in her usual style of nameshortening, “I’m so sorry I stormed out of here. I didn’t mean to . . .”
“Yes, yes, I know,” Master Po interrupted as he stood and rounded his desk.
His long white hair fell in a braid down his back. “There is nothing for us to
discuss but your return to class.”
“And I will return, but who was that man? He said his name was Oliver and
he looked like a slithering snake demon. He looked like the new guy at work.”
“There is no one here but you and me. Your eyes and ears play tricks on
you.” He handed her a class schedule and added, “I will see you here at least
three days a week. Now go.”
He waved his arm toward the door as he turned to sit back down. Master
Po didn’t indulge fear and had no time for small talk.
“Yes, M’Po, I’ll be here.”
Phoebe knew her Shifu well. Even though she had many burning questions,
she bowed respectfully and left.
She desperately wanted to tell him about her ordeal in the tunnels, the
genteel man who rescued her, his abode of antiquity, and The Vampyrie. She
wanted to find out if he knew anything about any of it. She suspected he did by
the way he brushed off her encounter with Oliver and by how adamant he was
that they were alone in the Kwoon.
But her questions would have to wait. One of the first things she learned
about Master Po was he abided questions and lengthy conversation only after a
nice warm glass of mijiu.
As she walked home, she couldn’t shake the pernicious image of Oliver.
“I know he was there,” she mumbled, unmoved by Master Po’s denial. “I
know he was real, and no one can convince me otherwise.”
She kept looking over her shoulder to make sure the sinister creature
wasn’t behind her, ready to pounce. As anxiety teetered on panic, Master Po’s
smiling face burst into her mind and entered her heart. By the time she
reached her doorstep, the looming dread was all but a dim memory. She felt
calm and elated.
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Master Po had accepted her back into the fold. He was uninterested in
belaboring her hotheaded behavior and wanted her to resume her lessons. He’d
forgiven her. She ran up the front steps two at a time. She’d forgiven him as
well.
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Chapter 8

An Unexpected Fate

Friday
It was a beautiful mid-summer evening shortly after Phoebe had reunited with
her Shifu. She was looking forward to going out to dinner with her friends and
then taking a walk along the beach. A gentle breeze came up as she walked
from the Kwoon to her car, and she relished the feel of its fingers combing
through her hair.
Savoring the scent and touch of the warm evening air, her mind didn’t
register that the car wouldn’t start. After mindlessly turning the key in the
ignition and gunning the engine a few times, the car screeched and died, jolting
her from her reverie. Since she lived close by, she decided to walk home and
deal with the car in the morning. She knew Lunah wouldn’t mind picking her
up for dinner. She grabbed her pack, locked the doors, and headed out.
Delighting in the evening’s pleasantness, she paid little attention to people
passing by. But she stopped short and scrutinized her surroundings when
something whooshed past and pricked the left side of her neck. Not seeing
anything out of the ordinary, she rubbed the area and continued walking.
Within minutes, she began to feel weak and faint. Trying to rally and
remain alert, she blinked her eyes and measured her pace. Nausea gripped her
stomach. Her vision blurred. As unsteadiness gave way to staggering,
something was flung over her head and face, and a cold arm slithered across
her body. She was lifted off the ground and slung over someone’s shoulders
like a sack of potatoes.
She wanted to strike out but couldn’t move. Her mind grasped at any
fragment of thought that might explain what was happening, but all it offered
was the stupefied recognition of a losing battle. Conceding defeat, she lost
consciousness.
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When she came to, she was lying on a hard cold floor. A foul odor wafted on
the air. She tried to move but her body felt as if it were made of lead. Her mind
screamed obscenities but her mouth wouldn’t cooperate. Fear clamped her in a
gigantic fist that threatened to squeeze every ounce of breath from her body.
She ordered herself to calm down and take stock of her surroundings. But
persistent grogginess and blurred vision challenged the strength and stamina
of her will. Thankful her eyelids still worked, she lowered them, hoping her
vision would clear. Then she focused on breathing, and her mind began to
settle.
Slowly opening her eyes, she shifted them from side to side and looked for
anything that might tell her where she was. Still unable to move a muscle, all
she could see was the stone ceiling above and flickering black metal torches at
the perimeter of the room across from her. Remembering the tunnel with its
damp walls, foul odor, and maleficent hooded creatures, she panicked. Could
this be the inner sanctum of the catacombs? Had those wretched creatures
abducted her? She knew they had.
What good were all those years of martial arts training if she couldn’t move
to put up a fight?
The foul stench that had been remote now overwhelmed. In a flash, the
repugnant beasts were upon her. She hadn’t heard a sound and had no idea
she wasn’t alone. Snorting and grunting, they clawed hungrily at her clothing.
Hideous red eyes flashed and descended with lightning speed. Something sharp
pierced her neck. A warm liquid ran down to her right shoulder. Robes covered
her face. She couldn’t breathe. This was no nightmare.
Her mind cried out: Master Po! Help me, Shifu. Help me.
Suffocating, she closed her eyes and told herself this was the end.
Strangely, she found the thought comforting. As she let go her last thread of
hope for survival, she heard Master Po’s encouraging voice:
Ride the wind, Little Flame. Ride the wind.
It felt as if he were helping her cross over to the afterlife. Her panic
subsided, and Phoebe the Warrior accepted her fate.
*************
A soft light settled gently on her eyelids. She wondered if it heralded
heaven. Could she be in the nexus of nirvana? She sank into a cushiony abyss.
A soothing peace engulfed her. Nothing was worth disturbing this gratifying
slumber – nothing.
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Then reality struck like a sledge hammer bludgeoning a gong.
Did that really happen? Who were those creatures? Were they really
feasting on me? Am I dead?
Her thoughts raced as she blinked her eyes and allowed them to adjust to
the light. She had to blink several times before they stopped tearing.
“Welcome back to the world of the living,” greeted a familiar voice.
With great effort, she lifted her head slightly and looked in the voice’s
direction.
“Michael?”
“Yes, it is I. How do you feel?”
“Never mind how I feel,” she retorted, grabbing the right side of her neck.
She inspected her hand, but there wasn’t any blood on it.
“What in the blazes happened to me? It must’ve been real or I wouldn’t be
here with you. Tell me what happened before I explode! Who were those
repulsive creatures? Were they really going to have me for dinner?”
“There you go again with a thousand questions.” Michael shook his head as
if to say: Why am I not surprised . . . “Yes, the repulsive creatures were real.
And yes, they were about to – as you qualified it – have you for dinner.”
“What do you mean, ‘as I qualified it’? They were feasting on me! I was sure
I was dead.”
“Not yet, Little Flame. It is not your time.”
“Did you just call me Little Flame?”
“Indeed I did.”
“Only my Shifu calls me that. You can’t possibly know –”
“I can and do possibly know.”
“But how?”
Phoebe turned her head away from Michael and felt for the puncture
wound she was certain was on her neck.
“Master Po and I are old friends.”
“No way. Get out of here.”
After a few seconds with no response, she pulled herself to a sitting position
and turned her head back toward Michael. He was gone. She heaved a sigh and
plunked back down.
“I didn’t think the old relic would take me literally,” she mumbled.
“The old relic did not.”
Bolting upright, Phoebe stuttered in surprise.
“You . . . You . . . You weren’t supposed to hear that. I thought you’d left
the room.” Sighing heavily, she fell back on the pillows. “You sure have a way
of coming and going quickly.”
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“I had prepared us some libation but was waiting for you to regain
consciousness. I left the room to retrieve it.”
“There you go again with ‘libation.’”
Phoebe chuckled inside at Michael’s antiquated form of speech. She was
beginning to find him endearing. He poured a cup of tea and handed it to her.
“Imbibe this. You need to regain your strength.”
Physically exhausted, she tabled her questions for the moment and
accepted the drink Michael gave her. It was soothing and delicious and tasted
like pure nectar. She drank it down without coming up for air.
As she placed the empty cup on the coffee table, she recalled what
happened the last time she drank Sir Michael’s brew. But it was too late.
Depleted from her ordeal, the tonic worked quickly. Drowsy and nodding, she
just had to lie down.
“You little devil. You drugged me again. That stuff sure works fast. I can’t
even sit up. I can hardly . . .”
Feeling safe and relaxed, she didn’t fight going to sleep. Instead, she
welcomed
it.
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Chapter 9

Dead Serious

Phoebe woke to the sound of soprano voices singing the “Flower Duet” from
Lakmé, an opera by Delibes. It was a favorite of hers. She loved the sweet,
riveting harmonies. Heavy-eyed and a little disoriented, she was about to let
herself doze off again when she remembered what had happened.
She forced herself to sit up. This time, she wasn’t at home in bed. This
time, she was still in The Haven on Michael’s couch.
“What in the h . . .”
Michael’s stern eye caught hers.
“Okay, okay. You can’t expect me to change an old habit overnight.”
“That is not the only reason I am looking at you.”
“Then what?”
“The wound on your neck has already begun to heal.”
“So someone did bite me!” she exclaimed while feeling for the puncture
wound.
“Only the skin was broken. They did not have time to sink in their teeth.
The tea I gave you contains curative properties specific for bite wounds. The
side effect, considered by some to be unfortunate, is sedation. However, the
short rest gave the tea a chance to begin healing your body.”
Phoebe swung her legs off the couch and sat forward. Questions popped
into her mind so fast that she couldn’t keep track of them. But she managed to
capture a few after forcing herself to calm down.
“So they were going to have me for dinner. Well what stopped them? And
how did I get here? And . . .”
“Slow down.” Michael’s voice was firm but reassuring. “Allow me to tell you
what has happened, without interruption, and then I will answer any questions
you might have.”
He knew full well she’d have questions; many, many questions.
“Okay, it’s a deal. But . . . Oh my god, the girls! What time is it?”
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“It is 9:31 in the evening. To which girls do you refer?”
“My friends; I was supposed to have dinner with them. Jesus, Maria, Josef!
They’re going to be worried sick. I need to call them. Where’s my purse?”
“It is on the floor beside you.”
Still woozy, she almost rolled off the couch while rummaging for her cell
phone. She called Lunah and apologized for not showing up.
“It’s a long story, Lune. I’ll explain tomorrow. Just know that I’m safe. And
don’t worry about me. I’m in good hands.”
“Are you with Michael?” Lunah was desperate to know.
“Yes, and I’m okay. I’ll explain later, but I have to go now.”
Phoebe felt a little guilty for ending the conversation so abruptly, but she
knew Lunah would understand. Bursting with questions, she quickly dropped
the phone back into her purse.
“Okay, Sir Michael; you’re up.”
Although Michael’s speech was a bit archaic, he was very familiar with
present-day vernacular. He also had little tolerance for mincing words.
“Do you know the myth of the vampire?”
“Well, duh; doesn’t everyone?”
“Are you aware it is not entirely a myth?”
“You’re kidding.”
“I assure you, I am not. The vampire has existed since the beginning of time
as we know it.”
“You can’t be serious.”
“I am dead serious. And kindly excuse the pun.”
“You’re saying vampires are real?”
“Yes; that is what I am saying. Vampires do exist and they live among us.”
“Wait a minute. Wait just a minute. If they’re real and they live among us,
why haven’t I ever met one?”
“You have. You are speaking with one right now.”
Phoebe’s eyes opened wide enough to drive a truck through. She didn’t
know whether to run for her life or punch Michael’s lights out. If stares could
ignite, Michael would be up in flames.
“The creatures that attacked you earlier this evening had been vampires at
one time. But they have degenerated to such an extent that now they are
merely rogues.”
Phoebe blinked her eyes and shook her head to make sure she wasn’t
dreaming. Finally convinced she was in fact awake, she decided to give in to
her merciless curiosity and duke it out with the reticent relic. To do otherwise
would betray one of her most basic needs: the need to know everything.
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She’d also grown to trust this quaint gentleman, even if he was a selfprofessed vampire. Nevertheless, she braced herself in case she needed to put
up a fight.
“Hold on. I need to get my head wrapped around this.”
Although he didn’t oblige word-mincing, Michael was otherwise a very
patient gentleman.
“I will make us a nice pot of tea.”
He was gone before Phoebe could utter a word.
“Leave out the narcotics this time!” she yelled after him.
She expected he wouldn’t drug her again; at least not tonight. Mentally
replaying all the events of the evening, she choked on a gasp when recalling
Michael’s words: “You are speaking with one right now.” She shivered at the
thought.
While she toyed with the possibility of having met other vampires without
knowing it, Michael returned. She watched him pour their tea, amazed at how
easily she’d acquiesced and how completely she allowed herself to trust him.
He handed her a beautiful Spode china cup and saucer.
“I assure you, this tea is not sedative.”
Phoebe furrowed her brow and stared straight into Michael’s eyes.
“It better not be.”
Yet she had no idea what she’d do if it were.
They sat quietly for several minutes – the relic and the hothead – drinking
their tea.
“So . . .” Phoebe drawled, breaking the silence. “Do vampires really drink
blood?”
“It is a very complicated subject and one best discussed at the beginning of
the day rather than at the end.”
“Okay, I’ll buy that. Tomorrow then?”
“Have you not promised your friends you would meet with them tomorrow
to explain why you did not arrive for your dinner date tonight?”
“Oh, right. Sunday then?”
“Perhaps.”
“Come on, Michael. I need to know what I’m up against here.”
“Then Sunday it is.”
Phoebe’s mouth dropped open. She fully expected having to put up a fight.
“Okay! Give me directions. I don’t even know where in the h . . . blazes I
am.”
“I will retrieve you. The location of The Haven must remain confidential.”
“Listen here, Sir Michael. I trust you despite having just learned you’re a
vampire. So I think a rule of etiquette here would be that you in turn trust me.”
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“Touché. However, although I do trust you, I know there could come a
time when you might be compelled to divulge my address. I will explain when
we speak on Sunday. For now, please accept my decision.”
“All right; but how will I get home tonight?”
“I will blindfold you and drive you home.”
Phoebe accepted this, though why she did was beyond her imaginings.
Feeling backed against a wall in the midst of a seemingly unsolvable
conundrum, she changed the subject.
“What’s the significance of that tattoo on your wrist?”
“It is the mark of The Vampyrie.”
“Oh yeah, The Vampyrie. You never did tell me what that is.”
Michael raised his left arm and pointed to the tattoo on his wrist.
“This is the symbol of death and rebirth safeguarded by the omniscient 3rd
eye.”
“But what’s the significance? And what for bleep’s sake is The Vampyrie?”
“The significance is that all beings choose to incarnate into the physical
world so we may learn and, in so doing, grow our spirit. We choose where and
when to be born and where and when to die. We choose the lessons we wish to
learn and how we wish to learn them. The omniscient 3rd eye represents the
higher power – or god, if you will – who watches over us; the higher power from
whom we originate and of whom we are an integral part. Regarding The
Vampyrie, I am not sure you are ready to receive this knowledge.”
“Well I’m darn sure I am.”
“Then I will explain on Sunday.”
Phoebe heaved a long and disgruntled sigh, realizing she wasn’t going to get
any more information out of Sir Michael tonight. Yet she was fascinated not
only by his lengthy explanation of the tattoo’s significance, but also by his
words not coinciding with his demeanor. His bearing was reserved, yet he
spoke as if he were the Dalai Lama himself.
Michael took Phoebe to the garage. Given his archaic appearance and
mannerisms, she was surprised he knew how to operate a vehicle. However, he
did drive an old Bentley, neither polished nor pristine. She remarked on this
just before he blindfolded her and helped her into the car.
He said he kept the car looking run-down because it was imperative he not
draw attention to himself. But didn’t driving a classic automobile draw
attention to him? She mentally added this to her list of questions while he
busily rummaged in the trunk.
It felt odd not being able to see while riding in a car. Her curiosity was
piqued and begging to be gratified. But she didn’t dare even touch the
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blindfold. She didn’t want to incur Michael’s stern and certain reprimand, nor
did she want to lose his trust.
He was quiet and she sensed he didn’t want to talk, but she made an
attempt at conversation anyway.
“Are you really a knight?” she asked.
When he didn’t reply, she didn’t push him. Had she been able to read his
expressions and body language, she might have determined why he was so
reticent. But that wasn’t an option. Maybe he was someone who couldn’t walk
and chew gum at the same time. The image of Sir Michael Allan David chewing
gum amused her.
She was unsettled by his statement that there might come a time when
she’d be compelled to divulge his address. Was he implying the rogues might
capture and torture her for the information? This would be her first question to
him
on
Sunday.
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Chapter 10

They Live Among Us

Saturday
Pondering the possibility of a vampire being her neighbor, Phoebe scrutinized
everyone she passed while walking to the café to meet her friends. One fellow
became a potential suspect when he greeted her with “Good morning
Mademoiselle.” She kept an eye on him, periodically turning around and
walking backwards. She was relieved when he hopped on a trolley and
disappeared out of sight.
Otherwise occupied, she didn’t notice she was being watched. A woman
stood in the doorway of the bistro across the street. Her gaze was penetrating.
She followed Phoebe’s every move.
Although Phoebe didn’t know why, she became uneasy. She wriggled her
shoulders and stretched her arms behind her in an effort to relieve the tension.
Her face wore the look of a baby who’d just tasted something sour.
“Hi, Pheebs!”
Lunah’s greeting hit like a jolt of strong espresso. Her long blonde hair
whipped across her face and covered her shoulders. Phoebe often thought her
crystal-clear blue eyes resembled the shimmering surface water of a lake being
struck by sunlight.
“Are you okay?” Lunah placed her hand on Phoebe’s shoulder. “You look
like you’re in pain.”
“I’m okay. It’s just that . . . Oh, I’ll explain inside when Fei and Cho get
here. No sense repeating myself, eh?”
She threw Lunah a big smile, wrapped her arm around her best friend’s
shoulder, and squeezed her tightly like they used to do when they were little
kids. Having grown up together, Phoebe Delaney and Lunah Acqua considered
themselves to be sisters.
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Fei and Cho Lee arrived wearing the same outfit but in different colors.
Being identical twins, their friends sometimes had difficulty telling them apart.
They shared an apartment in China Town and remained close to their aging
parents. Their dark eyes and short dark hair accented the rosy cheeks of their
cherub faces. They loved spending time with their “older” friends, who were
only two years their senior.
Phoebe met the twins when they began studying Kung Fu. Although small
in stature, they rivaled Phoebe’s prowess and quickly gained her respect. The
trio became fast friends. Lunah took to them with such heart that she
“adopted” them as her sisters.
Once inside the café, everyone ordered breakfast and sat down. Still
apprehensive, Phoebe scanned the room to see if anyone looked out of place.
“So . . . tell us what’s going on with you, Pheebs.”
Usually cautious and reserved, Lunah’s voice was loud and unnerving.
Knowing Phoebe was at risk and thus vulnerable, Lunah ordinarily would have
been guarded. Her facial expression was odd; and if it had been anyone else,
Phoebe would have thought it sinister. Troubled by her best friend’s
indiscretion, Phoebe decided she didn’t want to talk about her recent
experiences in public.
“Not here. I don’t want to be overheard.”
“What are you talking about?” Fei asked innocently as Cho raised her
eyebrows and nodded her head, indicating she had the same question. “Is
something wrong?”
“I’ve been on an adventure I don’t want to broadcast.” Phoebe kept her voice
low. “So let’s enjoy a nice breakfast and then head over to my place. We can
talk freely there.”
At least she thought they could. She gave a sidelong glance at Lunah,
hoping she’d misread her behavior.
“Oh, I love secrets,” Cho whispered, rubbing her hands together while she
and Fei smiled and winked at each other.
Even though they all agreed to wait, everyone was antsy. They quickly
finished breakfast and hurried out of the café. While Phoebe tried to shake her
anxiety, her friends were busy trying to subdue their curiosity.
As they started walking, Lunah elbowed Phoebe and pointed to the bistro
across the street. The woman was still there. When Phoebe turned to look, the
woman disappeared. But Phoebe saw enough to know she’d seen her before.
Until they rounded the corner, she kept glancing over her shoulder to make
sure the woman hadn’t reappeared.
Leaning into Lunah’s ear, she whispered, “She looks like the young woman
from the park.”
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As she said this, she wondered if the woman’s presence wasn’t the cause of
Lunah’s uncharacteristic behavior.
Sensing Phoebe’s apprehension, Lunah squeezed her hand and kept
walking. Whatever had caused her strange behavior was gone.
Lagging a few feet behind, Fei and Cho nudged each other when catching
their friends’ whispering and the uneasy look on Phoebe’s face. They hurried to
catch up.
“Hey, you guys, what’s going on?” Cho’s voice was childlike and melodic.
“We’ll fill you in when we get to the house,” Lunah replied. “Let’s walk a
little faster.”
Lunah was the mother hen of the group and very protective of her friends.
Once inside the house, Phoebe secured the four locks on each of the three
doors: front, back, and entrance from the garage.
“Geez, Pheebs, when did you get all these locks put on?” Fei sounded
almost frightened.
“I’ll tell you all about that after I make us a pot of coffee.” Caffeine was
Phoebe’s drug of choice.
Once coffee was served and all were curled up on their chosen seat, Phoebe
began.
“This past week has been the most difficult and terrifying of my entire life.
And I’m going to tell you everything, so don’t interrupt. I don’t want to lose my
train of thought.”
“We’ll behave ourselves, right girls?” Lunah nodded to the others.
“Right.” Cho took a hearty slurp of coffee.
“Whatever you need, Pheebs.” Fei patted Phoebe on the knee.
After gulping nearly half a cup of coffee, Phoebe told them everything. From
her harrowing experience in the tunnels to the sinister woman at the bistro,
she left nothing out. She even embellished the story, despite feeling distressed.
She raised her voice, opened her eyes wide, jumped out of her seat, waved her
arms, raised her eyebrows, and did whatever else the tale demanded. Her
friends were so enthralled that no one spoke for nearly a minute after she’d
finished.
Fei squeezed Phoebe’s knee.
“Holy crap!” Cho blurted out, almost spilling her coffee. “I’m scared to
death! If vampires are really and truly among us, how do we know who they
are? I mean, how can we get away from them?” She held the coffee mug so
close to her chest that it looked as if she were afraid to hear the answer.
“I’m really concerned for you, hun.” Mother Lunah leaned forward in her
chair. “Do you want us to stay the night? Those malicious demons seem to be
everywhere. How will you protect yourself?”
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“I intend to ask Michael about that tomorrow. If anyone knows how to repel
their cursed advances, it’s him. Besides, it’s just the rogues we have to worry
about; and so far, they seem to be after only me. But I’ll be okay here by
myself. I have a strange feeling Michael’s watching out for me – for all of us. So
chances are we’re safe; at least for the time being.
The discussion remained lively for several hours. They imagined the
possibility of this or that person they knew being a vampire. They bandied
scenarios of what they’d do if attacked and wondered if they should carry a
switchblade. They envisioned what the other rooms in Sir Michael’s antiquated
house might look like. Their animated frivolity took the chill off the shuddering
possibility of imminent danger.
Two pots of coffee later, everyone was surprised when they looked at the
clock and saw it was almost 5:00 p.m.
“I’m starving!” Cho’s outburst was a welcomed relief.
“Let’s go to dinner and talk about something else – anything else.”
Everyone agreed with Fei. Eating was always a priority. And changing the
subject topped the menu.
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Chapter 11

Anticipation

Sunday
Sunday morning arrived and Phoebe was up at the crack of dawn. Anticipating
Michael’s arrival, she couldn’t shower and dress fast enough. After making her
morning coffee, she noticed it was only 7:00 a.m. She turned on the TV, but
Sunday morning fare wasn’t nearly interesting enough to hold her attention
and help pass the time. So she did the usual when wanting to take her mind
off something. She pulled out her books of crossword puzzles and managed to
lose herself in them.
As it neared 9:00 a.m., she went to the living room window to keep an eye
out for Sir Michael. Time seemed to crawl. By 9:45, she started pacing.
“Why in the hell didn’t I ask him what time he’d pick me up?”
She tapped her watch to make sure it was working. The second hand was
moving, but she didn’t trust its accuracy. She checked the grandfather clock
and then darted into the kitchen to check the wall clock. 9:50 a.m. Dashing
back to the living room, she hurried to the window, afraid she’d miss Michael’s
arrival.
Ten more minutes crept by. Still not trusting the time, she raced into the
den, grabbed her laptop, hurried back to the living room, and sat down at the
small table near the window. The computer seemed to take forever to boot up.
When her desktop appeared on the screen, her heart sank. 10:04 a.m.
“Damn it!”
She pushed her chair away from the table with such force that it rolled
halfway across the room and smashed into the standing planter. As the
earthenware pot crashed to the floor, soil and pottery shards flew in all
directions.
“No!”
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She vaulted from the chair. Her treasured spider plant lay in a crumpled
heap. It seemed to stare at her. She was sure she heard it whimper.
“I’m so sorry, Ariadne. Hang in there, babe. Help’s on the way.”
She ran into the garage, grabbed another ceramic pot and bag of potting
soil, and hastily returned. She then went about the task of repotting her
favorite plant. Luckily the brass stand was undamaged. As she swept the last
bit of soil into the dustpan and threw it into the trash, she remembered the
cause of the fiasco.
“Michael!”
She tossed the dustpan under the kitchen sink and rushed to the living
room window. No Michael. She checked her watch. 10:39 a.m.
“Maybe he’s a late-sleeper. And why am I talking to myself?”
This was a lifelong habit of Phoebe’s. She tended to verbalize when anxious,
agitated, angry, elated – anything other than eating or unconscious.
She snatched the phone off her desk and called Lunah while hurrying back
to the window.
“Hi, Pheebs,” Lunah yawned. “What’s up?”
“Did I wake you? Don’t tell me I woke you. I woke you, didn’t I? I’m so
sorry, Lune.”
“It’s okay; I was about to get up anyway,” Lunah mumbled through another
audible yawn. “I couldn’t get to sleep last night for some reason. But I need to
get up now or I won’t be able to sleep again tonight. What’s going on?”
“Michael isn’t here yet, and like a dunce, I didn’t ask him what time he’d
pick me up.”
“Pheebs, it’s not even 11 o’clock. How about I pick up some breakfast and
keep you company until he gets there.”
“That would be great, but I’m not sure he’s ready to meet my friends.”
“He won’t know I’m there. You can go out to the car when he arrives and I’ll
lock up after you drive off.”
“Sounds great, then. And Lune, can you make like Mercury? I’m going crazy
here.”
“I’ll splash some water on my face and put on my Nikes. But don’t hold
your breath. There’s no telling how long the line will be at Luli’s, and I don’t
want to have to resuscitate you.”
“Too late. I’ve been holding my breath since 9:00 a.m.”
A few giggles and an hour later, both women sat munching bagels and
sipping lattés in front of the living room window. Phoebe made sure Lunah’s
chair was off to the side so she wouldn’t be visible from the street.
“Maybe he won’t come. Dammit, Lune, I don’t know what I’ll do if he doesn’t
show!”
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To say Phoebe had a flair for the dramatic would be an understatement.
“Calm down.” Lunah’s voice pacified as she patted her friend on the knee.
“For all we know, he intends to pick you up later this afternoon.”
“Geez, where was my head? Why didn’t I ask him what time he’d be here?
I’m losing it over all of this, Lune. I’m becoming a basket case. Phoebe the
Intrepid is turning into mush.”
“You’re not losing it and you’re not turning into mush. Anyone would be
anxious in your place. You’ve been through hell, and Michael is the only one
who can explain it to you; the only one with the answers.”
“Goddess, I love you.” Phoebe leaned over and hugged her friend. “You
always say exactly what I need to hear.”
“Why, thank you, kind mademoiselle. I try.”
“And you always succeed.”
With the mood lightened, they sat chatting while the trees cast everlowering shadows over the house. The ear-splitting vroom of a passing
motorcycle made Phoebe check her watch.
“Blazes, Lune, it’s 2:30! Where in the devil is Michael? He’s not coming. I
just know he’s not coming. That little antique lied to me.”
“Something could be keeping him, Pheebs. Something might have
happened.”
Up to this point, Phoebe hadn’t given Michael an inch. But Lunah’s words
alarmed her and she suddenly feared for Michael’s welfare.
“Holy shit, Lune; what if the rogues have him? What if he never made it
home Friday night? What if . . .”
“Hold on, oh voice of doom! I didn’t mean to agitate your beehive. All I
meant was maybe he got the days mixed up or something. Does he have your
phone number?”
“I don’t know. I don’t even know if he has a phone. The old relic lives in
antiquity. But you’re right; no sense in jumping to conclusions. There could be
a reasonable explanation for his standing me up.”
“And he still might show.” Lunah did her best to console. “Let’s pull out
your DVDs. A rip-roaring comedy should take your mind off Michael for a
while.”
With one eye glued to the window, Phoebe vetoed every movie Lunah
suggested. But after Lunah stomped her foot and shouted “Phoebe!” to get her
attention, “Miss Congeniality” won the vote. Phoebe loved the actors and
howled every time she watched it. This time was no exception. She didn’t come
up for air until the credits rolled. Then she immediately checked her watch.
“It’s after 5:00. He’s not coming, Lune.” Phoebe put her head down, trying
to hide her disappointment.
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“Well let’s give him the benefit of the doubt. Anything could’ve hap . . .”
Lunah stopped herself. She didn’t want to agitate Phoebe’s angst.
“It’s probably something minor,” she continued, “like his car not starting.
After all, you did say he drives an old Bentley.”
This evoked a little chuckle from Phoebe, who quickly added, “You mean a
relic. The old relic drives an old relic.”
Lunah didn’t hesitate to exploit the elevated mood.
“Let’s order some takeout. I’m starving.”
“I’m not really hungry,” Phoebe mumbled. Then seeing the concerned look
on Lunah’s face, she quickly added, “But I’m sure I could force down some
pizza.”
So pizza it was.
Twilight faded into dusk and Lunah said her goodnights. As Phoebe
watched the car turn and disappear, her diaphragm tightened.
“Oh no you don’t!” She pushed her fist into her solar plexus. “I’ll have none
of this. It’s a nice glass of warm mijiu and a candlelit bubble bath for you,
young lady. Add to that a little soft music, and you’ll be ready for dreamland
before you know it. An early night is just what the doctor ordered, and you will
comply.”
But the gnawing uneasiness in the pit of her stomach challenged her innate
rosy outlook on life. She started thinking about her parents and how she
missed seeing them. She’d been estranged from her father over the past few
years. She regretted walking out on him the last time he pressured her about
quitting her job as a geneticist and starting work at Orca Studios. But she
especially missed her mother. She wished Michaela was there to hold her.
Even a warrior needs consoling now and then.
If it hadn’t been for the extra-large glass of mijiu, she might have lain
awake half the night.
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Chapter 12

Rude Awakening

Monday
Monday morning arrived bearing a new emotional umbrella for Phoebe. Angst
hovered on the far side of her consciousness, menacing and threatening to
consume her. At times, it covered her like a thick layer of veneer – pressing,
choking, and sealing in the anxiety. There seemed to be no place she could go
to escape it. Work, the Kwoon, Luli’s, the park – every aspect of her life had
been penetrated by foreboding.
Work was a drag. Teddy was out sick, which put Freddy on edge. He relied
on her emotionally, although he’d never admit it. Oliver’s skulking seemed
extremely pronounced. She wanted to scream in his face and yank out every
hair on his head. She held her tongue, because she expected no one would
believe her perception of the little creep. By the time five o’clock rolled around,
she was on the brink of internal combustion. She wanted to hurl a grenade at
him and squish the remaining pieces of his body into the ground. Distraught
and exhausted, she tabled the confrontation for another day.
While driving home from work, she took a right turn where she should have
taken a left. It hadn’t occurred to her that her father might know something
about all of this. But then, why would it have? She’d pretty much exiled him to
the back forty. He usually worked late, so she didn’t hold any hope for his
being home. Yet Phoebe the Optimist didn’t change direction.
As she turned into her father’s driveway, a pleasant nostalgia engulfed her.
She’d grown up in this house. Here was one place the blasted rogues hadn’t
infiltrated.
“At least not yet,” she mumbled. The cynicism in her voice made her shiver.
A light was on in the den. Encouraged by the prospect of getting some
answers, she grabbed her pack and hurried to the door. But something made
her look down the street. One house over on the opposite side, an old Bentley
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was parked by the curb. Excited, she thought it might be Michael’s car. The
feeling quickly faded when she realized a lot of people in St. Francis Woods had
classic automobiles.
Since she hadn’t spoken with her father in some time, she wasn’t sure how
he’d greet her and so decided not to use her key. He was a stickler for protocol,
and she was his prodigal daughter. She was his only daughter, but prodigal
nonetheless.
The echo of the chiming doorbell tempered her misgivings. She’d forgotten
how much she loved its tuneful sound. When she was a little girl, her father
would hold her on his knee and sing a little ditty he’d composed entitled
“Welcome Home.” She would ask him to sing it over and over again. So he
surprised her one year for her birthday by having a doorbell made that chimed
their special song. Lost in warm memories, she didn’t hear the door open.
“Phoebe girl!” Her father’s booming voice gave her a start.
He grabbed her and held her close. Then he clamped his strong hands on
her upper arms, stepped back, and looked her square in the eyes.
“Where have you been, little one? I thought maybe you’d taken that cruise
around the world you’ve always talked about.”
“I’m happy to see you too, dad.”
Relieved and grateful, she gave him a peck on the cheek.
“Well, come on in! I just made a pot of coffee. We can catch up over your
favorite brew.”
Phoebe felt loved and at home. She reprimanded herself for ever doubting
her father’s immense capacity for tolerance and forgiveness. Mitchell Delaney
had a soft heart and always greeted his daughter with open arms, regardless of
the trouble she might have gotten herself into.
While he was in the kitchen, Phoebe went into the den to check out his new
books. She and her father shared a love of science, and he was forever buying
books on the subject. Mitchell was an enthusiastic physicist who also held
degrees in biology and chemistry.
Phoebe was a disillusioned geneticist. She graduated high school at age
fifteen and college at seventeen with a double major in biology and music. She
received a master’s in genetics at twenty, and at twenty-three obtained a
doctorate in genetic architecture and archeology, a subject she created and for
which she obtained permission to receive a degree.
Phoebe was brilliant by any standard, but she didn’t flaunt it. In fact, she
rarely talked about it. She very much wanted to be accepted as a person. She
didn’t want to be singled out as a prodigy. Although given her penchant for
swearing and ranting, there was little chance that would happen.
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Before she got even halfway through the books overflowing her father’s “to
read” table, the approaching sound of clinking china and silverware interrupted
her browsing.
“Here we go.”
Mitchell entered the room with a smile on his face and a lilt in his voice.
But the smile faded as he searched the room for a clear surface to set down the
tray he carried. Phoebe broke into laughter.
“You should see your face. Some things never change, eh dad?” she
managed to squeak out between ripples of giggling.
“No, they sure don’t.” Mitchell just shook his head from side to side.
This was a running joke between them, happily volleyed at the right
moment. Physicists will argue that everything is always in flux, ever changing.
Mitchell’s den looked like it had been hit by a tornado. Books and
manuscripts and documents were scattered throughout the room in heaps that
seemed to have no order to them. One would be hard-pressed even to find an
empty chair.
“Here, dad,” Phoebe chirped as she cleared a place on the credenza.
“Thanks, darlin’. For a second there, I thought we’d have to drink our coffee
standing up.”
At six feet four, Mitchell stood almost a head taller than his daughter but
looked like a lost puppy as he handed her the tray. His soft blue eyes begged
forgiveness for the clutter. With a swatch of thick brown hair hanging over one
eye and his shirt creeping out of his pants, he rivaled a ragamuffin. Phoebe
found this endearing. She remembered him scooping her up as a child and
swinging her around as his hair fell over his forehead and his shirt came
completely out of his pants.
Usually absorbed in thought and often working long hours, Mitchell paid
little attention to personal appearance. He didn’t notice if his shirt wasn’t
tucked in all the way or if his reading glasses were slightly crooked. But he was
unwavering in his beliefs and decorum. He always wore slacks and a dress
shirt. He’d throw on a blazer if the occasion called for it, but he never wore
jeans or tees. He did, however, own a couple of sweat suits. He wore these only
when jogging, which he did every morning, religiously.
The only empty chair was the one behind his desk. Phoebe chuckled as she
watched him look around the room at the many stacks of books and papers,
wondering which might be hiding a chair underneath. She quickly cleared a
stack of books from one of them, pulled the chair out from behind his desk,
and then bowed as she motioned for him to sit.
After father and daughter got comfortable, they drank their coffee and
bandied a little chitchat. Phoebe was surprised when Mitchell asked her if she
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enjoyed working at Orca and then added he was happy for her. When their
catching up brought them to the present, Phoebe broached the subject
troubling her.
“Dad, do you know Sir Michael Allan David?”
Mitchell broke eye contact and paused for a moment.
“Can’t say as I know this Michael fellow.”
“Well you know Master Po, and he knows Sir Michael, so I thought maybe
you knew him as well.”
“Po is your Kung Fu instructor, isn’t he?”
“You know he is. You’ve met him several times.”
Phoebe was struck by her father referring to Master Po as simply “Po” and
to Sir Michael as “this Michael fellow.” There was an air of familiarity in his
voice. It sounded as if he not only knew them, but also knew them well. She
was sure he was hiding something.
“Yes, I remember now. I met him at one or two of your competitions.”
Mitchell abruptly stood, walked to his desk, and began shuffling papers
without resuming eye contact.
“You’re hiding something, dad. What aren’t you telling me?”
“What makes you think I’m lying to you?”
He sounded insulted but still wouldn’t look at her.
“I didn’t say you were lying to me, but I do think you’re holding back. I
know you, dad. I know your tell. Whenever you look away and start fiddling
with something while we’re talking, you’re usually hiding something.”
“Phoebe, girl, I assure I’m not hiding anything.”
“Now you’re lying. I think you and Michael and Master Po know each other,
and I think you’re all hiding something from me. What is it? What don’t you
want me to know? Are you afraid I’ll shatter? I’m not that fragile, dad. You
know me. I’m strong as steel.”
“Look, honey, I’m too tired to argue with you. And I’m too tired for a lengthy
conversation. But I will tell you this: You’re right. There’s something I haven’t
told you, but not because I’ve been hiding it. I’ve just been waiting for the right
time.”
“And when is that, dad? When is the right time?”
“The right time is when you ask the question. But I’m exhausted, so it’ll
have to wait for now.”
“Okay, when?”
“When I haven’t put in a long day’s work and can think clearly.”
“And when would that be?” Phoebe threw her arms in the air, leaned
forward in the chair, and raised her voice. “You work all the time!”
“Phoebe girl, please; stop badgering. You know I don’t work on Sundays.”
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“Then may I come over on Sunday to finish this conversation?”
“All right; come by on Sunday for breakfast. We’ll talk then.”
Phoebe knew she’d pushed her father as far as he’d go. They said their
goodnights cordially and had a tentative hug. After the door closed, she
thought she heard muffled voices inside. Her eyes darted to the house across
the street and found the old Bentley still parked there. She reached to push the
doorbell then decided against it.
Ordinarily she didn’t avoid confrontation. But tonight, exhaustion and
uncertainty trumped the need to know. She wasn’t even sure if the Bentley was
Michael’s, and the muffled voices simply might have been the TV.
“I’m driving myself crazy,” she mumbled while getting into the car. “It’s time
to kill the frenzy.”
She turned on the radio, found a classical music station, and headed for
home. At some point, it dawned on her that Michael also had agreed to meet on
a Sunday but failed to show.
“My dad had better be home when I get there,” she threatened aloud,
tightening her grip on the steering wheel.
But she knew if he wasn’t, he’d have a logical explanation she’d find
difficult to refute. That’s the way it had always been between them.
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Chapter 13

Firm Resolve

Tuesday
Not much was going on at work and Phoebe was bored. She clock-watched all
morning. Shortly before noon, she rhythmically started tapping a pencil on her
desk, as if to hurry time along. The tapping grew louder and harder until she
finally grumbled and gave it a good whack. It broke in two and the bottom half
flew across the room.
“Hey! What was that?” Julio shouted as he rubbed his head.
“Sorry, Julio; I’m bored to tears. Guess I whacked the drum a little too
hard. Hope I didn’t hurt you.”
“No worries. I’m just glad it didn’t stick in my head. Maybe you should try
tapping your feet next time.”
“Good advice. I wouldn’t want to be the cause of Freddy ordering us to get
the lead out.”
Moans and groans echoed across the room.
“Really bad pun, Pheebs; way beneath my erudite lexicon,” Freddy retorted.
“Your choice of words is as provoking as Phoebe’s pun, dear husband,”
Teddy chided.
“And equally paltry,” Tameca chuckled, winking at Phoebe.
Oliver mumbled something under his breath that smacked of sarcasm.
Everyone turned in his direction, but he quickly lowered his head and wouldn’t
meet their eyes. So they ignored him.
“I have no idea to what any of you might be referring.” There was a feigned
haughtiness in Freddy’s voice. “I choose my words very carefully, and they are
always impeccably pertinent.”
“More like impeccably perturbing,” Teddy chortled.
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Her twittering laughter was contagious. Everyone enjoyed Teddy and
Freddy’s playful bantering. It bore a polished eloquence and spoke to their deep
love for one another.
“What’s so funny?” Murray asked as he entered the room.
“Oh, just the usual,” Tameca laughed. “Phoebe punned, Freddy reproached,
and Teddy admonished. You missed a good one, Mur!”
Even though Murray was their manager, everyone thought of him as just
one of the guys. Never heavy-handed and always supportive of his staff, he was
highly respected and deeply appreciated for the soft approach he took to
management.
Once the laughter settled, Murray shoved his hands into his pockets and
jingled his loose change.
“It’s lunchtime, folks, and today it’s on me. I made reservations at Pico’s
and your attendance is mandatory.”
He smiled as he moved his eyebrows up and down. That he could lift each
eyebrow independent of the other always fascinated and tempted everyone to
try doing it. But no one could. It remained Murray’s singular talent.
“What’s the occasion, my man?” Freddy asked.
“I won a chunk of change in the lottery and I feel like celebrating. So hop to
it. Come on – chop, chop! I’m driving. We’ll take the Orca van.”
Although curious, no one asked him how much money he’d won; they
regarded him too highly to pry. His stocky five-foot-seven-inch frame with its
little paunch and balding head didn’t gain him much respect in the public eye;
but as soon as he engaged someone in conversation, they knew they were
talking with a person of principle. In his late forties, Murray learned long ago
that outward appearance was not a measure of one’s character.
Everyone hustled to get their belongings from the staff lounge. Phoebe was
ecstatic. Second to loud repetitive noises, boredom topped her “unfavorite
things” list. She grabbed her pack and rummaged through the mass of useless
but “necessary” items, looking for her wallet. While doing this, everyone else
headed for the parking lot. Thinking she might have left her wallet in the car,
she leaned her head through the doorway and called after the others as they
left the building.
“Hey guys, I’ll meet you at the van. I need to get my wallet from the car.”
“Uncle Murray’s picking up the tab,” Freddy hollered over his shoulder.
“You don’t need your wallet.”
“Oh yes I do. I plan on having a nice tall margarita and I always get
carded.”
Phoebe was twenty-eight years old and still looked eighteen.
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She returned to her locker to close it and mindlessly glanced in the mirror
mounted on the inside of the door. A pale ghoulish face with flame-red eyes
glared at her. She gasped, slammed the door shut, and jumped back several
feet.
“Do not be afraid, Pheebalina. I promise I will not hurt you.”
Pheebalina was the affectionate name her mother gave to her when she was
little. Although Phoebe last saw Michaela when she was four years old, she had
many vivid and fond memories of her.
Horrified to hear her mother’s term of endearment uttered by this wretch,
Phoebe raised her voice and demanded, “How do you know that name? It
hasn’t been spoken since I was a child!”
“We have known you all of your life, little one.” The demonic figure glided
slowly toward her.
Backing away, Phoebe shrieked, “You have no right! Only my father calls
me that.”
Seeing she had a clear pathway to the door, she threw her pack at the fiend
and made a run for it. Yet she could have been an Olympic sprinter and it
wouldn’t have made any difference. He was already blocking the exit. He moved
so fast that if she blinked, she lost track of him.
She stepped back and prepared to throw a kick. But before she could raise
a leg, he grabbed her by the shoulders, forced her to the floor, and hovered like
an animal menacing its prey. His red eyes glowed and pulsated as they
siphoned her energy. Her body went numb. She couldn’t move. She desperately
wanted to curse but couldn’t speak.
Although his hands still pressed on her shoulders, he seemed far away.
Long arms, she thought. Oh my god, it’s Oliver!
“I am the one you have been waiting for.”
His voice was soft, almost alluring. It taunted eerily and echoed in
whispers, first from a distance and then right in her ear. He covered her body
with his. Something sharp pierced the left side of her neck. The pain was so
intense that her vision blurred and she began to suffocate.
Powerless against his brutal assault, Phoebe surrendered.
*************
“Phoebe. Phoebe!”
A commanding voice called her name and slapped her gently on the cheeks.
She opened her eyes but couldn’t focus. Firm hands cradled her face.
“Phoebe, look at me.”
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“Hannah?” Phoebe could barely speak. She couldn’t see clearly but
recognized the mother figure she’d known all of her life. Kneeling beside her
was Orca’s owner and producer.
“Yes, luv, it’s Hannah. What happened to you? Why are you lying on the
floor with blood dripping down your neck?”
Hannah pulled a handkerchief from her pocket and dabbed the blood off
the wound.
Still groggy, Phoebe tried to sit up.
“Here, let me help you.”
Hannah’s strong arms were comforting. She moved to a sitting position and
helped Phoebe lean back against her.
“Sweetie, tell me what happened.”
“I’m not sure. But I think it was Oliver.”
“Oliver did this to you? I’ll kill the bastard.”
“You believe me?”
Phoebe’s voice quivered as she spoke. She could hardly believe Hannah’s
reaction.
“Of course I believe you.”
Hannah was an avowed feminist and didn’t abide a man hurting a woman
for any reason. She took a woman on her word when accusing a man of
molestation. She also knew Phoebe well and trusted her.
Relieved and thankful, Phoebe let go a deep sigh. Hannah believed her
without knowing the details. As her mind began to clear, memory of the vicious
attack rushed in and she jerked forward.
“Where in the hell is that cursed little reptile? Did you see him?”
“I don’t know where he went, luv, but he isn’t here.” Drawing Phoebe back
toward her, Hannah added, “And rest assured, he’ll never again set foot inside
Orca.”
Feeling validated, Phoebe calmed down and began to relax.
“How in the world did he get the drop on you? I’ve seen you in action. Why
didn’t you kung-fu him out the door?”
“I tried, but he was too fast. He had me down before I knew what was
happening. And he worked some kind of magic on me that I can’t explain. Oh,
Hannah, he looked like death itself. His face was demonic and his eyes glowed
red. I swear to you, I’m not exaggerating.”
“I know you’re not, honey. I told Murray there was something fishy about
Oliver before he hired him. But Murray – being the gentle and tolerant guy we
know and love – suggested I might be over-reacting to the ‘kid’s shyness,’ as he
put it. Shyness, my ass; he’s down right vile. And he’s fired!”
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If Phoebe hadn’t felt drugged, she would have jumped up and hugged
Hannah. But it took great effort on her part, along with Hannah’s assistance, to
even stand.
Hannah’s earlier misgivings about Oliver were now confirmed. She intended
to make good on her threat to fire him. She thought about how she would do
this as she cleaned the remaining blood off Phoebe’s neck, applied ointment to
the wound, and covered it with a band aid.
“It’s just a scratch, but one can’t be too careful. I want you to clean the
wound with soap and water twice a day, and then apply this ointment and a
fresh band aid. I’m putting the tube in your pack.”
Leaning against the sink to hold herself up, Phoebe stared vacantly at her
reflection in the mirror. She ran her hand over the long red hair her mother
used to brush every night before bedtime. Her emerald green eyes, usually
vibrant and sparkling, looked depleted and empty.
“Did you hear me, Phoebe?”
“Yes. Clean it twice a day and apply ointment and a band aid.”
“Good. Now let’s straighten your clothes and brush your hair.”
“I look awful.”
“You look fine.”
The reflection of Hannah’s strong handsome face with its elegant salt and
pepper hair was reassuring. Hannah could have said the Earth just rotated off
its axis and Phoebe would have believed her.
“Let’s go catch up with the rest of the gang. You were taking so long, I told
them to go on ahead. Can you walk?”
“I think so.”
Phoebe’s knees buckled when she reached down for her pack. Hannah
grabbed her around the waist.
“Here, let me help you.”
Hannah spoke these words easily and often. She was always at the ready to
be of service. She was equally at the ready to punch any guy’s lights out who
laid a hand on a woman. Five feet nine and in her late forties, she was a
strapping woman and the match for any man on the attack. She locked
Phoebe’s arm through her own and steadied her as they walked.
“Now when they ask you about the band aid – and they will ask you – just
say your Orca pin opened and pricked you when you reached down to pick up
your pack. I don’t want to ruin Murray’s little celebration. I don’t want him to
hear in front of everyone about the mistake he made in hiring Oliver. But I’ll be
talking with him about the little snake when we get back.”
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Phoebe agreed. She wanted to forget about Oliver, if only for a short time.
And she certainly didn’t want to be a party pooper. Her strength was returning
and she was able to get into the car by herself.
Hannah started the engine then took her hands from the steering wheel.
“Wait a minute. I almost forgot.” She reached into her pocket and pulled
out Phoebe’s wallet. “Here; I found this on the floor next to Oliver’s desk.”
“That little creep.” Phoebe held the wallet away from her as if it had cooties.
“He took it hoping I’d stay behind so he could get me alone. But he doesn’t
know the combination to my locker, so how did he get his filthy little hands on
it?”
“He could’ve been watching you without your knowing it.”
“But I’d know if he was behind me. And the door is too far away for him to
see anything from there.”
“Ever hear of binoculars?”
“Geez . . .”
Phoebe leaned back and grew quiet. The thought of Oliver using binoculars
to steal her combination was unnerving. Then she realized he wasn’t even there
and she was letting him get the better of her. Determined to rid herself of his
energy, she recalled the greatest lesson she ever learned from Master Po:
The way out of fear is the way in to gratitude.
She closed her eyes and imagined everything for which she was grateful:
Her parents, her friends, Master Po, Hannah, her own strong self. She was
indebted to Hannah for believing her, yet she couldn’t help wondering why
Hannah didn’t press her for details of the attack.
Did Hannah know more about Oliver than she’d let on? And if she did,
maybe she also knew about Michael and The Vampyrie. Maybe Hannah,
Michael, Master Po, and her dad all knew each other. She decided to add
Hanna and Master Po to the list of people she needed to talk with about all that
had been happening.
Walking into Pico’s was heartening. It was one of Phoebe’s favorite
restaurants. By the time their food was served, she was ravenous. There’s
something about having your blood drained that really piques the appetite.
After everyone finished gorging themselves, Hannah announced she was
giving them the afternoon off.
“There’s not much going on today. But it looks like tomorrow will be quite
busy, so go home and rest up.”
There were no rebuttals. After Murray paid the tab, everyone thanked him
and Hannah for their generosity.
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Back at the studio, Hannah and Murray stood outside the back door,
talking. Hannah had a grim look on her face. Murray’s head was down,
shaking from side to side.
I wouldn’t want to be in their shoes, Phoebe thought. She wondered if
Oliver was inside. If he were, would he be on the attack? If he weren’t, then
where was he? Not knowing his whereabouts was unsettling at best. She
decided to leave the whole matter in Hannah’s capable hands. While driving
home, however, she realized the whole matter was beyond the control of one
person.
“I really need to talk with Michael; and my dad and Master Po; and
Hannah, for that matter. I’m going to pin them down if it’s the last thing I do.”
Talking out loud made it definite. It also settled her nerves. Hearing the
sound of her own voice helped her not feel so alone.
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Chapter 14

Missing

Wednesday
The following day while driving to work, Phoebe ran a red light. She felt a little
hung over. The combination of tequila and bite-wound venom had taken its
toll. She also hadn’t slept well. Images of demonic Oliver plagued her dreams.
She was fortunate to have gotten two hours sleep.
Replays of the vicious attack infested her thoughts as she drove. The
blaring of a police siren whipped her into focus. She pulled over and awaited
her fate.
The officer parked his car several yards behind hers. He sat there doing
whatever cops do in these situations, and it seemed to take forever. He finally
stepped out and started walking toward her. His stride was firm but tentative.
He wore dark glasses and a stolid expression. His one elbow was bent slightly,
positioning his hand closer to his gun. She found this curious and wondered if
he was afraid of her. Phoebe had never been stopped for a traffic violation.
“License and registration,” barked the rugged voice from a figure that stood
well above the roof of her car.
She turned away in order to get her wallet and open the glove
compartment, unaware he’d bent down in order to watch her. When she turned
back around, his face was right in front of hers and gave her a start.
“Oh my god!” she screeched.
Unmoved by the display of emotion, the patrolman didn’t flinch. Phoebe
cleared her throat and handed him the documents.
“Here, officer.”
“Are you aware you ran a red light?”
His voice sounded a little less rigid.
“Yes, and I have no excuse.”
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After the officer returned to his car, Phoebe watched him in the rearview
mirror and tried to imagine what he was doing. Probably checking my driving
record, she thought. Ten minutes passed. Her patience was about to go belly
up. Fidgeting didn’t help. She wondered what was taking so long and decided
to go ask him. But before she could get herself into any more trouble, he
stepped out of his car and walked back to hers.
He leaned down and handed her a ticket along with her license and
registration.
“Being licensed to operate a vehicle is both a right and a privilege. If you
don’t remain alert while driving, you run the risk of losing both.”
Phoebe bristled when she heard this. Instead of assuming she was
generally a cautious driver, his words implied the opposite. Her first impulse
was to go on the defensive and spout a string of excuses. But his authoritative
posture and unsympathetic attitude cautioned her against it. She quickly
decided to avert the insult by feigning submissiveness.
“You’re right; and I intend to be a more conscientious driver from here on
out.”
The officer removed his sunglasses. Phoebe was surprised to see his eyes
were soft and kind.
“It would be in your best interest to pay close attention to your
surroundings, Ms. Delaney.”
His voice was warm, gentle, and imbued with concern.
“I will. And thank you.”
She wasn’t sure for what she was thanking him, but his caring demeanor
evoked it and she felt obliged to comply.
He put on his sunglasses, returned to his car, and drove off.
Phoebe sat there for several minutes, unsure of what she was feeling.
Whatever it was, it felt good. This kind police officer seemed to care about her
well-being. She wondered who he was. She looked at the ticket and read the
signature: J. Demitri. Then her eye caught the amount of the fine.
“Three hundred and sixty dollars! Shit!”
She threw the ticket on the floor. The warm feelings vanished. But as she
started the car, she realized police officers didn’t set the fines for traffic
violations; they merely enforced the law when broken. So she forgave Officer
Demitri the shortcomings that executing his duties demanded.
Pulling into Orca’s parking lot, she noticed Hannah’s car wasn’t there.
Hannah didn’t keep regular working hours, but Phoebe thought she’d be there
to support Murray when he fired Oliver. Maybe they dealt with him yesterday,
she thought.
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Everyone was in Murray’s office, and they looked worried. Phoebe’s
diaphragm tightened.
“What’s going on?”
“Hannah was supposed to meet Murray here before work, but she never
showed.” Teddy’s face wore a frown of concern.
“Well, have you called her? Maybe she’s just running late.”
“Of course I called her, Phoebe.” Murray sounded insulted. “I tried her
home phone and her cell phone, but they went to voicemail. Besides, she was
supposed to meet me at 7:00 a.m., and Hannah always calls if she’s going to be
late.”
“When did you see her last?” Phoebe’s voice went up an octave. “I saw the
two of you talking by the door after we got back from Pico’s. Did you come
inside?”
“Yeah; we went to her office to talk about something. I left about an hour
later.”
Murray’s words felt like a sucker punch. Why did he leave before Hannah?
Why didn’t he wait for her? Maybe Oliver attacked her. Maybe he killed her.
The faster Phoebe’s thoughts fired, the more nauseous she became.
“Are you okay, Pheebs?” Teddy reached out and rubbed Phoebe’s back.
“You look a little pale.”
Phoebe was aware Teddy was touching her, but she couldn’t feel it. She
looked long and hard at Murray, begging for an explanation. Catching the
desperation in her eyes, he softened his voice.
“Just before you got here, I told everyone I had something to tell them but
needed to wait for you.”
Phoebe read between the lines. He intended to tell them about Oliver’s
attack. She bit her lip and swallowed hard. She didn’t want her coworkers to
know about Michael and The Vampyrie. Her mind was too frenetic to remember
she hadn’t told Hannah about The Vampyrie, so Hannah couldn’t have passed
this on to Murray.
“Wait!” she blurted out. “Don’t you think you should talk with me first?”
“Phoebe,” Murray replied incredulously, “everyone has the right to know
about Oliver.”
“Oliver?” Freddy’s voice resounded. “What about him? I didn’t even realize
he wasn’t here.”
“What’s going on, Murray?” Julio asked suspiciously. “I don’t like that guy,
and if he’s done something to hurt Phoebe, I want to know about it.”
While the others talked, Phoebe remembered her conversation with
Hannah. Murray couldn’t possibly know about The Vampyrie, she thought.
“Okay,” she conceded. “You’re right. We need to tell them about Oliver.”
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Murray pounded his fist on the desk and stood up.
“He’s fired!”
His voice boomed as he glared at the doorway across the room. Everyone
turned, wondering if someone was there. But no one was. When they turned
back, Murray was sitting down, shaking his head from side to side.
“He’s fired, that is, if I can ever find the little bastard.”
“What happened?”
“What did he do?”
“What’s going on?”
Everyone talked at once, creating a tornado of anxiety.
“Calm down.” Murray motioned with his hands. “If you’re up to it, Phoebe, I
think you should tell them.”
Although still shaken by her concern for Hannah, Phoebe told them about
Oliver’s attack.
Tameca wanted to Taser him. Julio wanted to strangle him with his bare
hands. Teddy wanted to dance the flamenco on his chest until his sternum
cracked and punctured his heart. Freddy wanted to electrocute him with a live
cable and watch him sizzle.
Murray was seething. His face was flushed and he held his fists so tight
that the knuckles whitened. Having already heard the story from Hannah, his
anger doubled when hearing it a second time.
The wound on Phoebe’s neck began to throb. She covered it with her hand
and felt something warm run down her wrist and across her arm.
“You’re bleeding, Pheebs,” said a worried-looking Teddy.
“Oh, it’s just a little blood. I’m more concerned about Hannah. What are we
going to do? What if Oliver attacked her?”
An eerie hush canopied the room.
“I shouldn’t have left her alone. I’ll blame myself if anything happens to
her.”
Murray’s voice faded. His gaze was remote. But Freddy had zero tolerance
for self-pity.
“Don’t beat yourself up, my man. For all we know, Hannah treated herself
to a movie and just forgot about your meeting. Let’s focus on what we need to
do.”
Murray blinked and took in a deep breath.
“There isn’t much we can do right now. She doesn’t have any family that I
know of, so there’s no one we can call. And you have to wait a day or two before
the police will get involved.”
“Is there a close friend we can call?” Teddy asked.
“Yeah,” Julio chimed in. “Her friends might know where she is.”
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“Who’s listed as her next of kin?” asked Tameca.
Phoebe threw her hands in the air and shook her head in disbelief.
“She’s the owner. She doesn’t have the usual application papers on file. The
best thing we can do for now is our jobs. That’s what Hannah would want.”
Murray shook his head in agreement.
“Phoebe is right. And listen, you guys. I don’t want you bombarding
Hannah with phone calls. Besides, you won’t have time. It’s going to be a busy
day and I need all of you to apply yourselves. I’ll call her every couple of hours
and let you know if I reach her.”
“Okay, but I want us to meet again before we leave for the day.” Freddy
looked like a stern teacher who just called the entire class to detention.
Phoebe waited for the others to leave the room and then closed the door.
“What’s up?” Murray looked as if he were preparing himself for a
reprimand.
“Did Hannah tell you anything about Oliver we don’t already know?”
“Like what?”
“Like where he’s from; his background; does he have a criminal record?”
“Do you mean: Is he a serial killer?”
“The thought crossed my mind. We haven’t been told anything about him
other than he was hired to replace Ariel. What else do you know about him?”
Murray unlocked the bottom drawer of his desk and pulled out Oliver’s
employee file. His face paled as he shuffled through the few papers that were
there.
“What’s wrong?” Phoebe tensed up.
“I don’t get it. All of his personal information is gone, yet I know it was here
when I hired him.” Shaking his head, Murray lifted the papers one by one,
hoping the information would magically appear. “The only thing left is his first
name. I just don’t understand it.”
“The little creep probably sneaked in here, destroyed the original forms, and
then replaced them with the ones you have there.”
Phoebe felt nothing but contempt for the miscreant.
“But he couldn’t have, Phoebe. I keep this drawer locked and I always have
the key with me.”
“I’m sure he found a way, Mur, just like he did when he stole my wallet
from my locker.”
“Well if he did, that means he’s very resourceful and we need to take steps
to protect ourselves. I’m going to call a locksmith right now and have the locks
changed on both doors, front and back.”
“That won’t stop him. If he got into your desk and my locker, he’ll get past
any standard lock you put on the doors.”
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“Well what do you suggest?”
“Twenty-four hour security guard service.”
“Our budget can’t afford that. But we could hire a guard who works the day
shift, Monday through Friday.”
“That’s not enough. Both doors need to be guarded and the studio needs to
be checked before we enter.”
Murray had to think for a minute. His brain didn’t work as fast as Phoebe’s.
“Here’s what I’m going to do. I’ll have buzz-in locks put on the doors, and
we’ll get a guard for the back door to protect folks walking to and from their
cars.”
“If we can afford it, let’s get two guards. One can work eight to five and the
other can work nine to six. They can cover each other’s lunch breaks, and
there will always be one to stand guard while the other one makes rounds.”
“It’s a deal.”
Murray had the locks changed that afternoon and contracted for security
guard service to begin the following morning. He called Hannah every few
hours as promised. She never answered. Nor did she return his calls.
When everyone met in his office at the end of the day, he told them about
the new lock system and guard service. He promised to call Hannah
throughout the evening and let them know if he’d reached her. He insisted no
one else call her, because he didn’t want her barraged with phone messages
she’d feel pressured to answer. He preferred to think she simply forgot about
their scheduled meeting. He preferred to think she was okay.
There was no chitchat as they gathered their belongings. There was little
noise as they left the building. Murray waited until they got into their cars and
locked the doors. He wasn’t about to lose another friend on his watch.
Phoebe ignored Murray’s mandate and called Hannah as soon as she got
home. Hannah was a second mother to her, and she wasn’t about to have
anyone else dictate how she should behave. When the call went to voicemail,
she didn’t leave a message. On that point, Murray was right. She knew Hannah
would be overly concerned, especially about her. But when she hadn’t reached
her by 10:00 p.m., she left a brief message and tried not to sound worried.
Then she just kept trying until she finally fell asleep.
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Chapter 15

Disclosure

Thursday
Hannah was the first thing on Phoebe’s mind when she woke up the following
morning. She quickly showered and dressed, then hurried off to work. She even
forfeited her morning cup of coffee. She intended to go to Hannah’s house if her
car wasn’t at the studio. But there it sat, big as life, when she pulled into the
parking lot.
She was so anxious to see her that she took her foot off the clutch before
turning off the motor. The car lurched and stalled. Ordinarily this wouldn’t
have bothered her. But today, all the worry and tension drove her to swear at
the top of her lungs. The fine line between anticipation and agitation
disappeared in her eagerness to see Hannah.
“Are you okay, Miss?”
The voice made her jump. She was so distracted that she didn’t see the
security guard looking through her open window.
“I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to startle you.” His voice was gentle and apologetic.
“No worries. I didn’t see you there when I pulled up.” Phoebe opened her
car door and stepped out. “I don’t want to make a bad first impression, so let’s
start over. Good morning! I’m Phoebe.” She shook his hand.
“Nice to meet you, Phoebe. I’m Dale.”
He was tall and muscular and ruggedly handsome. His long black hair,
parted in the middle and pulled back into a ponytail, punctuated his high
cheekbones. As Phoebe began walking backward toward the studio door, she
wondered if he was Native American.
“Pleased to meet you, Dale. Where’s your partner?”
“Probably in front. He’s making rounds.”
“I can’t tell you how relieved we are to have you here.” Phoebe pushed the
button on the new lock and was surprised at how quickly she was buzzed in.
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“See you later. And welcome!” she shouted over her shoulder as the door closed
behind her.
No one was in the quad, the L-shaped reception area with Tameca’s desk
up front and all others behind it. The quad received its name years ago from
impeccably pertinent Freddy.
Phoebe dashed to Murray’s office, assuming everyone must be there.
Hannah, Teddy, and Freddy were seated around his desk. Phoebe gave Hannah
a big hug, then set to interrogating her.
“Where have you been? We’ve been so worried. Why didn’t you call? What
happened to you? Why didn’t you answer your phone?”
“I’m really sorry about that. I had something I needed to take care of. And I
was so exhausted by the end of the day that I didn’t even check my messages.
But I called here early yesterday morning and left a message telling Murray I
wouldn’t be able to make our meeting.”
“And I swear to all of you, there was no message when I got in yesterday.”
Afraid no one would believe him, Murray’s voice implored.
“We believe you, brother.” Freddy was usually the first to make an effort to
relieve tension and raise spirits.
“Don’t fret, Murray. You’re beyond reproach in our book,” Teddy assured
him.
“That’s what I told him,” Hannah confirmed. “Maybe the answering
machine malfunctioned.”
“Or maybe Oliver got in here and erased it,” Phoebe muttered cynically,
throwing a wet blanket over the good feelings everyone else just worked so hard
to produce.
“I doubt it,” Murray retorted, defying Phoebe’s petulance. “He’d have to be
pretty darn knowledgeable to get past these new locks.”
“Well I wouldn’t put anything past that little reprobate,” Phoebe insisted.
“Like I said, the machine probably malfunctioned.” Hannah could always be
counted on to be a voice of reason and moderation. “I haven’t gotten around to
setting up the voice mail on our new phone system. Would you do that today,
Murray? I’d appreciate it.”
“Consider it done.”
“We’re just glad you’re okay.” Teddy patted Hannah on the shoulder.
“I’m grateful for everyone’s concern. And I want to thank Murray for having
the foresight to install buzz-in locks and hire security guards.”
“I second that.” Freddy whacked Murray on the back. Just then, he heard
Tameca and Julio’s voices in the quad. “We better hop to it. The kids are here.”
He stood up, stretched, and extended his hand to Teddy. Always the
gentleman, he adored his partner and treated her with the utmost respect.
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“We’ll let the kids know you’ve returned to the roost.” The echo of Teddy’s
lilting voice faded as they left the room.
Once the ever-charming couple was out of earshot, Phoebe turned to
Hannah.
“I need to talk with you. It’s important.”
“Let’s go to my office.”
Phoebe was relieved by how readily Hannah agreed. After Hannah set a
time with Murray to catch up on the previous day’s business, she walked
Phoebe to her office. When they got there, she closed and locked the door. Her
brow was tight and she looked worried.
“Sit on the couch, honey.”
“You look more distressed than I feel.”
Phoebe chuckled, trying to make light of the anxiety she refused to
acknowledge. She was quite sure Hannah could answer a lot of her questions,
but she also dreaded having her suspicions confirmed.
Hannah stared out the window, gathering her thoughts. Phoebe had great
respect for her and didn’t want to interrupt. Mustering all of her patience, she
waited for Hannah to initiate the conversation.
“Oliver isn’t merely a creep or a miscreant or a reprobate. You already know
this. You already know what he is and what a danger he poses for you.”
Hannah’s words struck like a whip. Phoebe wasn’t prepared for her candor
or the rush of terror it provoked. Her mind became a swirling vortex of
disconnected words and indefinable feelings. Still recovering from Oliver’s
attack, her stomach heaved in waves of nausea. The taste of its bitter juices
made her gag. All the blood drained from her face. Dizzy and incoherent, she
started to black out.
“Put your head between your knees.”
Phoebe complied. Hannah’s voice was commanding but compassionate. Her
hand felt warm and strong resting on Phoebe’s back. When the nausea began
to subside, Phoebe gingerly sat back up.
“I’m sorry, Hannah. I’m usually not this fragile.”
“I know, babe.” Hannah went into the bathroom adjoining her office, got a
wet washcloth, and held it to the base of Phoebe’s neck. “You’ll feel better in a
minute.”
But Phoebe didn’t feel better. In fact, she felt worse. The wound on her
neck, almost unnoticeable earlier, now looked angry and started to bleed.
Hannah grabbed a couple of tissues from the box on the coffee table and
dabbed away the blood.
“Have you been applying the ointment like I told you to do?”
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“I did the other evening, but with all that was going on here yesterday, I
forgot. I’m sorry.”
“Do you have it with you?”
“It’s in my pack in my locker. I’ll get it right now.”
“You’ll do no such thing. I’ll get it. I want you to lie down.”
Phoebe rested her head on a pillow. “You’ll need the combination.” Her
voice was weak. “It’s 11-22-33.”
“Well no wonder Oliver was able to get your wallet. Even if he didn’t spy on
you to get the combination, he easily could’ve guessed it. Phoebe Angelina
Delaney, you’re smarter than that.”
“I know. But before Oliver came here, we didn’t need to be so cautious. I
meant to change the combination but just haven’t gotten around to it.”
“So the lock can be reset?”
“Yeah; the tool and instructions are in a little wooden box in my locker.”
Hannah got the ointment and changed the lock’s combination. She wrote it
on a piece of paper and put it in Phoebe’s pocket. Then she wet a clean
washcloth and sat on the coffee table to clean Phoebe’s wound.
“I can’t stress enough the importance of cleaning this twice a day and
applying the ointment and a band aid until it’s completely healed.”
“It’s just a little scratch, Hannah. Why are you making such a fuss?”
“It’s not just a little scratch, my dear. It’s a bite wound. And I’m sure I don’t
have to explain the danger of bloodborne pathogens to a geneticist.”
Phoebe sat bolt upright.
“O my god, you’re right! That little creep could be carrying any number of
infectious microorganisms. Where has my mind been?”
“You’re not thinking clearly because you haven’t been using the ointment.
It’ll prevent getting infected by someone like Oliver.”
“What are you talking about, Hannah? Are you saying germs from Oliver’s
bite have been clouding my thinking? Are you saying Oliver is a rogue? I
thought so, but is it true?”
Hannah moved to the couch and sat next to her.
“Yes, that’s what I’m saying. His bite wouldn’t turn you into a rogue, but it
could make you deathly ill.”
Phoebe waited for Hannah to say more, but Hannah just stared out the
window again. It seemed as though she wouldn’t speak any time soon.
“Hannah, do you know about The Vampyrie?”
“I do.”
Hannah voice was soft. She turned toward Phoebe, her eyes filled with
concern.
“Well if you know about The Vampyrie, then you must know Michael.”
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“I know Michael. And I know Master Po.”
“I knew it,” Phoebe grumbled. “You seemed to know more than you were
letting on by the way you reacted when Oliver attacked me. Do my father and
Michael and Master Po all know each other?”
Phoebe waited for a reply, but Hannah turned again toward the window
and seemed deep in thought. Phoebe grabbed Hannah’s hand and squeezed.
“Hannah, help me out here. I have so many questions and no one is willing
to answer them. Michael said he’d meet with me last Sunday, but he never
showed. Master Po denied I’d seen scumbag Oliver at the Kwoon. And my
father said there was something he needed to tell me, but he put me off until
Sunday. If someone doesn’t explain all of this to me soon, I’m going to lose my
mind. And I’m way beyond angry for being treated like a child who isn’t mature
enough to handle the truth.”
“I know you’re frustrated, sweetie. I would be, too.”
Staring out the window, Hannah seemed to be talking to herself. Her voice
was barely above a whisper.
“Then tell me. Do you know where Michael lives? Do you know the location
of The Haven?”
This time when Hannah turned to face Phoebe, she looked clear and
focused.
“Whenever I’ve met with Michael, it was at your father’s or at the Kwoon.
What time are you meeting your dad on Sunday?”
“Around 8:00 a.m. for breakfast. Although I should show up before he has
a chance to cut out on me; like around 6:00. Why?”
“Would you mind if I joined you? I know Mitchell won’t mind. He’s always
grateful for emotional support.”
“Then you know my dad well? I thought you were more mum’s friend than
his.”
“Your parents and I were very close at one time.”
Phoebe threw her hands in the air.
“Why am I not surprised?”
Hannah looked at her with compassion, but Phoebe misread it as pain.
“I’m sorry, Hannah. I didn’t mean to hurt your feelings.”
“You didn’t hurt my feelings, honey. I don’t expect you to be at your best
when you’re not feeling well.”
Hannah’s empathy shattered Phoebe’s armor, and Phoebe the Warrior
broke down. The stress of all she’d endured over the past two weeks erupted
into a cascade of tears and convulsive heaving.
Hannah wrapped her arms around the child she’d always loved and
protected.
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Fear, anger, anxiety, tension – all wrapped in a sheath of suspicion and
betrayal – exploded into uncontrollable sobbing. Phoebe hated herself for being
what she considered weak. She tried with all of her power to stem the flow of
tears, but she might as well have been trying to halt a stampede with a stop
sign. She was helpless against the onrush of overwhelming emotion.
When the heaving finally relaxed into sniffling, Hannah dried her tears and
gave her a tissue to blow her nose.
“Thank you, Hannah,” she whimpered between blowing her nose and
catching her breath. “I don’t know what came over me. I don’t cry. I mean, I’m
not the crying type.” Then she grabbed another tissue and started wiping
Hannah’s blouse. “You must be soaking wet.”
“Don’t worry about that.” Hannah took the tissue from her hand. “I want
you to rest and relax. You’re to take tomorrow off. That’s an order.”
Hannah seldom spoke of her tenure as a Navy officer, but it spoke for itself
in her commanding demeanor.
“Yes ma’am.” Phoebe proffered a three-fingered salute. “And I’d be grateful
to have you join me and my dad on Sunday.”
“Good. Now let’s get you home.”
“I can drive myself.”
“You may be able to drive, but you’re not going to. No unnecessary risks.
And I don’t want to see you here tomorrow. If you feel well enough to go out,
take a nice walk in the sun; but no driving. You can have a friend bring you by
here over the weekend to pick up your car.”
“Yes, Commander; I’ll follow your orders to the letter. I promise.”
“Then here’s another one. Don’t think about any of this tomorrow. Watch
TV; listen to music; take a walk. Tomorrow is a day of rest for your mind as
well as your body.”
“Got it.”
Phoebe was relieved that Hannah’s office was in back and had a door to the
parking lot. She didn’t want her coworkers seeing her all weak and puffy-eyed.
Hannah started to help her into the Orca van, but Phoebe insisted she was
okay and could get in by herself.
Not more than a block from the studio, Phoebe spied an odious character
standing on the corner staring at them as they passed.
“Did you see that weird-looking guy?”
“You mean the one who watched us as we drove by?”
“Yeah, him; he looked evil. He had the same look in his eyes Oliver had
when he attacked me.”
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“Don’t start telling yourself scare stories. He probably was just admiring the
beautiful logo on the van. A lot of people do. How often do you see an aquacolored van with a big orca painted on the side?”
“You have a point. This van certainly is unique.”
Satisfied with Hannah’s explanation, Phoebe dozed until they reached the
house.
“Here we are, dear one.”
Against Phoebe’s objection, Hannah helped her into the house and made
her eat some broth and crackers. Before she left, she issued a few stern orders.
She knew how headstrong Phoebe could be and felt the need to be emphatic.
“Now remember: Don’t think about any of this tomorrow. It’s a day of rest.
Is that understood?”
“Completely. But does that mean I can think about it today?”
Phoebe puckered up and pretended to cry as Hannah walloped her one on
the behind.
“Glad to see you’re recovering. And remember to apply the ointment twice a
day.”
“Yes ma’am. But what’s in that ointment anyway? There’s no label. It’s just
a plain aqua-colored tube.”
“I’ll explain on Sunday.”
“Hannah, please don’t leave me hanging.”
“Ordinarily I wouldn’t, but I have a meeting in twenty minutes and I don’t
want to be late. So curb your curiosity for now and go to bed. A little nap will
help you feel much better.”
“Okay; if you insist.”
“I do. And I expect you to follow my orders.”
“I will. I promise.”
“Good. Now lock the door after me.” Hannah kissed her on the forehead and
left. As she walked down the front steps, she shouted over her shoulder, “Go to
bed!”
Phoebe did as she was told. Her respect for Hannah was unwavering. She
felt as deep a love for her as she had for her own mother.
Climbing into bed, she mumbled, “Why didn’t I ask her about mum? If they
were such good friends, Hannah could tell me a lot about her – stuff dad would
never think to tell me. Cripes. My brain needs a solid reboot.”
As she drifted off to sleep, she wondered just how close her mother and
Hannah had been.
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Chapter 16

The Great Escape

Thursday – Friday
Phoebe woke from her nap absorbed in thought.
Hannah skirted the question when asked if she knew the location of The
Haven. She said she’d always met with Michael at the Kwoon or at Mitchell’s.
This made Phoebe suspect it really was Michael’s car parked across the street
Monday evening, and it really was his voice she heard speaking with her father
when she left. It occurred to her that if Michael held meetings at the Kwoon, he
must know Master Po, and Master Po must know about The Vampyrie.
“That little dim-mak lied to me about Oliver being at the Kwoon,” she heard
herself exclaim. “I should’ve insisted that he admit it. And I shouldn’t have let
dad put me off until Sunday.”
She sat up and grabbed the phone with such force that she knocked it to
the floor. In too much of a hurry to take the time even to swear, she snatched it
and started dialing while still hanging off the side of the bed.
She called her father at home but wasn’t surprised when the answering
machine picked up. Mitchell resisted most computer-age technology and thus
had an aversion to voicemail. He simply preferred pushing a button to get his
messages. But he didn’t have this option at work, so when Phoebe called him
there, it went to voicemail. She could have had his receptionist track him
down, but that would have irritated him. He didn’t want to be disturbed for
anything other than an emergency. So Phoebe decided to call him at home later
that evening. Then he could be irritated all he wanted and she wouldn’t care.
Her questions just couldn’t wait until Sunday.
She called the Kwoon on the off chance Master Po would answer. But
nothing seemed to be going in her favor. So she decided to walk over there and
talk with him in person. After all, Hannah did say a nice walk in the sunshine
would do her good. Or at least she implied as much.
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Phoebe got dressed, stuffed keys and money into her pocket, set the house
alarm, and headed out. She never went anywhere without money on her
person. It was a habit she chose long ago not to break. She’d become friendly
with a few street musicians as well as several of the homeless, and she always
gave them money. She didn’t judge them. After losing her mother, she learned
a hard lesson: We can’t know the impact of another’s fate until we’ve
experienced it ourselves.
The tantalizing aroma of coffee wafted toward her as she passed Luli’s.
Ordinarily this would have pulled her inside, but her stomach still felt a little
queasy. Her mind, however, desperately wanted a latté. She paused outside the
door and drank in the savory bouquet until she started to heave. Nauseous and
ungratified, she hurried on to the Kwoon.
Few cars were in the parking lot. This surprised her because there were
always weeknight classes. She rounded the recess to the front door and saw a
sign posted: Closed until Next Week. With the exception of Sundays, Master Po
never closed the Kwoon.
She tried the door, but it was locked. She stepped back out to the sidewalk
to look through the window, but glare from the sun blocked her view. She
cupped her hands around her eyes and peered in. The place was empty.
Concerned that Master Po might be ill, she wasn’t paying attention to
anything around her. Something pricked the right side of her neck and she
slapped it hard. Looking down, she saw a honeybee lying dead on the
pavement. Her heart sank.
Phoebe loved all creatures and went out of her way to do no harm. She
became a vegan at age twelve and an animal advocate shortly thereafter.
Ordinarily she’d have taken the time to do a little ritual for the honeybee, but
her concern for Master Po eclipsed her remorse. All she could offer was an
apology.
Within a minute or so, her thoughts became a little hazy and common
sense faded. She turned the doorknob and pushed on the door with her
shoulder, knowing it wouldn’t open yet hoping it would. Why would Master Po
close the Kwoon? He never got sick. She never even heard him sneeze. What if
the rogues attacked him? Would he be able to fight them off?
Her stomach began to cramp. She turned to leave, but moving made her
lightheaded and nauseous. She leaned her back against the door, slid to the
ground, and pulled her knees up to her chest. Wrapping her arms around her
legs, she started rocking.
“Settle down, Pheebs. It’ll be okay.”
The wound on the left side of her neck throbbed and the cramp in her
stomach felt like a fist trying to punch its way out. She forced herself to stand,
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but it was a struggle. She had to lean against the door to keep from falling.
Phoebe had no idea how depleted she was.
Weak and emotionally defenseless, she couldn’t stop thinking about Master
Po. As she fought back tears, she remembered the sign on the door. It was in
his handwriting. The rogues wouldn’t have given him a chance to write it, so he
had to be safe. But where was he? Maybe Hannah would know. She’d call her
when she got home.
She forced herself to take a few steps. She knew her feet were on the
ground, but it felt as if she were trudging through neck-high water. She
stopped and put her hand on the window to steady herself.
Without warning, something was pulled over her head and she was thrown
over someone’s shoulder. The stench was intolerable. She tried to fight, but her
muscles were limp. She tried to scream, but the pressure against her
diaphragm barely allowed her to breathe. Her inner voice shrieked in terror:
Just like before! Images of the dimly lit chamber and red-eyed demons streaked
across her mind’s eye like a meteor shower.
There was no thumping, no jostling, none of the usual motions felt when
being carried by someone. Instead, she felt as if she were flying. That thought
terrified her. If she were being abducted and taken to the catacombs, then
flying would hasten their arrival and she’d have less time to fight her way free.
Her mind rallied one last time. She tried again to move, but her body was
stone. Despite her best efforts, Phoebe the Warrior drifted out of
consciousness.
*************
She opened her eyes and found herself looking at her legs. There was
something around her ankles. She lifted her head slightly and saw a vague
outline of stone walls that seemed to be spattered with blood. She squeezed her
eyes open and closed a few times to clear her vision. There was no doubt. It
was blood.
She looked up and was horrified to see she was shackled spread-eagle in a
standing position with her feet flat on the ground. She shook her head hard
several times, hoping to awaken from a nightmare. When she saw torches
circling the perimeter of the room, she knew she was in the heart of the rogue
domain. She pulled at the chains, but there wasn’t enough slack to try twisting
and breaking them. Her eyes darted around the room, desperately hoping to
see someone coming to her rescue.
Then seemingly out of nowhere, a surge of energy shot from the base of her
spine to the top of her head. Without uttering a sound, she pulled her arms
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down hard. The shackles broke open. She quickly lay on the floor and pulled
her legs together with a force she never knew she could exert. The shackles
broke open and she scrambled to her feet.
She grabbed one of the torches and spun round the room searching for an
exit. There were three, each leading to a dreaded tunnel: dark, darker, and
pitch-dark. Banking on the former leading to the outside, Phoebe ran for her
life.
Within minutes, she came to a fork and had to make another decision. This
time, there was no indication which direction might lead to the outside; both
passages were equally dark. Not wanting to waste any time standing in one
place, she went left and hoped for the best.
Running as fast as she could, she planned what she’d do if confronted by a
rogue. Brandishing a torch might repel them. Everything she knew about
vampires – in this case, rogues – implied they could be burned out of existence.
But what if she encountered more than one? What if they came at her from
both ends of the tunnel at the same time?
Before she could answer herself, she came to a wide bend with two tunnels
branching off to the left. She stopped to catch her breath and quickly decided
to continue along the main tunnel. When it seemed to go on forever, she
wondered if she’d made the right choice. Deciding it wasn’t a good idea to
second guess herself, she kept running.
She passed another tunnel to her left but kept going. She prayed the main
tunnel offered the best chance of escape. Panting hard and about to stop again
to catch her breath, she saw the darkness lifting up ahead. With renewed
energy she ran even faster and followed the stream of light to the outside.
She wasn’t surprised to find herself in the warehouse district. She threw
the torch back into the tunnel and started running for home. She didn’t slow
down to look over her shoulder. She didn’t stop to check the time. An hour
later and soaked in sweat, she flew up her front steps, locked herself in the
house, and turned off the alarm. She leaned back against the door and panted
her way back to reality.
Fearing she might have been followed, she hurried to the living room
window to see if anyone was watching the house. She pulled back the curtain
just enough to see a couple pushing a baby stroller, a woman walking five
dogs, and three teenagers playing hooky. The cars she could see into were
empty. Hoping no one was hidden from view, she left the window to do a
complete sweep of the house, garage, and attic.
She grabbed her walking stick from the back of the living room closet, in
case she needed to wage an armed defense. She hadn’t used the stick in years
but was grateful she’d held on to it.
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She tested all locks, double checked the alarm to make sure it was working,
looked in and under every piece of furniture large enough to hold a body,
checked all closets, stuck her head out the attic window to see if anyone lurked
on the roof, and checked the inside and trunk of the car.
Satisfied the house was secure, she turned on the computer to check the
date and time. Friday, 10:35 a.m.
“Thank you!”
She breathed a sigh of relief, grateful for not having lost an entire day. She
then checked her voicemail, but there were no messages. Completely spent, she
threw herself on the bed and fell fast asleep.
Waking with a start, she looked at the clock. 1:24 p.m. Relieved she’d slept
only a few hours, she yawned and stretched her muscles. Her body was sore
but stretching was gratifying. The more she moved, the more her head cleared.
Then the horrors of the previous night stampeded her thoughts and an
avalanche of questions glutted her mind.
Why didn’t she see the rogues before they abducted her? What caused her
to feel so weak and lightheaded? Why weren’t there any rogues in the
catacombs? Was she really strong enough to break free of the shackles? Why
didn’t Michael come to her rescue? Where was Master Po?
“Master Po!” she shouted, suddenly remembering she had no idea where he
was.
Her voice was hoarse and her mouth, parched. She hurried to the kitchen
for a drink of water, but her mouth was so dry that she almost choked when
she tried to swallow. After gargling a few times, the water went down easily.
She guzzled nearly a quart.
She went to the living room and called the Kwoon, hoping someone would
be there. No one answered. She called her father at work. It went to voicemail.
She tried Hannah’s landline and cell phone, but Hannah didn’t pick up.
Frustrated, worried, and apprehensive, she could think of nothing else to do
but take a bath and calm her nerves. She did some of her best thinking while
relaxing in a bubble bath.
She decided she’d call Hannah and her father again that evening. If she
couldn’t reach them, she’d try every hour throughout Saturday. She’d call
Lunah after work and tell her what had happened over the past few days.
Lunah always had something enlightening to say. And she knew Lunah would
find the time to take her to pick up her car over the weekend.
“I’ve got to get myself a cappuccino maker.”
Hearing herself express such a frivolous notion while in the midst of utter
turmoil made her laugh.
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“You are the quintessential die-hard optimist, Ms. Phoebe Angelina
Delaney.”
She sank into the bubbles and started humming a favorite song.
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Chapter 17

Kindness of a Stranger

Friday
The longer Phoebe soaked in the bubble bath, the more determined she became
to get answers.
“Enough with the pampering, Ms. Phoebe. Get your butt out of this tub and
get dressed!”
Feeling newly invigorated and ready to face the world, she tried Hannah’s
home and cell phones. They went to voicemail. Since her father and Lunah
were still at work, she decided to walk over to Luli’s to get a latté and
something to eat. But she was wary about leaving the house.
“Get a grip, Pheebs. If the rogues want you, they’ll find a way to get you no
matter where you are.”
Hearing that thought spoken aloud made her shudder. The muscles in her
neck tightened. She sat down. Her mind went wild. Maybe the rogues have
been stalking her. If they didn’t already know where she lived, maybe they’d
find out and break in while she slept.
“Bring it on, you damn bloodsuckers!” she shouted, jumping up from the
chair. “I won’t be scared to death or held captive in my own house!”
Phoebe wasn’t given to running from a fight. She looked out the window to
make sure no rogues were lurking about. She grabbed her pack, set the alarm,
and headed out.
The warmth of the sun was nurturing and soothing. While indulging in its
life-giving nourishment, she remained vigilant, determined no rogue would take
her by surprise ever again. She arrived at Luli’s without incident. Standing by
the counter waiting for her order, she noticed a woman lurking in the doorway
of the bistro across the street.
“Hey Luli, do you know who that woman is?” she asked, turning back
toward the counter.
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“What woman?”
“The one across the street in front of Chez Jacques.”
“I don’t see anyone, Pheebs.”
Phoebe turned to look but the woman was gone. “I’ve seen her once or twice
before. Each time, she stared a hole through me. It gave me the creeps.”
Luli was busy behind the counter, but her curiosity was piqued.
“What did she look like?”
“She was thin and had long black hair. She couldn’t have been more than
seventeen or eighteen. It’s strange, but her skin looked translucent. Her eyes
were dark, almost black. Her dress was Elizabethan – dark purple and came
down to her ankles. I swear, Luli, she looked downright unearthly.”
“I’ll keep an eye out for her and let you know if she shows up again.”
Luli looked out for her customers, especially the regulars.
“Thanks, Luli. You’re a pal.”
“Any time, my friend.”
Phoebe paid for her food and left. She decided to eat in the park, hoping the
macabre young woman would show up. The little patience she was born with
had been exhausted, and she was ripe for a fight.
The latté and croissant went down easily and settled well in her stomach. It
felt good to be able to eat again without getting nauseous. She waited more
than an hour, but the young woman didn’t appear. The only people in the park
were two nannies, each with toddlers asleep in their strollers. It was 4:45 p.m.
when she started walking home.
On the way, she had to pass a narrow alley located between two buildings.
Just before reaching it, she stepped off the sidewalk and into the street, putting
distance between herself and anyone who might be lurking there. When she
turned to look, the abysmal eyes of the young woman were staring directly into
hers. Furious, she started to approach the creature. She stopped when she
noticed what looked like a second figure standing directly behind the first. It
was difficult to distinguish one from the other.
Thinking her eyes might be playing tricks on her, she tugged the arm of a
gentleman about to get into his car. But she kept an eye on the demonic duo.
“Excuse me, sir. Do you see anyone standing in that alley?” She didn’t care
if she sounded crazy.
The gentleman turned to look, blocking her view in the process.
“No, I don’t see anyone. Why? Was someone bothering you?”
He spoke with a slight accent she couldn’t identify. But there was no
denying the concern in his voice.
“I think I may have a stalker.”
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When he turned back to face her, she once again had a clear view of the
alley and saw it was empty.
“That must be very unsettling. May I offer you a ride home?”
“No thank you. I’m almost there. I’ll be okay.”
Phoebe never accepted rides from anyone she didn’t know well, especially if
they came across as being friendly.
He tipped his hat and got in the car. Phoebe continued walking on the
street. When she reached the corner, a kindly voice hollered, “Stay safe.” She
turned and saw the same gentleman leaning across the front seat of his car,
smiling.
“I will. And thank you.”
“You bet.” He wound up his window and drove off.
Although reason had cautioned her against this fellow, her heart now told
her a different story. She’d never met this man, yet he seemed to care about
her welfare.
She arrived home filled with mixed emotions. Livid at being stalked, she
was champing at the bit to get her hands around the neck of even one rogue.
Yet she was frustrated at not knowing how to fight the wretched creatures.
Images of blood-spattered walls swept through her mind, and fear entered
center stage. She usually managed to squelch any thought that would make
her feel helpless, but not this evening. Her coping mechanisms seemed to have
the day off.
However, the kindness of a stranger instilled hope and forced anger and
fear to take a back seat.
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Chapter 18

Gabaglycinoid

By 5:30 p.m., Phoebe was on the phone with Lunah. She told her everything
that had happened over the past few days and asked for a ride to pick up her
car.
“My god, Pheebs, this is horrible! We’ve got to do something. Have you
reached your dad or Hannah yet?”
“You were my first call. I’ll try Hannah next, but I have to give my dad more
time. He’s usually never home before 7:00 p.m.”
“Promise you’ll call me back after you talk with them. I want to know
everything!”
“You know I will. Then we can decide on a time to pick up my car.”
As soon as she hung up, she called Hannah at home. This time, Hannah
answered.
“Hannah! Thank the goddess. I was getting ready to come over there if you
didn’t pick up. This is Phoebe.”
“I know your voice, dear one. What’s wrong?”
“Hannah, I can’t live like this. They abducted me again.”
“What! Okay, listen. Stay right there. I’m on my way.”
Hannah was off the phone so fast that Phoebe didn’t realize she’d hung up
until there was no response to her next question.
Hannah lived only twenty minutes away, but crosstown traffic on a Friday
evening would at least double her commute time. Phoebe kept looking out the
window, hoping every car she heard was Hannah’s pulling into the driveway.
She finally made a pot of coffee and buried herself in crossword puzzles.
Fifty minutes later, she jumped out of her seat when the doorbell rang. She
flung open the door and threw her arms around Hannah.
“I’m so happy to see you!”
“Careful, luv; let’s lock up first.” Hannah closed the door and set all four
locks.
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“I made coffee. Do you want a cup?”
“Of course. Let’s have it here on the couch.”
Phoebe hurried to the kitchen, returned with two mugs of coffee, and sat
down. Teeming with questions, she felt like an over-inflated balloon ready to
burst. The concerned look on Hannah’s face was all it took to puncture
Phoebe’s armor. She burst out crying but immediately jumped up, wiped the
despised tears from her face, and started pacing.
“Oh my god, I can’t stand this! I can’t even stand myself anymore! I hate
crying. What in the hell is wrong with me?”
“Sweetie, there’s nothing wrong with you. Anyone would be upset if they’d
endured what you’ve been through. Now tell me what happened.”
Phoebe paced back and forth as she told Hannah about the latest
abduction. Hannah, usually primed with a fistful of colorful profanities when a
woman is threatened, remained quiet and allowed Phoebe to exhaust her rage
and anguish. After a long and emphatic tirade, Phoebe was finally able to ask a
question.
“How have they been able to get the drop on me, Hannah? I don’t
understand it. I always pay attention to my surroundings.”
“Phoebe, sit down.”
Knowing how exhausted Phoebe was, Hannah became concerned when she
noticed blood seeping through the band aid covering the wound on her neck.
“I can’t sit down! I need to know the whole damn story! I need to know
exactly what I’m up against and how to fight it. I can’t reach my dad. I couldn’t
reach you until just a little while ago. I don’t know how to get in touch with
Michael. And my Shifu is missing.”
“Master Po isn’t missing. He just has some business to attend to.”
“He’s okay? Where is he? He never closes the Kwoon.”
“He’s fine. Now sit down, and I’ll tell you what I know.”
Although Hannah’s voice was reassuring, Phoebe wondered how she knew
what Master Po was up to. Knowing he was safe, however, was enough for the
moment. Picking Hannah’s brain took priority. Phoebe sat down and settled
comfortably. Venting always relaxed her.
Once Hannah was convinced Phoebe had calmed down enough to hear the
gruesome details, she revealed how rogues immobilized their victims.
“They secrete a pheromone that induces a trancelike state. Then they inject
their prey with a gabaglycine-opioid combination called gabaglycinoid. It
immobilizes their victim and then renders them unconscious.”
“Can the trance cause you to lose time?”
“Not only can it make you lose time, but it can also cause you to forget a lot
of what happened while under the influence.”
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“I’ve never heard of gabaglycine. I know GABA and glycine are
neurotransmitters that paralyze voluntary muscle during REM sleep, but I
didn’t know they could be combined as an injectable in order to immobilize
someone.”
“The formula was developed by rogue leaders a long time ago. The only way
to avoid being captured is to know when you’re under the influence of the
pheromone, and then to be strong enough to resist it and shrewd enough to get
away before they inject you. They move very fast, so this takes some doing. You
have to be on your guard at all times.”
“Jesus, Maria, Josef. No wonder they took me by surprise.”
“Phoebe, there’s something I haven’t told you. When you started working at
Orca, your father asked me to watch over you as your mother would’ve done.
He doesn’t know how close we are and that I’ve always looked out for you.”
“Why did he think I needed watching over?”
“He was afraid the rogues might target you.”
“So he does know about them.” Hanging on Hannah’s every word, Phoebe
moved to the edge of her seat. “Both of you have known about them all this
time, haven’t you?”
“Yes, we have.”
“Why didn’t you tell me?”
“We weren’t sure they’d actually do anything, and your father didn’t want
you fretting unnecessarily.”
“That was my decision to make – not his, not yours, not anyone’s.”
“I agree, and I told him as much. But I didn’t want to go against his wishes.
He was also concerned you might ‘go off half-cocked,’ as he put it.”
“If my dad thought that, then he doesn’t really know me.”
“Your father knows you very well, Ms. Phoebe, as do I. We know you have a
tendency to act before having all the facts.”
“Well why did he think they might target me?”
“You already know the answer to that. Michael told you.”
Phoebe stiffened when she heard this. She wanted to know all the details of
Hannah’s relationship with Michael, but she could tell by the tone of Hannah’s
voice that it would be wise not to interrupt.
“Several weeks ago, your father spotted what he thought were a couple of
rogues lurking across the street from the blood bank. He saw the creatures at
least three evenings in a row when leaving work late. At first he thought they
were casing the place. But after talking with Michael, he knew they intended
something far more sinister and feared they might abduct and hold you for
ransom in exchange for blood. He knew the threat would be ongoing. They’d
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release you when he met their demands, but if he didn’t continue feeding them,
they’d abduct you again and again – or worse.”
“But that’s happened three times already. If I’d known about it early on, I
could’ve defended myself – at least to some degree. And I’m sure Master Po
would’ve helped me.”
“Honey, I completely agree with you. Men have no right to make decisions
for women, arbitrarily or otherwise.”
“A couple of weeks ago, an eerie young woman approached me in the park.
She was very pale and seemed to glide on air. I first noticed her at a distance,
but then suddenly she was right in front of me. When she spoke, her lips didn’t
move. I think she might’ve been a rogue. And she looked a lot like Ariel.”
“Oh god; I was afraid something awful happened to her.”
Hannah made a mental note to inform Michael of this when she finished
talking with Phoebe. She feared the rogues were escalating their attacks and
beginning to target people close to the Delaney family.
“Do you think it could’ve been Ariel?”
“We certainly can’t rule it out.”
“I don’t understand how I could hear her speak when her lips didn’t move.”
“She probably was speaking to you telepathically.”
Hannah kept her answers succinct and didn’t offer more information than
the question warranted. She didn’t want to push Phoebe over the edge. And
Phoebe was so busy keeping track of her questions that the significance of
Hannah’s last comment escaped her.
“I can understand why my dad withheld information from me; he didn’t
want to upset his little girl. But I don’t understand why you did, Hannah.”
“I’ve wanted to tell you everything from the beginning.”
“Then why didn’t you?”
“Like I said, your father asked me to watch over you as your mother
would’ve done. I kept quiet out of respect for her.”
“That doesn’t make sense. My mother would’ve told me.”
“No, she would not have. She would’ve guarded you from a distance until
she was sure the threat was real and until she was certain you were equipped
to deal with it.”
“How do know that? How do you know what my mother would’ve done?”
“Sweetie, your mother was my best friend.”
Phoebe suspected as much, but her jaw dropped open nonetheless. While
she tried to digest all of what Hannah had just told her, the phone rang.
Without turning away, she reached behind herself to answer it.
“Hello?”
“Pheebs, it’s Lunah. I’m really worried and I need your help.”
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Phoebe’s attention diverted instantly.
“What’s wrong?”
Usually soft-spoken and not inclined to rant, Lunah let go a nonstop
harangue.
“I haven’t been able to reach Fei and Cho. I still get mail for them from
when they stayed with me, and I’ve been calling the past two days to tell them,
but they haven’t answered. And you know how they’re always glued to their
phones. I didn’t want to call their parents because I didn’t want to worry them,
so I went over to the girls’ apartment. No lights were on but their cars were
there. And no one answered the door.”
“Slow down, Lune. Take a breath.”
“Okay, but when they didn’t answer the door, I went in. They gave me a key
in case of an emergency. And I’m really worried, because the place was filled
with this awful odor. I remember what you told me about the horrible stench in
the tunnels, and this smelled like decaying flesh.”
Phoebe shot up off the couch and grabbed her pack.
“Where are you? I hope you’re not still in the apartment.”
“I’m just a couple blocks away from your place. Will you go with me to the
club to see if maybe that’s where they are?”
“Absolutely. I’ll meet you out front.”
Fuming at the thought of the rogues having her friends, Phoebe slammed
the phone down on the coffee table.
“What’s the matter?” Hannah’s voice was charged with anxiety.
Phoebe didn’t answer. She dropped her pack to the floor, ran upstairs, put
on her hiking boots, ran back down, grabbed a jacket out of the front closet,
and ran back toward the couch to get her pack from the floor. Although she’d
agreed to accompany Lunah to the club, she had no intention of going.
By now, Hannah was off the couch and standing between Phoebe and the
front door. She knew that when Phoebe was fired up, nothing short of cursing
or an order would get through. And in this case, both were needed.
“Tell me what’s going on, damn it!”
“Fei and Cho haven’t answered their phone for two days, so Lunah went to
their apartment to check on them. Their cars were there but they weren’t. And
when she went inside, the place reeked of decaying flesh. The damned rogues
took them, and they’ll be sorry they did.”
“Phoebe, what are you planning to do?”
Hannah spoke like a Navy Commander prepared to chastise for a reckless
action she knew was about to occur.
“Go after them, of course.”
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“No! That’s utter foolishness. It’s dangerous. It’s irrational. And you’re in no
condition to launch a crusade.” She grabbed Phoebe by the shoulders and
looked her square in the eyes. “If the rogues do have your friends, then this is
exactly what they want. They want you to take the bait.”
“Well I have a few tricks up my sleeve, too.”
Phoebe planned to go back to the warehouse district, find the tunnel she’d
escaped through, and light the torch she’d thrown back in. She hoped it was
still there. Blinded by emotion, she presumed that since she was strong
enough to break free of the shackles, she therefore could fight the rogues and
win. What she didn’t know was the strength she’d mustered to break free
wasn’t entirely her own.
“Phoebe, you’re not thinking clearly. There’s no way you can fight those
bastards on your own.”
“Then call Michael and tell him where I’m going. I’m sure you have his
number in your phone.”
Hannah tightened her grip on Phoebe’s shoulders and shook hard, hoping
to knock some sense into her. But she could tell by the blank look on Phoebe’s
face that shaking had no effect. So she changed her tactic.
“Sweetie, please don’t do this. It’s . . .”
For a split second, she struggled with whether to tell her it was suicide –
that the rogues would just as soon kill her as hold her for ransom. But against
her better judgment, she appealed to a sense of propriety Phoebe thought a
waste of time and often disregarded. Phoebe Angelina Delaney was not given to
conforming to accepted standards of behavior.
“Honey, what you intend to do is flat-out insane.”
“Insanity is my middle name, Hannah. You should know that by now.”
Lunah pulled up to the house and blew the horn. Phoebe pulled away from
Hannah and bolted to the door, with Hannah defiantly on her heels. Hannah
considered wrestling Phoebe to the floor but knew that short of throwing her in
a jail cell, nothing would stop her.
Phoebe turned to give Hannah a hug and was heart-stricken by the tears in
her eyes.
“No more tears, Hannah. No more falling apart. I’m done with feeling
terrified and powerless. You should be, too. The bloodsuckers have declared
war, and a battle is what they’ll get. I’m dying to fight them.”
She grabbed Hannah’s arm, kissed her on the cheek, and ran down to the
car.
“And you very well might die, little one,” Hannah said under her breath,
choking back tears she wasn’t accustomed to handling.
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Although relieved that Phoebe didn’t insist on knowing the whereabouts of
Master Po, Hannah wished she’d told her why she was able to break free of the
shackles and why she’d remained safe in her home all this time. She also
regretted not telling her that what she’d been told about the rogues holding her
for ransom was only half true.
After watching the two young women drive away, Hannah called Mitchell on
her VAC phone, a private cell phone issued only to members of The Vampyrie
and its auxiliary – The Vampyrie Auxiliary Cooperative. No one else knew their
numbers. No one else knew such phones existed.
Mitchell answered his VAC phone no matter where he was or what he was
doing. And he couldn’t have been more upset by Hannah’s call. His little girl
was rushing headlong into certain death and he didn’t know if he could stop
her in time. He struggled to repress his emotions in order to think clearly. He
never allowed himself the luxury of feeling worry or grief.
“My god, Hannah! Why didn’t Phoebe tell me about the abductions?”
“She intended to tell you on Sunday. At least I think she did. And if she
didn’t, I’d have told you. I planned to come with her.”
Mitchell barely heard what Hannah said.
“She’s my daughter, for god’s sake. But I guess I haven’t really earned her
trust over the years. And that’s going to change. If it’s the last thing I ever do in
this life, it’ll be earning my daughter’s trust.”
Like his daughter, Mitchell Delaney was an optimist. He thought fretting
was a waste of time that could otherwise be used in constructive pursuits. But
after the loss of his wife, grief overwhelmed and incapacitated him. Hannah
was there to yank him back from the verge of suicide. When he realized how
close he’d come to losing everything he held dear, he vowed never again to
allow intense emotion to control him. But he couldn’t stem the anguish that
now demanded his attention.
“This is my fault. If I’d told her the truth when she was old enough to
understand, we wouldn’t be in this mess.”
“And what makes you think she wouldn’t have behaved just as rashly then?
Look, Mitch, I’m as much to blame as you are. I’ve withheld information, bent
the truth, and even lied here and there. I’m also the one who told her that you,
I, Michael, and Po all know each other. But we don’t have time for selfflagellation. We have to alert Michael immediately.”
“You’re right. You call him, and I’ll go to the warehouse district to look for
her. If she isn’t sure where the entrance to the tunnel is, maybe I can catch her
before she finds it.”
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“I’ll call Michael, but I think you should wait for him before doing anything
rash. I don’t want to lose two more Delaneys – certainly not in one night and
definitely not at the hands of those bastards.”
“Tell him to meet me at the tunnels. If I can’t find her, I’ll wait for him
before going in.”
“You got it. And I’ll stay here in case Lunah should call. I don’t know if she
has my cell phone number, but if she knows I’m here and runs into trouble,
she might try calling the house.”
Hannah knew she wouldn’t be able to persuade Mitchell to leave Phoebe’s
fate in the hands of The Vampyrie. She knew he’d made up his mind to search
for his daughter, regardless of the consequences to himself. He was
overwhelmed and being driven by guilt. She wondered if he foolishly thought he
could leverage Phoebe’s release had she already been captured.
Even though the prospect of an unlimited supply of refrigerated blood was
alluring, the rogues had little difficulty obtaining fresh blood. Mitchell knew
this. He knew they wanted his daughter dead.
As soon as Hannah hung up from talking with Mitchell, she called Michael.
She wasn’t looking forward to his reaction.
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Chapter 19

Taradiddle Time

“Thanks for coming with me to the club, Pheebs.”
“I need to stop at the hardware store.”
“But we don’t have time. Besides, they’re closed.”
“They’re open late on Fridays.”
“What could you possibly need that can’t wait?”
“We don’t know what we’ll encounter at the club, and I want to be prepared.
Now pull into Connor’s.”
Lunah was annoyed but she did as Phoebe requested.
“What are you going to buy?”
Phoebe ignored the question and jumped out of the car as soon as it
stopped moving. Lunah began to worry. Watching Phoebe rush into the
hardware store reminded her of just how impulsive and headstrong her best
friend could be. Phoebe returned a few minutes later, apparently emptyhanded.
“What did you buy? And where is it?”
Lunah was half-afraid to hear the answer.
“Kevlar rope, heavy-duty scissors, kerosene, and matches. They’re in my
pack.”
“What on earth do we need those for?”
“I need them to light a torch. I’m not going with you to the club, Lune. I
think you know the twins probably aren’t there.”
“But we have to check, Pheebs, just in case!”
“You’re right, and you can do that without me.”
“And what are you going to do?”
“Just take me down to Beldale Street.”
Thoroughly frustrated with Phoebe’s overbearing demands and evasive
answers, Lunah pulled the keys out of the ignition and turned to face her.
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“You tell me exactly what you’re up to, Ms. Delaney, or we’re not going
anywhere.”
Phoebe knew she had no choice. The bus stop was at least a mile away, and
she didn’t know how often the busses ran or if the one she needed even
stopped there. Usually flexible and easygoing, a bulldozer couldn’t move Lunah
when she dug in her heels.
“Start driving. I’ll tell you on the way.”
“No. You’ll tell me now.”
“It’s a matter of life and death, Lune. I’ll tell you everything but, please, let’s
get going.”
Seeing the urgent look on Phoebe’s face, and against her better judgment,
Lunah started the car and pulled out of the parking lot. Although she hoped
Phoebe was overreacting to a perceived threat, a feeling of dread settled in the
pit of her stomach. She gripped the steering wheel as if bracing for an
oncoming accident.
Relieved they were moving again, Phoebe didn’t want to say anything that
would cause Lunah to hit the brakes. So she began with what she hoped would
pique her curiosity rather than provoke fear and obstinacy.
“I want to find the tunnel I escaped through the last time the rogues
abducted me.”
“Whatever for?”
Knowing Lunah would try to stop her, Phoebe decided to lie until they got
closer to her destination.
“I’m going to tell my dad about the abductions, and I know he won’t believe
me. My dad’s all about proof. So if I know exactly where the tunnel is, I’ll be
able to take him there. And I don’t want to go exploring by myself.”
“But we could go tomorrow, in daylight. It’ll be harder to find at night.”
“I’ve a pretty good idea where it is, but I want to be sure. I remember seeing
the street sign when I started running. It was Beldale.”
Lunah drove on and was quiet for several minutes. Phoebe crossed her
fingers, hoping they’d get there before Lunah asked another question. And they
almost did.
Lunah abruptly pulled the car to the curb. They were four blocks north of
where Phoebe thought she needed to be. The city blocks were long in the
warehouse district, and Phoebe didn’t relish walking them alone at night. But
she would if she had to.
“You’re not telling me everything.” Lunah’s lips pursed and her eyes
narrowed. “In fact, I think you’re lying. You bought the rope and kerosene for a
reason, and you said it was a matter of life and death. So you’d better come
clean or I’m putting pedal to metal and getting us the hell out of here.”
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Unlike Phoebe, Lunah rarely swore. She had to be in dire straits with her
back against the wall before an obscenity rolled off her tongue. So Phoebe knew
it was time for the truth.
“The only thing I lied about was why I need to find the tunnel. My dad has
nothing to do with it. The real reason is that the rogues have Fei and Cho, and
I’m going after them.”
“What! How do you know that? How do you know for sure the rogues have
them?”
“Come on, Lune. You suspected it yourself when you smelled that wretched
odor in their apartment. Plus, they haven’t answered their home or cell phones
for over two days. What did you think was going on?”
“Oh my god, I didn’t want to go there. I thought about it – for a second or
two – but I couldn’t accept it. I didn’t want it to be true.”
“Go to the club and check for them, just to be sure.” Phoebe turned quickly
and reached for the door handle.
“Wait a minute!” Lunah tried to grab her by the jacket, but Phoebe was too
fast for her. She was already out of the car. “You can’t be serious about going
after them by yourself. That’s madness! You could be molested before you even
have a chance to find the tunnel.”
“Don’t worry, Lune. I won’t be alone. Hannah called Michael to tell him
where I went. He’ll be here before I know it.”
“You can’t be sure of that. What if she couldn’t reach him?”
“He’ll be here regardless. He always seems to know when I’m in danger.
Now go to the club and stop worrying about me.”
Phoebe closed the car door and ran across the street.
Lunah was beside herself. She pulled the car out and started following
Phoebe, but she lost her when a bus going in the opposite direction stopped at
the curb. She turned the car around and drove slowly, scrutinizing every
window, door, and alley she passed.
When she reached the bus, she pulled behind it and waited for it to leave,
in order to get an unobstructed view of the buildings. But it just sat there
blowing diesel fuel out of its exhaust. After a few minutes, she moved to the
passenger seat and stuck her head out the window, stretching her neck to see
if there was an alley or anything that looked like an entrance to a tunnel. But
nothing was obvious, and she was afraid to get out of the car and search on
foot. Wary of being in an isolated neighborhood at night, she put the window
up and moved back behind the wheel.
She searched her mind for what to do but couldn’t come up with an
answer. As she became more and more frantic, she remembered seeing
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Hannah’s car parked at Phoebe’s. She pulled out from behind the bus and laid
rubber, violating every traffic regulation along the way.
When she reached the house, she screeched into the driveway and jumped
out of the car, almost forgetting to turn off the engine. She ran up the front
steps two at a time, and just as she reached for the bell, the door opened and
Hannah pulled her inside.
“Phoebe went into the tunnels! I couldn’t stop her! Oh my god, I couldn’t
stop her!”
“Honey, no one could.”
Lunah sobbed all the way to the couch.
Hannah rubbed her back and let her cry it out. Then she handed her a
tissue and said, “Now blow your nose and tell me what happened.”
Lunah exhausted herself recounting all the details. When it seemed she’d
finished, Hannah patted her on the knee and handed her several more tissues.
“Lean back and relax while I get you some water.”
Totally spent, Lunah did what she was told. When Hannah returned, she
found Lunah asleep with her head resting on the arm of the couch.
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Chapter 20

Into the Unknown

Phoebe pulled a small flashlight from her pack and turned it on as she ran
across the street. Remembering she had to turn onto the sidewalk shortly after
exiting the tunnel, she expected to find the entrance off an alleyway. She also
remembered seeing very tall windows that almost reached ground level on the
first building she’d passed.
After running only half a block, she found an alley that looked familiar. An
underground entrance was a few yards down. She walked several feet into the
tunnel but didn’t see the torch. She wondered if she was in the right place. She
wondered if what she was doing was rational. Questioning her sanity invited
fear to make an unwelcomed entrance. Her diaphragm tightened and her
hands started shaking.
“Stop it!” she whispered as forcefully as she dared. “The bloodsuckers have
your friends. You have to rescue them. You’re an invincible warrior, Phoebe
Angelina Delaney. And I’ll be damned if I’ll let fear of those bastards control
you!”
She straightened her back, loosened her neck, and took in a deep breath.
After walking a few more yards, she found the torch. Must’ve rolled after it hit
the ground, she thought. Sitting down, she leaned the flashlight against the
wall and removed the supplies from her pack. She cut and wrapped a piece of
Kevlar rope around the inside well of the torch and soaked it with kerosene.
Standing up, she put the flashlight in her mouth and lit the torch. Then she
quickly tossed the flashlight and remaining supplies into her pack and threw it
across her shoulders.
Even though the torch was bright, she could see only a few feet ahead.
Aside from the sound of her breathing, she heard only the flame snapping
against the air current. Not more than twenty-five yards in, she came to a fork.
Both passages were equally dark and neither held a clue as to which direction
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she might have come when escaping. The little voice inside her head told her to
go left. She did so without giving it a second thought.
Holding the torch in her left hand and focusing on what lay before her, she
paid little attention to time or effort. She cleared a dark passage off to the right
without noticing. When the tunnel took an unexpected downward turn, she
gasped and almost lost her balance. She didn’t remember running uphill when
fleeing the inner sanctum. But she had no intention of turning around,
retracing her steps, and trying the other tunnel. It held no guarantee of being
less ambiguous. Even worse, it could lead to a deeper and darker area of the
catacombs she’d no desire to investigate.
The torch snapped loud and hard as a current of air blew across her skin.
She couldn’t tell from which direction it came. She pressed onward until what
she encountered forced her to an abrupt halt. Before her lay a large open area
that seemed familiar, but she couldn’t be sure. I should’ve paid closer
attention, she thought, scolding herself.
Just as she was about to keep going, she caught a faint flicker of light out
of the corner of her right eye. She held up the torch and walked in its direction.
A few yards ahead lay a recessed fork leading to two more corridors. She
thought it looked familiar. Gaping and taunting, it defied her to make yet
another decision. But Phoebe the Intrepid would not be daunted. Fear had
been relegated to the outback.
Concluding the light had to be emanating from the rogue sanctum, she
opted to follow it. She hurried down the left passage with as much speed as
stealth would allow. Wherever this tunnel led, she couldn’t get there fast
enough. Yet it seemed to have no end.
She raised her torch higher in a vain effort to hasten time. In doing so, she
saw the corridor circled right. As she rounded the curve, her eye caught sight
of an image carved into the wall. It had been worn away by time, but there was
no mistaking the symbol of death and rebirth safeguarded by the omniscient
3rd eye. What was The Vampyrie insignia doing in the catacombs? Her mind
flooded with questions, but she told herself now was not the time to entertain
them.
She heard a soft voice echo from the adjacent passage and wondered if it
could be Fei or Cho. Convincing herself that it was, she charged around the
corner, expecting to burst into the heart of the rogue domain and find her
friends shackled to the wall. Instead, what she encountered astonished her.
A few yards up ahead sat a young woman chanting with her eyes closed.
Her arms were extended upward, as if offering a prayer. When she heard
footsteps, she jumped up, grabbed her hand-made torch and swung it at the
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intruder. Phoebe stopped dead in her tracks. Astounded and cautious, neither
woman moved.
About the same height as Phoebe, the young stranger had long black hair,
brown skin, and dark eyes. She wore buckskin pants and shirt that contrasted
sharply with her scuffed tennis shoes. A bow and quiver of arrows were slung
across her shoulders. She was lean, but the muscles in her hands and arms
conveyed physical prowess. Red paint on her face marked her as a warrior.
Phoebe knew this woman was not a rogue.
A few seconds of fiercely staring at one another drained the little patience
Phoebe had in reserve. She opened her mouth to speak, but the young woman
lunged at her with the torch and whispered what sounded like a curse in a
language Phoebe didn’t understand. Seeing there was no way to avoid the
confrontation, Phoebe reined in the urgency driving her to push on. She slowly
placed her torch on the ground and raised her arms in the air as if indicating
surrender. The young woman lowered her torch and backed away.
“I mean you no harm.” Phoebe spoke as quietly and gently as she could.
“You speak the English tongue?” the young woman whispered.
“Yes. My name is Phoebe.”
“I am called W’Hyani.”
Phoebe slowly extended her hand. After a moment’s hesitation, W’Hyani
gripped it and shook it hard.
“I’m pleased to meet you, W’Hyani.”
“Pleased is happy, yes?”
“Yes.”
Realizing the young woman still looked a little wary, Phoebe sat down and
motioned for W’Hyani to do the same. She reached into her pack and pulled
out a chocolate bar. She couldn’t remember how long it had been in there, but
she had nothing else to offer as a gesture of good faith. She broke it in two and
handed half to her new – she hoped – friend.
W’Hyani accepted but looked as if she didn’t know what to do with it. So
Phoebe bit into her piece and started chewing. W’Hyani followed suit. Her eyes
opened wide and a smile crossed her face. Although Phoebe felt compelled to
speed things along, she thought it best to wait until they finished eating. Not
knowing W’Hyani’s customs, she didn’t want to offend her. Nor did she want to
frighten her by moving too fast.
After W’Hyani swallowed her last bit of chocolate, she reached into her
pouch, pulled out a feather, and handed it to Phoebe.
“This will keep you safe on your journey.”
Phoebe wondered how W’Hyani knew she was facing danger.
“Thank you, W’Hyani.”
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W’Hyani bowed her head in her peoples’ customary way of saying you’re
welcome.
“What are you doing here?” Phoebe asked as she put the feather in her
pack.
“I am here to search for my mate. He journeyed here for his vision quest
and did not return. Why do you come to the tunnels?”
“I’m searching for my friends. They haven’t returned home for many days.
Where are you from?”
W’Hyani looked puzzled. Seeing that certain words and phrases confused
her, Phoebe reworded her question.
“Where is your home?”
“My home is the Village where the trees grow tall and the air smells sweet.
It is across the water, many moons away. Where is your home?”
“In the city, many blocks away. What do you call your mate?”
“He is called RoDinjah.”
“W’Hyani, I’ll help you look for RoDinjah.”
“You will help me find him?”
“Yes, I’ll help you find him. Are you sure he’s down here in the tunnels?”
“I am not sure. I make a good guess. One of your people found me
searching your very long streets. She asked me what I sought. I told her I
searched for my mate. She pointed to a narrow street and spoke of the
underground. She was kind and her voice was certain. She wished me well. I
feel the Great Spirit watches over me.”
“Then we have to keep moving.” Phoebe stood and picked up her torch.
W’Hyani did the same. “You know what we’re about to do is dangerous, don’t
you?”
“Yes. The danger is great and the enemy has much power.”
“Do you know what the enemy is called?”
“The enemy is a wraith. He takes the life blood without asking.”
“That’s right. And he’s strong and fast and has many tricks up his sleeve.”
“I know these tricks up the sleeve. I am strong and fast and have many
tricks, but they are in my pouch.”
Thinking W’Hyani made a joke, Phoebe started to laugh. When she saw the
serious look on the young woman’s face, she coughed and cleared her throat
before making a fool of herself.
“Okay then. Let’s get going.”
The two young women walked with renewed purpose in their stride. Each
saw the other as formidable and felt stronger in her company. Although both
were curious to learn more about the other, they knew this would have to wait.
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For now, it was enough to know they walked side by side with a fellow warrior
on their dangerous journey.
By this time, Phoebe had forgotten about the other tunnels. It would be
some time before she thought of them again.
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Chapter 21

VAC 911

Mitchell Delaney was frantic. He didn’t know where to start looking. He knew
the catacombs had an exit to the warehouse district, but he’d never been there.
Since the area was large and not well-lighted, he decided to begin at First
Street and work his way uptown. But with few street lights to help him
navigate, he had a hard time distinguishing where the alleyways might be.
He stopped and started the car several times as he searched, paying little
attention to traffic piling up behind him. The street had two lanes in both
directions, but it also had many traffic lights, each timed to stop cars before
they reached the next block. The system was designed this way because First
Street was an exit off the freeway and people had a tendency to speed.
The motorists behind him were getting aggravated. Several blew their
horns, but Mitchell was so wrapped up in what he was doing that he heard
them only as a remote sound. The “whoop whoop” of a police siren finally
caught his attention and forced him to pull over. When he opened his window,
he was relieved to see a familiar face.
“Joe! My god, I’m glad it’s you.”
“What’s going on, Mitch? Why are you driving so erratically?”
“It’s Phoebe. She’s determined to find the catacombs.”
“Why in the hell would she want to do that?”
“It’s a long story, Joe. But I need your help looking for her before she finds
them.”
“Hannah called me but didn’t have time to give details. She just said it was
urgent and told me where to find you. Lock up the car and come with me.”
Joe was concerned but didn’t want to escalate Mitchell’s anxiety by showing it.
Once inside the squad car, he did his best to remain calm.
“The entrance is off Beldale Street. We’ll drive over there and search on
foot.”
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“I hope we can catch her in time.” Mitchell’s voice quivered when he said
this. Somewhere deep inside he suspected it was already too late.
“If she’s still on the streets, we’ll find her. I know these streets like the back
of my hand. Now tell me what’s going on.”
Mitchell told Joe all he knew, talking nonstop and knocking himself on the
forehead several times with his fist.
“I should’ve paid closer attention when Michael told us the location of the
tunnel entrance in this area. I heard him but didn’t let it sink in, so my mind
promptly filed it away. Guess I thought I wouldn’t need it. But now I can’t
access the damn data! If I hadn’t been such a dumb ass, I could’ve gone
directly to Beldale and might’ve found her by now.”
“Beating yourself up won’t help, believe me. If you don’t keep a clear head,
you’ll overlook something important. I’ve learned that lesson the hard way.”
Joe pulled the squad car to the curb and the two men got out. Knowing
how desperate Mitchell was, Joe waited until he rounded the car before saying
anything.
“It’s right over here.”
He walked toward an alleyway, with Mitchell hot on his heels.
“Where’s the entrance?”
Mitchell took a couple steps forward, but Joe grabbed him by the arm. He
wished he’d never let Mitchell get out of the car.
“No way, Mitch. I’m not letting you go after her by yourself.”
“Then come with me.”
“We don’t even know if she’s in there. She could be on another street and
still searching.”
“I can’t take that chance, Joe. She had a decent head start on me. And if I
know my daughter, she’s already inside and heading straight to her death.”
“Neither one of us is going in there without help from The Vampyrie.”
Joe pulled the VAC phone out of his shirt pocket and kept a firm hold on
Mitchell’s arm while he scrolled for Michael’s number.
“Who are you calling?”
“Michael.”
Mitchell knew it would be in his best interest to wait for help, but his guilt
and grief overpowered his common sense. When he tried to wrench his arm
from Joe’s grasp, Joe tightened his grip.
“Don’t make me have to handcuff you and throw you in the back of the
car.”
“You’ll have to do just that, my friend, because I’m not going to stand here
while precious time slips away.”
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As Mitchell said this, he took one step backward and raised his fist to
throw a punch. Joe grabbed his arm, wrenched it behind his back, and
handcuffed him.
“I’m sorry to have to do this, Mitch, but you leave me no choice.”
Mitchell pleaded to be set free while Joe muscled him into the back of the
car. Officer Joe was determined to keep his old friend out of harm’s way. He
shut and locked the door, and then made the call.
Mitchell could lip read, so he watched Joe intently. But being six feet four,
he had to lean down pretty far to look out the window. While maneuvering
himself to get low enough, he missed the first part of the conversation.
However, he did see Joe say “It’s a good thing you have it on vibrate.” Then Joe
turned away, threw his arm in the air, and gestured emphatically. Mitchell flew
into a panic and banged his head on the window to get Joe’s attention. Joe
finished his call and opened the door.
“Are you crazy, man? You’ll knock yourself out!”
“What did Michael say that got you so upset?”
“He just said he’ll send a couple of people over. And I’m not upset. I’m
Italian, remember? We always use our hands when we talk.”
Joe’s attempt to lighten the mood didn’t work. Mitchell forced his way out of
the car and insisted he wasn’t going to wait for anyone else while his
daughter’s life was on the line.
“And just what do you think you can do with your hands cuffed behind
your back?”
“She’s my daughter, Joe. You’ve no right to keep me from trying to rescue
her.”
“Maybe not; but as an officer of the law, I have the right and the
responsibility to keep you from hurting yourself.”
“Then take off these blasted cuffs. They’re cutting into my skin.”
“They wouldn’t be cutting into your skin if you weren’t so damned resistive.
I’ll remove them only if you agree to sit in the car with me and wait for help to
arrive. Will you give me your word?”
Joe knew this would stop Mitchell short. He knew his friend was a stickler
for convention, and if he gave his word, he’d be obligated to honor it.
Mitchell knew if he didn’t give his word, he’d be relegated to the back seat
of a locked police car. He was fuming. He couldn’t remember the last time he
felt this angry. He considered giving his word and then breaking it, but his
conscience wouldn’t even consider such aberrant behavior. He resigned himself
to his unfortunate situation and conceded.
“You have my word. I’m on the verge of hating you, Joe, but you have my
word.”
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Joe closed the back door of the car, opened the front door, and guided
Mitchell inside. Then he got into the driver’s seat and locked all the doors.
“Now let me get those cuffs off.”
He helped Mitchell turn to the side and removed the cuffs. Mitchell rubbed
his wrists to relieve the pain.
“I don’t mind if you hate me, Mitch, because I couldn’t live with myself if I
let you go and you ended up dead.”
“I don’t hate you, Joe. But I am furious with you.”
“Let me tell you something, my friend. You’re angry with me because you
can’t vent at the ones who deserve it. And in that capacity, I’m happy to be of
service.”
This caught Mitchell off-guard. He didn’t know how to respond to Joe’s
show of compassion and wisdom. Fortunately he didn’t have to think long,
because a car pulled up behind them and flashed its lights. Joe turned to
Mitchell as he opened his door.
“Help has arrived. Wait here while I check to be sure.” Seeing Mitchell’s
hand was already on the door handle, he added, “And if you step one foot out
of this car before I tell you it’s safe to do so, I’ll lock you in the back for good,
capish?”
“Yes sir.”
Mitchell’s voice was sharp and insolent as he offered a left-handed salute.
He was so fraught with worry and anger, he couldn’t help himself. But he
immediately felt guilty.
Joe understood and simply ignored the reaction. Having been on the police
force nearly twenty-five years, there wasn’t much he hadn’t encountered. He
drew his gun and cautiously approached the car behind them. As soon as he
saw who it was, he holstered the weapon and started talking with the driver.
Mitchell anxiously watched in the rearview mirror. He could see there was
another person sitting in front.
After a minute or so, the two people got out and walked with Joe to the
squad car. Mitchell turned around as they climbed into the back seat.
“Daniel!” he shouted, pleased to see the face of a friend and former
colleague.
Joe opened the partition between the front and back seats, and Mitchell
shook Daniel’s hand with both of his.
“It’s so good to see you. Thank you so much for coming.”
“Anytime, my friend,” Daniel replied, the hint of a Dutch accent in his voice.
“I’m always at the ready to help, especially when it concerns our Phoebe.”
“Well, I can’t thank you enough.” The pleasure of seeing his old friend eased
Mitchell’s anxiety for a moment. “Who’s the young man there with you?”
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“This is Dale, our newest member. Dale, meet Mitchell, Phoebe’s father.”
“Pleased to meet you, sir.” Dale extended his hand to Mitchell.
“My pleasure as well, young man.” While shaking Dale’s hand, Mitchell
became acutely aware that he was exchanging niceties while his daughter
might be fighting for her life. He threw his hands in the air and blurted out,
“Well, what are we doing sitting here? Let’s get out and look for my daughter!”
“We can’t.” Joe tried to keep his voice calm.
“What do you mean we can’t?” Mitchell looked back and forth between his
companions. When he didn’t receive an immediate reply, he raised his voice.
“We’re four able-bodied men, for god’s sake, and one of us has a firearm!”
“It’s too late, Mitch. She’s already inside.” Joe prepared himself for the
worst.
“Then all the more reason we need to go after her!”
Daniel leaned forward in his seat and placed his hand on Mitchell’s
shoulder.
“Michael ordered us not to. He said The Vampyrie was launching a rescue
mission.”
“I don’t care what Michael said. I need to save my daughter!”
Mitchell was so exasperated and tormented that he wouldn’t have been able
to recognize a lucid thought if it managed to squeeze through.
“Mitch, listen to me!” Joe shouted, hoping the pitch of his voice would stun
and calm Mitchell down. “You know full well we don’t stand a chance against
those bastards, weapon or no weapon.”
Joe’s outburst helped lower the timbre of Mitchell’s voice, but it had the
opposite effect on his determination.
“All of you can sit here and banter the sagacity of Sir Michael, but I’m going
after my daughter.”
Mitchell tried the door but found it locked. So he looked out the window
and mustered his calmest voice.
“Open the door, Joe.”
“No can do, my friend.”
“Joe, open the damn door!”
Realizing Mitchell was beyond retrieving, Dale reached through the
partition and clamped his hand down hard on the base of his neck. Mitchell
slumped to the side and his head rested on the window.
“What in the hell was that; the Vulcan death grip?” Joe bellowed.
“I just applied a little pressure to his vagus nerve to make him lose
consciousness. He’ll come out of it pretty quick, so you better decide what
you’re going to do.”
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“I’m going to take him to the precinct and lock him up, that’s what I’m
going to do. What’ll he be like when he comes to?”
“A little groggy, but it’ll wear off fast. So we better get going.”
“You don’t mind coming with me? I might need that Vulcan death grip
again. And Dan, you’re his oldest friend. Maybe you can talk some sense into
him once he’s behind bars.”
“We’ll help in any way we can.”
The sound of the engine turning over caused Mitchell to stir. When he
moaned and tried to lift his head, Joe laid rubber.
“It’s lights and sirens, guys, so hold on to your seats.”
As they sped across town, everyone had the same thought: Phoebe’s fate
now lay in the hands of The Vampyrie.
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Chapter 22

Abyss of Doom

Phoebe and W’Hyani walked stealthily side by side, each keeping close to the
tunnel wall and holding her torch in her outer hand. It seemed they’d been
walking forever with no end in sight.
“It can’t be much farther,” Phoebe whispered.
“Look; a forked tongue.” W’Hyani pointed up ahead. “We have been walking
in a circle.”
“Are you sure?”
“I am certain. Follow me and I will show you.” They hadn’t walked five yards
when she extended her torch to the right. “Do you see? It is the other side of
the passage.”
Hoping W’Hyani was wrong, Phoebe walked a few more yards and stepped
into the same large open area from where she’d started. “Damn it!” She
clamped her hand over her mouth. Cursing doesn’t lend itself to whispering.
“We have taken the wrong path. We must now walk into the wind.”
Feeling a cool breeze blowing from the west arm of the main tunnel, Phoebe
assumed it was the direction to which W’Hyani referred. It also was the
direction she should have taken instead of diverting to the smaller passage.
W’Hyani laid her torch on the ground and turned toward Phoebe.
“Give to me the feather. You must wear it. It will give you much strength.”
She took a piece of sinew from her pouch, secured it around the feather’s
calamus, and tied it to several strands of Phoebe’s hair above her left ear. She
placed her hands on Phoebe’s shoulders and touched her forehead to her own.
Then she drew an arrow from her quiver and readied her bow. Phoebe noticed
the arrowheads were carved from raw silver instead of stone.
“Now we are ready.” W’Hyani kicked her torch to the wall. “I cannot carry
the lalaque when I shoot the arrow. The fire from yours will give us light.” She
put her hand on Phoebe’s shoulder and looked her in the eye. “When you kick
and punch, aim for the heart. That is where they are weak.”
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“How do you know this?” Although inclined to trust her new friend, Phoebe
had to be sure W’Hyani knew what she was talking about.
“The kind woman who spoke of the underground told to me, ‘If he is in the
tunnels, beware. The beings that live there are evil and difficult to fight. You
must aim for the heart.’ I do not know who she was or for what reason she said
this, but I know it is a truth.”
Maybe it was the confidence in W’Hyani’s voice. Maybe it was the fact they
had nothing to lose by making a plan – any plan – of attack. Whatever it was,
Phoebe trusted W’Hyani’s words.
“Okay; what else?”
“If they have not yet feasted, a blow to the heart will knock them down.
Then you jump on the chest with both feet and pierce the heart with the ribs. I
do not know if this will kill them, but it will stop them and I will have a target
that does not move. And you must remember: They are very fast.”
Phoebe understood. They’d work as a team. She’d knock the rogues down
and W’Hyani would shoot an arrow through their heart. As she wondered how
this would work if a lot of rogues attacked at once, W’Hyani answered the
question.
“If they attack in a clan, you dodge and weave and fly low between their
legs. Quickly turn on your back and kick with two legs together. Move your
body round and round and keep kicking. I will shoot as fast as I can. But we
must keep apart, one from the other. This way, we confuse them. We give them
two targets to fight.”
Phoebe nodded in acknowledgement. Then she and W’Hyani crept forward,
hugging the wall opposite one another. They advanced no more than a few
yards when the torch was snatched from Phoebe’s hand and both young
women were yanked backward. A strong hand covered each of their mouths; a
strong arm forced each of them to keep still.
“Do not speak,” ordered a hushed voice very familiar to Phoebe.
“Do not fight,” whispered a voice that made W’Hyani’s heart race.
Recognizing the voices that issued the commands, the two young women
remained quiet and didn’t resist.
Within seconds, they heard sinister chanting emanating from a chamber
farther down the passage. When it grew louder, one of the two voices spoke
again.
“We will remove our hands, but you must remain quiet,” whispered Master
Po.
W’Hyani turned toward her captor and threw her arms around RoDinjah’s
neck.
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“Later!” Master Po pulled the lovers apart, picked up W’Hyani’s torch, and
handed it to Phoebe. “Now we must hurry.”
He gave all three a forceful push on the back, signaling them to run down
the south tunnel, the one through which Phoebe had entered. They didn’t get
far before she remembered Fei and Cho.
“Wait. I can’t leave without my friends.”
“The Vampyrie will help them,” Master Po whispered. “They are already
here.”
“Is Michael with them?”
“Yes. And they will do all that is in their power to rescue our friends. But it
is imperative that you get to safety.”
“Why am I so important in all of this?”
“Shhh,” Master Po whispered as he gave her another push on the back.
“Stop it! No one will give me a straight answer.”
“There is a time for straight answers and a time for bent ones. This is a
bent time. Now hurry; or I will be forced to knock you out and carry you.”
He glared at Phoebe. She could’ve sworn his eyes glowed. He then turned
and whacked RoDinjah, who was in a face-lock with W’Hyani.
“Come. Save your reunion for the car. We almost are there.”
Phoebe was furious but knew better than to argue. As soon as they exited
the tunnel, Master Po pulled the car keys out of his pocket and started
running. The others were right behind him. Once safely locked in the car,
Phoebe grabbed the keys out of the ignition and slammed her fist on the
dashboard.
“Now answer me, damn it! Why am I so important?”
Master Po clamped his hand down hard on the base of her neck and she
passed out.
“I have never showed her that trick,” he said to anyone who might be
listening.
But no one was. The couple in back was otherwise occupied.
He took the keys from Phoebe’s limp hand and started the car. As he sped
toward her house, he mumbled under his breath, “I will have hell to pay when
she
revives.”
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Chapter 23

Nothing but the Truth

Phoebe forced her eyes open. She felt groggy but heard faint voices in the
background. Lifting her head, she saw she was lying on her living room couch.
“What in the hell happened?” she shouted, looking around to see who was
there.
“Whoa, little mustang.” Hannah rubbed Phoebe’s shoulder as she walked
around to the front of the couch and sat on the coffee table.
“Pheebs, you’re awake!” Lunah rushed from across the room to sit down
next to Hannah. “I was so worried about you. And at the same time, I wanted
to kill you for tricking me like you did.”
“That’s exactly how I feel! I want to kill him. I swear I want to kill him.”
“Who, Pheebs? Michael?”
“No.” Phoebe turned and put her feet on the floor. “I mean, yes; I’m ready to
kill him too. But I’m referring to Master Po. That little dim-mak knocked me
out!”
“He didn’t want you to get hurt, Pheebs.”
“That’s not why he did it. He knocked me out because he didn’t want to
answer my question.”
“What question would that be?” Hannah asked.
“Why should I tell you? You haven’t been straight with me either.”
“I apologize for that, sweetie. And I promise you, it won’t happen again. I
didn’t want to withhold information, but I honored your father’s request
because he and Michael insisted it was in your best interest. But they were
wrong. It’s only made matters worse. And I dare either of them to disagree with
me.”
Phoebe closed her eyes and smiled. This was the Hannah she knew and
loved.
“Thank you, Hannah.”
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When she opened her eyes and saw the look of concern on Hannah’s face,
she regretted the way she’d spoken to her.
“I’m sorry I was so nasty.”
“You have nothing to apologize for. I’d be just as upset if I were you. In fact,
I’d probably be in jail, because I surely would’ve killed someone by now.”
“Will you please tell me what you’re talking about?” Lunah pleaded, looking
first at Phoebe and then at Hannah and back again at Phoebe. “Hannah hasn’t
had time to tell me much. All I know is that Master Po snatched you out of the
tunnels and brought you back home. Please tell me what’s going on.”
Phoebe burst out laughing. Thanks to Hannah’s confession and subsequent
promise, she felt much better and could see the humor in her self-imposed
angst.
“I’m sorry, Lune. I can only imagine what you must be feeling right now.”
“I’m worried sick. The rogues have Fei and Cho, and I want to know why
they were kidnapped and if they’re going to be okay.”
“Well?” Phoebe caught Hannah’s eye. “It’s truth time.”
Hannah shook her head in agreement. “Indeed it is. And I’m going to need a
lot of coffee for that.”
“Me, too.” Phoebe couldn’t imagine dealing with anything that might upset
her, unless she had a cup of coffee in her hands.
“I’ll get it. I made a pot just before you came to.” Lunah stood and touched
Hannah’s shoulder. “But first, tell me if Fei and Cho will be okay.”
“The Vampyrie went to rescue them. That’s all I know. We just have to sit
tight and wait for a phone call.”
“Crap,” Lunah mumbled under her breath as she turned and headed for
the kitchen.
“Lunah is way better at sitting tight than I am, and she’s stretched to the
max. So you can well imagine how far over the edge that puts me. But hanging
over the edge has its advantages. It gives a person an eagle-eye view of her
circumstances. And even though my mind is still a bit cloudy – thanks to
Master Po – I clearly see I’m going to wring his little neck.”
“Good luck with that,” Hannah chuckled.
“Yeah, I know it’s an idle threat. But it feels really good just to say it.”
“I second that,” Lunah shouted, returning with a tray of coffee and all the
fixings. As she poured everyone a cup, she nudged Hannah’s foot with hers.
“Time to come clean, Hannah. No more secrets. Tell us everything.”
Hannah sighed and cleared her throat.
“This won’t be easy. I’ve bent the truth and even lied on occasion, which is
hard to admit. But as I told you, Phoebe, I did it out of respect for your
mother.”
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“What does your mum have to do with this?”
“It’s a long story, Lune. I’ll explain later. Hannah? You’re up.”
Hannah turned the coffee mug in her hands, took two big gulps, and
breathed a deep sigh.
“It’s true the rogues intended to hold you for ransom when they kidnapped
you. They wanted your father to guarantee an unlimited and ongoing supply of
blood. But that wasn’t all they wanted. I’ll tell you their demands after I explain
a few things. Bear in mind that I’m not a scientist and don’t know the specifics,
so don’t press me for answers I can’t give.
“Vampirism is a disease caused by a retrovirus. There’s no known cure but
it is treatable. If the antiretroviral or ARV is administered within seventy-two
hours of being bitten, one of two things can occur. Either the victim will
develop antibodies and become immune or they’ll develop the disease but the
progression will be halted with weekly injections of ARV.
“There’s also work ongoing by your father and scientists in The Vampyrie to
create a vaccine to prevent the disease. The rogues somehow learned of this
and want it stopped. They see both the vaccine and ART – antiretroviral
therapy – as an end to their kind. They see prevention and treatment as death.
Development of a vaccine is on the horizon, but the scientists haven’t been able
to get the exact titration needed for it to be effective.”
“Maybe that’s because my dad’s basically a physicist.” Phoebe heard the
sarcasm in her own voice and instantly regretted it. “Oh Hannah, I’m sorry.
Maybe I should put tape over my mouth.”
Hannah ignored the outburst and took a drink of coffee. Lunah took
advantage of the opportunity to ask a question.
“What else did the rogues want when they kidnapped Phoebe?”
“They wanted all work on the vaccine to stop; they wanted all supplies of
ARV destroyed; and they wanted to be told the location of The Vampyrie. If
their demands weren’t met, they threatened to kill Phoebe. They’re too
deranged to realize that killing her would nullify any leverage they might have.”
“I don’t understand. Couldn’t they just make her a rogue and be done with
it? Then they could use her to threaten her father . . . Oh my god, what am I
saying? I don’t want you to be a rogue, Pheebs.”
“It’s okay, Lune. I know what you mean.”
“Phoebe could never become a rogue. She’s immune to vampirism because
she carries the ARV gene.”
“What!” Phoebe almost spilled her coffee. “My god, Hannah. Why didn’t my
dad ever tell me?”
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“I know it’s a shock, luv. If it had been solely up to me, we’d have told you
long ago. And you’ve probably figured out that carrier blood is used to make
ARV. The rogues know this, but they don’t know you carry the gene.”
“If they did, I’m sure I’d be dead by now. Still, they could’ve killed me to
send a message flaunting their ability to abduct and kill anyone they chose.
They’ve certainly had plenty of opportunity.”
“They preferred having access to an ongoing supply of refrigerated blood, as
a backup for when they can’t acquire enough fresh blood. That doesn’t happen
very often, which is why they don’t mind killing you if the occasion calls for it.
And because they’ve been able to abduct you on several occasions, they think
they’ve shown your father that you’re vulnerable and he therefore had better
meet their demands. However, they don’t know how large The Vampyrie is or
how many people watch out for you every day. We’re not sure if they know
about the auxiliary.”
“People are watching me all the time? How could I not have known this? I’m
always alert and aware of my surroundings. Martial arts training taught me
that.”
“Those guarding you are just as skilled as you are, my dear, if not more so.”
“Well besides Michael, who are they? Do I know any of them?”
“Your father, Master Po, and I are members of the auxiliary. So are Dale,
Joe, and Daniel.”
“I suspected you and my dad and M’Po, but who are the others?”
“Dale is the security guard at Orca, Joe is Officer Joe Demitri, and you met
Daniel earlier today on your way home from the park.”
“Joe Demitri. Wow. I thought he seemed extra concerned about me. And is
Daniel that nice guy who asked me if I needed a ride home?”
“Yes, that was Daniel.”
“Well, shit. Are people watching me when I’m in the shower; when I’m on
the toilet?”
“No, luv; there are no hidden cameras in your house. But VAC members are
outside and on guard at all times. That’s why you’ve always been safe here.”
By this point, Lunah was on the edge of her seat.
“What does VAC mean?”
“It’s an acronym for Vampyrie Auxiliary Cooperative. All members are
issued a cell phone to be used exclusively for VAC business, which is usually
urgent in nature.”
Phoebe was fitting together different pieces of the puzzle she now saw as
her fragmented life.
“I donate blood every month at my dad’s blood bank. Is it being used to
make ARV?”
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“Yes. I hope that doesn’t upset you, honey.”
Phoebe lowered her head and grabbed it with both hands.
“I can hardly get my head around all of this. I feel like I’ve been zapped with
a stun gun.”
Before the stunning revelation could balloon into a bombshell, the sound of
footsteps coming down the stairs captured her attention. She turned and
jumped up from the couch.
“W’Hyani! I forgot all about you and RoDinjah. I’ve been so absorbed in my
own troubles that I lost sight of everything else. Forgive me?”
W’Hyani put her arms around Phoebe. “You do not need forgiveness. A hug
will serve you better.”
RoDinjah joined in. He was a few inches taller than the two women, and his
long dark hair blanketed their shoulders like a silken scarf.
Phoebe pulled away and took their hands. “Have you been upstairs all this
time?”
“Yes.” W’Hyani looked at RoDinjah and smiled. “We have much to
remember. You call it ‘catching up.’”
“Please join us. Hannah was explaining why the rogues are after me. Have
you met Hannah and Lunah?”
“Yes, we have met. Hannah told us of Michael and The Vampyrie and the
rogues.”
“When did all of that happen?” Lunah’s eyebrows lifted and her mouth fell
open as she looked to Hannah for an answer.
“When you nodded off, honey, after Phoebe got home. You woke up when
you heard W’Hyani and RoDinjah go upstairs.”
“RoDinjah and I will help you fight these rogues.” W’Hyani’s voice bore an
air of nobility. “We know they wish to kill you and we know why.”
“How do you know? Did Hannah tell you?”
“I do not need Hannah to tell me. I see the great power within you. This
power would kill them. They wish to kill you first.”
“How can you see what’s inside of me?”
“The color around you speaks of the power within you.”
“Oh god, I need more coffee. I’m on overload and heading for a meltdown.”
“What is this meltdown?” RoDinjah stood with his arms crossed and a
quizzical look on his face.
“Ugh!” Phoebe shouted, grabbing the coffee pot and leaving the room.
“She is angry with me?” RoDinjah looked at Hannah.
“No, my dear; she has received too much information too fast, and her mind
is trying to make sense of it all.”
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“She struggles to accept her thoughts into her heart, Ro.” W’Hyani placed
her hand on his chest. “It is the same as when the bear attacked you.”
“Ah . . . Her spirit struggles with her mind.”
Lunah was touched by the charming couple. Hannah found them
endearing.
The first pot of coffee reached its destination, and room had to be made for
the second. Hannah hurried to the downstairs bathroom as Lunah raced
upstairs. They knew they were in for a long night.
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Chapter 24

Prelude to War

Michael leaned his back against the tunnel wall leading to the rogue inner
sanctum. Twelve other Vampyrie members were with him, but the volume of
chanting voices emanating from the chamber told him they were outnumbered.
So he messaged for backup.
He wasn’t expecting to encounter so many rogues. This was the time of
night when they hunted. He could only guess at what might be the reason for
such a large gathering. The image of them feasting on Phoebe’s friends entered
his mind, but he quickly dismissed it. He wouldn’t permit such a fatalistic
thought.
He wanted to prepare his plan of attack, but he didn’t dare glance around
the corner to see what was going on. He didn’t dare give away the presence of
The Vampyrie.
No plaintive cries were heard, so he could assume Fei and Cho were
unconscious, dead, or still unscathed. He chose to hope for the latter. His
regiment was lined up behind him, not moving a hair, barely breathing.
Reinforcements seemed to take forever, despite vampires being expeditious and
fleet. But right now, the skill proving most valuable was telepathy.
He sent a message to the troops behind him, telling them not to wait for
backup if screaming was heard. He ordered them to follow his lead and storm
the sanctum, making a lot of noise to fool the rogues into thinking they
numbered far more than thirteen.
A large gong sounded and the chanting grew louder. Crackling and spitting
sounds penetrated the stillness of the tunnel as a bright light shot through the
doorway and licked the opposite wall. When the chanting came to an abrupt
stop, faint moans, once imperceptible, were now clearly heard.
Michael checked his watch. Almost thirty minutes had passed since he’d
ordered for backup. As he pondered whether or not to wait, a series of bloodcurdling screams shot through the air and ricocheted off the tunnel walls. He
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quietly drew his saber. The others did the same. Racing into the chamber, they
flew in all directions at once as they let go a round of full-throated bellowing,
rolling their tongues against their palates in their characteristic battle cry.
They amputated countless heads before the rogues knew what hit them.
Blood whipped through the air and struck the floor with such force that it
sounded like the beating of war drums. Rogues shrieked and scattered as they
fumbled to withdraw their swords. But the element of surprise was short-lived.
In less than a minute, the rogues waged a defense. The Vampyrie had taken
out over half of them but remained outnumbered.
Shackled to an inner wall, Fei and Cho were stripped naked. Their heads
hung low from their seemingly lifeless bodies. Blood streaming from their neck
wounds revealed they were still alive. Michael and Horatio fought their way
toward them. The rogues, known to be cowards and opportunists, blocked their
advances. They must have new leadership, Michael thought.
Three Vampyrie members – Asher, Lily, and Wyatt – lay wounded on the
floor. Michael knew he had to draw the rogues’ attention away from them. He
sent a telepathic message ordering his troops to grab torches from the
perimeter and encircle the enemy. Following his instructions, they forced the
rogues to back into the center of the room and come dangerously close to the
roaring fire pit.
Michael knew this wouldn’t keep them at bay for long, but he took
advantage of the momentary reprieve to cut the shackles from the two young
women and lay their bodies on the floor. They moaned and tried to open their
eyes, which offered hope for their survival. As Michael began to assess the
extent of their injuries, his attention was pulled to the center of the room. The
rogues had breached The Vampyrie circle guard.
Not giving a thought to his own safety, Michael flew at a rogue that was
about to thrust its sword into Wyatt’s heart. As he decapitated the wretch, a
barrage of howling exploded into the air. Reinforcements had arrived. They
rushed the enemy and took every rogue head within minutes. Off-guard and
outnumbered, the fiends didn’t stand much of chance.
For a few seconds, the only sounds heard were those of the crackling fire
pit. All eyes scanned the room to make sure no rogues were lurking in hidden
recesses. All ears listened acutely for any sound that might indicate a rogue
stealth attack. All sabers attended to the meticulous affair of piercing the heart
and lungs of each decapitated body.
Michael and Horatio covered Fei and Cho with their jackets and carried
them across the chamber to the doorway. Caitlin, Levi, and Audrey helped
Asher, Lily, and Wyatt to their feet. The remainder of the regiment threw rogue
corpses and disembodied heads into the fire pit, where the remains readily
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ignited and were consumed. That would have to do for now. They had to get
their wounded to safety before the rogues who were out hunting returned.
Even though the fire obliterated all evidence of the dead, the amount of
blood splashed across the chamber told the tale of a violent battle. It wouldn’t
be long before the rogues concluded they’d lost a substantial number of their
league. Since they had only one enemy capable of such carnage, they
undoubtedly would declare war on The Vampyrie.
Fei and Cho were taken to the Haven and given ARV. Whether or not it
would be effective was unclear, since no one knew how long ago they were
bitten. Michael would house them until they healed and until he was sure they
hadn’t turned – until he knew for certain they hadn’t become rogues.
He put in a call to Dr. Nadie Wray. She’d been a VAC member most of her
life, as were the majority of her ancestors. She not only was a medical doctor,
but also a tribal shaman. Michael knew if the two young women survived and if
treatment was successful, their physical health would be the least of their
worries. Life-threatening experiences can cause the soul to lose its way, and
Dr. Nadie was the only person in the country qualified to assist in retrieving it.
*************
Knowing Michael would call, Hannah positioned herself next to the phone.
She didn’t want Phoebe the Inquisitive pressuring him at such a trying time.
When the phone rang, W’Hyani and RoDinjah jumped. They’d never heard such
a sound.
“It’s only the phone.” Lunah’s voice was calming.
Phoebe ran to answer it but wasn’t fast enough. Hannah beat her to it.
“If that’s Michael, I need to talk with him.” Phoebe sounded much like a
molly-coddled child who’d been refused for the first time.
“I’ll tell him, but he’s expecting to give me a report. So hold your little
ponies.”
Phoebe was none too happy with Hannah’s response, so she stood right
next to her with arms crossed and eyebrows furrowed.
“What is this phone?” W’Hyani asked.
“You use it to talk with someone who’s far away from you.” Lunah pointed
to Hannah and added, “Watch.”
“Hello, Michael.”
“She talks to the far-away face who hears?” RoDinjah’s eyes opened wide in
surprise.
“Yes,” Lunah whispered and then put her finger across her lips. All eyes
were now on Hannah.
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“Oh, I’m so relieved to hear that. Did you have much trouble?”
Phoebe tapped her foot and cleared her throat to remind Hannah she was
still waiting.
“Dr. Wray is the best. What? No, she’s right here and wants to talk with
you.”
Phoebe uncrossed her arms and extended her hand to receive the phone.
“Okay, I’ll tell her. Ciao.” Hannah avoided Phoebe’s penetrating glare as she
put down the phone.
“He hung up? I’ll kill him! He knows I need to talk with him.”
Phoebe picked up the phone to check incoming calls, but Michael’s number
was blocked.
“Give me his number, Hannah. I’m going to call that little weasel right
now.”
“Get a grip, Pheebs,” Lunah scolded. “How can you think of yourself when
our friends might be dead? They’re not dead, are they, Hannah?”
“Oh my god, Lune, you’re right. I don’t know what’s wrong with me.
Hannah, please tell us everything Michael said. Are Fei and Cho alive?”
“They’re alive, but their prognosis is unknown. They’ve been bitten . . .”
“Oh my god, oh my god!” Lunah burst out crying.
Phoebe put her arm around Lunah’s shoulder. “It might not be as bad as it
sounds, Lune. Isn’t that right, Hannah?”
But Hannah wasn’t going to downplay the seriousness of their condition.
She wasn’t going to renege on her promise to be forthcoming. She would,
however, be as comforting and reassuring as honesty would allow.
“I won’t lie to you.” Her voice was calming, soothing. “They’ve been given
ARV, but it’ll be a few days before we know if it worked. They’re in good hands;
the best of hands. If anyone can pull them through, it’s Dr. Wray.”
“Who’s Dr. Wray?” Phoebe looked away from Hannah to dry Lunah’s tears.
“Nadie Wray has been a VAC member all of her life, as were her parents
and their parents before them. She knows everything there is to know about
vampirism. She’ll make sure Fei and Cho get the best care on all levels. You
see, she’s also a Cree medicine woman.”
As a show of respect, W’Hyani and RoDinjah had been sitting quietly
throughout the conversation. But their ears perked up when they heard
Hannah’s last remark. W’Hyani put her hand on Lunah’s shoulder.
“The bite of this enemy is strong, but the medicine of Dr. Wray has great
power.”
“How do you know that?” Lunah’s voice quivered. “How do you know she’ll
be able to help them?”
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“I do not know if your friends will come back to you as they were. Yet I
know the medicine of Dr. Wray is strong. I see the light around her. A medicine
woman heals the spirit and the body. Dr. Wray knows the medicine of your
people and her people. She is a healer with two faces. The arrow of her
medicine shoots straight and does not miss the target.”
“Strong medicine healed me when the bear attacked,” RoDinjah interjected.
“Strong medicine is a good sign. It speaks to the heart of The Great Spirit.”
“I hope you’re right.” Lunah whimpered and sniffled and blew her nose. “I
can’t bear the thought of losing them. They’re my adopted little sisters.”
“Let’s not dwell on the negative, honey. Let’s focus on them getting well.”
Hannah’s voice was soft and comforting.
“There is more we can do.”
“What do you mean, W’Hyani?” Phoebe hoped her new friend could pull one
of the clever tricks out of her pack that she’d referred to when they were in the
tunnels.
“We can do prayer circle. I will show you how. Prayer is big medicine. Do
you have drum and rattle?”
“Yes. I’ll get them.”
Phoebe returned with two drums and three rattles, then placed them on the
floor in the center of the room.
“Before we start, I need to tell you the last of what Michael said.” Hannah
sounded like a high school teacher preparing to fire off a dreaded assignment.
“He doesn’t want any of you going out at night. You may go out during the day,
but only when absolutely necessary. And you’re not to go alone. Also, he wants
you to stay here at Phoebe’s until the threat has passed. I’ll be staying as well.”
“What threat? You mean there’s a new one?” Phoebe couldn’t help sounding
sarcastic.
“Yes. A lot of rogues were killed in rescuing Fei and Cho. As a result,
Michael expects them to declare war on The Vampyrie. No one knows exactly
how many are left, but you can bet they’ll start increasing their numbers to
ensure a victory. This means they’ll have to turn all of their prey instead of just
a select few.”
“But how’s that a new threat? They’ve probably been doing it all along.”
“No, they haven’t; the fewer their numbers, the less competition for fresh
blood. And there’s something else you should know. They don’t leave dead
bodies lying around. They cremate them in the sanctum’s fire pit. They don’t
want law enforcement to connect the deaths and start looking for a serial
killer.”
“But what does that have to do with us staying here?” Lunah asked.
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“The VAC has always watched over Phoebe. We guard her and we guard her
house. But since the rogues are now targeting her friends, we need to guard all
of you as well. We also have to prepare for the battle that’s sure to come. By
keeping you all together, fewer members will be pulled for guard duty at any
given time.”
“That makes sense,” Lunah conceded. “Will I be able to go home and pack
some things I’ll need?”
“Yes. You can do that tomorrow, but we’ll go with you. All of us will travel
together at all times – strength in numbers and less strain on the VAC. Also,
you and Phoebe shouldn’t go into work. Tell your employer you have a family
emergency and need some time off. Ask for two weeks. Hopefully, the threat
will be resolved by then.”
“And if it isn’t, then what? Now I know firsthand what Phoebe’s been going
through. How much longer will we have to live like this?”
“One day at a time, honey; let’s take it one day at a time, okay?”
“Okay. I’ll try my best.”
“Let us do the prayer circle.” W’Hyani spoke softly. “This will ease and
strengthen.”
Everyone sat on the floor in a circle. W’Hyani took the sacred objects from
her pouch and placed them in the center.
“Now we must wake up the spirits who will help us. You will shake the
rattles and beat the drums. I will sing to them a song they cannot refuse.”
The slow rhythmic percussion sounded almost mournful. W’Hyani’s sweet
chanting seemed to plead for recognition. Then suddenly her voice thundered
over the somber droning of the instruments and flew like a swift and sure
arrow directly into Phoebe’s heart.
In a flash of awareness, Phoebe saw herself in a bloody battle with the
rogues. She wasn’t startled. She wasn’t moved in any way. Her consciousness
hovered above mundane thought and fearful emotion. She forgot about
Michael. She forgot about her father. She forgot about the friends around her.
She forgot about herself.
She knew the worst was yet to come. But nothing could deny her feeling the
joy and power of oneness. For a few blessed moments, all was right with the
world.
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Chapter 25

The Meeting

Saturday
The following morning, Phoebe awoke early. She lay awake half the night,
reliving the hellish events of the past two weeks and deciding to persist in
getting Michael’s phone number from Hannah. Since she hadn’t slept well, she
desperately needed coffee.
Not wanting to disturb Lunah, who was sharing her room, she quietly
closed the door behind herself and went downstairs to the kitchen. She was
grateful to have some time alone. She wasn’t used to living with a roommate,
much less a house full of people. While pondering how best to approach
Hannah for Michael’s number, Lunah came into the kitchen.
“Good morning, Pheebs.”
“Hey, Lune; I didn’t expect to see you up this early. You were sleeping so
peacefully when I left the room.”
“I didn’t have any trouble getting to sleep, but staying asleep was another
story. I woke up on and off all night long. I’m so worried about Fei and Cho. I
can’t stop thinking about them.”
“Me either. I hate being in the dark like this. I really want to do something
to help them.”
“The best thing we can do for them is follow Michael’s instructions,”
Hannah muttered through a stretching yawn.
“Geez, Hannah,” Phoebe gasped, “are you practicing stealth maneuvers?
“I’m sorry if I scared you, luv. I usually go barefoot in the house.”
“No worries,” Lunah forgave. “It’s just that neither one of us slept very well.
Guess we’re a little on edge.”
“We smell coffee.” The young lovers came in through the back door from the
yard. RoDinjah put his arm around W’Hyani. “It is the drink I told to you. It is
bitter, but it gives energy.”
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“Good morning, you two.” Phoebe greeted them with a big hug. “I thought I
was the first one up, but I see you beat me to it.”
“We each day get up – how you say – with the chickens.” RoDinjah’s smile
could warm the coldest heart.
“I’ll make breakfast for all of us.” Lunah madly opened cupboards and
drawers, rattling all matter of pans and utensils as she tried to block Fei and
Cho from her mind. “Why don’t you go into the living room and relax. I’ll call
you when it’s ready.”
“Are you sure, Lune? You didn’t get much sleep.”
“I’m sure. I need to keep busy so I don’t worry myself to death.”
Lunah forced a little smile but quickly put her head down. She didn’t want
anyone to see the tears welling in her eyes.
“Okay, then; the living room it is. C’mon, everyone. Lunah the chef is at
work, so let’s get out of her way.” Phoebe gave it her best in attempting to make
light of a trying situation.
Hannah started to leave with the others, but when she saw Lunah wipe her
eyes with her shirt sleeve, she decided to stay behind. She knew her young
friend might be crying in the oatmeal before long.
After breakfast, RoDinjah introduced W’Hyani to the shower. Having been
in the city for over a year, he’d already made its acquaintance. When they
finished, they went with Lunah to get her belongings. Phoebe stayed behind to
talk with Hannah, who was the last to finish her morning routine. While she
mindlessly flipped through a magazine, Hannah entered the living room, drying
her hair with a towel.
“Where is everyone?”
“They went to Lunah’s to get her things.”
“What! You should’ve told me. And we should’ve gone with them. When did
they leave?”
“About fifteen minutes ago. They’ll be back soon. What’s the problem,
Hannah? Lunah didn’t go alone, just as you instructed; or rather as Michael
ordered.”
“I guess I wasn’t clear enough. All of us should’ve gone with her. The rogues
have never been known to strike a group.”
“But there are three of them. Isn’t that a group?”
“Haven’t you heard, my dear? Three’s company and four’s a crowd. You
don’t qualify for group status until you reach five.”
“Will they be okay?”
“Probably, but I don’t want to take any chances. Call Lunah and tell her
we’ll pick them up. Hopefully they haven’t left yet.”
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Lunah agreed to wait, but Phoebe had no intention of going with Hannah.
Since it was daytime and her friends were together, she didn’t believe they were
in danger. Nor did she think Hannah would be in danger traveling alone,
because she wrongfully assumed VAC members were somehow protected
against a rogue assault. She thought Hannah was staying with them solely for
their protection rather than her own as well. Also, she now considered herself
rogue-savvy and didn’t believe she was in any more danger than she’d been in
previously.
When Hannah went into the bathroom, Phoebe sneaked into the bedroom
and got Michael’s number from the VAC phone in Hannah’s purse. Then she
hurried downstairs and wrote a quick note:
Need some alone time. Going out for a bit. Don’t worry. Won’t be gone long.
Hugs, Phoebe
She grabbed her pack and keys, a long-bladed knife from the kitchen, and
headed out on foot. Thinking Hannah might call the police, she didn’t want to
give them a car to track. She also avoided all of her favorite haunts and instead
jogged to the far end of town to a grassy area near the lake. Sitting with her
back against a tree and facing opposite the street, she was certain no one
would see or look for her there. She intended not to be found.
Although she hated deceiving Hannah, she hated being kept in the dark
even more. She despised others making decisions on her behalf. She was
determined to convince Michael to tell her absolutely everything. She wasn’t
going to let him trick her again. Not this time. Not ever!
She entered his number into her phone and then realized he might not
answer when he saw the call was from her. So she dialed *67 first in order to
block her number, but she still thought he wouldn’t pick up.
“Hello, Ms. Delaney.”
“Michael! I didn’t expect you to answer. I need to talk with you, and don’t
you dare put me off this time. I’ve been hunted and abducted and I want to
know why. And not just the cover story; I want the truth – the whole truth. I’ve
paid my dues. I have a right to know.”
Hoping to make her case before he had a chance to rebut or hang up, she
talked nonstop and failed to realize he’d addressed her by name even though
she’d blocked her number.
“I could not agree with you more. Let us walk while we talk.”
“What?” She spun around and found him standing over her. “Holy shit,
where did you come from?”
“My apologies, Ms. Delaney; I thought you knew I was here.”
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“And just what makes you think I’d know that, Sir David?” she retorted,
looking up at him while shielding her eyes from the sun. “You come and go so
quickly; and so quietly, I might add. How in the h . . . blazes did you find me?”
“Daniel DeHaven notified me. You know we have been watching over you.
Hannah has informed you of this. So I find it curious that you think I would
not know where you were.”
“Geez, can’t a girl get any privacy around here?” Phoebe stood and threw
her pack over her shoulder. “And let’s drop the Ms. and Sir, okay? I’m Phoebe
and you’re Michael.”
“Very well; I shall henceforth address you as Phoebe. Now let us walk and I
will tell you all you need to know.”
“You’ll tell everything, whether you think I need to know it or not. I’m sick
and tired of people making decisions for me. I’ll be the one to decide if
information is essential or extraneous, capish?”
“That is my intention, Phoebe. I apologize for not being forthcoming during
our previous encounters. The Vampyrie now recognizes we erred in assuming it
was in your best interest to withhold.”
“You didn’t just withhold, Michael. You launched a covert blackout.”
Michael didn’t respond to her rebuttal. He simply nodded in agreement. He
allowed Phoebe her righteous indignation.
His stride was long and he appeared to glide. Aware she’d have difficulty
keeping pace with him, he clasped his hands around his back and walked
slower than normal. He was, after all, a gentleman.
Phoebe quickly ordered her thoughts. “First and foremost, I want to thank
all of you for rescuing Fei and Cho. I can’t tell you how grateful I am. How are
they? Will they recover?”
“Your expression of gratitude is appreciated, but there is no need to thank
us. It is our mission to annihilate the rogues. Regarding your friends, we have
given them the antiretroviral and they are recovering from their injuries. But it
is yet too early to know whether treatment will be successful.”
“You mean you don’t know yet if they’ll succumb to vampirism, if they’ll end
up as rogues, or if ART will stimulate the production of antibodies and make
them immune.”
“That is correct.”
“If they don’t develop immunity and if they don’t end up as rogues, will they
become members of The Vampyrie?”
“That is our hope, but the choice will be theirs.”
“What happens if they choose not to?”
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“The Vampyrie has sole access to the antiretroviral, and one must be a
member in order to receive it. We would be forced to euthanize your friends in
order that they do not degenerate into rogues.”
“That’s so cold!”
Phoebe’s chin quivered and her eyes filled with tears. Michael put his hand
on her shoulder and leaned down a bit to meet her eyes.
“I know the deep love of friendship, Phoebe. I know the pain of losing
someone to whom we are close. If there were another option, we would choose
it. Let us not dwell on this. Let us assume your friends will join The Vampyrie.
You know them well. Do you think they will refuse membership?”
“I think they’ll join once they know what they’re up against,” she sniffled.
“Fei and Cho like being part of a group. The power and principles of The
Vampyrie will appeal to them.”
“Then let us believe that is what they will do.”
“You’re right. Better to think positively.”
Phoebe took a tissue out of her pack and blew her nose. She appreciated
Michael’s empathy and was enjoying her time with him. Then in true Phoebe
Angelina Delaney style, she switched gears.
“Hey, aren’t you guys supposed to be allergic or something to sunlight?”
“That is a myth. However, we must be careful because we burn easily. This
is why I always wear gloves and a wide-brimmed hat when I venture out during
the day. Rogues, however, cannot venture into daylight. If vampirism is not
treated in the early stages, porphyria develops. The reason for this is not
known, but it becomes so acute that massive skin blistering occurs almost
instantaneously upon exposure to sunlight; hence, the myth of vampires going
up in flames.”
“But I’ve been confronted by rogues during the day, and they didn’t blister.”
“One does not technically become a rogue until antiretroviral therapy will
no longer be effective. Those who accosted you were not yet rogues. They were
newly turned vampires. They can tolerate sunlight in varying degrees for
approximately one to two weeks after a bite wound is inflicted. As you know,
ART does not benefit beyond seventy-two hours. Following that, it takes
another one to two weeks before porphyria becomes full-blown.”
“Does the disease eventually kill them?”
“Yes, but in most cases it takes several decades. Their lifespan, however, is
far shorter than that of the vampire. Yet while they live, they are the fiends of
legend and cannot be killed unless decapitated or decardinated.”
“Decardinated?”
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“Decardination, also referred to as cardiodectomy, is removal of the heart.
Decardination and decapitation are the only two ways in which a rogue can be
killed.”
“How were you able to navigate the tunnels in darkness?”
“Vampires have extremely keen eyesight, on par with that of felines. We
rarely require artificial light to see at night. Rogues, however, lose their keen
visual acuity over time.”
Phoebe found this most interesting. But when she realized they were nearly
halfway around the lake, she decided she’d better get to the matter at hand.
“How did I get away from the rogues the first time they kidnapped me?”
“You did not. They were carrying you through the catacombs when they
sensed my presence. They did not know whether I was alone or backed by a
legion, so they rid themselves of you and hurried off. They are sycophants and
cowards, and they would relinquish their prey rather than engage The
Vampyrie.”
“Why didn’t you let me know you where there right away? Why did you take
so long?”
“You had not been taken very far into the catacombs when the rogues
dropped you and fled. My hope was that when you regained consciousness, you
would find your way out on your own. But instead, you proceeded in the wrong
direction. When the rogues circled back, I feared you might see them and
inadvertently make your presence known, so I had to silence you. By that time,
we were too far away for them to see you or sense my presence.”
“If their condition is so advanced, how could they possibly sense your
presence? It seems to me that all of their extrasensory abilities would be wiped
out.”
“Most of them are. However, vampires have an acute sense of smell. This is
not lost when one degenerates into a rogue, although it decreases over time. As
you know, those afflicted with vampirism must take a weekly dose of the
antiretroviral to halt progression of the disease. But some must also imbibe a
daily dose of a nutrient that quells the craving for blood. Together, these two
remedies create a side effect where our bodies emit a scent not unlike that of
roses.”
“I thought I smelled roses when you grabbed me. What causes the craving
for blood?”
“The retrovirus attaches itself to hemoglobin and rewrites its DNA,
converting it into a protein that is no longer capable of carrying the iron
pigment. When the body becomes depleted of iron, the craving for blood
develops. However, not all of those afflicted with vampirism develop the
craving. This depends on how soon ARV is given after a bite wound is inflicted.
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If it is given early enough and if ART is continued, one will have the disease
without having the craving.
“The disease also compromises the ability of hemoglobin to carry oxygen
from the lungs to the tissues. Thus, if ARV is not taken weekly, degeneration of
all bodily functions occurs over time. The brain is most affected by this,
causing the victim to become depraved. And I should mention that the virus
also attaches itself to melanin, depleting much of the pigment and causing the
skin to pale.”
Phoebe’s mind was racing. She wanted to know absolutely everything about
vampires and rogues. But as intriguing as she found the subject, the necessity
to learn more about her own condition was crucial; especially given Michael’s
propensity for vanishing when her back was turned. So she was forced herself
to triage her questions.
“What’ll happen if the rogues find out I carry the ARV gene?”
“They consider you dispensable, so nothing will change. And I speak in the
present tense, because they have just learned you carry the gene.”
“Shit; as if my life isn’t already hazardous enough!”
“Do not fret, Phoebe. This does not amplify the level of danger you face.”
“How did they find out?”
“We do not know. We expect they have a mole inside The Vampyrie. This is
both puzzling and disheartening. Why one of our members would betray us is a
mystery. We have operatives inside their league and hope to learn the identity
of the traitor within the week. But time is of the essence, because we expect the
rogues will soon retaliate against the siege we executed when rescuing your
friends.”
“I want to fight them, Michael. I want to rip off their heads and cut out their
hearts. I want to slice up their rotting flesh and throw it into Mt. Vesuvius. So
do W’Hyani and RoDinjah. You have to let us in on this.”
“I understand your need for vengeance. I myself have felt this, innumerable
times. But you do not know enough about their methods, and you are not
experienced enough to wield the trifoil.”
“What in the blazes is a trifoil?”
“It is a triple-pointed, double-edged saber that simultaneously pierces the
heart and lungs. But this alone will not kill a rogue. The trifoil must then be
thrust downward, forcing the triple point to open, and thus ripping out the
heart and lacerating the lungs. Also, since it is double-edged, beheading can be
executed from any angle or direction. A trifoil is the ideal weapon for
decapitation and decardination. But it must be brandished quickly, thrust
precisely, and takes considerable practice to master.”
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“Then teach me. Teach me and W’Hyani and RoDinjah. Mastered or not,
prepared or not, I intend to go after the bastards. And they intend to join me.”
“I have come to understand you, Phoebe Delaney. I know I had best take
you on your word or forever regret I did not do so. Thus, I have come prepared
to offer you instruction in fighting the rogues. I offer the same to Lunah and
your tribal friends. Your father is apprehensive, but he acquiesced when I
reminded him of your manifest intent conjoined with the resolve and tenacity
to realize it.”
“You mean I didn’t have to go through all of this? You’d already decided to
teach me? And you already talked with my dad?”
“The answer is yes to all of your questions. I, Master Po, and Hannah will
prepare you for battle.”
“Master Po and Hannah know about this, too? Why didn’t you just tell me?
Would you have told me if I hadn’t come after your ass and pressed the issue?
What in god’s name were you waiting for?”
“We were waiting for you to ask; or in your case, demand. A student is not
ready to learn until she is capable of asking the question. Master Po has taught
you this. And I know you are fully aware of its validity.”
Phoebe was astonished, overjoyed, and speechless. She and Michael walked
in silence until they returned to the tree under which she’d been sitting.
“When will our lessons begin?”
“They begin at dawn tomorrow. Come to the Kwoon at 6:00 a.m. with your
friends.”
“Master Po is going to open the Kwoon on a Sunday?”
“No, the Kwoon will remain closed and you will train in the back room. Now
I must return to The Haven. I will drive you home. But before I do, I will give
you Lesson Number One: You are never again to go out alone until the rogue
threat has been neutralized. If you do, all future lessons will be forfeit. Is that
understood?”
“Absolutely. There’s no way I’ll jeopardize my training. And before I forget,
why didn’t you show up last Sunday? I waited all day and was ready to wring
your neck.”
“We had an emergency meeting regarding the rogues. It took far more time
than anticipated. I apologize for the inconvenience. However, it served to
heighten your level of frustration and move you closer to asking for training.
Although this was unintentional on my part, it also was fortuitous.”
“Why didn’t you call and let me know you couldn’t make it?”
“There was no time until late evening, at which point I became aware of the
possible fortuitous outcome and decided it best to let nature take its course.
Lesson Number Two: Prepare yourself for numerous unexpected occurrences
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while we train to fight the rogues. Prepare yourself to improvise and meet those
events with agility. There will be no time for second guessing, obstinacy, or fits
of bad temper. I hope I am clear on this point.”
“Crystal. And in keeping with being crystal clear and forthcoming, may I
know the address of The Haven?”
“Do not press your luck, Ms. Phoebe,” Michael chuckled.
Phoebe was surprised by his use of an idiom. She was equally surprised by
his laughter. But she liked it. It made him look youthful and vibrant.
As they walked to the car, she put her arm through his. She couldn’t
remember the last time she felt this satisfied. Her heart swelled with gratitude
and respect for this honorable man. Yet her conflicting emotions wouldn’t allow
entertaining the possibility of falling in love with him.
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Chapter 26

Michael’s Offer

As Phoebe reached into her pack to get her house key, the door flew open.
“Where have you been?” Lunah’s voice quivered, her brow furrowed in
concern. “Why did you go out alone? I’ve been so worried.”
“I’m sorry, Lune,” Phoebe replied softly, giving her friend a hug. “Seems I’ve
been causing you a lot of grief lately, and that’s the last thing I want to do.” She
stepped back and covered Lunah’s cheeks with her hands. “Forgive me?”
Lunah grabbed Phoebe’s wrists and shook them. “I didn’t know if you were
dead or alive! I forgive you, but it better be the last time you pull something like
this.”
She knew it wouldn’t be. Yet she felt it was crucial to make sure Phoebe
understood how upsetting it was to worry about someone you loved, especially
when you didn’t know where they were and thought they might be in danger.
“Glad to see you’re still in one piece,” Hannah shouted from the living room.
Phoebe tossed her pack on the floor and walked to the couch where
Hannah was sitting.
“I’m sorry, Hannah. I disobeyed a direct order and wouldn’t blame you for
hating me right now.”
Hannah stood up, put her hands on Phoebe’s shoulders, and looked her in
the eyes.
“On the contrary, my dear; we wondered what was taking you so long.”
“What do you mean? Taking me so long for what?”
“To ask for training to fight the rogues. Sit down and I’ll explain.”
Phoebe sighed as she plopped onto the couch. “Michael mentioned
something about this. Did all of you conspire to get me to ask?”
“You were with Michael?” Lunah spun on her heel and glared at Hannah.
“You knew but didn’t tell me?” She was torn between whether to cry or slap
both of them across the face.
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“I didn’t know. He called while you were at the door. And no, Phoebe, we
didn’t conspire. We simply waited. You see, I went against the others’ wishes by
telling you all that I did. They were furious with me, but I didn’t care. You have
a right to know, and I told them as much. Your father nearly hit the roof. He
was afraid you’d do something foolhardy, and you’ve certainly proven him
right.
“Michael hoped The Vampyrie would be able to annihilate the rogues before
you learned of their existence. Even after your second abduction, he still hoped
not to involve you. Master Po, however, said it was time to start training you to
fight the bastards, and he met with The Vampyrie to plead his case. This is
where he was on Thursday when he closed the Kwoon.”
Hannah paused to take a drink of coffee and fully expected a barrage of
questions. Ordinarily there would have been, but Lunah and Phoebe were
hanging on her every word and eagerly waited for her to continue.
“I agreed with Master Po. Michael came around after your third abduction,
consenting to telling you everything and wanting to begin your training
immediately. But Master Po said this would work against you; he said you
needed to ask for training rather than have it offered to you. I asked him how
you’d even know this was a possibility. He just closed his eyes and said, ‘First,
she must conquer fear. It is only then that she will know to ask.’ I wasn’t sure
what this would entail, but I suspected it involved you getting into a little more
trouble first.
“Your father was adamantly against all of this. He didn’t want you to be told
anything more than you already knew, and he definitely didn’t want you
fighting the rogues. And that reminds me: I wonder if Joe has released him
yet.”
“Released him from where?” Phoebe stopped slouching and leaned forward.
“Do you mean Joe Demitri?”
“Yes. After you left the house yesterday evening, I called your father and
told him where you were going. Needless to say, he was very upset. He wasn’t
thinking clearly and I couldn’t talk him out of going to look for you. So I called
Joe. He tracked Mitchell’s car and pulled him over. He tried to convince him to
let The Vampyrie handle the situation, but your father insisted he was going
after you. So Joe handcuffed him, took him to the precinct, and locked him in a
cell. It was the only way he knew to stop him.”
“Oh god, my poor dad; I’ve been putting him through hell.”
“Phoebe, forgive my saying this, but your father brought it on himself. He’s
always been overly protective. He needs to learn to let go. And given he’s as
stubborn as you are, it’s no wonder he’s learning the hard way.”
“Still, I can’t help feeling guilty.”
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“Guilt sucks. It serves no useful purpose and it drains vital energy. Right
now, you not only need to hold your energy, but you also need to strengthen
it.”
“Hannah, you sound just like Master Po. Next thing you’ll be telling me is
you’ve trained with him.”
“I’ve trained with him ever since we lost your mother. And I’ll be assisting in
your training to fight the rogues.”
“Okay, I’m beyond being surprised. What else don’t I know about you?”
“That’s about it. I’m a VAC member, I know how to fight rogues, I’m a black
belt in Kung Fu, and I was your mother’s best friend. All other details of my life
are pretty mundane.”
“Hannah, your life is anything but mundane!” Lunah exclaimed. “I’ve gotten
ten times my money’s worth just listening to you.”
“Ho!” RoDinjah’s voice boomed as he and W’Hyani rounded the couch.
“Hey, you guys.” Phoebe turned to face them. “I’m sorry you missed what
Hannah just told us.”
“They’ve been here the whole time, Pheebs,” Lunah chuckled. “They were
sitting behind you at the top of the stairs.”
“Geez, I’d better start paying attention if I’m going to fight rogues. I usually
do. Guess I’ve let myself get rattled. Well no more! From here on out, I’m in
stealth mode.”
“We are ready to fight.” W’Hyani raised her fist high.
“We aren’t ready yet,” Phoebe countered. “We have to train to fight the
rogues. We begin tomorrow at sunrise.”
“We know how to fight,” RoDinjah insisted, boldly pushing out his chest.
“I also know how to fight.” Phoebe threw a kick and a punch. “But we don’t
know how to fight this enemy. They’re fast. They’re tricky. And in order to
defeat them, we have to learn special maneuvers. We need special skills.”
“Phoebe is right, my love,” W’Hyani spoke softly. “I do not want to lose you
again. We train. We learn. We fight. It is the best way.” She took RoDinjah’s
face in her hands and kissed him. She knew he’d agree to just about anything
if she sealed it with a kiss. And she was right.
“I need to call my dad and see if he’s home yet. I hope he’s okay.” Phoebe
put her hand on the phone but didn’t pick it up. “Oh, I’m so not looking
forward to this conversation.”
“Let me call him, honey. If he’s still upset, I’ll be able to calm him down.
Then the two of you can have a decent conversation.”
“Thanks, Hannah. I’d really appreciate that.”
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“And I’ll make us a healthy and substantial dinner. I want all of you to be
well-nourished in preparation for your training.” Mother Lunah had reengaged. For some reason, she didn’t think she was included in the training.
Phoebe’s conversation with her father was the opposite of what she
expected. She held the phone well away from her ear in preparation for a verbal
lashing, but instead, she could barely hear him. He said he was sorry for not
trusting her enough to tell her about the rogues and The Vampyrie. He said he
regretted not spending more time with her while she was growing up. His voice
quivered as he apologized for all the mistakes he’d made in raising her. She
thought he might break down and cry. She half expected him to apologize for
being born.
She in turn apologized for the impulsive behavior that recently caused him
so much concern. She promised to try being more thoughtful in the future.
This was the best she could offer, because when all was said and done, she
remained the rogues’ primary target. She knew no matter how much she cared
about those she loved, she’d go against their wishes if the situation compelled
it.
She invited her father to stay with her until the rogues were exterminated.
But as she expected, he declined. He was lost without his books and papers.
The conversation ended with both father and daughter reaffirming their love for
one another.
After everyone went to bed, Lunah waited for Phoebe to fall asleep and then
quietly went downstairs. She made a bed on the couch, intending to get up
early to make breakfast and not wanting the alarm to awaken Phoebe. As she
watched the fog roll past the windows, she devised her role in what lay ahead.
She’d be the custodian of her friends’ welfare. She’d make sure they ate
properly and slept adequately. She’d keep house, do laundry, and bear the
burden of everything outside of their training. She’d be a pillar of strength for
them to lean on. And she had no doubt she was superbly qualified for the job.
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Chapter 27

Training Begins

Sunday
Lunah got up at 4:00 a.m., quickly showered, and prepared breakfast. She put
on Phoebe’s favorite CD, hoping to awaken everyone gently. As the sounds of
Delibes’ “Flower Duet” danced on the air, she added candles and flowers to the
table. Phoebe was the first to arrive.
“Wow, Lune, you’ve really outdone yourself. I love you so much.” She
squeezed her friend in a big bear hug. “I didn’t hear the alarm go off. What time
did you get up?”
“I got up at 4:00, and you didn’t hear the alarm because I slept on the
couch. I didn’t want to wake you.”
“Oh honey, you can’t have slept well; certainly not as well as in a bed. And
don’t worry about waking me. I intend to get up earlier from here on out in
order to shower. There are five of us and only two bathrooms.”
“Good morning, dear ones.” Hannah was already showered and dressed.
“My, something smells good.”
“Well, aren’t you the early riser.” Phoebe grinned impishly and put her
hands on her hips. “What time did you get up?”
“4:30. I was going to wake everyone, but I see you beat me to it.”
“Zsucana,” greeted W’Hyani as she and RoDinjah entered the room. “That is
how we say ‘good morning’ in the E’Ghali tongue.”
“Jucana.” Lunah had a little trouble pronouncing the word.
“Zsucana,” repeated RoDinjah, placing his fingers on either side of his
mouth in an effort to demonstrate. “It is spoken soft in your tongue.”
“Zsucana!” everyone shouted at once. Having pronounced it correctly, they
each received a hearty pat on the back from RoDinjah on their way to the table.
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After breakfast, Lunah and Hannah did the dishes and packed a large
basket of food while the others showered. When everyone was ready, they
gathered their belongings and squeezed into Hannah’s car.
“I need to check in with Murray. And we’d be much more comfortable in the
van. After we finish today, I’ll drop you off and head over to the studio.”
“Oh no, you won’t; we’ll go together.” Phoebe sounded like a stern
taskmaster. “There’s no telling what the rogues might do since The Vampyrie
ambushed them. The last thing we need is to lose our fearless leader.”
“Phoebe is right, Hannah.” Lunah leaned forward from the back seat and
put her hand on Hannah’s shoulder. “We should do everything together until
the rogues have been dealt with.”
“I appreciate the accolade, Phoebe dear, even though it’s a bit misplaced. I
may be a good leader, but fearless I’m not. You won’t get any argument from
me. We’ll go together.”
They reached the Kwoon at 5:55 a.m. and pulled into the parking lot. As
everyone got out of the car, the back door swung open and there stood Master
Po, smiling from ear to ear.
“Welcome!” He put his hands together and bowed graciously.
“Good morning, Shifu.” Phoebe bowed, returning the greeting.
“Now we must hurry inside. It is better to be stealthy than dead.” He closed
and locked the door behind them.
Everyone knew what he meant. Rogues were great at reconnaissance, and
Master Po wanted their training to be as covert as possible. That’s why he
chose 6:00 a.m. The rogues usually bedded down in the early morning after
hunting all night. But in the aftermath of the slaughter, relying on their
previous behavior might prove fatal. They no doubt were making more of their
kind, and these newbies could tolerate daylight. Everyone needed to be on high
alert at all times.
Phoebe introduced W’Hyani and RoDinjah to her Shifu. After the customary
bowing and nodding, everyone tossed their belongings in a corner. Phoebe
opened her mouth to ask Master Po one of the many questions running
through her mind, when a knock came at the door.
“Ah . . .” Master Po glanced at Phoebe. “That will be your father.”
“My dad? What’s he doing here?”
Master Po didn’t answer. He didn’t entertain questions he considered
trivial. He also was busily peering through the spyhole to be sure it was
Mitchell, even though he was expecting him.
“Come quickly.” He pulled Mitchell in and relocked the door. Then he
turned and greeted him with his customary bow. “Welcome, my friend.”
“Good morning, Li.”
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Master Po allowed only a few select people to address him by his given
name.
Mitchell bowed in return and then wrapped his arms around the Shifu,
knowing full well he was pushing the boundaries of protocol. But Master Po
yielded to the display of affection and tolerated the embrace. He knew his
friend had been through hell over the past few days.
Phoebe waited respectfully. Then she threw her arms around Mitchell’s
neck and held him tightly, like she did as a child sitting on his lap. “I’m so glad
to see you, dad,” she whispered in his ear.
“I’m really glad to see you, too, darlin’,” he whispered back, hugging her
even tighter.
After a long embrace, Phoebe patted his shoulders, gave him a peck on the
cheek, then stepped back and looked him over. “You don’t appear any the
worse for wear, but are you okay?”
“I’m fine, honey. And you look radiant. But then, anticipating a good fight
always did energize you.”
“I wasn’t expecting to see you today.”
“Michael called and asked if I’d be interested in training to fight the rogues.
I told him I’d better be. I couldn’t face myself if my daughter went into battle
while I sat at home twiddling my thumbs. And that’s just what I’d be doing,
because I’d be too worried to do anything else. So now I’ll be beside you instead
of waiting for you to come home.”
“Time to begin,” Master Po shouted, clapping his hands. “First we will teach
Kung Fu basics one-on-one. I will work with Mitchell, Phoebe will work with
W’Hyani and RoDinjah, and Hannah will work with Lunah.”
“Me?” Lunah was astounded to hear name called.
“You do not wish to train for battle?” asked Master Po.
“I hadn’t even considered it. But now that you ask, I damn sure do want to
train.”
Phoebe’s mouth dropped open. She could count on one hand the number of
times she’d heard Lunah swear. And she’d never seen her fight; not even when
teased as a child.
“Good for you, Lune.” She recovered quickly from the shock and patted
Lunah on the back. “We’ll send those bloodsuckers straight to hell. With
Master Po and Michael leading us, they don’t stand a chance. By the way,
M’Po, where is Michael? I thought he’d be here.”
“He will join us for the teaching of the trifoil. But we have much to do
before that time. We will work all day and perhaps into the night. You have
brought food?”
“A truckload.” Hannah pointed to the large basket in the corner.
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And so the work began. W’Hyani and RoDinjah were naturals. Phoebe
thought their tribe must practice something like Kung Fu, because they rivaled
her in maneuvers by lunchtime. Lunah wasn’t as quick to catch on but did
very well for someone who’d avoided fighting all of her life. Mitchell, however,
had difficulty with balance. He ended up on the floor with almost every kick he
threw. But Master Po was determined. He’d have Mitchell up and running by
nightfall.
When they broke for lunch, Phoebe sat on the floor next to her father.
“I don’t know how you do it.” Mitchell shook his head. “You always made it
look so easy at your competitions.”
“Don’t worry, dad, you’ll catch on. You’ve got the best teacher in the world.”
“Hey, Mitch,” Hannah called from halfway around the room. “You should’ve
seen me when I first started. I couldn’t even raise a leg without losing my
balance, never mind throw a kick. At least you’ve got that part down, and we’ve
only been at it a few hours.”
“I hope you’re both right. I sure don’t want to be on the sidelines while my
daughter fights for her life.”
Master Po kicked Mitchell’s foot. “You will learn and you will fight. Balance
is challenged by fear. We will work on your fear after lunch.”
“Funny you should say that, Li. I don’t feel afraid. On the contrary; I’m
raring to go after the bastards.”
“Ah, but fear is a trickster. It lies in wait until you throw your weight. Then
it strikes. You must stand firm in your resolve.” The Shifu paused then started
laughing. “It is also beneficial not to lean back when you lift up your leg!” He
threw his arms in the air and laughed so hard that tears rolled down his face.
Phoebe tried not to laugh but lost the battle. So did Hannah. W’Hyani and
RoDinjah didn’t know what was going on until Phoebe explained it. Then
W’Hyani chuckled quietly while RoDinjah rolled on the floor laughing and
holding his belly to keep it from hurting. Lunah, however – although secretly
amused – was flabbergasted at Master Po’s audacity and wouldn’t allow herself
the indulgence. But when Mitchell let go with his characteristic cackling, she
relaxed and joined in.
“You got me there, Li!” Mitchell wiped the tears of laughter from his face.
“You tried to show me, but for some reason, I wasn’t connecting.”
“So perhaps now you will connect instead of falling when you throw your
kick.” Master Po whacked Mitchell’s belly with one hand and knocked on his
head with the other. “Laughter loosens the belly and clears the cobwebs from
the brain. It also tempers the ego.”
“Indeed it does,” Mitchell agreed.
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Training continued until 8:00 p.m., when Master Po commended everyone
on their good work. Even Mitchell got a firm pat on the back. He’d spent less
time on the floor and more time connecting.
“We will meet again tomorrow at 6:00 a.m. Now go home and rest.” Master
Po didn’t waste words or time. He was already at the door.
Concerned that her Shifu might be overextending himself, Phoebe followed
on his tail. “What about your other classes, M’Po?”
“The Kwoon will be closed until the rogue battle is finished.” Turning to face
the group, he added, “Rub liniment on your muscles, even if they do not feel
sore. They will be by tomorrow.”
While the others gathered their belongings, Phoebe quietly asked Master Po
if her father was safe staying in his house alone.
“Do not worry, Little Flame. The rogues will not harm your father. Their
eyes are fixed on his blood bank. They still hope to acquire reserves, and they
fear his business would perish if he were to die. Even if you were to die, they
think they have leverage if they threaten the life of your father’s friends. And
remember: he is being watched over, as are all of you.”
“Are you being watched over, M’Po? Are you safe on your own?”
“The rogues would not have me for dinner if I were the last mammal on
earth. My blood is bitter and it boils when exposed to air.”
“I’m serious.”
“You fret needlessly, Little Flame. I am never alone. And someday I will tell
that story; but not today. It is time for you to leave.”
“Thank you, Shifu. Thank you for everything.”
After the customary bowing, everyone waited for Master Po to lock the door
behind them before getting into their cars. Although they’d overheard what he
said to Phoebe, they wanted to make sure he was safe.
It was too late to stop by Orca to pick up the van, and Hannah was too
tired to check in with Murray. She’d deal with that in the morning.
Worn out and half asleep, the ride home seemed far too long.
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Chapter 28

Night Visitors

Monday
Phoebe awoke out of a dead sleep and didn’t know why. She sat up and turned
her ear toward the door, listening for the slightest sound. Not hearing anything,
and hoping Lunah was awake, she softly called to her but got no answer. She
walked over to Lunah’s bed, only to find it empty. She checked the bathroom
and hallway. She even put her ear to Hannah’s door, wondering if she and
Lunah were sitting up talking, unable to sleep. But all was quiet.
Thinking Lunah might be sleeping on the couch again, she quietly started
down the stairs. As she reached the last step, she heard faint voices coming
from the living room. The moon was full and shone brightly through the
window, enabling her to see the silhouettes of three figures sitting on the
couch.
“Hey, what are you guys doing up? Couldn’t you sleep?” She turned the
floor lamp on low and was shocked by what she saw.
Lunah was sitting on the couch between Fei and Cho. The twins screeched
and jumped up when the light hit their eyes. Blood ran down one side of Cho’s
mouth. Lunah slowly turned her head and stared vacantly at Phoebe. She
looked pale and had a bite wound on her neck.
“What in the hell are you doing!” Phoebe screamed.
She ran to Lunah, grabbed her under the arms, and pulled her body over
the back of the couch. Lunah immediately passed out. Phoebe laid her on the
floor without taking her eyes off of her two wayward friends.
Having heard Phoebe scream, Hannah, W’Hyani, and RoDinjah came
thundering down the stairs.
“Don’t let them leave!” Phoebe shouted as Fei and Cho crept toward the
door. “Restrain them, but don’t look them in the eyes.” Soulfully she added,
“And don’t hurt them.”
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W’Hyani and RoDinjah grabbed them from behind and wrestled them to the
floor. Forcing them to lie face down, they straddled the two young women.
Meanwhile, Hannah ran to the garage for a coil of rope, after which she tightly
secured their wrists and ankles.
“We won’t hurt you. We promise we won’t hurt you,” Fei and Cho pleaded.
“Ignore them,” Hannah cautioned. “Don’t look at them, don’t speak to them,
and don’t let them get up. Stay right where you are until I get help.” She called
Michael and then assessed Lunah’s injury.
“The wound is superficial, but she’ll need ARV nonetheless. Michael is
bringing it with him.”
“How did they get in, Hannah?” Phoebe implored. “We checked to make
sure all doors and windows were locked before we went to bed, and VAC
members are watching the house.”
“Lunah had to have let them in.”
“But doesn’t the VAC know what rogues look like? Oh my god, I just called
my friends rogues. Please, Hannah; please tell me they’re not rogues. I don’t
want to lose my friends – any of my friends.”
“We don’t know their condition yet, luv. We don’t know if ART will be
effective. Most likely they haven’t been taking IRN. Although I quite don’t know
how that could’ve escaped the watchful eyes of The Vampyrie.”
“What’s IRN?” Phoebe sniffled and wiped tears from her face.
“It’s an iron-rich nutrient they have to drink every day. It subdues the
craving for blood.”
“I remember now. Michael told me about that.”
“They need IRN every day and ARV every week. Wait here while I get some
ointment for Lunah’s neck. I’ll be right back.”
While Hannah was gone, Lunah started to moan. She halfway opened her
eyes and looked at Phoebe; her eyes, blank; her face, expressionless.
“What happened?” Her voice was faint; ghostly; distant.
“Shhh.” Phoebe stroked her hair. “It’ll be okay, Lune. You rest now.”
Lunah closed her eyes. Her head dropped heavily to one side. She looked
dead. Phoebe started to panic but quickly pulled herself together and checked
for a carotid pulse. It was weak, but it was there.
Hannah returned with band-aids, ointment, and washcloth. She cleaned
and dressed Lunah’s wound. Lunah was in a stupor and could barely keep her
eyes open, much less offer any resistance or ask any more questions. Hannah
then turned her attention to W’Hyani and RoDinjah.
“How are you two doing over there?”
“We are doing fine,” W’Hyani answered.
“This enemy is weak,” RoDinjah exclaimed.
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“They’re not the enemy.” Phoebe’s voice quivered as she choked back tears.
RoDinjah looked confused.
“They’re not rogues,” Hannah explained. “And we don’t know yet if they’ll
become rogues. But they obviously haven’t taken their medicine today.”
“These are the ones who take what you call the IRN and the ART?”
RoDinjah asked.
“Yes, these are the ones who take that medicine.”
“We understand.” W’Hyani turned to RoDinjah. “They are good but they
have lost their way.”
“That’s a very good way to describe it.” Hannah couldn’t help smiling. Her
new young friends had won a solid place in her heart.
Fei and Cho stopped pleading and lay very still. In their weakened condition
and despite their martial arts training, they couldn’t overpower the two
warriors who held them down.
Hannah picked up Lunah and carried her to the couch. Then she went to
the window to watch for Michael. Phoebe sat next to her best friend and
stroked her hair. Tears rolled down her face and onto her bathrobe. The lump
in her throat was so large that it hurt to swallow. Lunah would be taken to The
Haven. The odds were fifty/fifty she’d turn into a vampire. If she did, the
thought of her needing ART and possibly IRN for the rest of her life was almost
too much to bear.
“He just pulled up, and he’s not alone.” Hannah walked to the door.
Phoebe barely heard Hannah’s words. She didn’t realize Michael, Lily, and
Horatio were in the room until Michael placed his hand on her shoulder.
“We must take her.” His voice was low and soft.
Phoebe put her hand on his and began to sob. Hannah scooped her up and
took her across the room while Michael injected Lunah with the antiretroviral.
Lily and Horatio forced Fei and Cho to drink a cupful of the iron-rich
nutrient. They removed the rope from their ankles but left their wrists bound
behind them. They stood them up and walked them to the door. Phoebe
glanced at her two deviant friends but quickly looked away. She wanted to hug
them and rip their eyes out all at the same time.
As Michael carried Lunah to the door, Phoebe called after him.
“Wait! I have to say goodbye.” She choked on her words. “I love you, Lune,”
she whispered, kissing her forehead. “And don’t you worry. Don’t you worry
one bit. Michael will take good care of you. You’re going to be just fine.”
Lunah was semiconscious but managed to open her eyes. A faint smile
came over her face. In the slightest whisper, she said, “Love you, too, Pheebs.”
Overcome by emotion, Phoebe gasped for air. Her knees buckled. Hannah
caught her before she fell.
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Turning to Michael, Hannah asked, “You’ll call me in the morning and let
me know how she is?”
“Indeed. I will call you at the Kwoon.”
Phoebe took hold of Michael’s arm and whispered, “Thank you.” Her voice
trembled as she pleaded, “Take good care of her.”
“Rest assured we will. Do not fret, Phoebe. Your friend is still with us. And
she will be with us for a long time to come.”
Michael’s comforting words couldn’t penetrate Phoebe’s inconsolable
anguish. All she felt was the searing loss of her best friend. The pain was too
much to bear. Instead of breaking down, she felt numb and dazed. The only
thought that broke through was a remnant of the code of conduct drummed
into her as a child: Always thank someone who helps you.
She turned toward Lily and Horatio. “I love Fei and Cho, despite what
they’ve done. Thank you for watching over them. I’ll never be able to repay
you.”
“There is no need for repayment.” Horatio’s voice was raspy but pleasing to
the ear.
Lily’s voice was deep and melodic. “We are duty-bound, but it is also our
pleasure.” As she smiled, her eyes radiated love and concern.
The warmth of Lily’s smile did what Michael’s soothing words could not. It
touched Phoebe’s profound heartbreak and allowed her to feel, for one brief
moment, the compassion of her friends. It lifted the grief just enough for her to
take a deep breath.
Hannah locked the door after they left. Phoebe stared out the window and
watched them drive away. She watched until they were completely out of sight.
Then she slid to the floor and sobbed. Her friends tried to comfort her, but she
was too heartbroken and exhausted to take it in. Their soft words and pats on
the shoulder infuriated her. How could they feel so kindly while Lunah fought
for her life?
“How could this have happened?” she screamed, leaping to her feet.
“Weren’t Fei and Cho being monitored?” She looked at Hannah, pleading for an
answer that made sense.
“They were, honey, but I think recent events may have weakened security
at The Haven.”
“How can that be? Isn’t The Vampyrie supposed to be invincible?” Her voice
grew more demanding as she began to pace.
“The Vampyrie is not invincible and the VAC is stretched thin right now.
They’re watching over all of us and our families and friends, while at the same
time preparing for battle with the rogues.”
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“I don’t care! That’s no excuse. They should’ve known Fei and Cho might
try to leave. They should’ve made them a priority. I gladly would’ve given up the
guard outside my house if it meant keeping them safe.”
Hannah saw that Phoebe was incapable of reason in her current state. She
stopped talking and sat on the couch. She decided simply to listen and allow
Phoebe to vent until she depleted herself.
W’Hyani and RoDinjah listened as well. Tirades didn’t bother them. In their
culture, a righteous diatribe was a sign of strength and virtue.
“They should’ve kept them locked up! I’m sure The Haven has plenty of
rooms they could’ve locked them in. And they could’ve barred the windows or
boarded them up or plastered over them. Hell, they could’ve shackled them in
the dungeon! That place is so antiquated, I’m sure it has a dungeon.”
Hannah gave Phoebe her undivided attention but didn’t allow the unbridled
rage to affect her. Although she wanted to scratch the eyes out of every last
rogue, she knew she needed to keep her mind clear and focused in order to
fight them. And she knew Phoebe would soon remember this.
Phoebe paced back and forth in front of the couch, then round and round
the couch, then back and forth again in front of the couch.
“They could’ve drugged them until they could hardly move. Hell, they
could’ve drugged them into oblivion! Damn it, I’m no genius, and I’ve come up
with a ton of ways they could’ve kept them from getting out.”
The tirade stopped as quickly as it began. Phoebe stared out the window,
lost in thought. “How could Michael have let this happen? How could he have
been so negligent?” Her voice was barely audible. “I don’t know if I’ll ever be
able to forgive him.”
“Come sit next to me, sweetie.” Hannah’s voice was soft as she patted the
couch.
Heartbroken and exhausted, Phoebe sat down and rested her head on
Hannah’s shoulder. W’Hyani and RoDinjah scooted across the floor and rested
their hands on Phoebe’s knees. They all sat quietly awhile, embraced by the
calm that follows every storm.
Hannah turned and took Phoebe’s face in her hands. “Do you think you
can sleep now?”
“I can’t face Lunah’s empty bed.” Phoebe could hardly speak. Her face was
wet with tears. “Can I sleep in your room?”
“Of course you can.”
“I think you use this now.” RoDinjah handed a tissue to Hannah.
“You think right.” Hannah dried Phoebe’s eyes. “There, now. What do you
say to a good night’s sleep?”
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“I say, even half a good night’s sleep is better than none.” Phoebe took the
tissue and blew her nose. “We have another big day ahead of us tomorrow.”
RoDinjah and W’Hyani each raised a fist into the air. They were eager to
fight the rogues. Hannah was relieved. She knew Phoebe would come to her
senses eventually and was grateful it was now rather than hours later.
As they made their way to the stairs, Hannah turned off the light. The
moon still shone brightly through the living room window. She glanced at the
clock. Only an hour and ten minutes had passed. It felt like a lifetime.
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Chapter 29

Confrontation

Tuesday
Hannah’s alarm went off at 4:30 a.m. Afraid she might fall back to sleep, she
immediately sat up and swung her legs over the edge of the bed. When she
stood to go into the shower, she noticed Phoebe was still fast asleep.
She called Master Po and told him what had happened during the night. He
said to let Phoebe sleep another hour and come to the Kwoon at 7:00 a.m.
instead of 6:00. He’d allow her to sleep there if she was too exhausted to train,
but W’Hyani and RoDinjah needed to practice and Phoebe must not stay home
by herself.
Hannah made sure W’Hyani and RoDinjah were awake before she
showered. Afterward, she went down to the kitchen, packed the food basket,
and called Murray. He gave her an update on things at the studio, and she
informed him that she and Phoebe wouldn’t be at work for the next week or so.
She told him they were attending a seminar and she’d tell him all about it
when they returned. Then she woke Phoebe and told her what Master Po had
said.
Everyone had breakfast and arrived at the Kwoon shortly before 7:00 a.m.
Mitchell pulled into the parking lot beside them. Master Po was waiting at the
door and hurried them inside. Phoebe immediately plunked down in a corner
and rested her head against the wall. Hannah took Mitchell aside and told him
about Fei and Cho. While they talked, W’Hyani and RoDinjah practiced Kung
Fu on the mat. No one noticed Master Po leaving the room.
When Hannah realized he wasn’t there, she asked if anyone knew where
he’d gone. Phoebe had dozed off and was oblivious to all around her. Before
any of the others could respond to Hannah’s question, Master Po, Michael, and
Horatio entered the room from the hallway.
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“Good morning!” Hannah was glad to see them. “When did you get here? I
didn’t see your car in the lot.”
“We came in my car,” Horatio replied. “We arrived shortly before you did.”
“How is our girl doing?” Hannah asked.
“She is resting well,” Michael answered. “Her color has returned.”
Hearing Michael’s voice, Phoebe jumped up and rushed over to him.
“Do you think the antidote will work? Will it keep her from turning? Will
she be as she was?” Even though her voice quivered and her eyes watered, she
managed not to fall apart.
“It will be another two and one-half days before we know for certain.”
Grief, guilt, and rage simmered just below the hard crust of Phoebe’s will.
The horrific fate of her best friend smacked of Michael’s negligence. Now fully
awake, her fury reignited. Her eyes glared hostilely. Her hands became fists.
She wanted to punch Michael in the face and kick him across the room.
She wanted to know how he could have been so remiss in his duties. She
wanted to blame him for what had happened to Lunah. But something stopped
her.
“How did this happen, Michael?” Her voice trembled and her knuckles
turned white. “Weren’t Fei and Cho being guarded?”
“They were indeed. However, we suspect one of the people assigned to their
care is a mole for the rogues. We have two undercover operatives inside their
league and soon hope to identify this person. We never before have had this
problem.”
“Well what are you doing about it in the meantime?” Phoebe shouted.
Unruffled by the outburst, Michael calmly replied, “We have begun
monitoring all Vampyrie members as they receive IRN and ARV. Four of us
alone are responsible for the preparation of these medicinals, which are now
kept in locked cabinets and to which four of us alone have keys.”
“Good.” A hint of arrogance was noticeable in Phoebe’s voice.
“We cannot presume to know what turned this member against us. We
suspect the rogues might have a new leader, one who is very charismatic. But
let us focus on the good news. Lunah is asking for food, which is a sign the
antidote is working.”
“Oh, thank the goddess! And how are Fei and Cho?”
“They are closely monitored and no longer crave blood. I extend my deepest
apologies, dear Phoebe. I know you love your friends immeasurably and are
grieving their possible loss.”
Michael’s heartfelt apology assuaged her fury, the fury that rightfully
should have been directed at the rogues. Phoebe knew Michael hadn’t been
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negligent. She knew he’d done all in his power to prevent this catastrophe. But
she still needed to hit something.
“Why do you have to be so damn nice!” She ran to the nearest wall and
punched it.
Pain shot up her arm and into her shoulder. A few choice words flew out of
her mouth before she could stop them. Her knuckles were injured, but so was
the wall.
“It is safer to punch the mat.” Master Po took her hand and covered it with
his.
“I should’ve kicked instead.”
“No, you should not have kicked. Because then I would be replacing the
wall instead of merely patching it.”
“I’m sorry, M’Po. I couldn’t stop myself. And I’m sorry I yelled at you,
Michael. I’m just so angry! The people I really want to punch aren’t here.”
“Then we will practice fighting them. Every kick will be for the monsters
that hurt your friends.”
“Then let’s get to it.”
“Good!” Master Po clapped his hands together. “Michael and Horatio will
join us in the teaching of the trifoil.”
“Whoop! Whoop! Whoop!” RoDinjah jumped up and down, waving his fists.
W’Hyani glanced at everyone with a look that said she thought her mate
was behaving like a juvenile.
Phoebe was exuberant. “Finally!” she shrieked. “I can’t wait to learn how to
kill the damned bastards!”
“Today we will use the wooden trifoil with the blunted edge. We do not want
fatalities while you are learning,” Master Po explained. “It is almost as heavy as
the one made of silver, so you will be amply prepared when we switch.”
He teamed Hannah with RoDinjah, himself with W’Hyani, Horatio with
Mitchell, and Michael with Phoebe. He was a sly old fox. If Phoebe had residual
anger toward Michael, he knew this would be a safe way for her to vent it.
Michael folded his hands in front of him and cleared his throat. “Before we
begin, I must tell you where we stand with the rogues.” His lips tightened as he
looked down.
Hannah feared he was about to give them bad news. Phoebe felt only anger
and loss. She was numb and running on fumes. When Michael looked back up,
his face had relaxed a little.
“They have been increasing their numbers in preparation for battle. The
need to strike is urgent. We must launch an assault before they outnumber us.
We must do this by summer’s end. I urge you to pay heed to your instruction
today.
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“Do not be reckless in brandishing your trifoils; do not be arrogant in
thought; do not give credence to misgivings. These would serve only to
devitalize your power and hinder your progress. The rogues are fast but they
are not seasoned warriors. All of you are strong and nearly battle-ready.
Remember this. And focus your intention.”
Everyone practiced hard and well into the early evening. Phoebe
appreciated Michael’s genteel but exacting method of dueling. She held no
animosity toward him. She projected all of her anger into her weapon and
directed it at the rogues.
On the ride home, RoDinjah asked, “What is what you call operative?”
“An operative is someone who secretly gathers information for you,” Phoebe
muttered, placing her hand over her mouth to stifle a yawn.
“Then it is a scout.”
“Yes.” Phoebe silently thanked W’Hyani for her astute clarification.
Even though RoDinjah had been in the city longer than his mate, W’Hyani
had a better grasp of the English language. RoDinjah, on the other hand, took
nothing for granted and never hesitated to ask questions. This attribute served
him well in his training.
When they got home, everyone dropped their belongings and fell onto the
couch or floor. Hannah allowed them five minutes rest and then hurried them
off to bed. They needed a good night’s sleep if they were to be up again at 4:30
a.m.
Phoebe slept in Hannah’s room again. She couldn’t bear to open the door to
her own, much less sleep there. She’d asked Hannah to get clothes for her that
morning, and she’d do the same tomorrow. She couldn’t face looking at the bed
in which Lunah had slept. She couldn’t even allow herself to think about it.
She’d pushed it from her mind and vowed not to set foot in her room again
until Lunah returned. She didn’t dare consider Lunah might be gone forever.
She didn’t dare.
Master Po had something different in mind, and she’d be forced to deal with
it first thing tomorrow.
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Chapter 30

A Critical Lesson

Wednesday
Once everyone arrived at the Kwoon the following morning, Master Po
announced they’d work with the wooden trifoil until noon and switch to the
silver one after lunch. He then changed the pairing from the previous day and
assigned Phoebe to himself.
“It’s been a while since you and I have sparred, M’Po.”
As Phoebe bent down to pick up her trifoil, Master Po whacked her on the
rear with his.
“Ouch! No fair. You’re cheating.”
“And will you call it cheating if a rogue takes you by surprise?”
“No.” Phoebe chuckled as she rubbed her behind. “I’d call it ‘shame on me.’”
“You must always be on your guard.”
“You’re right. You won’t catch me again.”
Preparing to duel, Phoebe took her stance. She expected Master Po to do
the same. Instead, he quickly swung around and struck her on the upper arm.
“Shit! What are you doing, M’Po? You didn’t take your stance.”
“And will you say this to the rogue who strikes you without warning?”
“Point taken,” she snapped.
Resolved not to let him bludgeon her again, she swung her weapon full
circle and found her center of balance. Master Po did the same. Thinking he
was mimicking her, she glared at him and lunged with her weapon. He dodged
her blow, slid to the floor, and whacked her on the thigh.
“That hurt, damn it!” she screamed. “Are you trying to kill me? I’m not one
of your damned rogues!” She threw her trifoil across the room and stomped
out.
Everyone stopped practicing. W’Hyani and RoDinjah looked at Master Po,
as if questioning his motives.
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“She will not run far. She must face her guilt and grief before we fight the
rogues.”
Although Hannah agreed with Master Po, she was dubious about his
methods.
“She’s probably in the bathroom. I’ll check on her.”
“Do not coddle her,” Michael warned. “Be understanding, but firm.”
Hannah found Phoebe looking out the bathroom window with her fists
clenched.
“You must be sore.”
“Sore doesn’t begin to describe how I feel. I’m royally pissed! I’d like to hurl
that little dim-mak out the window.”
“Do you know why he did what he did?”
“He’s still pissed at me for walking out on him nine months ago.”
“You know better than that.”
“Better than what?” Phoebe shouted as she turned around. “Better than to
call him a little dim-mak? Better than to say he’s pissed?”
“Better than to think he’s holding a grudge.”
“Well even Kung Fu masters aren’t perfect.” To keep from exploding, Phoebe
started to pace.
“I think your pride is hurt more than your body.”
Hannah knew this would incite Phoebe even more, and that’s exactly what
she wanted.
“Are you taking his side now?”
“You know I’m not.”
“Why is he treating me like this? Doesn’t he understand I’m reeling from
the loss of my best friend?”
“He does. And that’s why he riled you. We can’t flounder or falter in any
way if we’re going to fight the rogues and defeat the bastards.”
“Well how will aggravating me help? What does he expect from me?”
“He wants you to face the guilt and grief you’ve been trying so hard to
repress.”
“What good will that do? It’ll only get in the way of my fighting.”
“On the contrary, my dear; not facing those feelings could be deadly. Look
at how easily he took you off-guard. If you were truly in balance, he never
would’ve been able to land that many blows. You’re a black belt, for god’s
sake.”
“If I let myself grieve, I’ll fall apart. And I can’t fall apart before the battle.”
“If you let yourself grieve, you’ll come together. Denying our feelings keeps
us fragmented and unstable. It prevents us from coming into our full power.
You might feel like you’re falling apart at first, but the only thing you’ll be
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losing is the wall you put up between your mind and your emotions. In order to
fight and win, we have to be whole – our thoughts, feelings, body, and spirit
have to work like a well-oiled machine. And this can’t happen if any of the
parts are neglected, damaged, or disconnected.”
Phoebe couldn’t hear Hannah’s words. She leaned against the wall, slid to
the floor, and started hitting her head with her fist.
“It’s my fault my friends were attacked. If they hadn’t been friends with me,
they wouldn’t be in this mess. It’s my fault, damn it!”
Hannah grabbed her wrist and yelled, “Stop it! Stop feeling sorry for
yourself. Wallowing in self-pity won’t help. It’s an indulgence you can’t afford
right now.”
Hannah’s yelling at her mortified Phoebe. She yanked her arm from
Hannah’s grasp and turned away.
“You have to acknowledge your grief and guilt. Only then will you be able to
let them go. You already know this. Don’t you think it’s time you listened to
yourself?”
“Oh my god, Hannah, my heart is breaking.”
Phoebe pounded her chest then bent her head to her knees as she tried to
stifle the heaving she refused to allow.
“Don’t you dare hold back! What are you afraid of? Falling apart? Well, let
me tell you something, sweetie. You need to let the old Phoebe fall apart so the
new Phoebe can come together. You’ve had a false image of yourself all your
life. The person you think you are is the one that has to die, because the real
Phoebe is dying to be born. If you’re the warrior we both know you to be, you’ll
face your fear and become your true self.”
Phoebe lifted her head and looked into the eyes of the woman who was
always there for her.
“What’s wrong with me, Hannah?”
“Nothing. Absolutely nothing is wrong with you and absolutely everything is
right. You’ve been through hell and you’re about to come out on the other side.
Let it happen. Make it so.”
Maybe it was seeing Hannah standing over her instead of sitting beside her.
Maybe she could no longer delude herself by believing she was something she
was not. Or maybe she was just too raw to care. Whatever the reason, it
shattered the illusion of Phoebe Angelina Delaney and gave birth to the true
spirit that lay within – the spirit that was yet to be named.
Phoebe stood and took in a deep breath. She had a powerful voice, and her
years of training in college perfected her pitch and projection. She let go a wail
that cracked the mirror on the wall behind her. She tightened her fists and
screamed, “NO MORE!” She let the reservoir of old tears break through the dam
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of her defenses. Not tears of self-pity. Not tears of loss. Rather, tears of release;
tears of letting go. These tears cleansed her soul and stripped her spirit as they
joined the fresh waters of the new and vibrant Phoebe. These tears gave her
new life.
Hannah stood back and watched the rebirth of the child she’d come to
think of as her own. She sighed deeply and smiled, grateful to be witness to
such an event. She gave no thought to the role she played in making it happen.
Instead, her thoughts turned to Phoebe’s mother as she whispered, “I wish
Michaela were here to see this.”
Phoebe wiped the tears from her face and turned to get some tissue. But
Hannah was already prepared.
“Here, sweetie; blow your nose.
“Thank you, Hannah.”
“How do you feel?”
“I feel like . . . I feel like . . . All I can say is . . . I feel like a new person.”
“That’s my girl. That’s just what we were hoping for. Now let’s get back to
work.”
Phoebe started to open the door but then turned around. She hugged
Hannah and whispered, “I hope someday to help you as much as you’ve helped
me.”
When they returned to the room, everyone continued practicing and
appeared to take no notice of them – just as Master Po had instructed. He
picked up Phoebe’s trifoil and handed it to her.
“Feel better now, Little Flame?”
“I do. Thank you, M’Po. I should know by now never to doubt your
intentions.”
“In battle, one should never doubt one’s opponent. It is a fatal mistake. And
to doubt oneself is far more dangerous. To be free of doubt, you must be free of
emotion. You must center yourself in higher consciousness and act from
complete awareness. Have you emptied yourself of emotion, Little Flame?”
“I couldn’t shed a tear or shout an obscenity if my life depended on it. Does
that qualify as empty?”
“It qualifies if your balance remains firm and your focus, resolved. And
know this: Crying is good for the soul. Unshed tears germinate and later sprout
into a rage only violence can alleviate. But in your case, shouting obscenities
will do the trick. That is a good idiom, ‘do the trick.’ At times we must trick
ourselves into moving when we are stuck in the cement of the mind and
emotions. ‘Idiom’ is also a good word. It very much sounds like ‘idiot.’ At times
we must act the idiot in order to play the trick. Now let us spar!”
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Master Po scooped his trifoil from the floor and swung around to strike. But
this time, his weapon connected with Phoebe’s instead of with her. So the
dueling began. She blocked every one of his advances and even wielded a few of
her own.
Shortly before noon, Michael and Horatio left.
“They will not join us to eat?” RoDinjah asked.
“They have to return to The Haven for IRN,” Hannah explained. “They’ll be
back after lunch.”
Mitchell sat down next to Phoebe and told his daughter how proud he was
of her.
“Temper tantrums and all?” she chuckled.
“You bet. I’ve always admired how easily you express your feelings. You get
that from your mother.”
“You admire me, dad? I never knew.”
“I haven’t been the best of fathers, honey. But I intend to change that. I’m
determined to earn your trust and respect.”
“But dad, you’ve always had my trust and respect. If you don’t know that,
then I haven’t been the best of daughters.”
“Well let’s have a toast to no longer being two ships passing in the night.”
Mitchell raised his water bottle and everyone joined in. He wasn’t aware the
others were listening, but he enjoyed their participation nonetheless.
After a full-throated swallow and a loud burp, RoDinjah asked, “What is
this two ships passing in the night?”
No one could stifle their laughter. RoDinjah himself joined in. He didn’t
understand the metaphor, but he did understand the humor. He knew he was
a clown by nature, and he reveled in making everyone laugh.
After Mitchell answered RoDinjah’s question, RoDinjah raised his water
bottle and shouted, “We will not pass the rogue ships at night in battle!”
“Here, Here!” everyone roared.
Master Po patted RoDinjah on the head. “It is sometimes good to be the
brunt of a joke. It cleanses the ego and loosens the belly.”
“It also fans the flames of anger if the ego is obtuse and defies being
cleansed. I should know. I speak from experience.” Phoebe laughed at herself
as she said this.
“If you can laugh at yourself, Little Flame, you have learned this lesson
well.”
“Thank you, Shifu.” Phoebe bowed her head, respectfully.
Laughter took the edge off of their pre-battle anxiety, and spirits ran high
throughout the lunch hour.
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Master Po was very pleased with everyone’s progress. Mitchell was proving
to be a capable swordsman, surprising himself more than anyone else. W’Hyani
and RoDinjah were seasoned warriors and readily took to wielding a trifoil.
Phoebe, however, had missed nearly an hour of practice and had some
catching up to do.
She was a little concerned by this but didn’t allow it to interfere with her
training. Master Po, however, knew she’d match the others once she held the
silver trifoil and felt its power. In fact, he expected her to surpass them.
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Chapter 31

Clarification

Michael returned fifteen minutes before the start of afternoon class and told
Phoebe he wanted to speak with her. They went into the hallway and walked
down toward the bathroom for privacy.
“I am pleased to inform you that Lunah is progressing well. She continues
to eat and her color has returned to normal. She has asked to see her friends,
and we have allowed this. It has been a tonic for all three of them.”
“Oh, I’m so relieved to hear about Lunah. How are Fei and Cho?”
“They are well but remain closely guarded. We will not free them until we
are sure they have not regressed beyond help. They appear to no longer have a
desire for blood, but we must be certain.”
“Please give my love to them and Lunah.”
“I shall relay your sentiment. Regarding Lunah, it has been thirty-six hours
and she continues to have no craving for blood. This is a very good sign. If she
does not develop a thirst for blood over the next thirty-six hours, it is highly
probable she will make a full recovery.”
“Do you mean she might develop antibodies?”
“That is what I mean.”
“Oh god, I hope so.” Phoebe crossed her fingers behind her back. “I can’t
imagine my life without her. We’ve been best friends since childhood. Losing
her would leave a hole in my heart I’d never be able to fill.”
“Please believe me when I tell you I understand. Friendship is an imperative
of mortal life. We in The Vampyrie also feel this deeply.” Michael lowered his
head and put his fist to his heart.
“Are you and Horatio good friends?”
“We are the best of friends. If I were to lose him, I would find it very difficult
to continue.”
“Thank you, Michael. Thank you for taking care of my friends. Thank you
for watching over all of us.”
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“It is both our duty and our pleasure. Now, there is something I must know
before we begin training with the silver trifoil. Do you harbor any ill will toward
me?”
No; of course not. I mean I did, but I don’t anymore. I was so full of grief
and anger over what happened to Lunah, I needed to blame someone. So I
blamed you. I convinced myself you’d been negligent. When I realized you’d
done all that was in your power to do, there was no one left to blame. So I
blamed myself. But Hannah and Master Po helped me see the truth.”
“And what is the truth, Phoebe?”
He seldom addressed her by her first name. She liked the way “Phoebe”
sounded when he spoke it. She wished he’d say it more often.
“The truth is that neither one of us is to blame. The truth is that we need to
stick together and not find fault with one another. The truth is that the
damned rogues are the perpetrators. And yes, I swore. I swear when I’m angry.
But I’m not angry with you.”
“Will you be able to master your anger when we fight the rogues?”
“Absolutely.”
“You were unable to master it when you were angry with your Shifu, so
what causes you to think you will be capable of mastering it when we battle the
rogues?”
“The obstacles that blocked my focus were grief and guilt. I’ve let them go.
And I assure you, I know how to focus my intention when I’m angry. Once
anger has settled in me and I’ve had time to trace it back to its origin, I can
clear an appropriate path for its release. Anger serves me well when I’m focused
and resolved. How do you handle anger? I know you feel it as deeply as I do.”
“When we are focused and resolved, Phoebe, we are then capable of
controlling anger rather than allowing it to control us. When I am overcome by
anger, I do not immediately act. As you have described, I wait for it to settle, in
order that I might uncover its source. This frequently is a surprising, if not an
alarming discovery, because roots never resemble what they project outwardly
– such as a flower or a tree. Once the origin of my anger is revealed, I then am
able to make a rational decision: Do I speak or do I hold my tongue? Do I act or
do I forgo action?
“Should I decide to act, it is essential that I be definite. Decisiveness implies
certainty, and I am certain the rogues are deranged. I am certain there is no
cure or rehabilitation possible for their disease. I am certain they will continue
to degenerate, multiply, and devastate all living beings on earth. I am certain
they must therefore be vanquished and destroyed. And I am certain The
Vampyrie and its allies are the ones who must execute this mission. If you
focus on certainty rather than anger, your sword will be swift and your goal,
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achieved. Are you capable of mastering your anger by directing it into
certainty?”
“I am certain that I am.”
“Then let us continue to prepare for battle.”
They rejoined the others and found them practicing with the wooden
trifoils.
“Ah . . .” Master Po tossed his weapon aside. “Our comrades have returned.
We will now train with the silver trifoil.”
The trifoil was an alloy of silver and vampyrium. It had a tensile and yield
strength stronger than high-carbon steel, a cutting strength harder than
diamond, and it was lighter than titanium. Crafted from vampyrium, the silver
double-edged blade of the trifoil was invincible. The hilt, handguard, and
scabbard were crafted from sterling silver.
Horatio went to the far end of the room and wheeled a flat cart to the
center. With great bravado, he unveiled three trifoils sheathed in sterling silver
scabbards bordered in a simple gold-filigree design. Beside them lay three
quick-release back mounts to hold the sabers.
The back mount was made of a strong leather-like material with straps
through which to put one’s arms. It formed an X across the back. Affixed in the
center of the X was a looped pad with an inserted peg. As the trifoil was drawn,
the peg was pulled up and the saber released. When the trifoil was reinserted
and touched the pad, the loop closed and the peg dropped down to lock the
saber place. The trifoil sheath was not used with the back mount.
Absorbed in the magnificence of what lay before them, the wide-eyed
students didn’t question Horatio about vampyrium, nor did they notice Hannah
and Master Po slip away. Phoebe was so absorbed in images of slaying the
rogues that she couldn’t see or think of anything else. Vampyrium became a
vague memory and was soon forgotten.
“Phoebe; RoDinjah; W’Hyani: Choose your weapon.” Horatio sounded much
like an officer in the military.
“Ho!” RoDinjah drew the saber from its sheath. “This weapon is mighty.”
“Where’s my dad’s?” asked Phoebe.
“You do not have trifoil?” asked W’Hyani.
“We do, and here they are.” Horatio extended his hand palm up in the
direction of Hannah and Master Po as they walked forward carrying the trifoils
and back mounts. Michael and Horatio had transported the weaponry in a
locked wooden chest, which they stowed in Master Po’s office when they arrived
that morning.
Horatio looked at Phoebe. “Your father’s is among these.”
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Three of the trifoils were sheathed in silver-plated scabbards and two in
gold-plated scabbards. All five scabbards were crafted from sterling silver and
bordered in an elaborate gold- and silver-filigree design, the same design as
tattooed on Michael’s wrist: the omniscient 3rd eye centered within the infinity
sign, the symbol of death and rebirth.
RoDinjah’s eyes lit up when he saw them. “These weapons are mightier?”
“No. All trifoil blades are equally fashioned. I will show you.” Michael
donned his back mount and trifoil. Then he drew his weapon and held it up
next to RoDinjah’s. “As you can see, the blades are identical. The hilt and
scabbard differ, relevant to one’s position in the VAC and status in The
Vampyrie.”
“Please explain.” Phoebe’s investigative mind required knowledge of all
details before wholly committing to almost anything.
“The hilt of a trifoil assigned to all VAC members is gold-plated. In addition,
the hilt of a Vampyrie member’s trifoil bears the insignia of The Vampyrie – the
symbol of death and rebirth safeguarded by the omniscient 3rd eye. Auxiliary
members are issued a silver-plated scabbard, and Vampyrie members are
issued a gold-plated scabbard.”
While Michael explained this, everyone put on their back mounts and
adjusted them.
“How do Vampyrie trifoils differ relevant to status?” Phoebe needed to know
everything in order to feel complete. She couldn’t even put down a crossword
puzzle until all the boxes were filled in.
“When one attains the rank of officer, their name is etched into the hilt.”
“May I see?”
Horatio handed her his trifoil. When she finished examining it, she handed
it back to him and asked to see Michael’s. Michael had hoped she wouldn’t ask
to see his, because he knew she’d scrutinize it. He also knew he couldn’t
refuse.
“Why does yours have The Vampyrie insignia on both sides of the hilt?”
“It is of no consequence.” Michael slipped the trifoil from her hands.
Phoebe tilted her head and looked at him inquiringly, waiting for his eyes to
meet hers. Instead, he kept his eyes down as he inserted the saber into his
back mount. Then he started fiddling with the shoulder straps, adjusting and
readjusting them.
“She has a right to know, Mick. They all do.”
Phoebe was surprised by Horatio’s public use of Michael’s nickname, but
she had little time to react.
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“Very well.” Michael finished adjusting his back mount then looked up and
faced the group. “My trifoil has the insignia on either side of the hilt because I
am Commander in Chief of The Vampyrie.”
“You are a chief?” RoDinjah was wide-eyed with noticeable respect in his
voice.
“Yes, Michael is a chief, but he prefers not to be singled out or treated
differently from his comrades,” Horatio explained. “And neither do I. In battle,
we must present with a united front. This demands everyone be given equal
respect and relative authority. You will obey orders given by Vampyrie officers,
but you must not esteem us more highly than you esteem yourself or each
other. This is imperative.”
“It is essential,” Michael added, “because there will be times within the
battle when we are separated, and you will be forced to rely on each other’s
acumen as well as your own. If you do not trust and respect each other, you
relinquish equanimity in favor of self-regard. And this will prove fatal. If you do
not trust and respect yourself, you will perish. Therefore, you must give us
your assurance that our mandate of equivalent respect and relative authority is
understood and accepted by all of you who would fight at our side.”
“Understood and accepted.” Phoebe pounded her fist to her chest.
“Understood and accepted.” Mitchell clicked his heels together and, with
great dignity, saluted.
“Understand and accept.” W’Hyani grabbed RoDinjah’s hand and raised
their arms high.
“I am surprised, Phoebe, you did not ask about the trifoils issued to you
and your friends, since they differ somewhat from the others.” Michael had a
quizzical look on his face, making him appear a little impish.
“What about them?”
“Did it not occur to you that trifoils are made specifically for VAC
members?”
“It did, but I assumed the ones you gave us were spares. You know, ones
you keep on hand so you can quickly plate the hilts and scabbards in case
someone loses theirs or something.”
“We do have spares, but their hilts are gold-plated. It would not be
expedient to do otherwise. The trifoil you hold was forged specifically for you,
as were those of W’Hyani and RoDinjah. We are on the threshold of a new
decree. Never before have we been joined in battle by those who were not
members of the VAC.”
“Then I’m deeply honored.” Phoebe put her hands together and bowed her
head. W’Hyani and RoDinjah did the same.”
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Michael asked Hannah for one of the silver-sheathed trifoils. He laid it
across his palms and stood in front of Mitchell.
“You have yet to join us in battle, but this will soon change. You have been
an indispensable member of the VAC for many years and have put your life on
the line for us innumerable times. You have more than earned this.”
He handed the trifoil to Mitchell with such grace and dignity that everyone
felt privileged to be in his presence and share in the struggle that lay ahead.
Mitchell held it to his chest and ran his hand up and down the smooth
posterior of the sheath. He couldn’t help smiling. He’d waited for this moment
for a long time.
“Kneel and receive your accolade.”
As Mitchell knelt before Michael with saber in hand and head bowed,
Michael drew his trifoil, tapped Mitchell on the shoulder, and dubbed him a
Lord of the VAC. After a moment of silence, he clutched Mitchell’s shoulders
and told him to stand. He leaned forward and touched his forehead to that of
his newly dubbed Lord. Then he stepped back and saluted.
Phoebe had never been more proud of her father than she was in this
moment. While Mitchell inserted his saber into his back mount, she placed her
hand on his shoulder and whispered, “I’m so proud of you, dad.
“Now we are ready to proceed!” Master Po motioned to Horatio to move the
cart out of the way.
Horatio and Michael, even though high-ranking officers in The Vampyrie,
always deferred to Master Po. They appreciated the depth of his wisdom and
felt obliged to pay homage to his cultural mores. He was, after all, quite
ancient.
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Chapter 32

A Rogue Tail

Michael told everyone to stand two yards away from their partner with their
trifoil in their back mount.
“We will begin by practicing moves, one step at a time. Dueling will come
later. You are to make no moves until I give the order. Is that understood?” He
looked directly at RoDinjah, who appeared uncomfortably over-eager.
Once everyone acknowledged his order, he had them practice drawing their
weapon and assuming various stances. When he felt they’d mastered this to
one degree or another, he needed to see if they could maintain balance while
moving. So for the rest of the afternoon, he had them practice advancing,
retreating, stooping, and rising with their weapons held in a number of
different positions.
At 6:00 p.m., he told them to sit down and rest while he met with Horatio,
Master Po, and Hannah. Grateful for the break, the students indulged in food
and drink while the instructors gathered in Master Po’s office.
“I am very pleased with their progress,” Michael said. “Since the rogues are
not proficient with the sword, our students should soon outmatch them. It is
rather astounding to see how quickly they have taken to the trifoil.”
“We must impress upon them the need to remain aware of their
surroundings and not take unnecessary risks,” Master Po cautioned. “There is
no place for reckless behavior in battle.”
Horatio was struck by the Shifu’s prudence. “They have followed orders
precisely and remained alert throughout today’s training. Yet something is
troubling you, Li. What is it?”
“RoDinjah is unduly eager. His spirit is like a wild horse. And Phoebe is an
artful dodger. She will heed your order and impress you with her obedience.
But if she thinks another’s life is in imminent danger, she will dodge that
order. She will do this without considering her surroundings and at great peril
to herself.”
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Knowing Phoebe as well as she did, Hannah had to agree. But she was also
reasonable. “Li is right. However, I’d caution us against singling out Phoebe
and RoDinjah right now. They need time to get a feel for the blade and a feel for
battle. Let’s see how they do as training advances.”
“Perhaps a better approach would be addressing these issues to the group,”
Horatio suggested. “It is never too early to stress the importance of one’s
attitude and one’s performance under pressure.”
All agreed and decided to make it the first order of business in the morning.
They rejoined their students, bringing with them the wooden chest to store the
weapons.
“We have assessed your progress,” Michael reported, “and we agree you are
performing exceedingly well.”
“Ho, ho!” shouted RoDinjah, raising his fist and all but proving Master Po’s
point.
“We are finished for the day,” Michael continued. “Learning to wield a trifoil
challenges the muscles as well as the stamina. If you do not feel sore or
fatigued at this time, I assure you that you will before the day’s end. You are to
go home, take a hot bath or shower, apply liniment to your muscles, and retire
early. A full day of training awaits you tomorrow.”
Horatio and Hannah collected all weapons, put them in the chest, and
locked it. Vampyrie weapons were kept under lock and key at all times. These
would be taken to The Haven each night and returned to the Kwoon the
following day.
Phoebe kissed her father goodnight in the parking lot and told him she
wanted to visit as soon as they had free time. She looked forward to one of their
science-based coffee chats. In truth, she looked forward to any chat about
anything other than the rogues.
On the way home, Hannah noticed they were being followed. The thought
crossed her mind that it might be a rogue, until she remembered rogues were
incapable of operating a vehicle. They were too deranged and couldn’t focus on
the task at hand, which made them erratic drivers and easily targeted by traffic
cops. Then it occurred to her that a newly turned vampire in league with the
rogues might be capable of driving. Her mind immediately went to the worst
possible scenario, so she informed the others.
“A car has been following us since we left the Kwoon. It might be a rogue
tail, so I’m going to drive around for a bit and see if I can lose it.”
“What?” Phoebe exclaimed as she and the others turned around to look.
“Stop looking out the back window,” Hannah ordered. “If we’re being tailed,
I don’t want them to know we’re on to them.”
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Five minutes passed and the car stayed glued to their rear bumper, making
no attempt to be inconspicuous. Hannah glared into the rearview mirror and
said under her breath, “I’ve had enough of this.”
She revved the engine, quickly shifted gears, and then hit the accelerator.
She sped across town making sudden turns and risky merges. But the car
behind them mirrored their every move, running stop signs and traffic lights to
do so.
“Damn it!” she yelled. “Where are the cops when you need them?
“Take it easy, Hannah.” Phoebe’s voice was unusually calm. “There are four
of us. Chances are we outnumber them.”
“And we are warriors,” W’Hyani asserted.
“You’re right, both of you.” Hannah took a deep breath. “Don’t know how I
lost sight of that. And a warrior always has a trick or two up her sleeve.”
“What is this trick up the sleeve?”
RoDinjah’s question made Hannah and Phoebe cringe. They were tired and
frustrated, and the last thing they felt like doing was giving an English lesson.
“It is when we are brave in battle,” W’Hyani explained. “It is when we count
coup.”
Hannah breathed a sigh of relief. Phoebe bowed her head in thanks. They
were never more appreciative than now of W’Hyani’s grasp of the English
language.
Phoebe didn’t question Hannah about her up-the-sleeve trick until they
pulled into the parking lot behind the Embarcadero Blood Bank.
“What are we doing here? And why are we parking?”
“I want to see what they’ll do.”
The car pulled in behind them, drove to the opposite end of the lot, and
stopped. Ominous and provocative, it just sat there choking on exhaust fumes.
“I wonder if it really is a rogue.” Phoebe mumbled this to herself as much as
to anyone else.
“I’m damn sure it is,” Hannah snarled. “No one else would follow us like
this.”
Phoebe sighed, accepting the inevitable. “I suspected as much. What do you
suggest we do now?”
“We fight them!” exclaimed RoDinjah, reaching for the door handle.
Hannah quickly engaged the child safety lock so he couldn’t get out. “Slow
down, dude. We can’t count coup on this enemy by waging a frontal attack.”
RoDinjah didn’t know what dude meant, but he clearly understood what
Hannah said.
Several minutes went by and the car appeared to have no intention of
leaving.
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“We can’t sit here all night, Hannah. What’s the plan?” Phoebe’s patience
was strung like fragile glass beads on a friable thread.
“Time to summon the troops.” Hannah pulled out her VAC phone and made
a call.
“SOS. We’re stuck here in the lot behind the blood bank. We picked up a
tail at the Kwoon and it followed us all over town. I tried dodging it, but nothing
worked. It’s sitting at the other end of the lot with the motor running. I have a
sneaking suspicion it’s a rogue newbie.”
Phoebe wondered at Hannah’s choice of words. Speaking in terms of “here”
implied whomever she was talking with was somewhere nearby.
“Okay. See you in a minute.”
Hannah no sooner hung up when someone knocked on her window. As she
opened it, she turned sideways and inadvertently blocked Phoebe’s view.
“They are relentless and will not leave,” said a familiar voice. “Pull around
to the back. They will not follow there. I will meet you at the door.”
The shadowy figure left as quickly as it arrived.
“You called Michael?” asked an ill-humored Phoebe. “What did he mean?
What’s around back?”
“Refuge, my dear. Sanctuary.”
They pulled into an obscure driveway and up to the garage. Michael opened
Hannah’s door and she stepped out.
“You must come inside while the marshals contend with them. Be sure to
lock your car.” When everyone was on the porch, Michael opened the front door
and said, “Welcome to The Haven.”
Phoebe was stunned. She felt like a redacted aside in a surreal movie
script. How could she not have known The Haven was part of the old museum
behind her father’s blood bank? She stared through the doorway with her
mouth open, unable to move. Michael put his hand on her back and gently
encouraged her to step inside. She walked into the living room and sat down on
the couch. Even though she’d been in that very room several times, she didn’t
recognize it. She barely recognized herself. She felt numb and disoriented and
couldn’t get her bearings.
While RoDinjah and W’Hyani explored the room, Michael and Hannah
talked in the hallway.
“Thank you, Michael. I didn’t know what else to do. I hope we’re not
imposing.”
“On the contrary; we intended to make our new comrades aware of our
residence, and now is as good a time as any. You were right to call me. The
rogues intended to take you captive.”
“How did they expect to do that? We outnumbered them.”
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“The recent influx of new rogues has allowed them to function on a broader
scale. They now are capable of extensive surveillance and able to function in
covert synchronous teams. That is to say, there was more than one car
following you.”
“Well, either they’re very good or I’m very tired, because I didn’t spot any
other cars.”
“They are adept at reconnaissance, as are you. I am certain you would have
noticed them had you been aware of their new tactics and not so fatigued.”
“Will the marshals be able to find them?”
“They deployed while we were on the phone. The rogues in the parking lot
had no chance of escape and have been apprehended. As yet, we do not know
whether the others have been tracked and detained.”
“I guess night travel is out of the question for a while.”
“Indeed, as is all travel not accompanied by at least two members of The
Vampyrie. Your friends, as well as auxiliary members of the VAC, have been
targeted for capture. You are no longer safe in your homes and must stay here
until the rogues have been annihilated. At daylight, we will accompany you to
retrieve your belongings. We have sent marshals to alert all VAC members and
bring them here. Also, you must close your music studio and tell your
employees to leave town until notified it is safe to return.”
“How on earth do I explain this to them?”
“Tell them someone is stalking you and Phoebe, and this person has made
threats against them as well.”
“That’ll scare the hell out of them!”
“It is a far better option than making light of the situation, only to have
them stay in the vicinity and meet an excruciating end at the hands of the
rogues.”
“You’re right, of course. I’ll call Murray now.”
“Advise him to be in touch with all employees tonight and insist they pack
whatever they will need for a minimum of two weeks, but most likely longer.
They are not to leave this evening, but they must leave in the morning hours.
We have marshals guarding each of them, but we will not be able to maintain
this after tomorrow. All of us must prepare for battle. Do whatever you must to
convince your staff to leave town, even if it entails paying them their full salary
while they are gone. If you do not have the funds to cover this, The Vampyrie
will assist you.”
“Thank you, my friend. I just might need your assistance.”
Murray was startled at the news and wanted Hannah to notify the police.
She assured him the matter was being dealt with and emphasized the
importance of everyone leaving town. She insisted he cancel all recording dates
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and close the studio until further notice. He tried to convince her otherwise,
but she was adamant.
While she was on the phone with Murray, Michael glanced into the living
room to check on his young friends. W’Hyani and RoDinjah were curled up
together on the divan, apparently asleep. Phoebe was sitting on the couch with
her legs pulled up and her arms wrapped them, rocking and staring into space.
Michael had wondered why she was so quiet and unobtrusive while he
spoke with Hannah. The blank look on her face told him all he needed to know.
She was in shock. And he had just the remedy to pull her out of it: a nice cup
of
hot
tea.
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Chapter 33

Flashback

When Michael returned from the kitchen, Hannah was sitting on the couch
rubbing Phoebe’s back. He set the tray of tea and fixings on the coffee table
“You have spoken with Murray?”
“Yes. And needless to say, he’s very concerned. But I assured him I was in
good hands, and he and the staff weren’t in any danger as long as they left
town by noon tomorrow. He’ll call me back after he’s spoken with them.”
Michael poured a cup of tea and offered it to Phoebe.
“You must drink this. It will refresh you.”
She gave no indication of hearing him. She just kept rocking.
He put down the cup, clapped his hands and shouted “Phoebe!”
She blinked her eyes and looked at him, vacantly.
“Are you okay, honey?” When Phoebe didn’t answer, Hannah felt her
forehead and arms. “God, Michael, she’s ice cold. Her skin isn’t clammy, but I
don’t want to take any chances. Physical shock can come on fast. So can
parasympathetic rebound. We need a blanket and heating pad.”
Michael left and returned in under a minute with three blankets and two
hot water bottles. Hannah quickly wrapped a blanket around Phoebe’s head
and shoulders.
“She needs to lie down. Put a couple of pillows under her feet.”
Hannah put one hot water bottle on Phoebe’s belly and one at her feet; then
she covered her tightly with the other two blankets. She noticed the puzzled
look on Michael’s face while he tucked the blankets around the pillows.
“I do not understand the extent of her condition. I expected she would
barrage me with questions and accusations.”
“What I’m about to tell you, she told me in confidence long ago. But we
can’t have secrets from one another if we’re going into battle together.”
Hannah sat on the couch next to Phoebe and alternated rubbing her hands
and feet to stimulate circulation. Michael pulled up a chair.
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“Shortly after Phoebe lost her mother, Mitchell’s sister and brother-in-law
came to live with them. Mitchell was beside himself with grief and needed help
caring for a young child. I helped as much as he’d allow, but it wasn’t enough.
Being Michaela’s best friend, I was a constant reminder of her and he kept me
at a distance.
“When Phoebe reached puberty, Leon started sexually abusing her. Being
as outspoken as she is, Phoebe told her aunt about it. Marion called her a liar
and slapped her across the face. She told her she was never to speak of it again
and had better not tell a soul. Then she called Leon into the room. They
threatened to kill Phoebe if she so much as hinted at it to anyone. But our bold
little Phoebe didn’t care. That is, until they also threatened to kill Mitchell.
“Fearing for her father’s life, Phoebe kept the secret until she was fourteen.
By that time, she’d grown almost as tall as Leon and had been training in Kung
Fu for three years. Then one night when Leon came to her bedroom, she was
ready for him. She screamed at the top of her lungs and kicked him hard. He
fell back and hit his head against the wall. Marion came running with a poker
in hand and yelled, ‘If he’s hurt, I’ll kill you!’
“As she waved the poker at Phoebe, Mitchell grabbed her from behind and
wrenched it from her hand. Everyone thought he was at work because he kept
long hours, often working into the evening. But he’d left earlier than usual that
day and no one heard him come in. He shoved Marion toward Leon and
demanded an explanation. They lied, of course. They tried to convince him
Phoebe was mentally unbalanced. But Mitchell knew his daughter. He knew
she was as sane as he was, and he told them so. Then he asked Phoebe to tell
him what really happened.
“Having felt her own strength and the depth of her father’s belief in her, she
told him everything. Mitchell was livid! He cursed and fumed, swinging the
poker above his head as if to strike them. Marion and Leon lurched backward
and cowered like two little kids. They were ordered out of the house that
minute, and Mitchell severed all ties with them. Phoebe didn’t want to report
the abuse, and Mitchell didn’t push her. She just wanted it out of her life. And
to this day, she hasn’t sufficiently dealt with the effect it’s had on her.
“Since Mitchell kept me at a distance and didn’t want me visiting, I had no
knowledge of this. If I had, I’d have killed the bastard with my bare hands. And
I’d have pressed Phoebe to get counseling.
“You see, Michael, over the past few weeks, Phoebe has had to deal with the
revelation of one secret after another. She’s handled them in her usual fashion
by striking out. But even someone as strong-willed as Phoebe has a breaking
point. I think this was one secret too many. It threw her into that horrific abuse
memory and paralyzed her, as flashbacks often do.”
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Michael sat quietly for several minutes. When he finally spoke, Hannah
barely recognized his voice. It trembled and faded, as if he were choking back
tears.
“This is a most agonizing ordeal for any child to endure. It explains her
unyielding demand to know all, as well as her pressing need to rescue. I expect
it has been a key element in fashioning her intrepid strength and defiant will. I
am grateful you have told me. I now will be able to train her more efficiently
and with greater compassion.”
Phoebe started to moan.
“She’s coming around.” Hannah pulled back the blankets and vigorously
rubbed Phoebe’s hands and arms. “C’mon, sweetie, open your eyes. You’re safe.
You’re with Michael and Hannah.”
“Hannah?” Phoebe mumbled, turning her head in Hannah’s direction.
“I’m here, luv.”
“Where’s that little relic? I’m going to kill him.” Despite the threat, Phoebe’s
voice was weak and she struggled to open her eyes.
“You’ll do no such thing. You’ve just had a bad shock and want to strike
out at someone. But the feeling will pass.”
“She is speaking of me.”
Hannah couldn’t help but feel sorry for Michael. “Yes, dear one, she is.”
“I understand.”
Michael was appalled by what Hannah had just told him, and he was ready
and willing to accept a lashing. He regretted not having given Phoebe the
address of The Haven when she asked for it in the park.
Phoebe slowly opened her eyes and managed to sit up.
“I take back what I said. I’m not going to kill you, Michael; as if I could. I
don’t even want to. The ones I really want to kill are the rogues. And I’d like to
toss in my aunt and uncle. Yes, Hannah, I heard you. And it’s okay. The time
for secrets is over. We have to bare our souls if we want to vanquish the
bloodsuckers.”
“Welcome back, sweetie.” Hannah put a pillow behind Phoebe’s head. “You
rally faster than anyone I’ve ever known.”
“Thank you, Hannah. And Sir Michael, I’ll take that cup of tea now if you’re
still offering.”
“It is no longer hot. I will make a fresh pot.”
“And no knockout drops. I’ve been knocked out enough lately and have no
desire to visit la-la land ever again.”
“I assure you, Ms. Phoebe, I never again will narcotize you.”
“Do you swear?” Phoebe chuckled at Michael’s endearing formality.
Michael put his hand to his heart as he said, “On my honor.”
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While he was in the kitchen, Hannah received a return call from Murray.
He reported he’d notified all staff. After much convincing, everyone agreed to
leave town in the morning but were more concerned for her than for
themselves. He ended the conversation by giving her a number where he could
be reached and told her to call if she needed him, anytime, day or night. He
knew once Hannah made up her mind about something, there was no
changing it. He also was a caring soul and would do almost anything for his
friends.
“It’s times like this when I realize how blessed I am,” Hannah said as she
hung up. She told Phoebe about the conversation and ended with, “I couldn’t
ask for better employees or better friends.”
“I hope I count among them. I feel I’ve been more a burden than a friend.”
“Friends are burdens, luv. We carry them in our hearts ever so lightly, but
we carry them nonetheless.”
“You are a wise woman.” Michael entered the room carrying a freshly
brewed pot of tea.
“She’s also a tolerant and compassionate one.” Phoebe leaned her head on
Hannah’s shoulder and squeezed her hand.
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Chapter 34

Illusion Unmasked

Now fully conscious and oriented, Phoebe realized something was different.
Instead of a suit, Michael wore slacks and a casual shirt unbuttoned at the top.
Looking around the room, she noticed the furnishings were contemporary and
in good condition. Was this the same room she’d been in several times before?
The shock of finding out the Haven was right behind her father’s blood
bank was bad enough. But this challenged her rational mind. Feeling off
balance didn’t sit well with Phoebe. She was confused and perturbed – not a
safe combination in a hot head.
“You are wondering why you are not in an archaic room being served tea by
a relic.”
“What’s going on, Michael? Why has everything changed?”
Michael looked to Hannah for advice. Hannah raised an eyebrow, tilted her
head, and grinned.
“It’s Act II, dear one, and you’re center stage.”
He poured a cup of tea and handed it to Phoebe, then sat down and cleared
his throat.
“It has not changed. What you have seen in the past was an illusion.”
“An illusion? Get real, Michael. There’s no way I’d have seen the same
illusion on three different occasions.”
“On the contrary; you saw what I wanted you to see.”
“Get out of here – and I don’t mean that literally. You had better stay and
tell me what you’re talking about.”
“We vampires are highly telepathic. We are capable of communicating at
great distances. And when we unite our power with several others, we are
capable of concealing that which we do not want revealed.”
“I’m not even going to react to that.”
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Phoebe couldn’t take in one more staggering revelation. In that moment,
she accepted her life was a mystery novel and decided to enjoy finding the
clues instead of reacting to what they unveiled.
“Just tell me why you did it. Why would you have me see something that
wasn’t real?”
“I did so in order to discourage your curiosity and render you disinclined to
seek us out. I thought you would be eager to leave and not look back. I did not
know such a ruse would have the opposite effect. I knew nothing about you
other than what your father had told me, which did not include the need to
solve every puzzle or the need to know everything. I now realize I should have
vetted you through Hannah rather than Mitchell. And I regret not telling you
the truth in the park on Saturday.”
“Okay, I accept all of that. I still need to get my head around the telepathy
thing, but I accept your reasoning for what you did. And that brings up another
question. When my friends and I were at Luli’s one day, Lunah’s behavior
changed abruptly. Quiet, protective Lunah became overly chatty and almost
diabolical. We saw what I think was a rogue newbie hanging out across the
street, and I now wonder if she could’ve been influencing Lunah telepathically.”
“Undoubtedly. We do not know why, but the rogue’s telepathic ability does
not degenerate as rapidly as do their bodily functions. However, their telepathy
is not strong enough to make contact with The Vampyrie or to intercept our
communications. But they are vulnerable to being influenced by telepathy we
direct at them.”
“Is telepathy also why the rogues didn’t follow us here from the parking
lot?”
“Yes. We keep them at bay telepathically, which is the reason they do not
know the location of The Haven. Now forgive me for the interruption, but I’d
best awaken the lovebirds on the divan. They will not sleep well tonight if they
continue to sleep now. They must be well-rested for the full day of rigorous
training that awaits them tomorrow.”
Hannah patted Phoebe on the knee. “How are you doing with all of this,
luv?”
“I’m okay. I can hardly believe it, Hannah, but I’m really okay. After
everything that’s happened to me, I think it would take something really
outlandish to throw me for a loop – like maybe you’re a zombie or Michael’s an
alien or Master Po’s a teenage mutant ninja turtle or my dad’s . . .”
Phoebe’s train of thought was interrupted by voices coming from the other
end of the hallway.
“The marshals have returned with the auxiliary.” Michael stood and walked
to the doorway. “Welcome, my friends. Enter and make yourselves comfortable.
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Laverne and Wyatt will join us shortly. They are brewing tea and preparing a
light supper for all of you.”
Hannah put her arm around Phoebe’s shoulder and whispered, “You
already know some of these people. So much has been going on that I’ve lost
track of what I have and haven’t told you. Just know I intended to tell you
everything, so no more ranting or going into shock, capish?”
“I’m finished with all of that, Hannah.”
“Good girl.” Hannah winked and squeezed her shoulder.
Phoebe watched quietly as Mitchell, Joe Demitri, Dale Red Hawke, Daniel
DeHaven, Nadie Wray, and Teddy and Freddy Johar entered the room. She
knew her father, Joe, Dale, and Daniel were VAC members, but she’d never
met Nadie and was blown away to see Teddy and Freddy.
“Where are the others?” Hannah asked.
“They were taken to the basilica where we have constructed bunks and
closets. Two large adjoining rooms have recently been converted into a kitchen
and lavatory. Needless to say, we have anticipated this event for quite some
time.”
Mitchell sat down next to Phoebe and gave her a hug. Teddy and Freddy
greeted her with big smiles and even bigger apologies. Phoebe accepted their
apologies and added she wanted the truth and only the truth from here on out.
“No more impeccably pertinent taradiddles, Freddy.”
“You can count on it, Pheebs.”
Michael introduced everyone while Laverne and Wyatt served food and
drink. The buzz of friendly chatting circled the room and revived Phoebe’s
insatiable curiosity.
“Dad, does the blood bank really own this property?”
“No, honey, The Vampyrie owns it. The deed is in the name of several of its
members. I’m sure there are a few other details I’ve failed to mention, but it’s
only because I can’t remember them all. So please be patient with me as the
rest of them trickle out.
“It’s a deal.”
At 9:00 p.m., Michael announced it was time to turn in. He asked Laverne
to give instructions regarding sleeping quarters and what was expected of
everyone.
“Most of the auxiliary are being housed in the basilica, but all of you will
stay in the main house. In order to accommodate you, several of us who reside
here are rooming with one another. You will share rooms as well. We have
made available two bedrooms for the women on the third floor and two for the
men on the second floor. Choose your roommates based on your sleeping
habits.
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“There are several lavatories on each floor. They are well marked. Those of
you who are training at the Kwoon will shower upon your return each evening.
This will allow others to avail themselves of the facilities in the morning.
“Breakfast will be served at 5:00 a.m. in the dining room adjacent to this
room. Ongoing duties will be assigned at that time. Arrive in a timely fashion
and be prepared to depart at precisely 6:00 a.m.
“Jars of liniment have been placed in each of your rooms. It is a proprietary
blend of herbs that, among other properties, promotes circulation. This will
enable your muscles to recover more quickly. You are to apply it every night
without fail.
“You will be awakened at 4:00 a.m. by a knock on your door. We expect you
to answer and inform us you are up and awake. Should you require anything
during the night, knock on the door displaying the sign of the neon rabbit. We
are alternating night duty on your behalf.”
Phoebe tried not to laugh but couldn’t help herself. “Really, Michael; a
rabbit? No infinity symbol? No omniscient 3rd eye?”
“We do possess a sense of humor, Ms. Phoebe. You knock, and we hop to
it.”
As he said this, he pulled his arms to his chest, let his wrists drop down,
and hopped once in place.
Everyone roared. Laughter came as a welcomed relief, especially for Phoebe.
“Oh, I do love you, Michael. You’re just chock-full of surprises.”
“Will your sentiment endure the surprise of learning which chore has been
assigned to you?”
“Absolutely. The more strenuous the chore, the better. Chores are one of
my favorite things.”
“She’s pulling your leg,” Mitchell chuckled. “If you believe that, you’ll be
mighty sore by the time she’s done with you.”
“I have grown accustomed to our Phoebe’s sharp wit. And I venture to say,
should she ever choose to match hers with mine, she will be mightily
surprised.”
“I am already! As my dad likes to say, I wouldn’t have bet a red cent on
your having a sense of humor. And I would’ve lost – big time!”
“I am pleased you will never have to make that bet. Now I bid all of you
goodnight and pleasant dreams.” Michael and the other vampires were gone
before anyone could respond.
As Phoebe lay in bed watching the fog drift slowly past her window, a chill
ran through her like ripples of ice water. She pulled the covers up and tucked
them under her chin. What other surprises might await her?
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Chapter 35

The Secret

Thursday
The following morning after breakfast, two marshals gave them an armed
escort to gather their belongings, drop Hannah’s car at Orca Studios, and pick
up the van. Now that Mitchell would be riding with them, the extra room was
needed.
They arrived at the Kwoon shortly before 7:00 a.m. All other auxiliary
members stayed at The Haven to train. Phoebe dreaded Master Po’s reaction to
hearing about her episode of shock. She’d never told him about the abuse and
was in no mood for another of his speeches on integrity. She also had no
intention of telling him – at least not today.
While the trifoils were being distributed, Master Po took her aside.
“You have walked over the hot coals of abuse and are the stronger for it.
Never doubt your strength. Never question it when in battle. You are an
unshakable force of nature.”
Phoebe knew he didn’t abide displays of emotion, but she hugged him
anyway. To her delight, he not only returned the hug, but also added a few
gentle pats on the back. Then he stepped away, grabbed her by the shoulders,
and pulled her down to meet his face.
“Should you ever doubt yourself in battle, look up. Master Po’s eyes will be
dead on you.” He pushed her back up, turned on his heel, and walked off.
Phoebe was always surprised when he showed any measure of affection.
She was never surprised by his seizing an opportune moment to toss out a
kindly threat or dole out a vital lesson.
After everyone was geared up and in position, Michael spoke.
“I cannot emphasize enough the importance of remaining aware of your
surroundings and not taking unnecessary risks while in battle. An
unnecessary risk is one you engage in without focus or forethought. It is a risk
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that will ultimately result in your death. You must know what is in front of
you, behind you, and on either side of you at all times. You must anticipate
your enemy’s every move. Whenever possible and at all costs, you must not
execute a direct attack until you are balanced and able to withstand a counter
blow. You must not risk your life by striking when unprepared.
“If a comrade is in imminent danger, you must not intervene until you have
assessed it is safe to do so. You must free yourself of all thought and emotion,
and remain focused on your goal. You must hold tight the reins on your fear
and your ego. If you fail to do so, the battle will not spare you, nor will your
enemy. You might be willing to give your life for another, but you must
remember you are merely part of a whole. If any one of us is removed from the
battle, be it by fortune or by design, the entire landscape shifts in an attempt
to fill the void.
“Remember: Every choice you make will play a role in deciding the
resolution of our war with the rogues. We will speak more of this as we train.
And we will train you to adhere to that of which I have just spoken.”
Master Po was satisfied that all points of concern to him had been
addressed. But he still was troubled by RoDinjah’s overly exuberant behavior,
so he partnered with him for the day.
The morning was spent learning to vault left and right in order to deflect a
blow or achieve a better position from which to strike. All four students learned
quickly and exhibited what their instructors considered to be great potential.
In the middle of demonstrating a more complicated vault, both Michael and
Horatio stopped short, looked toward the door, hissed and bared their teeth.
RoDinjah dropped his weapon when he saw their lengthy canines. “They
show fangs, just as the jaguar when hunting.”
Phoebe and W’Hyani’s mouths fell open. W’Hyani was awed but also
puzzled. She thought Michael and the others were human. Somehow, any
reference to them being vampires escaped her. Phoebe managed to bring her
lips together and utter something nonsensical. She thought she’d seen fangs
when Oliver and the other rogues bit her, but she was drugged at the time and
couldn’t be sure. Mitchell was unaffected. He’d seen it all before.
Michael and Horatio seized their weapons and flew out of the room so
quickly that Phoebe had to blink twice to be sure they were actually gone.
“What just happened?”
“They have been alerted by the others,” Master Po replied. “Somewhere in
the city, there is trouble that demands their attention.”
“What could it be?” Phoebe was beyond curious.
“We won’t know until they come back.” Hannah picked up her scabbard
and sheathed her trifoil. “You learn to shrug off their eccentric behavior. It
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seems odd to us only because we haven’t mastered extrasensory perception –
much less long-distance telepathic communication.”
“Like the eagle who carries messages to the spirit,” W’Hyani whispered to
herself.
“Like the eagle who glides on the wind and engages with her eyes,” Master
Po whispered back. “No word is spoken, yet the message is received.”
Since it was almost noon, the Shifu told them to break for lunch.
“How can we train if they don’t return?” asked a don’t-keep-me-waiting-tokill-the-rogues Phoebe.
Hannah smiled as she removed her back mount. She knew exactly how
Phoebe felt.
“Don’t worry, luv. They won’t leave us hanging. Too much is riding on your
taking part in this battle.”
Phoebe thought Hannah was referring to all the students. But one secret
remained: the secret that must not be told, for it would lose its power in the
telling. This secret must be experienced in order to be realized. And everyone
hoped the impact of its manifestation would award them a decisive victory
against the rogues.
Master Po disappeared into his office shortly after lunch. He returned a few
minutes later with two Vampyrie members the students hadn’t met.
“Caitlin and Asher will join us in teaching this afternoon. They do not have
an update on the trouble in the city, but they will inform us when they do. We
will now begin to practice turning in place and turning around one another.”
Caitlin and Asher were as skilled as Michael and Horatio, so the students
had no difficulty adapting to new instructors. In fact, they caught on so quickly
that Master Po dismissed them an hour early.
“Tomorrow, we begin to practice the duel. Remember what Michael has told
you.” Master Po looked directly at RoDinjah. “You will take no unnecessary
risks. You will remain aware of your surroundings at all times. You will rein in
your fear and your ego. And you will focus your intention.
“Now go home and rest well. The energy you have at this moment will not
last. Neither will you if you do not get adequate sleep, because tomorrow we
intend to exhaust you.”
On that note, Master Po marched into his office and closed the door.
Phoebe wanted to question – actually, more like debate – unnecessary risks,
but she knew a closed door meant Do Not Disturb. And depending on his
mood, it could mean Knock at Your Own Risk.
The marshals escorted them back to The Haven, where Laverne met them
at the door. There still was no news regarding Michael and Horatio. Assigned to
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cleaning the upstairs bathrooms, Phoebe had no time to badger anyone with
questions. She barely had enough time to shower before dinner.
Racing to the dining room, she found it abuzz with news about the
Commander in Chief and his General. Together with several other Vampyrie
members, they thwarted a rogue attack on a local grocery. A large food store
was the ideal place to assault a victim without being seen by employees or
other clientele. Narrow aisles flanked by tall shelves provided the cover needed
for a quick attack on an unsuspecting shopper and allowed the perpetrator to
disappear without being seen.
Juliet and Tory were on an errand in the warehouse district near the tunnel
entrance to the catacombs. They inadvertently connected telepathically with a
small band of rogue newbies planning the impromptu raid. Michael could have
ordered his officers to respond, but he wanted to assess the newbies’ fighting
skills as well as their level of degeneration.
While Levi related the news, Michael and Horatio arrived. Horatio reported
they seized five rogue newbies exiting the catacombs, tossed them into the
trailer they’d hitched to their van, and then shackled them inside. He said the
newbies were weak and barely able to put up a fight.
“They are incompetent by all Vampyrie standards,” Michael clarified, “but
the average person would be no match for any one of them. Doctors Archibald
and Cordelia are assessing their level of degeneration as we speak. If they are
deemed candidates for ART, it will be offered to them. Those who are not
and/or those who refuse will be destroyed.”
Hearing the mention of ART threw Phoebe for a loop. She suddenly
remembered Lunah, Fei, and Cho were still at The Haven. She was furious with
herself for losing sight of this. She desperately wanted to know how and where
they were, but she didn’t dare interrupt Michael or get up and leave.
Feeling trapped and worried, she stared into space and started rocking.
Ever since the abuse, rocking and pacing were her ways of dealing with
unyielding anxiety.
Recognizing the signs of distress, Hannah rubbed Phoebe’s back and tried
to help her relax.
“What’s wrong, luv?” she whispered.
“I forgot about Lunah, Fei, and Cho,” Phoebe mumbled quietly. “I’m a
terrible friend. I need to see them. I need to know they’re okay.”
“Hang in there. Michael will be done soon and we’ll talk with him.”
When Michael finished answering questions, Hannah called him over.
“I need to see Lunah, Fei, and Cho,” Phoebe blurted out. “I don’t know how
or why, but I forgot about them. When you mentioned ART, it all came flooding
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back. I need to see them. I need to look into their eyes and know they’re okay. I
need to redeem myself.”
Michael sat down and took her hand. “They are still in the hospital wing,
but please know they are fine. Since Lunah received ARV shortly after she was
bitten, we expect her to make a full recovery. We will know for certain by
midday tomorrow.”
“What about Fei and Cho?”
“They are recovering as well but will remain with us. They did not receive
ARV in time to prevent the turn. But they have been taking their daily IRN and
no longer have a desire for blood.”
“Oh god, their parents must be worried sick.”
“They were notified immediately after Fei and Cho came into our care and
were brought to the house of a nearby friend. Dr. Cordelia informed them that
their daughters have a disease requiring close observation and treatment. She
takes Fei and Cho to visit with them every day.”
“Do their parents know they can never leave here?”
“They do not. We cannot tell them the truth of Fei and Cho’s condition.
They will have to accept the explanation we have given and allow their
daughters to remain with us. They will have to be content merely with
visitation.”
“And if they aren’t?”
“We will have no choice but to detain them and administer retro therapy,
after which they will believe their daughters have met with an accidental
death.”
“Damn, that’s cold, Michael.”
“It is our only option.”
“I understand, but poor Mr. and Mrs. Lee. They must be going through
hell.”
“They are not. They are pleased to see Fei and Cho looking so well. We will
not allow them to suffer if they do not accept their daughters’ fate. We will
administer retro therapy in a timely fashion. It is the best we can do.”
“When can I see them and Lunah?”
“When we return from training tomorrow, one of us will take you to visit
with them. You may forgo your duties. I hope this relieves your anxiety, dear
Phoebe.”
“It does.” Phoebe stood and pushed in her chair. “Thank you, Michael.
Thank you, Hannah. I’m exhausted. I’m going to turn in early. See you in the
morning.”
As Phoebe walked away, Michael turned to Hannah. “Is it wise to leave her
unattended?”
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“Don’t worry, my friend. She has an uncanny ability to bounce back
quickly. Besides, she won’t be alone for long. We’re sharing a room, and I’ll be
turning in early as well.”
“It is not the condition of her mind that concerns me; it is the condition of
her spirit.”
“W’Hyani also shares our room. I’ll ask her to do a healing ceremony with
us before we go to sleep.”
“That would be very beneficial.”
“I agree. She’s had enough lessons to fill a lifetime. She needs a break.”
Although Hannah knew a healing ceremony would renew Phoebe’s spirit,
she also knew it was a temporary fix. It would have to be repeated several times
before the final secret was revealed.
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Chapter 36

Soul Versus Spirit

Friday
Phoebe woke the following morning before the customary knock on the door.
Gusts of wind hurled tree branches against the side of the house, cracking like
a whip and threatening to prey upon her dreams if she didn’t stay awake. The
moon played hide-and-seek in the shuddering leaves and threw lifelike
shadows on the walls that eerily changed shape and darted around the room.
She felt alien to herself. Her eyes wouldn’t open more than halfway, and
despite all of her best efforts, she couldn’t move her body. She felt paralyzed
under the monumental weight of an unknown force. She wondered if she
hadn’t died during the night. Could a rogue have somehow sneaked in and
injected her with gabaglycinoid? She tried to call out to Hannah but couldn’t
speak. Maybe she’d had a heart attack. Oh god, she thought, please don’t let it
be a stroke.
She tried again to move but felt as if she weren’t even in her body. Panic
glared into her mind’s eye and dared her to fight a losing battle. She imagined
panic as a hot skewer being shoved up her spine and impaling the last ounce of
reason clinging to the shrinking wall of her sanity.
Then W’Hyani turned over in bed and started talking in her sleep.
Phoebe breathed a sigh of relief. She knew she couldn’t be dead if she was
able to recognize a temporal sound as fundamental as speech. This made
perfect sense to her at the time. She also realized that if she could breathe, she
definitely was alive. Convincing herself all would be normal again if she simply
went back to sleep, she dozed off to the sound of W’Hyani’s chirping voice.
When the knock on the door awoke her, she jumped out of bed and danced
around the room.
“What causes you this joy?” W’Hyani yawned with one eye still closed.
Phoebe told her about the strange experience.
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“Your body awoke before your spirit returned. In the dreamtime, the spirit
leaves the body and travels. If it cannot fully return before the body awakens,
we are with a foot in two worlds. It is best not to panic. It is best to sleep again
and let the soul call the spirit home.”
“What’s the difference between the soul and the spirit?”
“The soul is life. It is who we are in a physical body. The spirit is what the
physical body has dwelling within. It is part of The Divine and connects us to
The Divine. The soul and the spirit are wed but are not the same.”
“So the soul is our psyche – that which makes us who we are as human
beings. And the spirit is our essence – that which we are without a body, that
which animates the body, and that which is immaterial to the body.”
“That is correct. It is your spirit we healed last night. It is now joyous and
wishes to fly. You must welcome it home so it wishes to stay.”
“How do I do that?”
“Dancing is good. Dancing gives pleasure to the spirit.”
“Thank you, W’Hyani!” Phoebe leapt and pirouetted, grateful to be alive. “I
think I’m quite ready to face the day.”
Hannah was awake and listening to all of this.
“I’m so glad, sweetie. Otherwise, I’d have to knock you out and carry you to
the Kwoon. And we both know your feelings on that subject.”
“Damn straight. Anyone tries to knock me out again and they’ll be up
against Phoebe the Annihilator.” She flexed her muscles and threw a couple of
kicks.
After breakfast, marshals escorted them to the Kwoon. The morning was
spent reviewing vaulting and turning. Since Michael had missed the previous
afternoon’s instruction, he needed to assess their skill level in order to
determine if they were ready for advanced training. He again was impressed by
how quickly they learned.
The afternoon session began with Michael giving an introduction to dueling.
“In a formal duel, there are rules of conduct. We will not be teaching you
these. The rogues follow no rules and do not conduct themselves in a genteel
fashion. Therefore, you will learn what The Vampyrie refers to as battle dueling.
Master Po refers to this as stealth fighting.
“Now pay close attention to what I am about to say. We will not carry
through an attack. We will match trifoils but we will not strike one another. We
will practice lunging, but we will seize our blades instead of wielding them. Is
that understood?”
All agreed, including RoDinjah the Reckless.
“Horatio and I will now demonstrate.”
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The students were in awe of their teachers’ savior-faire and mastery of the
blade.
Master Po carefully watched RoDinjah’s reaction. The look of admiration on
his student’s face told the Shifu he no longer need be concerned about his
eagerness to fight. RoDinjah’s desire to emulate his teachers would guide his
feral spirit to appropriate behavior when in battle. Master Po wouldn’t mention
it again unless RoDinjah stepped out of line. The last thing he wanted to do
was break his spirit.
Following the demonstration, Phoebe wanted to know “how in the blazes”
the students would learn to fight, since striking one another was obviously out
of the question. Michael told her they’d begin training with mannequins in a
day or two.
“The mannequins are crafted from an impenetrable metal alloy. You will
advance on them as we call out the moves you are to make. Once you have
mastered this, your teachers will don full-body armor made of the same alloy
and you will practice on us. The alloy is classified as a light metal, but it is too
heavy to wear in battle. Thus, you will have the advantage.
“Following this, you will practice fighting many enemies simultaneously –
one on two, one on three, and so on. Others of The Vampyrie will join us at
that time. You will be pitted against multiple Vampyrie members in full-body
armor advancing on you from different angles and directions. Your advantage
will lessen not only because you will be outnumbered, but also because we will
move at the rapid speed to which we are accustomed.”
“This will take considerable training,” Master Po interjected, “so do not
become disheartened when you are killed.”
“Master Po is, of course, referring to a simulated kill. When you become
proficient, we will take you on missions. We will venture out at night in four
teams, each comprised of three VAC members and one student. We will seek
out rogues hunting alone or in very small groups. You will be the frontline. But
do not worry. We will not allow you to be harmed, and I am certain you will
rapidly acquire great skill.
“Finally, when we deem you battle-ready, the four of you will be sent on
missions together but without immediate VAC support. We will watch at a
distance and intervene only if your life is in imminent danger. Upon assessing
your level of performance at this stage, we will have a better grasp as to when
we might initiate our battle with the rogues.”
The students performed exactly as instructed and the training advanced
quickly. Michael dismissed them at 5:00 p.m.
When they returned to The Haven, Juliet introduced herself and told
Phoebe she’d take her to the hospital wing. She said Lunah was fully recovered
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and would be discharged the next day. Phoebe fought back tears of joy as they
navigated down several corridors and up a wide spiral staircase.
While crossing through a passageway to an adjacent building, Phoebe
stopped to look out the window. A once well-landscaped arboretum lay
overgrown with bushes, trees, and flowering shrubs in dire need of pruning.
She had no idea how large the building was nor how extensive the property.
She felt sorry for a magnificent but crestfallen weeping willow at the far edge of
her vision.
“It’s sad to see nature so neglected.”
“What you see are merely the exterior gardens.” Juliet’s voice was sweet
and wispy. “The perimeter of the property is maintained in substandard
condition purposely to discourage sightseers and conceal the Haven. If you
wish, I will show you the thriving interior gardens on our return.”
“I’d like that very much.”
When they entered the infirmary, Lunah was sitting on her bed chatting
with Fei and Cho. Phoebe ran over and threw her arms around all three of her
friends. Between intermittent sobbing and nose-blowing, they caught up on
everything they’d missed over the past three weeks.
Lunah would move to the main house tomorrow and room with Juliet. She
was too weak to resume training, but Juliet promised to put her to work in the
gardens.
Fei and Cho would remain guarded in the hospital wing for at least another
week. The doctors wanted to be absolutely sure they were stable. The twins
were fully aware they’d never leave The Haven. If they stabilized to Michael’s
satisfaction and if they so desired, they’d train to become full-fledged members
of The Vampyrie. Their parents had accepted their “terminal” disease but
remained adamant about bringing them home. Phoebe hoped Michael could
change their minds.
Juliet took a different route when returning to the main house. She and
Phoebe walked down a deserted hallway that appeared to be a dead end. But
off to the left was a very short hall that led to a set of French doors and a
narrow spiral staircase. At the bottom was another set of French doors that
opened to the inner gardens.
They crossed over the threshold and walked under a massive arched
wooden trellis dripping with Wisteria. Bees buzzed all around but quickly
whizzed beyond them and mysteriously kept their distance. A stately
Bougainvillea draped its violet arms around a bed of sweet William and baby’s
tears. Patches of medicinal herbs were set apart from culinary herbs, the
aromas of which titillated the senses. Verdant and lush, many species of
plants, trees, shrubs, and flowers filled at least two acres of land.
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The presence of culinary herbs, vegetable gardens, and fruit trees puzzled
Phoebe. She thought vampires didn’t partake of such things. When she and the
others had meals in The Haven dining room, vampires never joined them. She
didn’t know they always waited until their guests had finished.
“Why do you grow vegetables and cultivate fruit trees? I thought vampires
didn’t eat food.”
“That is a myth. However, the afflicted among us must have their food
prepared in a way that stimulates the production of digestive enzymes.
Someday when we have a little time, I will show you.”
During the remainder of their walk, Phoebe’s thoughts turned to Fei and
Cho. Everything about them seemed normal, but their eyes exhibited only a
vestige of their former selves. She wondered which part of them had changed –
the soul or the spirit.
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Chapter 37

Vampyrie Unveiled

Saturday – Saturday – Saturday
Over the next two weeks, the students trained first with the mannequins and
then with their armor-clad teachers. They were taught several different
maneuvers for executing decapitation and cardiodectomy. Their movements
were swift and their aim, precise. They remained alert to the rapid advances of
their opponents and seldom were taken off guard. Michael wanted to improve
the latter. He insisted they must never be taken off guard, not even while
training.
“The rogues will not be wearing armor that impedes their movement. If you
are taken off guard by us, you will perish when you face them. Vampires – as
well as rogues – move faster than the blink of an eye, and you must be
prepared for this. Listen for the faint movement of air, as it might be a rogue
passing or approaching you. Watch for the sudden glint of a blade out of the
corner of your eye. Rogues do not possess trifoils, but the sword can be just as
deadly.
“You must be able to anticipate and follow their every move. When you are
in battle, you must sense every element within the battle and not merely the
battle as a whole. You must train all of your senses to observe each movement
within striking range. This may sound impossible, but it is not.”
Michael instructed everyone to remove their back mounts and lay them
against the wall. The teachers removed their armor. The students were told to
move to the center of the room and face each other. Master Po drew the blinds
on all windows and turned off the lights. Without warning, eight members of
The Vampyrie – six of whom had been secretly waiting in the hallway –
attacked the students and threw them to the floor.
Michael’s voice boomed over all the eews, ouches, and complaints.
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“If you had any doubt about the stealth, cunning, and swiftness of
vampires, I expect this demonstration will put them to rest. This is how it will
be in battle. You will have no time to second guess your enemy or yourself. To
do so would prove fatal. On the other hand, learning to anticipate takes
practice. Therefore, from this point forward, your guard will be up at all times.
“You will remain alert to your surroundings wherever you are and in
whatever you are doing, be it eating breakfast, walking to the car, showering,
training for battle, preparing for bed. If you are dubious or believe you are not
up to the task, you must admit that now and we will remove you from training.
Otherwise, you are never to let down your guard, not even for a moment. Your
life depends on this.”
Training continued in relative darkness for several days. Dueling was
alternated with practicing stealth maneuvers. In both scenarios, each student
was pitted against two teachers. Then Michael upped the ante. Students took
turns fighting three or four opponents at once, first without weapons and then
in full battle regalia. They trained for twelve hours every day. At the end of two
weeks, Michael announced they were ready for their first mission.
“You will rest all day tomorrow. We will meet after a light dinner, and I will
give you further instructions.”
Master Po returned to The Haven with them. He would remain there until
the battle with the rogues was ended.
After chores and dinner, students and teachers retired to the living room
for tea and conversation. Phoebe was surprised Michael suggested this. She
expected they’d be ordered to their rooms and told to practice falling asleep at
will and remaining alert while they slept. As she looked around trying to decide
where would be the most comfortable place to sit, Juliet escorted Lunah into
the room.
“Lune!” Phoebe almost dropped her cup and saucer. She ran to her best
friend and gave her a long, tight hug.
“What are you doing here? I thought you were too weak to train for battle.”
“Michael asked Juliet to bring me. She said he had something important to
tell us.”
“So you’ll be training for battle after all?”
“No. I’ll have an ancillary role, but I don’t know yet what that’ll be.”
Phoebe was about to ask another question when Michael stood and cleared
his throat.
“I think it only fair that I enlighten our students to the history of the
vampire. Anyone who joins us in battle deserves to know for what it is they are
fighting.”
He sat down, crossed his legs, and took a sip of tea.
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“All VAC members know our history. Phoebe, W’Hyani, RoDinjah, and
Lunah do not. It is for them I have called this gathering. I ask the rest of you to
lend support if needed.”
Michael’s last comment went over the students’ heads; all except Phoebe’s.
She knew Michael was concerned about her reaction to some of what he
planned to say. But she intended to remain calm. Nothing about the vampire’s
history could possibly rival the intensity of remembering what she’d endured at
the hands of her uncle.
“Before I begin, I should like to mention that The Vampyrie does not refer to
the depraved, untreated of our species as vampires. They do not merit such a
highly esteemed title, a title they forfeited long ago when they refused
treatment. They are merely rogues. The title of vampire is reserved for the
treated and unafflicted among us. We live by a code of ethics and are morally
stable beings. We do not prey upon humans. Rogues, however, are devoid of
morality and will hunt any mammal available to them, regardless of sentience,
regardless of the ability to feel pain and fear.”
Michael put down his cup and leaned back in his chair.
“Vampires have existed on Earth for nearly 200,000 years. Our ancestors
migrated here from the planet Vampyr in the Andromeda galaxy, when life on
our world became morally and physically unsustainable.”
Lunah nearly choked on her tea. Phoebe raised her eyebrows and put her
hand over her mouth to hold back the profanities trying to force their way out.
W’Hyani and RoDinjah, however, were unfazed. Their tribal lore referred to
their ancestors as “the star people,” and children were taught to respect their
heritage.
“The metal vampyrium – from which the trifoil is crafted – and the material
from which the quick-release back mount is made were brought here from
Vampyr.
“Our civilization was advanced far beyond that of today’s Earth. We first
settled in an area now known as Romania, but as our numbers grew, some
began to migrate to other areas in search of food and fertile ground to cultivate.
We now inhabit many countries around the world and consider ourselves a
commonwealth. Each republic is an arm of The Vampyrie and is governed by a
General, all of whom answer to the Commander in Chief. Currently, that
person is yours truly.
“Vampires peacefully coexisted with the indigenous peoples of Earth until
approximately fifty years ago, when we learned rogues were among us. They
could not have migrated directly from Vampyr, because that planet surely was
devastated thousands of years ago. Most likely they first migrated to a planet or
planets that have since been laid to waste, but we are unsure from which
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planet they arrived. Regarding this point, their thoughts are too obscure for us
to receive clear images.
“However, we do know they were not conceived of us and they have not
infected any other republic in the commonwealth. The rogues who migrated
here most likely were few in number and had access to ARV; otherwise, they
would not have withstood the journey. I will explain ARV and ART shortly.
“One of Vampyr’s most esteemed scientists, Dr. Diana Kali, endeavored to
find a cure for a disease much like cancer. Her work involved creating a
medicinal that would re-code the DNA of aberrant cells and give them the
message to stop subdividing, i.e., to die. She worked in secret. She feared her
research would be stolen and used for malevolent purposes by a small group of
corrupt geneticists. She learned of their existence when one of their junior
members defected.
“He told her they were attempting to manipulate DNA into producing superbeings programmed to overthrow the planetary government and place
themselves in power. In order to accomplish this, they needed to re-code the
DNA of healthy immune cells and implant the message not only to create
super-beings, but also to make more of themselves, i.e., to subdivide. Their
goal was the opposite of Dr. Kali’s, but they needed her research to learn how
to re-code DNA. They would rather steal the knowledge than discover it on their
own.
“Dr. Kali and her trusted assistant, Dr. Vladimir Dracol, worked tirelessly
to develop their research and release their findings before the villains could
openly exploit her accomplishments. On the eve of going public with her
discovery, she was murdered. Dr. Dracol disappeared the following day, along
with Dr. Kali’s research. He was the suspected perpetrator, but it could never
be proved.
“Approximately eighteen months later, two dead bodies were found with
bite wounds on their necks and completely drained of blood. Doctors were
mystified. They could find no animal whose teeth matched the bite marks.
Thus, they proclaimed the cause of death to be undetermined. Dr. Kali’s team
of scientists got involved when dead bodies with the same wounds began
appearing across the planet. They autopsied all of them but found nothing
conclusive. However, they began to suspect vampires, rather than animals,
were responsible for the deaths.
“Within three years, the body count was astronomical and the outcry of the
people was deafening. Then by chance, a patient arrived at an emergency room
complaining of an insatiable craving for blood. She had killed her beloved pet in
order to satisfy the craving and, when she saw what she had done, immediately
sought help. In the early days of this disease – the disease we now refer to as
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vampirism – degeneration progressed at a slower rate, leaving one’s morality
intact for a longer period of time and enabling one to act accordingly.
“This patient exhibited semi-healed bite wounds on her neck and an
inexplicable anomaly in her blood. Dr. Kali’s team was consulted to examine
the blood findings and detected what they identified as retroviral DNA. Then,
within seventy-two hours of when this patient stated she was bitten, elongated
canine teeth erupted. Because most herbivore corpses found exhibited
elongated canines – a physical trait unnatural to them but natural to the
vampire – Dr. Kali’s team labeled the disease ‘vampirism.’
“The depraved scientists had taken Dr. Kali’s discovery and experimented
on live subjects, hoping to create super-beings and bring their desire for
planetary dominance to fruition. But their subjects were not willing
participants and many found a way to break free of their captors. By the time
the truth came to light, the disease had risen to global proportions.
“Dr. Kali’s team developed an antiretroviral, but it had to be administered
within seventy-two hours in order to be effective. They also developed an ironrich nutrient to halt the craving for blood, but it too had its limitations; it
needed to be consumed on a daily basis.
“Given that a great percentage of Vampyr’s population was already beyond
help, and given that the afflicted far outnumbered the unafflicted, it was
relatively impossible to control the spread of the disease. Multitudes of
unafflicted and treated vampires fled from Vampyr to other habitable planets,
bringing with them supplies of ARV – the antiretroviral – and IRN – the ironrich nutrient.
“Vampirism, a disease caused by a retrovirus, carries Vampyrian genetic
markers. Humans who are bitten and remain untreated become vampires
because their DNA is altered and their genome – their genetic structure – is
changed.
“The retrovirus attaches to blood hemoglobin and begins to rewrite its DNA.
Depletion of this protein and its iron component causes a craving for blood.
Also, hemoglobin’s ability to carry oxygen from the lungs to the tissues
becomes compromised over time, leading to degeneration of all bodily
functions. When enough brain matter is affected, the victim becomes depraved.
“The virus does the same with melanin, depleting the pigment and causing
the skin to pale. Afflicted vampires who are treated can venture into sunlight
but must wear protection. Newly turned vampires who remain untreated are
not troubled by sunlight for the first week or so. Rogues, however, develop a
progressive and untreatable type of porphyria that renders them unable to
tolerate the sun’s burning rays. Massive skin blistering occurs almost
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instantaneously. This has given rise to the myth of the vampire igniting and
disintegrating upon exposure to sunlight.
“A cure for vampirism has not actively been sought over the millennia for
several reasons. Vampires have enjoyed a peaceful cohabitation with the people
of Earth. Morbidity is low; that is to say that the afflicted among us have
always been a relative minority. And mortality, or death, is relatively
nonexistent if treatment is sustained.
“However, since the rogue invasion fifty years ago, VAC scientists have been
attempting to discover a cure patterned after the work of Dr. Kali. Her stolen
research was never recovered, and we have no expectations of ever finding it.
We also are working to develop a vaccine to inoculate against the retrovirus.”
Michael stopped to refill his tea and fully expected a deluge of questions.
Phoebe noticed an almost indiscernible smile as he lifted his cup to his mouth,
and she knew he anticipated being interrogated. But everyone was too
enthralled to interrupt. And Phoebe was captivated by the charm of his quaint
demeanor.
“Finally, I will mention a few items that have long been misunderstood
about the vampire. We look just like you, the people of Earth. Until we bare our
teeth, you will not know you have encountered a vampire. Elongated canine
teeth are natural to our species, but they do not erupt until the third or fourth
decade of life.
“A bite from a vampire will not cause vampirism unless said vampire is
infected with the disease. However, vampires do not prey on other beings. We
are herbivores by nature, and many of us are vegan. So it is fair to say that one
must be bitten by a rogue or rogue newbie in order to turn into a vampire. But
if treated, the victim will not become a rogue. And if they are in their fourth
decade of life or older, elongated canines will develop and erupt within hours of
the bite. All other characteristics attributed to the vampire will also manifest
forthwith.
“Like the feline of Earth, vampires have keen eyesight and our night vision
is acute. We are able to see in relative darkness. Like the jack rabbit of Earth,
we are able to spring upward of ten feet from a standing position and leap great
distances. You witnessed some of this in your training. However, we spared you
the full throttle because rogues progressively lose this ability as they
degenerate.
“Also natural to our species is rapid movement, a vestige of teleportation. I
say vestige because, within our species, the ability to teleport is linked to a
gene located on the female X chromosome. Females alone are capable of
teleportation, but this ability is lost if vampirism remains untreated. The ability
to move rapidly, however, remains intact. The reason for this is unknown.
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“Compared to present-day earthlings, vampires have an exceedingly long
lifespan. On Vampyr, before the outbreak of vampirism, the median age was
roughly one thousand years. On Earth, the unafflicted live an average of five
hundred years; the afflicted, four hundred years. When we first migrated here,
our lifespan was much longer. But we are affected by the same environmental
toxins as you. Rogues have a life expectancy of no more than fifty years.
“For the curious among you: I am age three hundred and thirty-nine.
Horatio is also this age. We grew up together and are best friends. We have a
strong fraternal bond and are capable of anticipating each other’s actions.
Together with his superior leadership ability, this is why he is my second in
command.
“Lastly, vampires are capable of procreation.”
Phoebe had seen children around The Haven but assumed they belonged to
members of the auxiliary. From this point forward, she would observe them
more closely.
“Those who carry the antiretroviral gene are exclusively female. Vampirism
is also matrilineal. Afflicted males who procreate with unafflicted females,
regardless of species, will beget children who are not infected. Afflicted females
who procreate with unafflicted males, regardless of species, will bear children
who are infected unless the fetus is given ART within the second trimester.”
Phoebe assumed she carried the ARV gene because she was given ART
while in utero. But this would mean her mother was bitten by a rogue before
she became pregnant, something her father – or anyone else, for that matter –
never mentioned. How many more secrets were they keeping? She began to feel
angry. Then she remembered Hannah and her father asking for her patience
due to the insanity of their current situation. She decided to give them the
benefit of the doubt. She also intended to ask them as soon as she could get
either one alone.
“If ART is administered to the fetus in a timely fashion, there is a fifty/fifty
chance the baby will be born immune to the disease. Those born with the
disease require IRN as well as ART. Why this is so, and why some are born
immune, are two more phenomena we yet cannot explain. Are there any
questions?”
The students looked as if they’d just been asked to explain Einstein’s theory
of relativity in three words or less. Phoebe had already been told some of this
but was still in a mental tailspin over why she carried the ARV gene, as well as
from learning Michael was an ET.
“Perhaps you would care to share a reaction.”
No comment.
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“Very well, then; Horatio and I will leave you to talk among yourselves with
Hannah and Master Po.”
Michael knew this was a lot to digest in a short amount of time and wanted
to give them the freedom to express their feelings without censoring. He hoped
none of them would ask to withdraw from training. He didn’t want to be forced
to subject any of them to retro therapy. He’d grown exceedingly fond of his
students.
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Chapter 38

One Man Down

Sunday
The only sound heard after Michael and Horatio left the room was the echo of
their footsteps as they walked down the hall. Lunah leaned into Phoebe on the
couch, slid her hand under Phoebe’s and squeezed it. Phoebe squeezed back
without saying a word. She was speechless, a rare occurrence for her.
RoDinjah stretched his legs out across W’Hyani’s lap on the love seat,
clasped his hands behind his head and lay back. W’Hyani smiled at him and
rubbed his ankles. Mitchell walked across the room to refresh his tea. Michael
had said nothing he didn’t already know.
Master Po stood up and stretched. “If there is no talk, then it is time for
bed.” He yawned and started toward the door.
“You actually expect us to sleep after this?” Phoebe was unconvinced.
“So, Little Flame . . .” Master Po clasped his hands together across his
chest and turned slowly. “Your fire indeed still burns.”
“My fire never goes out. But you know that. I can’t believe I let myself react
to your taunting. You’re just a little devil in silk.” Phoebe threw her Shifu a
smile, shaking her head in disbelief of her own gullibility.
“Surely all of you have questions or comments.” Hannah wanted to be sure
the students fully grasped all of what Michael had told them.
“We are told stories of the star people when we are children.” W’Hyani
spoke softly. “We know they are here since the beginning. This illness of the
body Michael speaks to tells of a troubled spirit. Perhaps vampires require a
medicine woman.”
“No doubt it would be helpful, but that’s a subject for another time.”
Hannah realized the couple wasn’t in the least bit alarmed by what they’d just
heard.
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“At first I was shocked.” Lunah squeezed Phoebe’s hand. “I’d always
thought the subject of aliens was merely fodder for science fiction. But the
more Michael talked, the more I realized sci-fi has some basis in reality. And
geez, nothing can be more outrageous than learning vampires really exist;
except, maybe, being bitten by one – or rather, by a rogue.”
“So you’re okay with all of this?”
“I am now.”
“What about you, Phoebe? Surely you have some thoughts you’d like to
share.”
Phoebe’s mental tailspin had come to a full stop. She now was in the dead
space – the phase between speechless and barefaced questioning.
“Not really. Not much fazes me anymore. I’ve been kidnapped, hypnotized,
injected, shackled, bitten, and nearly held for ransom. Learning Michael and
his kind are from another planet pales in comparison.”
Unconvinced, Hannah persisted. “You must have some questions. I’ve never
known you to be without any.”
“Okay, look,” Phoebe huffed, a bit irritated. “All the questions I have involve
the science behind the disease, and they can wait. There isn’t enough time
right now to go into them. I don’t want to get started, have to stop midway, and
then go to bed with my mind churning. I’d rather put a lid on my curiosity so I
can sleep tonight.”
“Then it is settled!” Master Po clapped his hands and turned again toward
the door. “We will sleep now and talk more tomorrow.”
Mitchell left before Phoebe could get him alone to ask why she carried the
ARV gene. She knew she could broach the subject with Hannah once they went
to their room, but she didn’t want to talk about it in front of W’Hyani. She
wasn’t ready to share her raw emotions about her mother.
She lay in bed thinking about vampirism and DNA and retroviruses and
how ART affects the body’s immune system. The more her mind churned, the
higher the lid on her curiosity lifted. It just wouldn’t stay put. So she
surrendered, hoping W’Hyani was asleep.
“Hannah?”
“Phoebe?”
“Do I carry the ARV gene because . . .”
Hannah pretended to snore.
“Okay, okay. I get the message.”
“Meditate, sweetie. You said it always works for you.”
So Phoebe did. By the time she faded into slumber, her burning question
was all but extinguished. The next thing she knew, daylight was streaming
through the window and birds were chirping their morning business.
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The day passed quietly. After dinner, students and teachers met in the
living room with eight others of The Vampyrie. Michael teamed one student
with three VAC members. He opened a map and showed them where they’d be
positioned. The teams would be in close proximity to one another in an area
roughly one mile northwest of the warehouse district. This puzzled Phoebe.
“Why aren’t we going to the warehouse district? If we want to catch the
rogues as they leave to hunt, wouldn’t it be best to be close to the tunnel’s
exit?”
“The catacombs can be accessed from more than one location,” Michael
explained. “The location we target tonight is nearest a residential area. The
rogues are not expecting an attack, thus giving us the element of surprise and
the certainty of slaying all of them. We will leave no bodies as evidence, but
from this point forward, the rogues will be on high alert. They will suspect a
clear and present danger when their members do not return. Thus, we strike
the most vulnerable area first to avoid placing human life at risk.
“Rogues usually exit the tunnels two to four at a time. When assailed in the
open, their habit is to scatter. Tonight, we will have no difficulty intercepting
them. But once alerted to danger, they will choose the alternate exit and will
leave in larger numbers. We will match their numbers. And when they scatter,
should any of them manage to escape, fewer people will be at risk. Do all of you
understand the reasoning for this approach?”
Everyone acknowledged they did.
“Remember: Vigilance is your greatest ally. Although you will be hidden and
will have no direct line of sight to the tunnel exit, you will know when the
rogues are approaching. The rancid odor of their decaying bodies will reach you
before they do. Assume your stance and do not hesitate to strike. Your team
will have your back. Do you have any questions?”
“What will we do with the bodies?” asked I-must-know-everything Phoebe.
“We will bring all body parts back to The Haven to autopsy, study, and then
incinerate.” Michael paused and looked around the room. Seeing there were no
more questions, he continued. “It is our practice to sit in a circle and unite our
spirits before we embark on a mission.”
Furniture was moved and everyone was directed to sit on the floor. They
were told to bend their knees and cross their legs in front of themselves,
allowing their knees to touch the person next to them. They placed their hands
palm-up on their knees and closed their eyes.
The scent of blackberry incense filled the air as a female voice spoke these
words:
Mother of Love, Mother of Light
Keep our hearts open as we unite
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Sharpen our minds, hasten our flight
Keep our feet swift and our weapons precise.
May we always remember who we are . . .
Lilova!
“Lilova!” all but one person repeated. Hannah nudged Phoebe, who was
parsing the prayer and wondering what Lilova meant. She mumbled the closing
word on the heels of the others.
“It is time,” spoke their Commander in Chief.
Everyone stood and gathered their weapons. Shortly before sunset, they left
in two separate vans and convened at the location Michael had specified. One
of the vans pulled a small trailer in which to haul the remains of the dead
rogues. The four teams dispersed and disappeared. Hidden from view, they
waited for darkness and the emergence of their prey.
Phoebe was teamed with Michael, Hannah, and Wyatt. They crouched in
the dark recess of the entrance to an abandoned building. Stationed nearest
the tunnel exit, they’d have first strike against the enemy. Trifoil in hand,
Phoebe was ready. She was resolved to make a kill.
Within minutes of taking their post, the odor of decay wafted toward them.
Nausea clipped Phoebe’s stomach but she willed it gone. Something darted past
them so quickly that she would have missed it had she blinked. She flew into
the open and beheaded the hindmost rogue in a group of four. She shoved her
trifoil into its chest and yanked out its heart. The remaining three rogues
screeched and scattered, but the other teams were ready for them. No rogue
was left intact.
All body parts were quickly tossed into the trailer and both vans made for
The Haven. When they arrived, students and teachers were told to gather in the
living room. The van pulling the trailer continued on to the back of the
building.
Fresh towels and bowls of warm water were on the credenza so they could
wash the blood from their hands and arms. When Phoebe finished, she looked
around the room to make sure everyone was there and in one piece.
“Where’s my dad? Has anyone seen him?”
“He was injured, Little Flame.” Master Po answered in his soft voice, a voice
he never used in training and rarely used otherwise.
“What? How badly? Where is he?”
Phoebe headed for the doorway, but Horatio looped his arm through hers
and gently stopped her.
“He has been taken to the hospital wing. He will receive the best of care.”
“You make it sound like he’s dying. I have to go to him!”
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By now, Michael was at her side. “Laverne will take you, but it will be some
time before you will be permitted to see him. He is in surgery.
“Oh my god, surgery? Is he going to die?”
Michael put his hand on her shoulder. “Doctors Cordelia and Archibald will
do all that is in their power to assure he does not.”
“What happened?”
Horatio took her hand and faced her. “He slipped and fell on his saber. I
instantly was on his six and slew the rogue he had targeted before it was able
to attack him. However, I did not anticipate his fall and thus could not prevent
it. I apologize, Phoebe. I take full responsibility for your father’s injury.”
Phoebe buried her face in her hands, fighting back tears. No one spoke. She
quickly wiped the tears from her face, raised her head, and sniffled. “It’s not
your fault, Horatio. Something like this could’ve happened to any one of us.
But I need to go to my dad. I need to go now, Laverne.”
“I’ll go with you.” Hannah knew this wasn’t going to be easy.
They arrived on the hospital wing and were greeted by Sheldon, a Vampyrie
nurse. He took them to the waiting room and offered them something to drink.
“I just need to know how my dad is. How badly was he hurt?”
“We do not know as yet.” Sheldon sat down next to Phoebe and took her
hand. “Someone from the OR will inform us the moment they know the extent
of his injuries. He is receiving the best care possible anywhere in the world. We
have been practicing medicine thousands of years longer than the people of
Earth. Your father could not be in better hands.”
“Thank you, Sheldon. That makes me feel a lot better.”
“Now I must return to my station. I have two patients to look after. The unit
is just down the hall. Should you need anything, do not hesitate to ask.”
Within the hour, a face peered through the doorway. “There you are. Hello.
I am Ophelia, one of the OR nurses.” She sat down and shook their hands.
“How’s my dad?”
“He is tolerating surgery very well. We have begun transfusions, as he has
lost a considerable amount of blood. What we know thus far is that his left
lung was punctured and several ribs were fractured. We will repair these. Since
we must be certain no other organs were injured, he will be in surgery for
several more hours. Please help yourselves to refreshments. I will keep you
informed of our progress.”
“Thank you, Ophelia. You know where to find us.”
Exhausted and fraught with worry, it wasn’t long before Phoebe rested her
head on Hannah’s shoulder and dozed off. Soon after, Hannah dozed off with
her head resting on Phoebe’s. Ophelia didn’t return until 2:00 a.m. She
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reported no other injuries were found and took them to see Mitchell in
recovery.
Phoebe sat by his side, holding his hand. He hadn’t yet regained
consciousness when his blood pressure dropped suddenly. Dr. Cordelia told
them he’d need to be taken back into surgery, but she insisted they get some
sleep and something to eat. She promised someone would come for them when
Mitchell was taken back to recovery.
Phoebe was too tired and grief-stricken to argue. She let Hannah put her
arm around her waist and lead her back to The Haven. Michael met them in
the hallway.
“I am deeply saddened by what has happened to your father. He will be
given everything he requires, and more.”
The walk back rejuvenated Phoebe. All she could think about now was
avenging her father.
“When do we go on our next mission?”
“Do not concern yourself with missions right now. Your father is your
priority.”
“My priority is annihilating the bloody rogues. Don’t leave me out of our
next mission, Michael. I’m not sure I could ever forgive you for that. The rogues
have hurt my dad, and you can be damn sure I’m going to avenge him, with or
without your help or consent.”
Michael turned to Hannah and knew by the look on her face that he’d
better take Phoebe on her word.
“I will not exclude you from our mission. I will delay it by one day, during
which time you are ordered to get adequate sleep and nourishment. Is that
understood?
“Yes. And thank you. I appreciate that.”
Despite his proclaimed adherence to a code of ethics, Phoebe didn’t trust
Michael would be true to his word. But she didn’t ask him to take an oath,
pledge honesty, or swear on his mother’s grave. She knew the only reason
Hannah would leave her side would be to go on a mission. If Hannah
disappeared without explanation, Phoebe would know what was going on.
There would be instruction and preparation before the mission, giving her
plenty of time to catch them before they could leave without her. Also, since
they didn’t deploy until sunset, she could safely rest and check on her father
during the day.
She didn’t know Michael intended to include her, regardless of the
circumstances. Not knowing the significance of her participation in the
missions, she didn’t fully trust anyone but herself.
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Chapter 39

Retaliation

Monday
Juliet made sure Phoebe and Hannah were given breakfast. Phoebe was
ravenous but almost too tired to pick up a fork. She recalled an old Dick Van
Dyke episode where he was so hungry and so exhausted, he wished he could
eat his sleep.
“Now that would be a discovery worth millions!” Hannah laughed.
Phoebe looked at Hannah and her heart swelled. Here was a woman who
always listened to her; a woman who always supported her; a woman who
never let her down. No doubt Hannah had kept a few secrets in the past, but
she always had Phoebe’s best interest at heart. Surely Hannah wouldn’t go on
a mission without telling her. Yet Phoebe wondered what it was that made her
wary.
She took off her shoes and socks and managed to climb into bed fully
dressed without Hannah noticing. Just as she was about to fall asleep, she
opened her eyes and set the alarm on her watch for 10:00 a.m. She looked over
at Hannah, hoping she hadn’t seen her do this. Hannah was already asleep.
Phoebe wanted to trust all of her friends and comrades, especially Hannah.
But she didn’t dare. There had been too many secrets, and she had a sneaking
suspicion there might be more. She had to keep up her guard.
She slept fitfully and woke at 9:00 before the alarm went off. Hannah was
gone. She bolted out of bed and thumped down the stairs in her bare feet. As
she started down the hallway, intending to ferret out Michael, she heard
Hannah call to her. She turned around and looked into the living room. There
sat Hannah and Michael drinking tea.
“How did you sleep, luv?”
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Not wanting to give the impression she distrusted either of them, she
plopped down on the couch next to Hannah and sighed, “Not very well. I’m
worried about my dad. Have you heard anything?”
“I expect someone from the hospital will soon bring us news.” Michael
grinned as he placed his tea cup on the table. “Might that be where you were
going without your shoes?”
“Oh . . .” Phoebe looked down at her feet. “I didn’t realize I didn’t have them
on.” She looked sideways at Michael without lifting her head. She knew he was
on to her.
“We will not go on our mission without you, Phoebe. Please trust what I
say. But you must be well-rested. You are to go back to bed after you visit your
father. If he is recovering and you are rested to my satisfaction, we will deploy
this evening.”
“You saw right through me, didn’t you?”
“You are not so stealthy when you are tired. I hope this proves that one
must not go on a mission when fatigued.”
“You got me. I wish I could read you as well as you read me.”
Dionne walked in from the hospital wing and informed them Mitchell was
out of surgery. His drop in blood pressure was caused by bleeding from a nick
in his small intestine. The surgeons had missed it due to extensive internal
bleeding from his other injuries. He now was in recovery, stable and
responsive. She offered to walk with Phoebe to visit him.
Mitchell wasn’t awake and Phoebe didn’t want to disturb him. But after
talking with the doctors, she felt relieved enough to sleep the rest of the day.
Too exhausted to fight her doubts, she decided to take Michael at his word and
didn’t set the alarm.
Hannah woke her at 5:00 p.m. and told her to shower and come to dinner.
She reported that Mitchell was alert and responsive but still sedated and
unable to stay awake for more than a few minutes at a time.
“He won’t even realize you’re not there, sweetie. He’ll most likely sleep
through until morning.”
This was all the assurance Phoebe needed to go on the mission before
visiting her dad. She quickly showered and went downstairs. As she passed the
living room, Master Po jumped out and threw a kick. She dodged it and
assumed a fighting stance.
“Ah . . .” He leaned back and stroked his beard. “I see you are ready, Little
Flame.”
“Indeed she is.” Michael stepped out from behind the living room wall,
clapping his hands. “It was a necessary ruse, Phoebe. I must know you are
rested and alert before allowing you to go on a mission.”
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Phoebe was totally miffed but couldn’t argue with Michael’s reasoning. She
knew he was right. And a ruse was better than being left behind.
After dinner, everyone gathered in the grand hall. More VAC members were
needed for this mission, because the rogues would be exiting the tunnel in
greater numbers. Phoebe, W’Hyani, and RoDinjah would still be on the
frontline, but more teams would be positioned around them. They left at sunset
pulling a trailer, with four other vans following. All vans arrived in the
warehouse district minutes apart from each other and parked on different
streets, intending to obscure their presence. At dusk, everyone took their
positions.
Once again, Phoebe proved herself a valiant and exemplary warrior. So did
W’Hyani and RoDinjah. Not one rogue escaped execution. All carcasses were
hauled back to The Haven for examination and incineration.
After washing up, Phoebe immediately went to the hospital wing to visit her
father. He was sitting up in bed drinking vegetable broth and apple juice. She
hugged him as best she could through all the tubing. He was expected to make
a full recovery. She told him about the mission, and they talked for about half
an hour before he grew tired and wanted to sleep. She kissed him goodnight
and tucked his blanket around him.
“See you tomorrow, dad. I love you.”
“I love you, too, pumpkin.” His voice was faint, but he smiled as he closed
his eyes.
When she returned to the main house, Hannah was waiting for her in the
hallway.
“How is he, luv?”
“He’s conscious and alert. He was actually sitting up in bed and drinking
apple juice. They said he’ll make a full recovery. Oh, Hannah, I have my dad
back.”
“You must be so relieved.” Hannah hugged her and patted her back. “Now
we have to go. Michael wants us in the grand hall.”
“The grand hall? Whatever for?”
“I don’t know. Shortly after you left, Asher came into the living room and
whispered something to him. Michael looked infuriated. No, I take that back.
He looked decisive and determined. He ordered everyone to the grand hall and
told me to wait for you. Then he flew off. Something’s up, but I don’t know
what.”
Phoebe assumed Michael wanted to discuss the mission. Maybe something
went wrong. When she and Hannah entered the hall, he was talking about
strategy and tactics. Then he moved to the subject of the catacombs and
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preemptive strikes. Phoebe quivered with an excitement she hadn’t felt since
she was a child. Michael was preparing them for the battle.
He was certain they’d captured and killed all the rogues who exited the
tunnels. He thought the VAC had gotten away unseen. But it was clear that
their departure, perhaps even their loading carcasses into the trailer, had been
witnessed.
Within minutes of their returning to The Haven, the rogues struck in a
residential neighborhood they hadn’t been known to frequent. The ten o’clock
news reported the finding of two dead bodies with puncture wounds on their
necks.
The rogues never left incriminating evidence behind. Moving at lightning
speed and always hunting at night, they immobilized their victims and carried
them back to the catacombs for the kill, relatively unseen. But they were
clearly off their game.
They knew The Vampyrie was responsible for the recent attacks on them
and most likely expected the attacks to continue. They’d now hunt quickly in
densely populated areas in order to increase their numbers. Worse yet, they’d
be out for vengeance.
Phoebe had never seen Michael look so official. He never sounded more
resolute than he did right now.
“The rogues must be annihilated as expediently as is possible. We must
strike before their numbers grow beyond our own. Tomorrow, my officers and I
will spend the day strategizing. Our two agents inside the rogue league have
been called back and will join us for that meeting. The intelligence they will
bring is essential to our planning.
“You will retire for the night immediately following this meeting. Tomorrow
you will arise at 5:00 a.m. and spend the day training for battle. You will have
an early dinner and then meet in the grand hall at 5:00 p.m. for instruction
and discussion. We will aim to have you retire by 8:00 p.m. The following day
you will be awakened at 3:00 a.m. for breakfast and then will meet at 4:00 a.m.
in the grand hall to obtain provisions and further instruction. We will deploy
before sunrise at 5:00 a.m.”
Michael was gone before a single question could form in Phoebe’s mind. Her
thoughts, however, processed as quickly as he moved. She bent Hannah’s ear
all the way back to the main house.
Hannah didn’t irritate easily. Bur her patience wore thin when post-mission
fatigue eclipsed her usually high-level of tolerance, now threadbare due to
Phoebe’s incessant jabbering.
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“Give it a rest, my dear! Turn off the gas under the popcorn kernels. If you
don’t, you’ll be no good in training tomorrow. And you can bet Michael will find
out and sideline you. You’ve worked too long and too hard for that.”
“Oh god, you’re right. I’m sorry, Hannah. I don’t know how you put up with
me at times.”
“You seldom try my patience, luv. But I’m exhausted. And right now, all I
want is peace and quiet. Now get into bed and turn off the audio on your
internal chatter. We have a long and grueling day tomorrow and have to be up
very early. Meditate, sweetie. Meditate. And sleep.”
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Chapter 40

Strategy and Preparation

Tuesday
It seemed as if Phoebe had no sooner closed her eyes when she was roused by
the wake-up knock on the door. She’d gotten only six hours sleep but felt alert
and energized. She promised herself not to badger Hannah or anyone else with
questions or babbling.
At breakfast, Juliet told Hannah and Master Po that they and the students
were to practice battle maneuvers in the grand hall with the other VAC
members. Michael originally had intended to give the students several days to
practice with people unfamiliar to them, but since the escalating rogue attacks
forced him to move up the battle date, he had to forgo his intention. The
students simply would have to adapt.
Phoebe, W’Hyani, and RoDinjah were astounded by what they saw. At least
five hundred VAC members were donning back mounts and trifoils, and more
were coming through the doors. Phoebe wondered why she hadn’t known there
were so many. She tried to imagine where they all slept and ate and were
housed. Her mind fired questions faster than an AK-47, but she held true to
the promise she made to herself and kept her mouth shut.
She concluded The Haven had to be larger than it appeared from the
outside, because she overheard that at least three quarters of those present
were vampires. She’d never circled the entire complex and decided it would be
one of the first things she’d do when the battle was finished. What she didn’t
know was that Vampyrie members had come from across the country to join
them.
The students had no difficulty training with unfamiliar opponents. Master
Po and Hannah scrutinized their performance and were pleased to inform
Michael they were battle-ready.
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After dinner, everyone returned to the grand hall to hear Michael lay out his
strategy and the role each of them would play. He picked up a microphone and
asked them to be seated on the floor, because there weren’t enough chairs to
accommodate everyone. As he addressed the troops, his officers handed out
maps to the catacombs.
“Before I begin, I will ease the minds of our auxiliary members by letting
you know we will take a break in approximately one hour to give you the
opportunity to stretch your legs. We are aware that sustaining one’s circulation
while immobile for a period of time can be challenging for our human
comrades, who generally are not as agile and limber as the vampire.”
Michael winked as he said this, and his voice sounded a touch
mischievous. Phoebe enjoyed this side of him and wished he’d show it more
often. But then, maybe he did. She’d known him only a few weeks and not
under the best of circumstances.
“Most of you are aware of some of what I am about to tell you. But please
bear with me for the benefit of those who are new to us.
“We are the only ones who know of the existence of the catacombs. Any who
were unfortunate enough to stray into the tunnels were never seen again and
thus could not tell the tale of their misadventure.
“The city is aware that underground tunnels exist in this area, but they are
unaware of the catacombs. They have wrongfully assumed the tunnels were
constructed as a place of refuge should the city ever be subjected to air attacks
during wartime. There is vague reference to this in old government and military
documents, which was implanted by auxiliary members of the VAC. The city
has long had exploration of the tunnels on their municipal agenda, but it was
deemed a low priority long ago and has never gone forward.
“Catacombs were built by vampires when we first inhabited this planet. At
that time we were able to tolerate the sun’s rays for only short periods of time
and made underground dwellings our place of residence. We constructed
catacombs in all areas we inhabited, and those in this city were built
thousands of years ago.
“For millennia we did not have to concern ourselves with being discovered
by the native peoples, as they were aware of our condition and resided with us
peacefully. As civilization advanced, we became viewed as outcasts and were
forced to camouflage and guard the entrances to our residence in order to
ensure they were not detected. If at any time the tunnels were discovered, we
implanted misinformation in public documents that deceived officials into
believing the tunnels were benign and did not require investigation.
“Now before I move on to the subject at hand, I must regretfully inform you
that Laverne has been identified as the rogue mole within The Vampyrie.”
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A hush fell over the room. Laverne was one of The Vampyrie’s most active
and respected members.
“Our agents within the rogue league brought word of this yesterday
evening. They were ordered not to communicate with us telepathically, for fear
the message would be picked up by the mole. Upon receiving this INTEL, we
immediately searched for Laverne. Needless to say, she was nowhere to be
found.
“We do not know what motivated her to defect. But this means the rogues
now know the location of The Haven, of our preparing for battle, and much
more. Nevertheless, we must proceed with our plan to attack. One more victim
is one victim too many.
“Ona and Orlando, whom I introduce to you now, are The Vampyrie’s
newest members and have served us covertly over the past two months. Their
membership, known only to Horatio, Dr. Cordelia, and myself, had been kept
secret in order to facilitate identification of the mole and observe his or her
behavior and function within the rogue league. They were injected with a longlasting medicinal that helped them cope with the rancid odor. The rogue stench
is so pervasive that they were not suspected.
“I must also inform you that Laverne has assumed leadership of the rogues,
together with a carefully chosen victim by the name of Leander.”
Groans rumbled across the hall and were tangibly felt.
“I will kill them!” RoDinjah whispered forcefully.
Hannah grabbed him by the shirt sleeve, pulled him close to her, and told
him to settle down or risk being sidelined.
“Do you want to watch W’Hyani go off to battle while you’re forced to stay
here locked in a room?”
His eyes opened wide at the prospect and he shook his head no.
“Then get a grip and vow to work as part of a team, not a rogue sniper.”
This hit him hard. Although by “rogue” Hannah meant “irredeemable,”
RoDinjah couldn’t make the distinction. And in no way did he want to be
likened to a rogue.
Michael had paused to give the groaning a chance to subside. Neither he
nor anyone else caught wind of RoDinjah’s remark.
“Laverne’s primary duty was acquisitions. This afforded her the necessary
freedom to come and go as she pleased. Her movements were never questioned,
as she had been a trusted member of The Vampyrie for many decades.
“On a few occasions, our agents witnessed her in the catacombs in the
early morning hours. Since they had not met the majority of Vampyrie
members, they did not recognize her as such. Even if they had, they could not
have risked compromising their position by attempting to get word to us, either
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in person or by telepathy. Upon return, they were shown photographs of
Vampyrie members and identified Laverne as the mole. Fortunately, she never
got close enough to them to realize they were not rogues.
“Laverne must have begun preparing for her defection months ago. She
somehow managed to commandeer a batch of the antiretroviral. She then
turned a proficient but amoral scientist and injected him with it. His name is
Leander. He is highly intelligent, cunning, and morbidly sadistic. Taking ART
would explain their ability to lead, as well as their lack of bodily degeneration.
Now I will move on to the subject at hand.
“Ona and Orlando report that we outnumber the rogues by fifty percent.
This is good news indeed.”
Cheers resounding throughout the great hall were heard as far away as the
hospital wing.
“We will deploy before sunrise so that we are in position before the rogues
return from hunting. Traveling under the cover of darkness will also favor
avoidance of public scrutiny.
“Once deployed, communication will be through the use of tactical hand
signals wherever and whenever possible. Vampyrie members will use telepathy
to communicate at a distance, but this will be kept to a minimum. We do not
know whether Laverne has begun to degenerate and therefore must presume
she is still capable of intercepting our telepathic messages. This is a risk we
must take, since radio communication most certainly would alert the rogues. A
whistle will be included among the auxiliary’s provisions. This is to be used
only after the battle begins and only if cornered and in need of extraction.
“Now please refer to your maps so you can follow along as I speak. I have
divided us into five tactical units, each assigned to a zone of action. The threat
posed by the zone of action is what has determined the size of each unit. Units
Four and Five are the only units comprised of two subunits.
“Units Four and Five will deploy to the northwest and southeast tunnel
entrances, respectively, where they will remain concealed outside. They will
notify the command center once they are in position and again when the
rogues have returned from hunting. They then will hold position and await
further orders. Units One through Three will enter the catacombs from the
basement of The Haven.
“For those of you who do not know, The Haven entrance and its subsequent
tunnels and chamber are unknown to the rogues. This remains true despite
Laverne’s defection, because only I and my Generals have had knowledge of
this. All doors within this area are securely barred on The Haven side and
camouflaged on the catacomb side. The door leading directly from the
basement is also camouflaged.
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“After Units One through Three enter the first tunnel, The Haven door will
be secured behind them and sentries will remain on guard, prepared to grant
entrance upon their return. These units will then proceed down a passageway
leading to a secured door, the tunnel side of which is covered with flat stone
that blends with the surrounding wall. Once through this door, they will enter
a second passageway and proceed to the atrium, a vast chamber that will
accommodate our provisions as well as our wounded. The exit from this
chamber leads to a large anteroom and is the last secured gateway to the
catacombs.
“As you can see on your maps, the tunnel leading from the anteroom
bifurcates to the north and east. Off the north and west tunnels are branches
leading to the inner sanctum. Off the south and east tunnels are branches
leading to the billet.
“The command center will be located in the anteroom and will be staffed by
Vampyrie officers. Unit One will be stationed here. I also will be stationed here,
but only as a formality. If my presence is needed elsewhere at any given time,
then that is where you will find me. When Units Four and Five report all rogues
have returned, I will give the order to advance.
“Units Four and Five will advance into their respective tunnel and hole up
at the Y intersection, where they will await further orders. Unit Two will
advance down the west tunnel and hole up fifty yards from the branch leading
to the inner sanctum. Unit Three will advance down the south tunnel and hole
up fifty yards from the branch leading to the billet. Once all units are in
position, I will issue advance orders.
“Units Four and Five will send Subunits B down the north and east
tunnels, respectively, where they will advance to five yards past the exit leading
from each of the chambers. Units Two and Three, respectively, will storm the
inner sanctum and billet. Thus, the enemy will be met by our troops at every
possible turn. Given that rogues are cowards and opportunists, we anticipate
they will stand and fight only if their own death is imminent. Most will scatter
and flee.
“We expect some will attempt to regroup and mount a counterattack. They
will be met by Units Four and Five holed up at the forks and branches, as well
as by Unit One stationed in the anteroom. They will be flanked from the rear by
Units Two and Three once those remaining in the two chambers have been
annihilated. Some rogues will circle back to the billet and attempt to hide. For
your information, please note that the longest stretch of unguarded tunnel
culminates in the northeast corner.
“Units One, Four, and Five are equally staffed. Unit Two is the smallest in
number, as the inner sanctum is usually not occupied during the early
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morning hours. Therefore, Unit Two will advance to the billet as soon as the
sanctum is cleared. Unit Three is the largest, as the billet is where we expect to
find the rogues. Their habit is to rest after the hunt.
“For the benefit of our newer members, I will mention that rogues do not
sleep deeply and are easily roused. Do not be fooled into thinking they are easy
targets. You will not be able to slay them where they lay. You will not have a
chance to annihilate them before they wage a defense. They will know you are
there. They will rise and strike quickly before they flee, so you must always – I
repeat, always – be on your guard.
“They rest inside rectangular wooden coffins scattered across the billet
floor, each of which accommodates two rogues. The coffin of Laverne and
Leander will be a primary target, but its exact location is unknown. We expect
it is hidden in either the billet or sanctum, for these are the only two chambers
the rogues have accessed and of which they have knowledge.
“The billet is an immense square chamber with an earthen floor and clay
walls and ceiling. Each corner of the room is lighted by a pygmy torch
ensconced in a broad bed of shallow water. Should the torch ever be displaced,
the water would extinguish the fire. The sanctum is somewhat smaller and is
covered entirely in stone. Shackles hang from the walls and ceiling. Lighted
torches circle the periphery, and a large stone fire pit punctuates the center of
the room.
“Also for the benefit of our newer members, I will mention that all of us in
the VAC are battle-trained, regardless of our profession. Given that the vampire
is considered a scourge on society, it is imperative that we and our allies know
how to defend ourselves. Now I will move on to the subject of your
assignments.
“Doctors Nadie, Cordelia, and Archibald are assigned to the command post
but will remain in the atrium. Here they will administer to the needs of the
wounded who will be brought to the door by the medics. The standing guard
stationed here will permit them to cross their lines, but they will open and
close ranks quickly in order to block the rogues’ view of the door before it opens
– a door they do not know exists. The sentry guards stationed inside the atrium
will then carry the wounded inside. Lunah, Fei, and Cho will assist the doctors
and oversee provisions.”
Phoebe was thrilled to hear the names of her friends. Knowing Lunah was
stationed out of harm’s way was a comfort. Hearing Fei and Cho had recovered
lifted a burden from her heart she hadn’t realized weighed so heavily. She
looked around the room hoping to locate them, but the group was far too large
and she didn’t want to miss any of what Michael was saying.
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“Unit commanders, along with students, teachers, and newer members
assigned to them are as follows. Unit Five: Levi and Juliet with Master Po and
Dale. Unit Four: Lily and Asher with Daniel and Joe. Unit Three: Caitlin and
Wyatt with W’Hyani and Freddy. Unit Two: Sheldon and Audrey with RoDinjah
and Teddy. Unit One: Dionne and Troy with Hannah and Phoebe.
“We will now take a short break, after which I will entertain questions of a
general nature. Following that, we will divide into our designated units for
further instruction. A list of unit assignments will be posted during the break.
Please return in fifteen minutes and be seated.”
Phoebe was fuming. Why would Michael assign her to a defensive unit? He
knew how badly she wanted to avenge her father, not to mention how
righteously angry she was over all the abductions. Waiting for the rogues to
come to her was not what she’d trained for. She was champing at the bit to
wage an offensive. Furious, insulted, and not sure what to do, she marched out
of the room in a huff. Finding an isolated stretch of hallway, she launched her
usual face-off warm up: pacing and mumbling to herself.
“I see you are vexed.”
Phoebe gasped. She didn’t hear Master Po approach. But then, no one ever
did. One second he wasn’t there and the next second he was. And he was the
last person she wanted to see.
“Don’t start on me, M’Po. I’m in no mood.”
“You wish to be on the frontlines.”
“How do you always know what’s going on with me?” She threw her arms in
the air and started walking away. “You’re maddening!”
“Tell me what troubles you, Little Flame.”
That stopped her short. His voice was soothing, and she never could refuse
him when he called her Little Flame. She turned around and faced him.
“What have I trained for, M’Po? I didn’t work my butt off only to have the
rogues handed to me on a silver platter.”
“It is not a silver platter you will be handed. It is a stampede that will be
thrust upon you. The rogues will flee. And while the others chase them, you
will be deluged with the onslaught of their panic and fury.”
Her mouth dropped open. She hadn’t thought it through and was stunned
by her lack of insight.
“A warrior is not marked by her ability to terrify and kill, Little Flame. A
warrior is marked by her ability to confront and endure. A warrior knows that
given an inch, a cowardly enemy will flee for yards. Are you prepared to face
your enemy rather than chase him?”
Phoebe felt as though all the air had just been let out of her sanctimonious
balloon. Master Po was right. But then, he always was.
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“Oh god, how could I have been so blind?”
“Anger is often blinding. It is better to be decisive.”
Now where had she heard those words before . . . Michael used those very
words when she asked him how he handled anger. She wondered if Michael
and Master Po had gone to the same warrior prep school.
“What causes you to smile, Little Flame?”
“I’m envisioning you and Michael as little boys, sitting at your desks in
warrior school, listening to your teacher expound the merits of facing one’s
enemy.”
“Ah . . . Resentment has cleared and sanity has returned.”
“That’s one way to put it. Thank you, M’Po.”
She threw her arm around Master Po’s shoulder. Once again he surprised
her. He returned the gesture and drew her close as they walked back into the
hall.
When everyone was seated, Michael opened the floor to questions. Phoebe,
of course, was the first to respond.
“Why do rogues keep torches in the billet and sanctum if they’re afraid of
fire?”
“They do not fear it in general. They do not fear fire if they are wielding it.
They fear it only if it is brandished at them. A bit of a mystery, I know. They
foolishly rest assured in the assumption their lair will never be breached by an
enemy and thus the torches will never pose a threat. It seems they acclimated
to fire out of their contemptible desire to terrorize their victims, and out of their
need to destroy all evidence of their heinous deeds once their victims were
dead.”
After Michael answered the remaining questions, everyone separated into
their respective units and discussed specific strategies relative to their assigned
zone of action. At 7:50 p.m., Michael called an end to the meeting and ordered
everyone to get a good night’s sleep.
“I wish I could sleep on demand,” Phoebe groaned as she climbed into bed.
“I will think of my village and sleep well.” W’Hyani closed her eyes and
turned on her side.
“You know what to do,” Hannah reminded her.
“I know, I know,” Phoebe grumbled.
“Meditate!” they said together.
And the Sandwoman cometh . . .
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Chapter 41

Revelation

Wednesday
The wake-up knock came at 3:00 a.m. sharp. Phoebe wondered if vampires
ever slept. She imagined them as temporal alarm clocks walking the halls at
night, searching for an unsuspecting victim to scare witless. They never missed
a wake-up knock.
Breakfast was light and hasty, and everyone was in the grand hall by 4:00
a.m. As they geared up for battle, VAC members distributed light tactical vests
that contained a flask of water. Auxiliary vests also held a whistle and small
tactical flashlight. Back mounts fitted over the vests with ease. Commanders
quickly met with their units for last-minute instructions. At 4:50 a.m., the
strong scent of blackberry incense filled the room and Michael told everyone to
bow their heads. A robust female voice spoke:
Mother of Love, Mother of Light
Keep our hearts open as we unite
Sharpen our minds, hasten our flight
Keep our feet swift and our weapons precise.
May we always remember who we are . . .
Lilova!
“LILOVA!” resounded with such force that Phoebe thought she saw the
walls shudder. She hoped her father heard it.
Michael then gave his rallying speech to the troops.
“This is not a day for celebration or glory. While the fool indulges a base
and misguided need for revelry and acclaim, the enemy takes his head. The
warrior focuses her intention on the task at hand. Then by the sheer power of
her will, she achieves victory.”
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Phoebe liked that Michael referred to the warrior in the feminine. She knew
his opening remarks were aimed directly at his students.
“Follow the orders of your commander. Keep watch over one another and
function as a team. You have trained for this day and are prepared beyond any
ideal against which you measure yourself. Know this. Know you are a focused
and unified force against which no rogue shall remain standing. Exploit the
energy that fear unwittingly emanates. Remain aware of your surroundings
and all that moves, be it seen or unseen. Remain steadfast and stealthy on
approach. Remain vigilant. Remember who you are. And above all, remain
alive.”
Michael brandished his trifoil and shouted, “To all the victims of the vermin
that infest us! To victory!”
“TO VICTORY!” With blades raised high, the voices of over five hundred
warriors echoed throughout the empty halls of The Haven.
At 5:00 a.m., while most of the city slept and few began to stir, five tactical
units left the grand hall to fight the enemy they had long despised; the enemy
most thought easy to defeat.
Units Four and Five deployed in vans, all taking different routes in order to
fly under the radar of suspicion. Units One, Two, and Three filed through The
Haven’s basement door and listened to it lock behind them. They advanced to
the atrium and stacked their extra provisions against the walls. Michael
stationed two sentries at the door and ordered it barred once all troops were on
the other side. Unit One took position at the fore of the anteroom; Units Two
and Three took position on either side.
One would expect such a mighty force to evidence at least a suggestion of
their presence. But not this force. The Vampires moved at lightning speed
without a whisper of sound. The auxiliary had trained so precisely that one
would be hard-pressed even to hear them breathe.
Michael knelt on one knee, opened a large map on the floor, and motioned
to Phoebe to join him. He placed his finger over his mouth, indicating she
wasn’t to speak. Then he pointed to an area on the map that wasn’t on the
ones he’d handed out. Nor had he mentioned it the previous evening.
He’d spoken of the south and west tunnels, but this map also displayed a
tunnel leading directly ahead. He signaled that she was to advance down this
tunnel when he gave the order. She looked at him questioningly, but he had no
time to respond. Units Four and Five sent word the rogues had returned from
the hunt.
Michael jumped up and ordered Units Two through Five to advance and
hold position. Phoebe stood poised and ready to fight, but she had no idea
what she was supposed to do once she started down the forward tunnel.
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Michael turned and signaled she was to advance. Everything in her wanted to
demand an explanation. Instead, she snatched the flashlight from her vest and
flew into the tunnel. Running with one hand on the hilt of her trifoil, she didn’t
get more than five yards before coming to a fork.
“Shit.” The word skidded through her lips as she tried to stop it.
Certain the battle now raged all around her, she wanted to strangle Michael
for ordering her down a tunnel she was sure took her away from it. Desperate
to get to wherever it was he wanted her to be – and get to it quickly, before the
battle ended and she missed all the action – she raced down the left tunnel
without giving it a second thought.
As she rounded a bend that veered right, her eye caught sight of an image
carved into the stone wall: a fading symbol of death and rebirth safeguarded by
the omniscient 3rd eye. She’d been in this tunnel before. This was where she
met W’Hyani. But this tunnel turned back on itself, so no matter which
direction she went, she’d end up where she started. Infuriated, all she could
think of was taking Michael’s head. What did he want of her?
“I want you to begin seeing with your 3rd eye,” Michael whispered. Or did
he?
Phoebe turned around so fast that she dropped her flashlight. Where he
came from was anyone’s guess. She quickly pulled herself together, not
wanting him to know he’d taken her off guard. She was too angry with him to
concede anything she considered a weakness.
“How could you possibly know what I’m thinking?”
She kept her voice down to the extent anger would allow. Or did she? Was
she really speaking? She couldn’t tell.
“And what in the hell are you doing here? You’re the Commander in Chief,
for god’s sake. You should be at the command center.”
She swore purposely and with great pleasure. Michael ignored the display
of temper.
“The command center is under the able dictate of Horatio, and all units are
in position. It will be a while longer before the rogues are bedded down, so
there is time for me to give you some very important information.”
“It’s about time. I’ve no idea what I’m supposed to be doing here.”
Michael sat on the floor and signaled for her to do the same. She couldn’t
comprehend sitting down in the middle of a battle, but she decided to humor
him in order to speed up the process and get on with the business of killing
rogues.
“Forty four hundred migrated from Vampyr, and together founded The
Vampyrie.”
Oh great, she thought; a history lesson. Just what the battle ordered.
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“Those whom you have met – aside from Laverne the traitor – are Horatio,
Caitlin, Wyatt, Lily, Levi, Asher, Audrey, Cordelia, Archibald, Juliet, Dionne,
Orlando, Ophelia, Troy, Sheldon, Ona, and Michaela.”
Phoebe’s patience had already become a fatality, but she managed to
squeeze out an ounce of decorum.
“I haven’t met Michaela, but I like that name. It was my mother’s.”
“Michaela is your mother.”
“Yes, she was my mother. We lost her when I was four.”
“You have not lost your mother, dear Phoebe. She is with us now.”
“I know. She’s always in my heart and in my memories.”
Where in the hell was he going with this? She let out a huge sigh to signal
her tolerance had expired.
“You do not understand. Our Michaela and your Michaela are one and the
same.”
“What?”
Now that shock was added to the mix of anger and frustration, it took
sustained focus to remember to whisper. But she didn’t lose sight of where she
was and the prudence it demanded. Nor did she feel as if she were speaking.
“Are you saying my mother is alive?”
“Yes, and she is with us here in this battle. She is Michaela Delaney of The
Vampyrie.”
Stunned and infuriated, Phoebe shot up and raised her hand to slap him.
Michael turned his face to receive the blow, but she pulled her arm back,
glared at him, and started pacing.
“How can that be? She wouldn’t have abandoned me. She was loving and
kind and wouldn’t have stood by while my uncle raped me. If she’s alive, where
has she been all this time? Exactly where is she now?”
Michael attempted to reply but couldn’t get a word in edgewise. Phoebe’s
tirade was compressed and unyielding.
“Why didn’t my father tell me? Why didn’t Hannah tell me? All of you
promised me there would be no more secrets. You swore. You did everything
but take a blood oath. How could you betray me like this? How many more
secrets are you keeping?”
She threw her hands in the air and plunked down, careful to put some
distance between herself and the turncoat. Michael took advantage of the short
reprieve to answer her.
“There is only one secret left untold, and your mother is an integral part of
that secret. It cannot be made known through words; it must be revealed
through experience. This is imperative. Our victory depends on it. You have
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been pregnant with this secret for many months. You must now give birth to
it.”
Michael was up and gone in a flash.
Steeped in shock and anger from being deceived by those who were
supposed to care for her, as well as from being goaded into believing her
mother was dead all of these years, Phoebe failed to realize she’d just been told
her mother was a vampire.
She didn’t care that Michael abandoned her. In fact, she was glad he left.
She didn’t need his sorry ass any longer. She gripped the hilt of her trifoil so
tightly that her knuckles turned white. In a blind rage, she jumped up and
headed in the direction she’d been going. She’d have a few choice words
prepared for her Commander in Chief by the time she returned to the battle.
She told herself to stop thinking about it. She told herself that obsessing on
being lied to was draining her power. Instead, she decided to focus on beating
the hell out of the rogues. Her mind was rife with beheadings, impalements,
war cries, and, of course, profanities. But the angrier she became with the
rogues, the harder it became to repress the anger she felt at being deceived.
Anger is anger, after all, and she couldn’t block the thought of Michael and the
others betraying her.
She allowed one curse word after another to slip out under her breath. She
wanted to hit something. She wanted to grab Michael by the neck and squeeze
until the little amount of blood he did have in his body burst through his eye
sockets and thrust his eyeballs to the floor. She wanted to watch them roll
around and then step on them and listen to the squish. She wanted to shackle
all the betrayers to a wall, blow their brains out, and watch their limp bodies
slump to the ground and die with eyes wide open.
Then she remembered the image carved into the wall. Something or
someone greater than herself compelled her to turn around and go back. She
ran her fingers over the infinity symbol. Without thinking, she pressed her
thumb to the 3rd eye and pushed. A door in the wall opened, and the rancid
odor of decaying flesh lunged at her like a threatened feral beast on the attack.
Exhilarating terror clawed at her sanity and devoured all reason. She was
about to engage the enemy.
Her flashlight still lay on the ground where she’d dropped it.
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Chapter 42

The Battle

Phoebe withdrew her trifoil and crept through the doorway. She entered a
tunnel that ran northwest to southeast and was darker than the one behind
her. Not knowing which direction to go, she tried to remember the map Michael
opened on the anteroom floor. But the markings eluded her. She wished she’d
paid closer attention. She always favored going left, so it took little time to
make a decision.
She advanced slowly as the minutes ticked away and the silence became
suffocating. She wondered why there were no sounds of battle, no sounds of
anything but her own breathing. In that moment, she fully understood what
Michael meant when he said the rogues would know they were there. If she
could hear herself breathing inside a quiet tunnel, no doubt the rogues could
hear her as well. She steeled herself for an assault should they discover her
presence and attack en masse.
The putrid stench of rogue was staggering. She wished she didn’t have to
breathe. Nausea smoldered in her stomach; its tentacles burned her
esophagus. She wanted to drink some water but didn’t dare compromise the
hold she had on her trifoil. She swallowed hard several times and continued
on. It felt like an hour had passed but she knew it was no more than ten
minutes before the darkness lifted and a doorway loomed into view. She
approached it with caution. When she heard the flickering of torches, she knew
she was on the threshold of the inner sanctum.
She crept along the tunnel wall until she reached the entrance, and then
leaned her back against the cold stone. Taking in several deep breaths, she
prepared herself to face the vermin that had ravaged the past five and a half
weeks of her life. She quickly stuck her head through the doorway and
immediately drew back. There seemed to be no one inside. So she wrapped
both hands around her trifoil, slipped through the entrance, and pressed her
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back against the nearest wall. The chamber was empty. Where in the hell is
everyone?
She listened intently for sounds of fighting, but all she heard was the sound
of her pulse throbbing in her ears. She concluded Michael hadn’t yet given the
attack order. Not wanting to miss any of the action, she ran back down the
tunnel, intending to rejoin her unit in the anteroom. She was livid with Michael
for sending her on a fool’s errand and didn’t care how he’d react. But she
couldn’t find the door and had already gone farther than where it should have
been.
Her stomach still heaved from the stench, so she stopped just long enough
to drink some water. She tucked the flask between her arm and chest in order
to open it, because she had no intention of resheathing her trifoil. After a
minute or so, her stomach calmed down and she returned the flask to her vest
pocket.
Assuming the door must have closed, she continued going forward, hoping
it would lead back to the anteroom. The deafening silence became a minor
distraction when the vague outline of a doorway emerged in the distance. As
she drew closer, the shadowy contour of dozens of coffins loomed and faded,
loomed and faded, taunting and daring her to enter their realm. Her body
trembled with a sweet and sour mixture of excitement and trepidation. The
rogue billet lay only a few yards ahead.
She leaned her back against the cold stone wall, a wall the likes of which
once threatened and terrified but now offered refuge. She gathered strength
from its enduring stability as she shuffled through the pros and cons of
advancing versus retreating.
The door leading back to the anteroom was shut. The other two doorways
off the sanctum lead to places unknown. Entering the billet meant waking the
rogues. Never before had she been faced with making a decision of such
magnitude. She wished she’d paid closer attention to the map Michael had
shown her.
Perhaps Michael was waiting for her to make the first move. Perhaps he
hadn’t sent her on a fool’s errand after all. Maybe she was facing her moment
of truth. Images of all those she loved flashed before her wearing a smile and
offering a thumbs-up. She heard a familiar voice say, “It’s now or never.” She
took in a deep breath, brandished her trifoil, and braced herself for battle. I
hope you can hear me, Michael, she thought; because I choose now over never.
Five and a half weeks after the night she was first kidnapped, Phoebe
Angelina Delaney stormed the rogue billet. She unknowingly led the charge
that signaled Units Two and Three to attack.
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Rogues leapt out of their coffins shrieking and flailing their swords at
anything that moved, inadvertently killing some of their own. Several stood
their ground and fought but most scattered and fled. Some retreated to the
sanctum. Others bolted down the east and south tunnels where they were met
by Units Four and Five. Phoebe stayed and fought, beheading one rogue after
another as she and her comrades bellowed thundering war cries. She had no
time to think; and this gave her an edge.
When the remaining rogues had been executed, Unit Three advanced down
the east and south tunnels, and Unit Two circled back to the sanctum. Phoebe
thrust her trifoil into her back mount and charged down the east tunnel,
whooping and cursing until all other voices faded and hers was the only one
left echoing throughout the long passage. The rogues were fast, but their speed
was no match for her determination. It didn’t occur to her she was making her
way without the aid of a flashlight. It didn’t dawn on her she could see in the
dark.
As she rounded the northeast corner, she caught sight of two silhouettes
disappearing into the darkness and heard a shrill polyphonic voice say, “Yes!
Come this way!” She didn’t stop or hesitate. She didn’t question or ponder. She
kept running, hell bent for leather until something struck the back of her head
and knocked her out. When she came to, she was sealed in a coffin devoid of
the foulness unique to rogues. The voice of Master Po broke through the panic
and claustrophobia, sweeping away all doubt as easily as blowing away a
feather:
Ride the wind, Little Flame. Ride the wind.
Remembering a punching technique he’d taught her long ago, she thrust
her fist over and over into the coffin’s lid until she broke through. She pushed
her way out and flew down the tunnel, ignoring the pain in her head and fist.
As the sound of war cries grew louder and louder, she grabbed her trifoil and
raced through the north entrance into the sanctum.
Dozens of rogues screeched and hissed as their hearts were ripped out.
Rogue heads flew in all directions, smashing to the floor and splatting like the
mush of over-ripe melons. Cowards that they were, they retreated into the
tunnels at every turn.
Resolved not to leave one rogue standing as long as she drew breath,
Phoebe pursued them as sweat poured from her body. Running down the west
tunnel brandishing her trifoil, she met with the largest assault of the day when
she rounded the corner to the anteroom.
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Undaunted by the sheer numbers of VAC and rogue forces, she took the
head of the first rogue she encountered. It bounced off the wall and split open
at her feet. When the front half fell back against the floor, she saw it belonged
to Ariel. Lying next to Ariel’s decapitated body was the head of Oliver. Heartstricken over having killed a woman who once was her friend, and incensed
over not having killed the man who terrorized her, Phoebe paused.
“On your nine, Phoebe!” a voice yelled.
She swiftly turned to her left and took the head of a rogue about to take
hers. That was the last time she stopped to indulge her emotions.
The rogues kept coming; from where was anyone’s guess. The INTEL given
by Ona and Orlando regarding their numbers was highly inaccurate. Blood was
everywhere – on the walls, the floor, the ceiling, and on her comrades. VAC
members sported so much blood that it was difficult to tell if any were
wounded.
Suddenly, she felt a buzzing in the back of her head. Her visual acuity
heightened. She could see more clearly and at a far greater distance. It felt as if
she might see through the walls. What she did see were several of her
comrades bearing gaping slashes on their arms, legs, and torsos. Infuriated,
she stepped up her game.
She didn’t allow anything to give her pause; not even the shrill weetwooh of
RoDinjah’s whistle; not even the sight of his body being carried to the atrium
door, bleeding and semiconscious.
W’Hyani sliced through the rogue horde like the fierce warrior Phoebe knew
her to be. Dale, Joe, and Daniel were holding their own when Phoebe met up
with them in the billet and again in the anteroom. Teddy and Freddy took
heads with the grace of an artist’s brush stroke. They kept their backs in close
proximity to one another and moved as a unit, as if attached. Master Po wasn’t
visible within the masses, but Phoebe knew he was unscathed when his
bloodthirsty war cries resounded above the cacophony of clashing weapons and
screeching rogues being slaughtered.
Yet VAC forces were wearing down and members began to fall. Michael and
Horatio shouted orders their troops clearly received but were hard-pressed to
follow. The number of wounded mounted faster than medics could administer
care.
Never willing to concede anything approaching defeat, Phoebe vowed to
preserve the valor of The Vampyrie and win the battle. She spun like a whirling
dervish, taking two and three rogue heads in one strike of the blade. She
eviscerated rogue hearts with a single thrust of her trifoil. A surge of power
electrified her entire body when she heard a dynamic female voice say, “The
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time is now! Join me!” The voice reverberated and hovered in the air as if it
were a harbinger determined to have its message become manifest.
Phoebe and Hannah were only a few yards apart but didn’t see one another
until Hannah beheaded the rogue standing between them. When its lifeless
body slumped to the ground, Phoebe saw another rogue on Hannah’s six. Too
far away to go to her aid, she screamed “NO!” and felt the power of her voice
vibrate and galvanize every cell in her body.
She leapt five feet into the air. A laser-sharp beam of indigo light shot from
her solar plexus and sliced through the neck of the demon. Its head and body
sizzled, dropped to the ground, and went up in flames.
The power that electrified her was beyond anything she’d ever experienced.
She heard the dynamic female voice again, but this time she knew who it was.
She looked to the opposite end of the anteroom and saw her mother engulfed in
a silver light almost too radiant to behold. In that moment, Phoebe knew what
she had to do.
Michael messaged all of his troops to take cover. The sentry guard split
rank, the door to the atrium opened and, with lightning speed, all forces raced
inside.
Phoebe spun around and, together with Michaela, shot nearly ten feet into
the air. The two women hovered for nearly fifteen seconds, emanating rays of
indigo and silver light almost as bright as the sun itself. All rogues in the
anteroom and west and south tunnels ignited and were reduced to ashes
within seconds. Phoebe and Michaela slowly came to ground, their rays
retracting, their auras glowing. They spoke not a word.
As if nothing extraordinary had happened, everyone went about the
business of cleaning up. Michael ordered Units Two through Five to seek out
and destroy all remaining rogues. He told them to fire up the pit in the
sanctum and incinerate the bodies. He charged Unit One with the task of
taking their wounded to the hospital wing.
Phoebe did whatever was necessary to aid the victims. She didn’t run off in
search of stray rogues. She didn’t question Michael’s orders. Her mind was
empty. She gave no thought to herself.
When Units Two through Five returned, they reported at least half the
coffins in the billet were embedded in the ground, their lids covered with
attached soil, their presence camouflaged. Ona and Orlando had never
witnessed the coffins being used and didn’t know they were there. The rogues
had a strict order to bedding down and rising, which entailed their newest
members bedding down first and rising last. Michael vowed he never again
would underestimate rogue ingenuity.
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As the bodies of their dead comrades were carried into the atrium, Phoebe
pulled Michael aside and told him about the shadowy figures she’d
encountered and her interment in the coffin.
“Show me.”
He ordered Horatio, Master Po, and Hannah to join them. What they found
was disturbing.
A section of the north wall had been removed and replaced by a wooden
door covered by a thin layer of displaced stone. The gaping hole through which
Phoebe had escaped revealed the inside of what appeared to be a coffin
standing on end. Michael pulled open the door and threw it to the ground.
There stood a second coffin adjacent to the first.
“No doubt this was the lair of Laverne and Leander. We have not found
their bodies. How they have escaped and where they have gone are questions
for another day. That day will be soon, as they will hastily seek to rebuild their
league. But right now we must see to our dead comrades, tend to our wounded,
and give our forces time to recover.”
As they walked back to the atrium, Phoebe asked Michael if their troops
knew when she decided to storm the billet.
“It was awfully fortunate for me that you guys attacked when you did. How
did you know?”
“Did you not hear a voice tell you it is now or never?”
“I thought the voice sounded familiar. That was you?”
“Indeed it was. And by the same token, I heard your directed thoughts and
knew what you were about to do.”
“What are directed thoughts?”
“We will speak more of this later, as there is much more to tell. For now, let
us be content with victory. And let us assist the others.”
As the VAC withdrew from the catacombs, Phoebe realized her mother
wasn’t among them.
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Chapter 43

Aftermath

Thursday – Friday
All remained quiet at The Haven. Everyone seemed absorbed in thought and
offered little conversation. Phoebe took long walks in the gardens. Communing
with nature soothed her mind, weary from all the thoughts and questions that
plagued her over the last five and a half weeks.
The wounded slowly recovered. Casualties were light. Audrey and Levi were
among them. Michael insisted all students and VAC members not go home
until The Vampyrie tracked down and exterminated Laverne, Leander, and the
rogues they were sure to create.
As the days passed, Phoebe spent much of her time chatting and laughing
with family and friends.
She visited her father every day. Mitchell really enjoyed his daughter’s
company. Having a few more weeks’ recovery ahead of him, she provided the
most interesting conversation, the most amusing entertainment, and the most
healing sentiment.
She treasured her friendship with Lunah and made sure they spent time
together every day. Lunah and Juliet became fast friends, and Lunah most
often was found helping her tend the gardens.
Fei and Cho now lived at The Haven and would train to become Vampyrie
members. In her role as tribal shaman, Dr. Nadie Wray exorcised the rogue
influence over them and helped retrieve their souls. Their parents came to
accept their condition and were content with occasional visits. Phoebe was
relieved. She couldn’t bear the thought of their undergoing retro therapy.
Master Po began teaching Kung Fu to all interested VAC members. He
thought he’d have a handful of students, but so many showed up that the class
had to be moved to the grand hall. He didn’t allow the overwhelming response
to go to his head. He spared no rod and spoiled no child.
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RoDinjah healed quickly. During his recovery, W’Hyani spent her nights in
the hospital wing with him. They’d go back to their village when Michael
deemed it safe to travel. Phoebe would miss them. She’d miss RoDinjah’s antics
and the solidarity she felt with W’Hyani. As native peoples, Dale and Dr. Nadie
would help fill the void created by the loss of her tribal friends.
She enjoyed a burgeoning friendship with Nadie. Having assisted her in Fei
and Cho’s soul retrieval, the seed of passion for all things spiritual took root
and sprouted. She’d neglected her spirit most of her life and was in dire need of
a little guidance.
She also enjoyed getting to know Dale, Joe, and Daniel. They’d watched
over her from a distance, and she’d be forever grateful. She and Dale were
drawn to one another on a very deep level. They sat in the gardens talking for
hours. They weren’t attracted to each other physically, but it made no
difference. Their spirits were connected, and that’s all that mattered.
If the rogue threat couldn’t be eliminated, all auxiliary members would
move into The Haven permanently. Freddy made light of the prospect. He joked
he was beyond ready to retire. Teddy didn’t mind where she lived, as long as it
was with Freddy. The dynamic duo continued offering comic relief with their
playful bantering.
And Hannah . . . Well, she sold Orca Studios to Murray, rented out her
house, and moved into The Haven.
Two evenings after the battle, Phoebe sat in the library staring out the
window with an open book on her lap. She sensed Michael come in and sit
down, but she couldn’t take her eyes off the enchanting ring around the moon.
“The fog just rolled in and the moon waved her magic wand across the sky.”
Phoebe turned and smiled at her guardian and fearless leader. “How are you,
Michael? I haven’t seen much of you these past two days.”
“I am well. But I wish to know how you are. I am concerned that you have
not sought me out to ask the many questions I am sure you have.”
“I can’t think of any.” Phoebe turned away to look at the sky. “I do believe I
might be tapped out.”
“Oh, my dear Phoebe; never a more unwitting sentence has ever been
spoken. For when you awaken tomorrow, you will have at least a dozen
questions.”
Phoebe turned back again and looked deeply into Michael’s eyes. “Why do
you say that?”
“I say that because you will not stop questioning until you breathe your last
breath. It is your nature to seek the truth, perpetually and comprehensively.
Humans who are given to seeking the truth tend to do so in a labyrinthine
fashion, even though the path is clear and direct, even though enlightenment
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might very well be instantaneous. They obscure the path with a deep-seated
belief that for anything to be valuable, it must be difficult to attain.
“Life is not linear, dear Phoebe, and time is an illusion. Past, present, and
future exist simultaneously in overlapping spheres and concentric circles of
multidimensional realities. As a student of physics, you should have no
difficulty understanding this.”
“I do understand it. And you’re right; I have a question. A door opened in
the tunnel wall when I pressed on a Vampyrie symbol. Is the symbol really
there or did I just imagine it?”
“There are many Vampyrie symbols on the catacomb walls, several of which
are keys to opening doors. However, excluding the one you encountered, all of
them are in sections of the catacombs unknown to the rogues. The catacombs
are quite expansive and extend beyond the areas you have seen.”
“I wondered about that. And I think those dozen plus questions you spoke
of are rolling in early.”
Michael couldn’t help but smile in anticipation. She’d rarely seen him smile
and thought how dashing he looked.
“When I was chasing rogues down the north tunnel, I’m sure I heard
Laverne and Leander call to me. Didn’t you tell us rogues retain their telepathic
ability for a while?”
“Yes, they remain telepathic almost until death, even though their physical
bodies are in a perpetual but slow decay. However, the ability weakens over
time and they are unable to communicate telepathically with any other than
their own kind. Laverne and Leander were able to send you a message because
they have taken ARV, which halts degeneration. But their supply will soon be
depleted. Hopefully, they will not discover how to make more before we locate
and exterminate them.”
“What are directed thoughts?”
“In order to communicate effectively via telepathy, there must be a focused
sender and a willing receiver. However, one can be willing to receive without his
or her knowledge. In other words, one can consent on a subconscious level.
The sender must focus their intention and then direct the thought to their
targeted receiver. If the thought is not focused, the message will not be
received.
“Now, do not be confused by my use of the word ‘focused.’ Consciously, we
may feel confused or even panicked. But the subconscious is capable of
sending directed thoughts once the intention has been set. Do you
understand?”
“I do. So does all of this mean I’m now a VAC member?”
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Michael shook his head, amazed at Phoebe’s ability to accept the
inexplicable and simply switch tracks.
“You, dear Phoebe, are a member of The Vampyrie. Lunah, W’Hyani, and
RoDinjah are members of the auxiliary. In a special ceremony to be given on
the next full moon, they will be dubbed Lords of the auxiliary, and you will be
knighted as a member of The Vampyrie.”
“Dame Phoebe Angelina Delaney. I like the sound of that.” Phoebe accepted
the accolade without registering its full significance.
“We do not use the titles of Dame and Lady, but rather Sir and Lord. You
will be Sir Phoebe Angelina Delaney.”
“I like the sound of that, too. Why did you wait for me to storm the billet
before you attacked? Why did you wait for me to make the first move?”
“We wanted a swift and certain victory, as there is nothing viler than
battling rogues. To ensure this, we needed to awaken your power. The most
expedient way was for you to be willing to risk your life for the greater good.
You might think you were compelled by the need for vengeance, but you were
not. You knew entering the billet unassisted was a suicide mission. You knew
it would force the rogues out of their coffins and drive them to us. But you also
sensed we were at the ready, waiting for you to strike the first blow.”
Fighting a grueling and bloody battle can jade a person to the point of
finding nothing astounding. Phoebe was intrigued but in no way astonished by
Michael’s disclosure. She simply moved on to her next question.
“You said you needed to awaken my power. Is that what happened to me at
the end of the battle? What exactly was it my mother and I did to annihilate the
rogues?”
“That is a question for your mother to answer. She had to leave town on
business and is due to return by mid-week.”
“Okay. So now that I’m living at The Haven, will I have to give up my
house?”
Michael roared.
“What’s so funny?” Phoebe giggled, caught up in his atypical but contagious
laughter.
“You are nowhere near ‘tapped out,’ dear Phoebe. And you are not fazed by
any of what I have just told you. This is a good thing. It is also good to make
sure all of your questions are asked and answered. So my reply to your last
question is ‘not immediately.’ Our success or failure in extinguishing the
residual rogue threat will determine whether or not it is safe to retain a
dwelling apart from The Haven. I hope you will not be saddened if it is deemed
necessary to relinquish your beloved home.”
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Phoebe put her book on the table, walked over to Michael, and told him to
stand up.
“Whatever for?”
“For the hug I’ve been saving to give you.”
Michael stood and embraced his protégé. Then he placed his hands on her
shoulders, stepped back, leaned down, and looked her in the eyes. An impish
grin came over his face as he whispered, “Let us sneak into the kitchen and
make a pot of tea we will share only with each other.”
His behavior was so out of character that Phoebe burst into laughing. It
was the best medicine he could have given her.
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Chapter 44

Resolution

Friday . . .
Immediately after the battle, Michaela and Sheldon traveled out of state to
report on the status of the rogue threat. They were gone for nearly a week, and
Phoebe could hardly wait to see her mother.
Late one afternoon, Phoebe strolled into the gardens and sat on the bench
under a flourishing willow. While letting the sun’s warmth nourish and
revitalize her, she closed her eyes and slipped into reverie. A soft, lyrical, and
familiar voice floated on the air.
“You are more precious than I remember, Pheebalina.”
Phoebe opened her eyes and beheld a woman who was her equal in stature
and power. She beheld the woman she’d longed for all of her life.
“And you are more beautiful.”
Overcome by emotion, Phoebe’s voice was little more than a whisper. She
paid no attention to the tears she’d always fought so hard to conceal.
Michaela sat down and embraced the child she so desperately missed. Her
long auburn hair fell in waves over Phoebe’s shoulders. Her lean arms belied
the power of the mysterious gift with which she’d been endowed.
“Let me look at you.” She pulled away from her daughter just enough to
caress the face she’d dreamed of every night. Lost in thought, she stroked
Phoebe’s hair. “You must have many questions.”
“I don’t have the will to ask them. I’d rather listen to your voice. Tell me the
story of you and me and who we are.”
Michaela put her arm around her daughter and drew her to her shoulder.
Phoebe closed her eyes and nestled into the nurturing embrace she vividly
remembered.
“Vampyr had two moons. They were named Indigus and Silva, because they
filled the night skies with the reflective colors of their coronas. Both moons
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were inhabited; but when the people of Vampyr migrated to Earth, my and your
father’s ancestors were the only celestials who joined them. I am Silvan and
your father was Indigun. His name was Paris.”
Michaela’s voice was pure nectar. It absorbed any shock that might have
rippled across Phoebe’s awareness when being told she was the child of
vampires. She didn’t react to learning Mitchell wasn’t her biological father.
Steeped in her mother’s love, none of it mattered. Her feelings for Mitchell
would never change.
“The Indigos and Silvers were blessed with a special power we call Lilova, in
honor of the Great Mother of Light and Love. This power could heal the sick,
free an animal caught in a snare of floating branches, encourage a seedling to
grow. A small asteroid could be diverted when an Indigo and Silver worked as
one.
“This power was also capable of killing. Alone, an Indigo or Silver could slay
a targeted individual. United, their power could annihilate all beings
unshielded within a mile of their circumference. You inherited the Indigo gene
from your father.
“Paris died before you were born. Mitchell was a new member of the VAC but
had been friends with your father and me for several years. He knew our
history. So when he asked me to marry him, I accepted. I wanted you to have a
living father.
“A few years after you were born, The Vampyrie learned the rogues were
plotting to kill all vampires. Their leader at the time was a vicious psychopath
who had a special hatred for the people of Indigus and Silva. His name was
Tybalt, and he was terrified of the power he knew could incinerate him.
“I knew it was only a matter of time before they discovered I was a vampire;
and thereafter, an even shorter amount of time before they learned I was
Silvan. Once they did, they would target me and murder our entire family.
Before this could happen, I needed either to separate myself from you or leave
and take you with me. I knew losing me would devastate Mitchell. If he were to
lose you as well, I was quite sure he would end his life.
“He could not even visit with me once I had gone. He said it was too painful.
Yet he knew it was the only option, because he was not willing to move to The
Haven. He could not bear the thought of leaving his home.
“It was imperative you thought me dead. Little children often do not know
when they are betraying a secret, and we could not chance your inadvertently
revealing my existence and subsequently making yourself a target.
“When Marion and Leon moved in, I thought it a blessing. I did not know
Leon had begun sexually abusing you. The trauma was so intense that you
buried all thought of it. You created an imaginary safe place where you escaped
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every time Leon committed the act. I could not access the part of you that had
shut down. I thought this merely a consequence of puberty. But the moment
Mitchell exiled them, your persistent anxiety lifted and our full connection
recommenced.
“I was infuriated and beside myself with what to do. I knew Marion and Leon
would not allow the matter to settle. They schemed to make life a living hell for
you and Mitchell. So I annihilated them. I hope you do not find this upsetting
or immoral. I hope you understand. A mother will do anything to protect her
child.
“You were very young when I left, so I hoped you would recover quickly from
the loss. I thought by separating from you, the rogues would not learn I had a
daughter, much less an Indigun daughter. I moved to The Haven in order to
protect you. I was devastated, sweetheart. I did not want to leave you. But the
choice between your life and my broken heart was an easy one to make.”
Phoebe slipped her hand under Michaela’s and gently squeezed it. Her heart
soared. The mother she thought was dead, and later thought had abandoned
her, had always guarded and protected her. She was ecstatic. And she was glad
Marion and Leon were dead.
“The Indigo and Silver genes are antiretroviral for vampirism. The rogues
must have discovered from Laverne that you carry the Indigo gene.
Undoubtedly disturbed and disillusioned, she decided to assume leadership
when Tybalt was killed. She added to her strength and influence by turning a
highly intelligent but cold-blooded human to be her mate.
“When the rogues targeted you, Michael decided they had to be
exterminated. Since you are the only one left on Earth who carries the indigo
gene, he asked me for permission to train you for battle. But the choice had to
be yours, and the honor had to be earned.
“We could not invite you, because training would hold little meaning unless
desire compelled you to request it. Similarly, we could not tell you about the
power you possess, because your unremitting questioning and relentless
analyzing would have rendered it impotent. We had to place you in a situation
that caused your power to engage and discharge from a visceral level.
“Do you understand, my darling girl, why we had to keep so many secrets?”
Phoebe opened her eyes, looked up at her mother, and smiled. The same
emerald green eyes smiled back at her.
“Yes, I understand. I know all of you care about me so much that you were
willing to be targets for my hateful and shameless outbursts. You knew how I’d
react, but you did what you had to do anyway. You put up with me throughout
all of it. Saying thank you just isn’t enough. I love you, mum. I’m so happy we
found each other again.”
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“And I love you, sweetheart.”
Phoebe kissed Michaela on the cheek. Then she giggled and said, “I guess
this means I’m a vampire.”
“You are not startled by this?”
“No. Well, maybe a little. Mostly I’m relieved. I think. I never really know
what I’m feeling. But I doubt anything could actually shock me after all I’ve
been through. Besides, this means I get to live at The Haven with you and
Michael. And before I know it, I’ll have teeth just like yours.”
“Indeed you will. Soon you will don as fierce a smile as the rest of us.”
“Mum, are you afflicted with vampirism like Michael?”
“No. Very few of us are. But as you know, if one is treated promptly and then
maintains the treatment, having the disease does not preclude realizing one’s
full potential. After all, Michael is Commander in Chief of The Vampyrie.”
“What other characteristics of the vampire do I have to look forward to?”
“Well, let us see . . . Your night vision engaged in the heat of the battle, as
did your swift movement and power of telepathy.”
“So that’s why I could see in the dark without my flashlight. I didn’t realize
I’d dropped it. And I didn’t realize how fast I was moving. But I did suspect
telepathy was in play. When Michael came to me in the tunnel and told me
about you, I was pretty sure he wasn’t actually talking. His lips weren’t moving,
yet I heard everything he said. I also heard him speak to me before I stormed
the billet. And I heard you, mum. I heard you ask me to join you.”
“Did you also feel a buzzing in your head that caused your vision to become
even more acute?”
“Yes! Was that you?”
“It was. I sent you a bolt of energy. When you responded, I knew you were
ready to employ your Indigun power. I also sent you a bolt of energy when the
rogues abducted and shackled you in the sanctum.”
“That was you, too, mum? I couldn’t figure it out and kept forgetting to ask.”
“The energy I sent induced your power to engage temporarily and enable you
to free yourself.”
You’ve watched over me all my life, haven’t you?”
“It was my great joy to do so. I always knew where you were and what you
were doing. You and I have always been connected. I knew each time the
rogues abducted you, and I sent help. When they shackled you in the sanctum,
I knew I would need assistance in order to free you.
“It is not so difficult to telepathically influence an individual. However, in
order to sway a group as large as the rogue league, I needed the full intention
of The Vampyrie. We sent a directed message tricking them into believing the
billet was under attack, which in turn compelled them to leave the sanctum.
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Maintaining this connection required extensive energy and focus. But while the
others deceived the rogues, I helped you free yourself and escape.”
“Wow. Just . . . Wow.”
It took Phoebe a minute to recover from her “wow” moment. When she did,
she was armed and ready with another question. Michaela didn’t mind. Having
lost nearly a quarter of a century with her daughter, she welcomed any
question Phoebe had.
“I heard Laverne and Leander speak to me when I was chasing rogues down
the north tunnel. How can you tell the difference? How do you know if it’s a
vampire or a rogue communicating with you?”
“You knew the difference. You will always know the difference. You knew the
voice speaking to you was not one of us. But regardless of the message they
chose to send, you would have continued running toward the anteroom in
pursuit of them. That was your mission. Your night vision was only half
engaged when you encountered Laverne and Leander. Had it been fully
engaged, you clearly would have seen them rather than their silhouettes.”
“How can I learn more about my power?”
“You will learn through experience. It is the only way. It is best not to speak
power’s name, for it is the nature of power to become elusive when one
attempts to define it. Instead, you speak around it. You speak of what it
manifests. You speak of how you feel.”
“In other words, don’t try to analyze it. Step out of my ego and just let it be.”
“That is it precisely.”
Phoebe noticed a marking on Michaela’s left inner wrist.
“You have the same tattoo as Michael – the insignia of The Vampyrie. When
Michael first explained its significance to me, I didn’t really believe him. I mean,
choosing where and when to be born and die, and choosing the lessons we
want to learn and how to learn them – it all sounded like a bunch of fru-fru to
me.”
“How does it sound to you now?”
“Oh, I believe it! I feel like I’ve met my destiny. But more than that . . . I feel
like I’ve achieved a goal – a goal I set and accomplished. I don’t remember you
having the tattoo when I was little. When did you get it?”
“We earn the marking when we achieve the rank of General.”
“Wow! You’re a General?”
“I am a four-star General, as is Horatio. We are second-in-command under
Michael.”
“I’m just so proud of you, mum. You’re my number-one hero.”
“I wish only to be your mother, sweetheart. Aside from your love, that is all I
require.”
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“You have my love, mum. Always did, always will.”
Mother and daughter sat quietly until dinner time, enjoying each other’s
company, anticipating the happy days that lay ahead.
Yet something still bothered Phoebe.
It took a couple of days to put her finger on it, but she finally realized she
was heartbroken over having killed Ariel. She wasn’t sure how to deal with her
feelings. She wasn’t the same Phoebe of six weeks ago. Her whole outlook on
life had shifted. The old Phoebe would have paced and ranted at anyone who’d
listen. The new Phoebe didn’t want to trouble anyone with her problem.
One night while getting ready for bed, she looked in the mirror and
scrutinized her teeth. She lifted her upper lip and checked to see if her new
canines might be coming in.
“Hannah, did you always know I was a vampire?”
“Of course I did, sweetie.”
“It doesn’t bother you?”
“If it did, honey, I’d have very few friends. And speaking of friends . . .”
Hannah put her arm around Phoebe. “Let’s sit down and talk. You’ve seemed a
little distant since the battle ended, and I didn’t want to intrude. But I hope
you know you can talk with me, anytime, regardless of how you feel.”
“You’re always so good to me, Hannah. I hope I’m as generous on your
behalf.”
“Oh, sweetie, you give me more than you know. I’ve always guarded and
protected you. This was your mother’s wish, but I’d have done it anyway. I was
your mum’s birth coach and I saw you being born. I was the first to hold you.
Your mum was very weak afterward, so I moved in and took care of you until
she regained her strength. You’re a daughter to me, and I couldn’t love you
more.”
“I didn’t know you were at my birth. And I didn’t know you lived with us for a
while. My dad never told me any of this.”
“I’m sure there are more things we haven’t remembered to tell you. Given all
that’s been going on, we’ve had little opportunity to collect our thoughts. Please
don’t hold it against us. When you keep secrets for nearly twenty five years, it’s
not easy to remember each one when it’s time to reveal them.”
“I don’t hold it against you, Hannah. I understand now why I feel so close to
you.”
“I’m really happy to hear that, luv. Now tell me what’s bothering you.”
“You know something’s bothering me? Of course you do. You always know. I
hope . . .”
Phoebe hesitated. The last thing she wanted was for Hannah not to forgive
her for something she herself found despicable.
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“I hope . . . I hope you don’t hate me for this.”
“I could never hate you, darlin’. I know your heart. I saw the depth of love in
those beautiful emerald eyes the moment you first opened them. You looked
right at me. The fire in you burns brighter than in anyone I’ve met; that’s how
much you love.”
“Promise?”
“I promise I’ll never, ever hate you. The force that drives you is love. It’s who
you are. I know this without a doubt. I know underneath all the ranting and
analyzing and questioning lies the heart of a compassionate and empathetic
being. Nothing you could possibly say would ever change how I feel. I love you –
now and forever.”
“Okay, then; but I’m having trouble not hating myself. I . . . I killed Ariel. I
know she had to die, but why did it have to be at my hand? How do I ever get
over this?”
“Well, luv; I could tell you we can’t control destiny. I could tell you there’s a
lesson here for you to learn. But after all is said and done, the only thing that
truly will help you heal is time; time to grieve the loss of a friend who was
doomed the moment the rogues consumed her. Maybe it’ll help you to know I
feel guilty, too. If Ariel hadn’t worked for me, she never would’ve been targeted
and still would be alive. So you see; if there’s any blame to be had, it belongs
squarely at my feet.”
“You always know what to say to make me feel better. Oh, Hannah, I almost
lost you! What if I hadn’t realized my power in time to save you? What if you’d
been killed right before my eyes?”
“But you did; and I wasn’t.”
Phoebe couldn’t hug Hannah tight enough.
“I love you, Hannah. What would I do if I ever lost you?”
“Oh, honey, life is full of ifs. In fact, life is nothing but ifs. We tend to think
we can control fate, but we can’t. Despite the myriad possibilities in life, fate
ignores ifs, yets, and buts. It flicks them off like so many bothersome little
gnats. Fate will have its due. Like a tsunami, it wipes out everything in its
path. And nothing we do can change its course. It was your destiny to save me.
It was my destiny to survive. It was Ariel’s destiny to die at your hand. But it’s
no one’s destiny to be held accountable for the will of fate. Ariel’s death was not
your fault.”
“I wish I could believe that.”
“You will, sweetie; you will. And thanks to you, I’m still here.” Hannah’s
smile was never more comforting. “Tomorrow after breakfast, let’s take a walk
in the gardens. Maybe we’ll find a little squirrel to talk with.”
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Somehow, Hannah always managed to say what Phoebe needed to hear.
Aside from everything else, she knew communing with nature was Phoebe’s goto tonic. And Phoebe hoped she truly did give back to Hannah in kind. She
would pay attention to this from here on out. First and foremost, she would
listen; really listen. And she would pay it forward.
After the lights were out, she lay in bed contemplating life as a vampire. She
knew there would be more battles to fight and more rogues to kill. She knew
finding Laverne and Leander wouldn’t be easy. She knew by the time they were
found, the despicable degenerates would have a new league of rogues behind
them. But she didn’t dwell on this. Instead, she visualized all the good she
could do with her special power.
She realized the innate untapped power lying dormant within each of us
must be ignited by passion and sustained by focused intention. The rash and
impetuous Phoebe of six weeks ago had transformed into a prudent and
tolerant young woman. Yet she’d continue to question everything she didn’t
understand; she’d continue to see the glass as half full. She intended to keep
her inner fire burning bright.
She watched thin vapors of fog drift across the moon while its reflective light
winked at her as they passed. She listened to the wind whisper glad tidings to
the trees. She imagined it whispered just for her, telling the trees to sway and
tap a message of promise on her window.
Nature was full of magic. Tomorrow, she’d find a bit of it and show it to her
friend. Tonight, she’d step into the dreamtime and let go all remnants of the old
Phoebe. But right now, she’d give thanks for all those who loved her and for all
the wonders of life.
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Love is a raindrop
Reflecting a rainbow in the face of light
Nourishing the deep sea with color . . .
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Dear Reader,
Thank you so much for reading my novel. If I could, I would address each
one of you by name. I hope you enjoyed Vampyrie: Origin of the Vampire.
I always have been fascinated by the myth of the vampire and often have
wondered if the phenomenon actually could exist. My background in medicine
has led me to speculate about how this might have a basis in reality. If rooted
in science, how might this myth come to life? The most likely answer would be
as a physical disorder or disease.
One day during my morning walk, the word Valkyrie came to mind. As
many of you know, a valkyrie is one of a host of female helping spirits of the
god Odin in Norse mythology. Depicted as both loving and bloodthirsty,
valkyries decide who lives and who dies in battle. They also assist Odin in
transporting his favorites among the slain to Valhalla, the hall where he houses
the dead whom he deems worthy of dwelling with him. In my novel, Valkyrie
becomes Vampyrie and Valhalla becomes the Haven.
I would be delighted if you would visit my website and connect with me on
social networks. Also – as any author will tell you – reader reviews on Amazon
and elsewhere are greatly appreciated.
I wish each of you a happy, prosperous, and fulfilling life.
Take care, my friends. Namaste . . .
Tina

Visit Tina’s website and blog: https://tinafrisco.com
Follow Tina on:
Twitter - http://hyperurl.co/ozc2kv
Facebook - http://hyperurl.co/dgbalj, http://hyperurl.co/67hpsc
LinkedIn - http://hyperurl.co/0ftmsd
Google+ - http://hyperurl.co/hvxyjn
Goodreads - http://hyperurl.co/1u5093
Amazon - http://hyperurl.co/3vme2a
Smashwords - http://hyperurl.co/3mysro
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About the Author

Tina Frisco is an author, singer-songwriter, RN, activist, and student of
shamanism. She began writing as a young child and received her first guitar at
age 14, which launched her passion for music and songwriting. She has
performed publicly in many different venues.
As an RN, Tina worked in the fields of psychiatry, medical-surgical,
hemodialysis, subacute, clinics, clinical trials, and health facilities evaluation
with the California State Department of Health Services. She also worked with
Amnesty International, the American Red Cross, and Friends of the Earth; held
several secretarial positions with colleges and universities; and assisted in
managing a bookstore-café for many years. She apprenticed to a medicine
woman at age 33 and continues on a spiritual path. She has been active in the
Animal Rights Movement for over 30 years and is a humane activist.
Tina’s publishing history includes book reviews, essays, articles in the field
of medicine, her début novel – Plateau, and her children’s book – Gabby and
the Quads. Nature is her go-to tonic. Aside from loving animals, she enjoys
writing, reading, music, dancing, arts and crafts, exploring nature, and getting
lost in working crossword puzzles.
Tina believes if we keep our hearts open and act within love instead of
reacting out of fear – if we practice gratitude and compassion within every
moment and with every breath – we’ll raise our vibratory rate and help elevate
the human species to a higher consciousness, facilitating both personal and
global peace. And within this vision – this practice – the human species will
continue into the Golden Age of Enlightenment.
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Other Books by Tina Frisco
Plateau: Beyond the Trees, Beyond 2012
Purchase link: http://hyperurl.co/3oliil

Many of the documentaries regarding the end of the Mayan long count
calendar on 21 December 2012 embraced doomsday prophecies. Tina doesn’t
embrace apocalyptic theories and was moved to write a novel of hope. She
believes novel reading can stimulate empathy as well as increase our tolerance
for diversity and our understanding of who we are.
W’Hyani was born strong, willful, and the predestined Keeper of the Crystal
Heart, the key to unlocking the mystery of the Great Mosaic of Life. Unaware of
the shard’s significance, W’Hyani’s fortitude is tested by the cosmic forces that
sculpted her destiny. She ultimately comes face-to-face with herself in a battle
that would shrink the will of the most intrepid warrior, unaware the realization
of her destiny will irrevocably impact all beings on earth and beyond. The Great
Mosaic of Life holds a message of hope that would allow us to continue into the
Golden Age of Enlightenment.
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Gabby and the Quads
Purchase link: http://hyperurl.co/x8z678

When Tina’s niece had quadruplets in November 2012, she was inspired to
write a children’s book. A child’s moral compass develops early, so she wanted
to write a book that was ethically as well as traditionally educational.
Gabby is an only child who is about to become big sister to quadruplets!
How will she handle this? Her parents decide on a unique approach to
introduce her to and help her accept this awesome experience. Follow Gabby as
she learns all about babies and the joy of loving.
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